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PREFACE 

This History, the Technical Report on Operation Crossroads, was 

"begun on 29 Jan 46 at the request of Vice Admiral W. H. P. Blandy, 

Commander JTF-1. Preparation was guided principally by Rear Admiral 

W. S. Parsons, Deputy Commander for Technical Direction. 

The History is based largely on Commander JTF-1 Operation Plan, 

No. 1-46, on the various administrative and technical histories, 

reports by the many groups within Joint Task Force One, and on materi¬ 

al gathered from correspondence, interviews, and inspections. Care 

has been taken to locate authoritative sources for the facts presented. 

A file has been kept showing the sources of all significant facts. 

Since many of the data included are still in a non-final state, it is 

likely that a number of minor changes will be in order in the follow¬ 

ing months. 

The History does not, of course, take the place of the detailed 

reports prepared by the various JTF-1 groups and identified in the 

Bibliography; it attempts mainly to combine in one unified work the 

salient parts of the many basic reports. 

The History discusses failures as well as successes. A prominene 

research director has said "Every honest researcher I know admits 

he's just a professional amateur. He's doing whatever he's doing for 

the first time. That makes him an amateur. He has enough sense to 

know that he's going to have a lot of trouble, so that makes him a 

professional." 

A "finder tab" system is included whereby the reader may turn in¬ 

stantly to any desired chapter on results. 

To the many persons who helped in the preparation of this Histoiy 

I extend my thanks. 

W. A. Shurcliff 

Historian, JTF-1 

18 Nov 46 

« 
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff» acting with the approval of the Presi¬ 
dent» created Joint Task Porce One on 11 Jan 46 and charged it with 
determining the effects of atomic bombing on naval vessels. Thej 
directed that one bomb should be detonated in the air (Test A) and 
another underwater (Test B). 

Braluatlon groups were appointed; Congressional approval of 
use of naval vessels in the Tests was obtained; observers vers named; 
the public manifested great interest in the preparations for the 
Tests. 

Ob.lecte of the Taste. 

In descending order of importance» the objects of the Tests vers 
as follows: 

To'determine the effects of atomic bombing on naval vassala» 
naval material» and ships1 crews. 

To provide the Army Air Torces with experience in precisión 
(atomic) bombing. 

To ascertain the effects of atomic bombing on a variety of 
army material. 

To show the klndr. and extents of biological and chemical 
y effects produced by radiations of all kinds. 

To discover successful means of diagnosing and treating 
persons exposed to radiations. 

To help answer a variety of hitherto-unansvered scientific 
questions in the fields of blast» meteorology» 
radioactivity» oceanography» selenography, radio 
propagation, and ionisation. 

To determine the remote detectability of atomic bomb 
explosions. 
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Admlniatration. 

To carry out the assigned mission, Commander JTF-l assembled 

from Army, Navy, and other agencies a staff, a technical organization, 

and a force organization capable of performing the required tasks. 

Technical activities were directed by R. Adm. W. S. Parsons, Deputy 

Task Force Commander for Technical Direction; air activities were 

directed by Maj. Gen. W. E. Kepner, Deputy Task Force Commander for 

Aviation. Maj, Gen. A. L. McAuliffe served as Ground Forces Adviser. 

Commodore J. A. Snackenberg, Chief of Staff, was assisted by Capt. 

Robert Brodie (Navy), Assistant Chief of Staff for Personnel, Brig. 

Gen. (now Col.) T. J. Betts, Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, 

Capt. C. H. Lyman (Navy), Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, and 

Brig. Gen. (now Col.) D. H. Blakelock, Assistant Chief of Staff for 
Logistics. 

Scientific instrumentation for evaluating the transient direct 

effects of the two explosions was the responsibility of Dr. R. A. Sawyer, 

Technical Director. HiB activities embraced these fields; bomb oper¬ 

ation, pressure and impulse measurement, oceanography, electromagnetic 

propagation and electronics, radioactivity, optical radiation, nuclear 

radiation, remote measurements, and technical photography. For each 

of these fields a coordinator was designated. Detailed technical 

activities were carried out by ten administrative groups. 

Determination of the effects of the explosions on the exposed 

vessels and other exoosed material was the resuonsibility of R. Adm. 

T. A. Solberg, Director of Ship Material, who was resppnsible also 

for preparing the vessels and (after the second explosion) deconta¬ 

minating them. Especially great care was given to inspecting the 

vessels before and after each explosion in order to determine the 

exact extent of damage, cause of damage and significance of damage. 

Activities were carried out by these eight groups: DSM Army Group, 

DSM Aeronautics Group, DSM Ships Group, DSM Ordnance Group, DSM 

Electronics Group, DSM Medical Group, DSM Supplies Group, DSM Yards 
and Docks Group. 

Commander JTF-l was assisted by a Safety Adviser (Capt. G. M. 

Lyon, Navy) and a Radiological Safety Adviser (Col. S. L. Warren). 

The force organization comprised these eight groups: Technical 

Group, Target Vessel Group, Transport Group, Army Ground Group, Army 

Air Group, Navy Air Group, Surface Patrol Group, and Service Group.‘ 

The advance echelon was commanded by R. Adm. F. 0. Fahrion; the 
rear echelon was directed by R. Adm. F. J. Lowry. 
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Teennicü! Preparations. 

Siicini Atoil was chosen as the site alter it was lound to satisfy 

adequately the nine principal criteria established. The Atoll's twenty 

six individual islands were given code names for convenience. Surveys 

were made, mines and coral heads removed, shore facilities constructed, 

moorings laid down, and natives removed to Rongerik Atoxl. 

Bombs of standard "Nagasaki" type, the most powerful type avail¬ 

able, were used. Altitude and depth of the detonations were cnosen 

after long consideration of all factors involved; achieving the great¬ 

est possible radius of ¡serious damage was the principal criterion. 

For Test A (detonation in air), the decision was made to drop the 

bomb from an airplane (B-29). A particularly expert crew was selected 

and very highly trained. 

In Test B (underwater explosion) tne bomb was suspended beneatn 

an accurately moored vessel (LSM-60). 

Elaborate plans were made for determining the amounts of energy 

released by the bombs. 

Much thought was given to the choice ana arrangeaient of target 

vessels. Tne principal desideratum was to obtain graded damage for 

ail principal types and orientations of U. S. Naval vesseas. No 

attempt was .made to arrange the vessels so that the Tests would simu¬ 

late use of the bombs against actual fleets at anenor or at sea; 

emphasis was placea, rather, on obtaining scientific and technical 

data which would serve as tne basis for predicting wh.it woula nappen 

in any of a great variety of tactical situations now or in the future. 

(Tne actual arrangements of the target vessels are shown in tne tables 

and figures of Chaps. 10 and 20.) 

Besides target vessels, a great variety of army and Navy equip¬ 

ment was exposed. The equipment included ordnance, engineer, signal, 

medical, chemical, and quartermaster material; aircraft and landing 

ramps were exposed also. 

Considerable numbers of pigs, goats, rats, mice, ana guinea pigs 

were exposed on (or within) the target vessels to determine wnat 

symptoms resulted, how diagnoses might best be mnue, and what treat¬ 

ments were effective, btuuies of fish and plant life were'maue also. 

All test materials and animait were inspected carefully before and 

after each test; location and condition of each item were determined 

and recorded on special forms prepared in advance. 

To determine pressure, optical radiation, nuclear radiation, etc., 
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a great variety oi standard and special instruments were prepared, 

tested, and installed, borne of these instruments *ere airborne, some 

were located beneath the surface of the water, some were located on 

shore towers, some were located on the technical support vessels: now- 

6ver, the majority were placed on the target vessels. Some were start¬ 

ed by clocksj others were started by pnotocells or "blatfk-box" radio- 

controlled instrument-starting devices. Cameras were used in great nu li¬ 
bers . 

Test A. 

Bomb-A detonated 518 ft above the surface of Bikini Lagoon at 3a 

sec after 0900, 1 July 46, Bikini Local Time. It detonated 710 yd 

irom the intended plan-view position. Seventy target vessels lay 

exposed, their positions being as shown in Chap. 10. 

,. xlThe a!D?Uilt 01 energy releat>ed was "normal" for an atomic bomb of 
ne Nagasaki type; a total of 8.0 X 10*1 ergs of energy was released, 
equivalent to the total amount of energy released in the exploding of 
19.1 kilotons of TNT. 

A total of 5 vessels sank as a result of the explosion; tney were 

situated in the range: 50 to 7b0-yd horizontal distances from tne pro¬ 
jected Zeropoint. (Distances were measured to nearest point of vessel.) 

Six (non-sunk) vessels were immobilized; they were situated at 
ranges of 560 to 920 yd. > ^ u oau at 

Tanks and guns suffered no appreciable loss of miiitaiy efficiency 

< • ranges greater than 6OO yd. Light vehicles and other light struc¬ 

tures were severely damaged out to 1200 yd. 

Electronic equipment and instruments 
to 1200 yd. 

were seriously damaged out 

Packaged ammunition remained undamaged at, ranges greater than iuOU 

Baled and packaged clothing was damaged, primarily by fires up 

to 2000 yd; tires were unoamaged (except for superficial acorchina) at 
ana beyona 6OO yd; plastics were damaged at distances as great as 2000 
Jr u • 

/ 

Nonperishabie packaged food at 500 yd was cleared for consumption 
hy four days after A-Day. ^ 

More than 50 percent of the test animsls situated within 1000 ya 

of the Zeropoint died; between x5 and 30 percent of the test animals 
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in the annulus from 1000 to 2000 ya liiedj 5 to 15 percent ol the test 

animals outsicie 2000 yd died. 

Air blast (including primary and secondary effects) was the prin¬ 

cipal cause of injury leading to immediate "loss of military efficiency" 

of the test animals; however, many of the animals killea by the air 

blast received lethal dosages of gamma radiation. 

Principal cause of Delayed deaths was gamma radiation. 

Values of peak pressure in air just above the Lagoon surface were: 

2000, 53, 10.5, 4.8, and 3*1 psi gage at horizontal distances of 0. 

500, 1000, 1500, 2000 yd from the projected Zeropoint. At 2b,800-it 

altitude and 11,500-yd slant range the peak pressure was 0.17 psi gage. 

The duration of the positive pressure pulse was 0.4b sec and 0.75 

sec at horizontal distances of 500 and 1000 yd, respectively . 

The shock wave in air had an initial "slant range" velocity of 

over 14,000 ft/sec; at l/2 mi slant range the wave nad a velocity of 

approximately 1800 ft/sec. 

Peak pressure in closed (surviving) vessels never exceeded 2.5 

psi gage. 

The directly determined value for total amount of energy emitted 

by the detonation as optical radiation (including ultraviolet, visible, 

and infrared light) in the spectral range from 3400 to 24,000 A was 

1.7 X 1021 ergs, although this figure (corresponding to 40 xiiotons of 

TNT) is obviously far too large. At 12 nautical miles the peak illu¬ 

mination was approximately 10 times greater than is produced by noon 

summer sun and skylight. 

The fireball had a maximum surface temperature of roughly 200,000° 

K; the radius of the fireball«as 110 ft at one millisecond alter Mike 

Hour and 800 ft at one second after Mike Hour. 

I 

The great majority of the gamma radiation reaching target vessels 

reached them within the first 10 sec. Cumulative gamma radiation dosages 

at exposed locations at b00, 1000, 1500, and 2000 yd from the projected 

Zeropoint were 9000, 1800, 220, and 28 roentgens, respectively. The 

dosage at 1350 yd was approximately 400 roentgens (lethal). 

Neutron dosages were not lethal at horizontal distances greatei 

than 550 yd. 

By 150 sec after Mike Hour the cloud had reached an altitude of 

nearly 5 nii; its maximum width was 9000 ft, and a thin cap, presumed 

by some to be an ice cap, had formea. By 400 sec after Mike hour the 

cloud nad reached 7 mi. 
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Radioactivity from the explosion was detected at many remote sites, 

including Continental U. S., several days later. 

The following Table presents estimates by the JTF-1 Technical 

Historian as to the ranges at which specified loss of military efficiency 

during the first hour after Mike Hour is probablej 

Extent of Immediate 

Loss of Military 

Efficiency 

_Range (yd)_ 

Ship and Crew 

Typical Typical in 

Ship_Crew Combination 

Very Serious 

Serious 

Moderate 

Slight 

900 

1000 
1300 
1500 

700 

800 

900 

1000 

900 
1020 
1300 
1500 

Obviously, the weak link as regards immediate loss of mixitary 

efficiency is the ship itself. If resistance of stacks and (antenna- 

supporting) masts couxd be appreciably increased, a vaduction of roughly 
100 yd could be effected in the range of immediate loss of combined mili¬ 

tary efficiency. 

Shock wave in air is the cause of greatest immediate (i«e., first 

hour) loss of military efficiency of ships themselves. Shock wave in 

air would compete with optical radiation as the principal cause of imme¬ 

diate loss of military efficiency of crews per se which are situated 

outside 900 yd. In the annulus from 600 to 900 yd gamma radiation 

would be the principal cause of loss of military efficiency of crews 

per se; and within 600 yd neutron and gamma radiations compete as the 
principal cause. Radiation intensities at ranges less than 550 yd 

are of reduced interest since ships within 550 yd will ordinarily be 

sunk. 

A typical surface combatant vessel will probably be sunk by a 

pressure wave in air having a peak pressure greater than '35 psi g^ge; 

it will probably suffer very serious immediate loss of military effi¬ 

ciency when subjected to a peak pressure greater than 25 psi gage; 

teak pressures of 20, 15, and 10 psi gage will probably produce seri¬ 

ous, moderate, and sxi6ht immediate losses of military efficiency, 

respectively. 

Peak pressures of 25 and 4 pai gage will probably produce (res¬ 

pectively) very serious and slight immediate losses of military effi¬ 

ciency of personnel. 

The Operation had no important shortcomings; but these minor 
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imperiecticnfc aet.erve mention: The bomb detonated 710 yd irom the 
intended ¿.eropoint, for cauae unknown; the timing signal reiieu on 
for starting a number of the instruments was sent out a few seconds 
late, as a result of two errors the timing signal operlioï a 
number of instrument-starting black boxes failed to operate satis¬ 
factorily, for a combination of reasons. 

From the techlical point of view as well as from the operational 
point of view the Test was very successful. Graded damage was pro- 

ifCsleLl£htPe mT+îypeS; grüdeü injury was Produced in animals 
of severa! types; and the principal physical phenomena (causative 
factors) were evaluated with reasonably high accuracy. A firm Oasis 
was established for determining the vulnerability of ships and crews 

tactics^ * 0f &t0niiC ^ f0r future designs and 

Test B 

o 

Bomb-B detonated 90 ft beneath the surface of Bikini Lagoon at 
59.7 sec after 0834 on 25 July 46, Bikini Locai Time! The posiUons 
of the target vessels are shown in Chap. 20. 

The amount of energy released was "normal" for an atomic bomb of 
the heeeeeki type, a tota! oí 8.} J 1<*° ergs oí enerar 

Dlíain^nf4?^?1!?! í° the^total amount oi ener£y released in the ex¬ ploding of 20»3 kilotons of TNT. 

A total of 9 vessels sank or capsized as a result of the explosion- 
they were situated in the range; 0 to 845-yd horizontal distanceVom ’ 

* ^ecîfd ^eropoint. (Distances are measured to nearest point of 
vessel.) Uve (non-sunk) vessels were immobilized; they were situa¬ 
ted at ranges from 465 yd to 64O yd. * 

Three other vessels, at ranges of 815 to 1030 yd, suffered at 
least temporary serious loss of military efficiency. 

ioderate damage was inflicted on a B-17 drone flying bUOO ft 
directly above the Zeropoint. 

Special radio and radar equipment exposed on decks of surface 
vessels was sever* damaged at ranges as great as 700 yd. Data are 
lacking as to damage between 700 and 2000 yd. No important damage 

d at 2000 "d °r bï eilUif“ent 

Although the animals were all situated in interior rooms on vessels 
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located upwind from the Zeropoint, the great majority of them had died 

by 1 Nov 46. In nearly all cases) cauue of death was gamma radiation« 

Dosages received varied from 310 roentgens (BRACKEN, at 1420 yd) to 
2700 roentgens (GASCONADE, at ¡¿80 yd). 

Many of the fish in the northeast corner of the Lagoon were killed 
by the explosion. 

Values of peak pressure in the water half-way between surface and 

bottom were 7000, 4400, I4OO, and 330 psi gage at 835, IO84, 2060, and 
5000-ft, respectively, horizontal distance from the projected Zeropoint. 

At short ranges the pressure was somewhat less just beneath the surface 
than at greater depth. 

The underwater shock wave had a velocity not apprfeiably different 
from the normal acoustical velocity. 

Peak pressure in air was 4.8 psi gage at 1000-yd horizontal dis¬ 
tance, or about the same as would have resulted from an air burst 
using 4 kilotons of TNT. 

Optical radiation was negligible. 

Nuclear radiations, particularly gamma—radiation, were very im¬ 

portant. Between 10 and 50 percent of the radioactive material formed 

remained in the water or on target vessels. Total activity in the 

area corresponded (at one hour after Mike Hour) to roughly 5 X 107 
curies (5000 megacuries), the approximate momentary equivalent of 
roughly 5000 tons of radium. Total radioactivity diminished approxi¬ 
mately according to a l/T^0^ law. 

The area initially contaminatedextended roughly 1800 yd upwind, 

2 mi to each side, and downwind for 2 to 5 mi. Near the Zeropoint, 

the activity in the water decreased from about 4X) roentgens per 24 
hrs at one hour after Mike Hour to 0.1 roentgens per 24 hrs at five 

days after B-Day. Convection contributed, of course; to this decrease. 

All tut 9 of the target vessels were highly contaminated by the 

radioactive "rain" and base surge. Total gamma radiation dosages top¬ 

side on the contaminated vessels ranged from roughly 300 roentgens to 

over 8000 roentgens. Typically, 50 percent of the dosage was "delivered" 

within the first 5 or 10 min; lethal dosages (400 roentgens) were de¬ 
livered within 1 to 7 min in most cases. 

In most (but not all) contaminated vessels, radioactivity below 
decks was less than ¿ or even l/lO as intense as topside. 

Plutonium contamination of target vessels was sufficiently great 

to constitute a serious danger to persons boarding the target verseis 
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deys, weeks, or even months after B-Duy (i.e., persons not already 
doomed fcy gamma radiation). ' 

Decontamination efforts met with varying success. Earliest 

efforts (involving washing away loose materials) reauced the radio¬ 

activity by a factor of 2 to 5j but subsequent efforts produced smaller 
improvements. 

Plutonium and radioactive fission products in the water were a 

danger to support vessels, since tney tended to accumulate in eva¬ 
porators and elsewhere. 

The water directly above the bomb rose initially at a rate of 

11,000 ft/sec. The height of column and cauliflower was 4100 ft at 

10 sec and 7600 ft at 60 sec. Radius of the stem was 975 ft. Roughly 

2,000,000 tons of water were contained in the column and cauliflower; 

tae potential energy involved was approximately 10 percent of tne total 
energy released in the explosion. 

% . r 

The condensation cloud reached its maximum radius (about one mile) 

at 4 sec alter Mike Hour, iy 30 sec it was essentially nonexistent. 

The base surge formed approximately 10 sec after Mike Hour, and 

swept outward at 45 mi/hr, engulfing the majority of the target vessels 

in its radioactive mist. It attained a radius of approximately 8000 ft, 
and an altitude of approximately 2000 ft. 

Waves had a maximum trough-to-crest height of 94 ft at a range of 

1000 ft (horizontal distance from Zeropoint) and 9 ft at 12,000 ft. 

The first wave travelled with a velocity of 45 knots. The waves re¬ 

presented less than one percent of the total energy released in the 
explosion. 

Waves probably made significant contributions to damage on at 
least five target vessels. 

The crater produced in the Lagoon bottom was 25 ft deep; the 

net amount of bottom material moved was over 2,000,000 yd^. 

The explosion was detected at great distances (e.g., Continental 
U.S.) by earth shock and by radioactivity in the air. 

The following Table presents estimates by the JTF-l Technical 

Historian as to ranges at which specified loss of military efiiciency 
during the first hour after Mike Hour is probable: 
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Extent ol' Immediate 

Loss of Military 

Efficiency 

Typical 

Ship 

Itself 

Ran«e (yd)_ 

Typical Ship and Crew 

Crew in 

Per Se Combinat’ 

Very Serious 700 

Serious 9Q0 

Moderate 1000 

Slight 1500 

600 800 

800 950 

1000 1300 
¿000 2000 

Tne corresponding ranges for long terra (i.e., first month) lost 

of military efficiency of crew per se would be: 2500, 2800, 3200, and 4000 

Injury might be reduced by (1) fleeing from the fall-out and baa* 

surge, (2) getting below decks, (3) designing watertight ana •'quick- 

shedding, " non-porous superstructures, (4) immediately stopping pumps 

taking water into the ship, (5) promptly washing off exposed areas, 

(b) detecting and preventing access to "hottest" areas, (7) providing 

disposable clothing, and (8) transferring crew to uncontaminated ship 
as soon as possible. 

Mecnanical and electrical damage to vessels was caused principally 

by the shock wave in water, and, to a lesser degree, water waves and 

shock wave in air. 

Gamma radiation would nave been the outstanding cause of short 

and long term injury to crews. Topside personnel within 1700 yd would 

receive lethal (400 roentgens) doses within 1 to 7 rain. Considerable 

harm would result even to personnel on vessels at 4000 yd. Only 

moderate protection would be afforded personnel below decks on "typical" 

types of vessels. 

I . ‘ • 

Alpha radiation from plutonium inhaled, ingested, etc., may prove 

fatal over a period of years, fifty to 100 micrograms may be a fatal 

dose. Dangerous concentrations may exist on contaminated vessels for 
months. 

There were no technical or operational shortcomings ol any signi¬ 

ficance; Test B was an entire success. The bomb was detonated at the 

correct time and position, and extensive graded damage was produced 

as desired. The instrumentation prognun was completed very satis¬ 

factorily; damage inspection was completed &s promptly as radiological 

clearance permitted. 
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The very great importance ol radioactive contamination ty iituiion 

products was fully explored, and the insidious potentialities of plu¬ 

tonium contamination were brought to light. Tne Test was the world's 

fifth test oí the atomic bomb, but it was the first test in which tne 

radioactive "poisonous" material remained in the "biosphere," and thus 

presented a lingering .and invisible menace to man and other forms of 

life. 

A beginning was made at developing methods of aeconteminutionj 

radioactive vessels were maae available lor continuing .research and 

training in radiological decontamination, a field now known to be of 

prime importance. 

Comparisons. 

Aspect Compared Test A Test B Remarks 

Energy release 19.i kilotons ¿0.3 kiio- RemarKabiy alike; 

TNT tons TNT essentially the same 

as the values for Tri¬ 

nity and Nagasaki. 

Energy rexease at hiro- 

shima was appreciably 

less. 

Number of vessels 18 (4 of 

wholly, or partly these were 

within 1000 yd within 500 
yd) 

19 (6 of 

tnese were 

within 500 

yd) 

Number of vessels 5 

sunk 

9 This comparison is al¬ 

most irrelevant as the 

target arrays were dis¬ 

similar. 

Number of non-sunk 6 

vessels immobilised hy 

mechanical or elec¬ 

trical damage. 

Injury to animais 

5 Same comment as above. 

No meaningful comparison 

possible. 

Pressure in air at 10.5 psi 4.8 psi 

1000 yd gage gage 

As regards pressure 

in air, Test b was 
equivalent to an air 

burst of 4 kilotons 

TNT. 

f 
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Aspect Compared 

Optical Rauiation 

Period of intenee 

gamma radiation 

Maximum time- 

integrated gamma- 

radiation dosage 

topside on target 

vessel at 1000 yd 

Effect of alpha 

radiation 

Effect of neutron 

radiation 

Disposition of 

fission products 

à IIeRemarks 

vety intense negligible 

(bee bee. 

17.002) 

9V percent of beversl days 

dosage was de- or weeks 

iivered within 

the first 10 

sec (45 percent 

within the first 

second) 

1800 roentgens Approximate- Test-B value aepend- 

ly 10,000 ed greatly on wind 

roentgens direction. 

Negligible 

at all 

times 

Fatal with¬ 

in 450 yd 

even to 

beiow-deck 

personnel 

Wouxd be fatal 

even to persons 

reboarding con¬ 

taminated target 

vessels months 

after the explo¬ 

sion. (Fatali¬ 

ties might result 

from ingestion, 

inhaling, etc., 

of very small 

quantities of 

plutonium, which 

is alpha-radio¬ 

active. 

Negligible (except 

inuirectiy through 

formation of radio- 

soaium) 

Carried away 

in the mush¬ 

room and 

cloud 

10 to 50 per- Tne very harmful gamma 

cent remain radioactivity decreases 

in the target according to 1/1^3 law. 
area water 

and vessels 
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Aspect Compfared Test A 

Disposition of ¿jame 6s 

Plutonium above. 

Horizonttl range at 

which probability 

is 50 percent that 

a surface combatant 
vessel itself will 

suffer immediate 

(i.e., first hour) 

loss of military 

efficiency: 

Very serious loss 
Serious loss iqqq 
lioderate loss 1300- 
Slight loss 1500 

Same, but for crews 
per se ™" 
Very serious loss 70Q 
Serious loss 800 

Moderate loss 900 
Slight ] oss 1000 

Same, tut for vessels 

and crews in cor.iblna¬ 
tion 

Very serious loss 900 
Serious loss 1020 

Moderate loss 1300 
Slight loss I5OO 

Same, but for long 

term effect on crews 
per se 

Very serious loss 800 

Serious loss 1100 

Moderate loss I4OO 
Slight loss 17U0 

Phenomena detect- Radio- 

able at distances activity 

of tnousands of in the 
roiles. air 

Test B Remanes 

Same as 

above. 
The harmful and in- 

aidious alpha-radio¬ 
activity diminishes 

very little over 

periods of months 
or years. 

700 

900 

1000 
1500 

In each case the 

greater value (Test 

A versus Test B) is 

underlined. 

600 
800 

1000 
2000 

800 

950 

1300 

2000 

2500 
2800 

3200 
4000 

Earth shock 

and perhaps 

radioactivity 
in the air 
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Aspect Compared Teat A Test B Remarks 

Period in which Less than 

Lagoon was danger- one hr. 

ousiy contaminated 

One to two Lagoon water 

weeks. "changes" in i 

or 2 months. 

Period in which 

target vessels 

were appreciably 

contaminated 

Less than Yveeks or 

one day, or- months 

dinurily 

In Test B, the 

period can be very 

greatiy shortened 

by uecont&mination 
measures. 

Termination. 

On 31 Oct 4b Joint Task Force One was dissolved. Most of the 

target vessels had been re-assigned by that date. Decontamination 

and research on decontamination metnods were continuing. 

On 7 Sept 46, the President announced the indefinite post¬ 
ponement of Test C, the deep-underwater explosion originally 

scheduled.for early 1947. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.001 Origin of Operation Crosaroada. 

A. Introduction. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, by memorandum 
SM-4700 of 11 Jan 46, formally created Joint Task Force One and 
charged It vlth determining the effects of atomic bombing of naval 
vessels. At the same time, and acting with Presidential approval, 
they designated Vice Ada. W. E. P. Blandy as Commander of the Task 
Force. They approved the code name * Operation Crossroads on the 
following day. 

B. Activities Leading up to the Creation of JTF-1. 

1. Introduction. When was the Operation first conceived? 
No definite answer can De given to this question since the idea—or 
variations of it--occurred to various persons at various times. For 
example, as early as 1944 the Manhattan Engineer Pi strict had given 
serious consideration to "testing" its atomic bombs against the 
Japanese Navy at Truk Island. After the 6 Aug 45 announcement of 
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, much public discussion arose as to 
vhat effect such a bomb might have on a naval ship or fleet. 

Congress took an immediate Interest in the atomic bomb and 
its potentialities. Senator Brlen McMahon (p., Conn.) made a speech 
to the Senate on 25 Aug 45 in which he said: "In order to test the 
destructive powers of the atomic bomb against naval vessels, I would 
like to see these (Japanese naval) ships taken to sea and an atomic 
bomb dropped on them. The re milting explosion should prove to us 
Just how effective the atomic bomb is when used against the giant 
naval ships. I can think of no better use for these Jap ships." 

2, Early Activities at Joint Chiefs of Staff Level. On 18 
Sept 45 the Joint Chiefs of Staff became formally involved in the 
proposals for holding atomic bomb tests. On that date, Gen H. H. 
Arnold, Commanding General of the Army Air Forces, recommended to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the routine destruction of surviving 
Japanese naval vessels — recommended on 23 Aug 45 by Adm. I. J. 
King, Commander-in-Cl ief of the U. S. Fleet and Chief of Naval Oper¬ 
ations — be countennaaded. Gen. Arnold proposed that a number of 
these vessels be made available to the Army Air Forces for use in 
tests involving atomic bombs and other weapons. On 16 Oct 45 
Adm. Xing recommended that the atomic bomb tests be controlled by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and conducted by the Navy with the 
assistance of other Service groupa. He recommended that one bomb be 
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detonated In the air and another In the water, and that beeldea 

captured Japanese Teasels, a few U. S. A. naval vessels of modem 

design should be used in the target array. 

On 31 Oct 43 Gen. Arnold recommended that the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff direct the Joint Staff Planners (a permanent working oonmittee 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) to determine what types of tests should 

be made and to suggest an agency to carry out such tests, The Joint 

Chiefs of Staff concurred with this recommendation on 9 Not 45, and, 

on 10 Nov 45, issued the appropriate formal Instructions to the 

Joint Staff Planners. On 13 Nov 45 the Joint Staff Planners created 

the "LeMay Subcommittee" (see Para. 5) to make the necessary studies 
and recommendations. 

3. Army Activities. Perhaps the first formal proposal by a 

top War Department official for subjecting captured naval vessels to 

atomic bombs was the proposal made on 14 Sept 45 by Lt. Gen, B. M. 

Giles, Comnanding General of the U. S. A. Strategic Air Forces. 

From his Tokyo headquarters he proposed that at least two atomic 

bombs be used In the destruction of the remnants of the Japanese 

fleet. His suggestion was forwarded on that same day (by telegram) 

by MaJ, Gen. C. £. LeMay to Lt. Gen. C. A. Spaati and also to Gen, H. 

H. Arnold — who thereupon made to the Joint Chiefs of Staff the 

recommendation recorded In the foregoing Paragraph. 

4. Navy Activities. On 28 Aug 45 Vice Adm. E. L. Cochrane, 

Chief of the Bureau of Ships, informed his design and research groups 

that the Bureau of Ships "must be prepared to undertake broad-scale 

experiments with the atomic bomb to clear up its major Influence on 

naval warfare." (Paradoxically, Adm. King, Commander-in-Chief of the 

U. S. Fleet and Chief of Naval Operations, recommended on that same 

day to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the surviving Japanese naval 

vessels be destroyed In routine manner in Japanese home water. 

Fortunately, the Secretary of State being out of this country, no 

action was taken on this recommendation.) 

On 1 Oct 45 Vice Adm. E. L. Cochrane and R. Adm. (now V. 

Adm.) G. F. Hussey, Jr., sent a letter to the Chief of Naval Oper¬ 

ations stating that the appearance of the atomic bomb "has made it 

imperative that a program of full-scale testing be undertaken to 

determine the effects of this type of bomb,both underwater and above 

water, against ships of various .types." This letter, which outlines 

the problem at considerable length, added that the two bureaus would 

"prepare and present for consideration at the earliest practicable 

date a testing program with the atomic bomb Including apecifio ship 

requirements." Requesting that various warships already scheduled 

for disposal be retained for the atomic bomb tests, the letter 

pointed out the serious shortcomings of model work and the need for 

realistic tests. It explained that certain of the proposed postwar 
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design developments in underwater ordnance and in underwater pro¬ 

tection require "reelibtic ship targets, either by virtue of the 

inherent nature of the problem, or to provide adequate guidance ao 

ohat model work and simplified experiments may be prosecuted intelli- 
00irt.Ly • * 

On 16 Oct Adm. King made the recommendation diacussed in a 
previous paragraph to the effect that the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

control the teata; that the Navy, with the assistance of the other 

Service branches, carry out the tests; that, besides captured Japa¬ 

nese vessels, a few U. S. A. naval vessels of modem design should be 
used in the terget array. 

5. Activities of the LeMay Subcommittee. The Letoy Sub- 
cammittee, created by the Joint Staff Planners on 13 Nov 45, had the 
following membership (after three early changes): 

Maj. Gen. C. E. LeMay (Steering Member) 
Brig. Gen. W. A. Borden 

Col. C. H. Bonesteel 

Capt. G. W. Anderson, Jr. (Navy) 

Capt. y. L. Pottle, (Navy) 

Commo. (now R. Adm.) W. S. Parsons 

.,, _ víhar?!Í wlJh “»king the necessary studies and recommendations, 
this Subcommittee held several discussions between IJ Nov 4-5 and 

22 Dec 45, covering all major technical and administrative problems. 

One matter discussed in especially great detail was the question as 

to who should be chosen as Task Force Commander. The Army Air Forces 

members of the Subcommittee favored designating Maj. Gen. L. R. 

Groves, Commanding General of the Manhattan Engineer District, but it 

was finally decided that since the majority of the planning and exe¬ 

cution would be in Naval domain, a Naval officer should be designated. 

On 15 Dec 45 the senior Navy member of the Subcommittee, Comno. (now 
R. Adm.) W. S. Parsons, proposed that Vice Adm. W. H. P. Blandy be 

selected in view of his experience as Commander of various destroyer 

groups, cruiser groups, and amphibious groups, and in view of his* 

position since Nov 45 as Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Special 
Weapons. 

On 21 Dec 45 the Subcommittee discussed a preliminary draft 

of its report with the Military Advisory Board to the Officer-in- 

Charge of the Atomic Bomb Project. Some changes were made in the 

draft, including provisions to give the Task Force Commander broader 
authority. 

^ky Joint Chiefs of Staff and by the President in 

Tr?atll?f j?:?“ Preliminary findig and recommendations by the 
Joint staff Planners, based on the work of the LeMay Subcommittee. 
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were presented to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in a report dated 22 Dec 

45. This report, with minor amendment, was approved informally by 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 28 Dec 45, approval extending not only 

to the creation of the Joint Task Force and the defining of its 

purposes, but also to the selection of Vice Adm. Blandy as Commander. 

A few days later Vice Adm. Blandy presented a detailed administrative 

and technical plan. This plan was transmitted by the Joint Staff 

Planners to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 10 Jar. 46, and at the same 

time attention was called to the necessity of obtaining Presidential 

approval. (Actually such approval had been requested by the Secre¬ 

taries of War and Navy on 8 Jan 46.) On 10 Jan 46 the President gave 

his approval; on the letter he had received from the Secretaries of 

War and Navy he wrote "Approved Jan. 10, 1946. (signed) Harry S. 
Truman." 

D. Directive to Vice Admiral W. H. P. Blandy. On 11 Jan 46, 

accordingly, Vice Adm. Blandy received formal notification from the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff of his designation as Commander of Joint Task 
Force One. The directive addressed to him read as follows: 

1. By direction of the President, you are designated com¬ 

mander of a task force under the Joint Chiefs of Staff for 

the purpose of conducting teste for the determination of 

the effects of atomic explosives against naval vessels in 

order to appraise the strategic implications of the appli¬ 

cation of atomic bombs including the results on naval 

design and tactics. You will organize a Joint staff with 

adequate representation of land, sea, and air forces. You 

will include civilian scientists in your organization. 

2. The general requirements of the test will be to deter¬ 

mine the effects of atomic explosives against ships se¬ 

lected to give good representation of construction of 

modern naval and merchant vessels suitably disposed to 

give a gradation of damage from may-imum to minimum. It. is 

desired to include in the tests both air detonation and 

underwater detonation if the latter is considered feasible. 

Tests should be so arranged as to take advantage of oppor¬ 

tunities to obtain the effects of atomic explosives against 

ground and air targets and to acquire scientific data of 
general value if this is practicable. 

5. You are authorized to deal directly with agencies of 

the War and Navy Departments in all matters relating to 

the preparation for the conduct of these tests, including 

direct access to the Manhattan District. Usual service 

linea will be available for administrative and logistic 
support of forces assigned to the project. 
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4. The Joint Chiefs of Staff will appoint as a separate 

agency, directly responsible to them, an evaluation board 

(committee) for the express puroose of evaluating the 

results of the tests. This board »/ill be available to you 

for advice during the preparation of the tests. Appropri¬ 

ate sections of your organization will collaborate with 

this board as necessary, and you »/ill provide it with all 

necessary facilities it may require to fulfill its 
functions. 

5. You will prepare plans for the test including selection 

of a suitable site which will permit accomplishment of the 

tests with acceptable risk and minimum hazard. Your plans 

for the operation and final report will be submitted to 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff for their approval. 

For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
/s/ A. J. McFarland 

Brigadier General, U. S. A. 

Secretary 

1»QQ2—Choice of Sits. 
« 

In accordance »/ith the recommendation of Vice Adm. Blandy on 

21 Jan 46, the site designated for the atomic bomb tests was the 

lagoon of Bikini Atoll lying at Latitude 11° 31' North, Longitude 

165 34' East, in the Marshall Islands, Pacific Ocean, (see Chap. 4) 

_ 1«1 l8,R maP «lowing the location of Bikini Atoll in the 
Pacific Ocean. (In Chap. 4 a detailed mao of Bikini Atoll itself is 
presented. ) 

This site was selected after consideration of a great many sites 
and in the light of these desired characteristics: 

Protected anchorage at least six miles in diameter. 

Unpopulated region situated at least 300 miles from urban 
areas. 

• Location less than 1000 mi from 3-29 base. 

Location free of violent storms. 

Predictable winds directionally uniform at all altitudes from 
se*-level to 60,000 ft. 

Predictable currents of great lateral and vertical dispersion; 

fast currents avoiding fishing areas, steamer lanes, inhabited 
shores. 

Minimum distance from continental United States. 

Owned or controlled by the United States. 

Temperate or tropical climate. 
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Exceçt for Its population of 167 (vhieh co\ild presumably be 

evacuated) Biltini Atoll met these requirements reasonably well. 

On 23 Jan 46 the Department of the Interior11 s Fish and Wildlife 
Service declared authoritatively that no appreciable damage to 

fishery resources would result from the explosions at the Bikini site. 

A later chapter discusses shortcomings of the site as regards 
currents. 

1Æ12—Activities bv the President. 

President Truman was no newcomer to the field of atomic energy. 

Soon after his inauguration he had been brought into the discussions 

leading up to the epoch-making decision to use atomic bombs against 

Japan. Recognizing the portent of the Nucleonics Age, he took 

immediate steps in the direction of adequate national and inter¬ 

national control. His 3 Oct 45 message to Congress dealt with 

national control, and the 15 Nov 45 declaration made jointly with 

Prime Minister C. R. Attlee of Great Britain and Prime Minister W. L. 

Mackenzie King of Canada dealt with international control. 

On 10 Dec 45 the President approved the proposed atomic bomb 

tests against Naval vessels and that such tests were to be a Joint 
undertaking. 

On 10 Jan 46 he approved the general plan proposed by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. 

On 8 Feb 46, in reply to a letter to Senator Brien McMahon, the 

President indicated his intention of having certain key civilian 
advisers witness the Tests. 

On 22 Mar 46 the President directed that the teste be postponed 

approximately six weeks in order that the Congressional observers 

could complete their current legislative work and yet witness the 
Tests. 

On 30 Mar 46 the President announced the membership of a "Presi¬ 

dent s Evaluation Commission" composed of civilians to witness the 
Tests. 

To remove any doubts in the minds of the public and the members 

of Congress as to his confidence in, and approval of, the urouosed 

Tests, the President issued on 12 Apr 46 a short statement auproving 
the plans. ' 
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Soon after Teat 

the Evaluation Board 

outcome of the Tent. 
Test B. 

A the President released preliminary reports hy 

and the President's Evaluation Commission on the 

Corresponding releases were made soon after 

4» 

1*004 Activities of Cnnypftfifl „ 

A. IntrgfocUoiL Although prior to 5 Aug 45, Congress as a 

whole had very little knowledge of the atomic bomb project. Congress 

took much interest in the matter immediately following use of the 

bombs over Japan. Both the Senate and the House initiated legis¬ 

lation designed to control military and oeacetime uses of atomic 

energy. In all, over twenty different bills in this field were 

introduced. Senator Brien McMahon's bill, now called "The Atomic 

Energy Act of 1946," won out and became law on 1 Aug 46. 

fQr Upq Yga«glfi fltt TargetIU Congressional 
authorization for the use of 33 U. S. combatant vessels as targets 

was given on 14 June 46—i.e., only seventeen days prior to Test A. 

The House and Senate actions ere discussed seoaratsiy below. 

—SSilBC ActtPOn House Joint Resolution 307 was introduced 

on 28 Jan 46 by Representative Carl Vinson, Chairman of the House 

Committee on Naval Affaire, to provide the necessary authorization 

for using certain vessels as targets. This Resolution was approved 
by the House on 12 Mar 46. 

... 2*—Senate Action, House Joint Resolution 307 did not meet 

T w accoptance in the Senate. Some Senators, notably Senators 

J. W. Huffman of Ohio and S. W. Lucas of Illinois, urged that the 

tests be cancelled for a number of reasons ranging from technical and 

fiscal to international-political. On 18 Apr 46 Senator Huffman 
introduced House Concurrent Resolution 146 to the effect "that the 

President is Hereby requested to cancel the two atomic bomb tests 

scheduled. (This resolution was referred to the Committee on 
Foreign Affairs, and died.) 

^ In ® letter 1 Anr 46, Senator D. I. Walsh indicated to the 

Secretary of the Navy that favorable action by the Senate on House 

Joint Resolution 307 would be more readily obtained if a resurvey 

were made and reported as to the minimum number of target vessels 

essential to the Teste. He oointed out also that the President's 

postponement of the Tests and the eubseouent uncertainty in some 

88 t0 vrhether the President wee wholeheartedly in favor of 
the Tests was interfering with prompt favorable action by the Senate. 
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Th* Yarioue hlndrancee to favorable Senate action were over¬ 

come. On 12 Apr 46 the White House releaeed a short atatement by the 

President demonstrating his complete confidence inf end approval of, 

the forthcoming Tests; on 12 Apr 46 Vice Adm. 31andy presented the 

results of his resurvey of the minimuir, requirements as to target 

vessels; and on 17 Apr 46, Capt. I. H«, Nunn, Navy Legislative 

Counsel, presented a prooosed revision which would make good the 

shortcomings of the original form of H„ J, Pee. 307. Senate approval 

of the modified bill was finally obtained on 14 June 46. It was 

signed by the President that same day. 

lâOOS The Evaluation Board. 

A«_Creation. In their directive of 11 Jan 46 to Vice Adm. W. 

H. P. Blandy, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recorded their intention of 

creating an Evaluation Board having these functions; (l) To be 

available for advising Commander JTF-1 in his planning of the Tests; 

(2) To prepare and present to the Joint Chiefs of Staff an evaluation 

of the results of the Teste. (These duties had been proposed to the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff by the Joint Staff Planners.) 

The Board was duly appointed, the civilian members being chosen 

by the Secretaries of War and Navy and the military members being 
appointed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

At its first meeting, on 28 Feb 46, the Board elected a chairman 

*ad a vice chairman. The complete membership, which was announced by 

Vice Adm. Blandy on 28 Mar 46, was as follows; 

Dr. K. T. Compton, President of the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. (Chairman) 

Mr. Bradley Dewey, President of the American Chemical Society 

and President of the Dewey end Almÿ Chemical Co., 

Cambridge, Mass. (Vice-Chairman) 

Mr. T. ?. Farrell, Chief Engineer of the New York State 

Department of Publie Works, Albany, Hew York; formerly 

Major General in the Manhattan Engineer District. 

Gen. J. W. Stilwell, Commanding General, Sixth Army Area. 

Lt. Gen. L. H. Brereton, on Special Duty in the Office of 

the Secretary of War; formerly Commanding General, 
First Air Force. 

Vice Adm. J. H. Hoover, a member of the Navy General Board. 

R. Adm. R. A. Ofstie, Senior Navy Member of the U. S. 

Strategic Bombing Survey. 

£«_Activities. The Board met with Vice Adm. Blandy1e staff 

several times before the Tests (see Fig. 1.2), examined the plans, 
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•"ff**tlon‘a' *° l™<¡" on tnrset .,,,,1,. and r,w„t.d 
information on the etrengthe of veeaele3 huile. 

Th.. J!' "e"b'r" fll>» ‘o Bikini, arriving th,re on 29 Jun. 46. 

thé lÔâtT^lÔT r * “T1 8hlp' Juet befor' T««‘ A. vltnôeaed 
the Test A explosion from an airplane twenty miles distant, an- 
proached almost immediately to within nine miles for a brief ?iew, 

T.^V\ÕfXTlZll^ctim of the 
For Test Bc the Board divided into two groups. Foi» members 

milefia^d°ïae WîîîeMed the e"üloelon from a distanoê of eight 

were ab^arfthe^î Uíe f 7500 feet° ThB 0ther three nemter* 
eíeÍenbmiíesth observed the explosion from a distance of 

Whit*BOard i8Bifd: thr°Ufíh the Joint Chi®f* °f Staff and the 
te House, a preliminary brief report on Test A (on 11 July 46) 

and a similar report on Test B (on 2 Aug 46). These reports are 
presented in later chapters. 

r.«!®',?^ “r;:.t.coopm- “tuficti',B wuh ^ ^ 

Board®s final study and recommendations are awaiting appear¬ 
ance of the main technical reports on the Tests. 

I*.QQ6 The President», Immission - 

A^ Cr^atioiLi The Kembership of the President's Evaluation 
Commission was announced publicly on 30 Mar 46. Creation of such an 

°b8ererf! had bBen ^gge*ted to the President on 
l/thp'T ^ Senator Brien McMahon, who felt that public confidence 
in the Tests would be increased greatly by the existence of a 

reporting group of nonmilitary men of recognized ability and imparti- 

The finally arranged membership was as follows; 

Senator C. A. Hatch, New Mexico (Chairman) 
Senator Leverett Saltonstall, Massachusetts 
Representative W. C, Andrews, New York 

Representative Chet Holifield, California 

Dr. K. T. Compton, President of the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 
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Dr.' E. U. Condon, Director of the Netional Bureau of 

Standards, Washington, D„ C., end Scientific Adviser 

to the Senate's Special Comnittee on Atomic Energy 

Mr. Bradley Dexey, President of the American Chemical ’ 

Society end President of the Dewey and Almy Chemical 
Co., Cambridge, Mass. 

Mr. W. S. Newell, President of the Bath Iron Works 
Corporation, Bath, Maine 

Mr. Fred Searls, Jr., mining engineer and special 

assistant to the Secretary of State 

(Earlier, Representative A. J. May, Kentucky, had been Vice- . 

Chairman of the Commission; and Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, former 

Director of the Los Alamos Laboratory, had been a member. Both of 
these men resigned prior to Test A„) 

ActiVltlSBi The Commission held its first formal meeting 
with Commander JTF-l on 30 Mar 46. The Chairman of the Commission 
was elected at a meeting 3 May 46. 

Ihe President gave the Commission its general directive on 

18 May 46. He soecified these functions; (a) To co^oerate with the 

Secretaries of War and of Navy in the conduct of the 'ests; (b) To 

undertake a study of the Tests and submit to the President the 

Commission's observations, findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 

Throughout the Operation, the Commission Joined the Evaluation 

Board in various conferences and inspection trips. No attempt was 

made to exchange or coordinate their respective conclusions, although, 

of course, two members of the Commission were also members of the 
Evaluation Board. 

During Test A, some members of the Commission were aboard 
airplanes; others were on surface vessels. During Test 3, seven 

members made their observations from the HAVEN eleven miles distant. 

The Commission released through the White House a preliminary 
report dated 11 July 46 on Test A, and a similar report dated 29 
July 46 on Test B. 

The Commission commended Commander JTF-l on the execution of 
the Tests. 

1»QQ7 Public Reaction to the Tests as PlanreB. 

The public press and radio disolayed great interest in the Teste 

immediately following the formal announcement on 10 Dec 45 that such 
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Teste would be held. In the following months, the picture magazines, 
newspaper Sunday supplements, and broadcasts abounded with dis¬ 
cussions of all kinds. While much comment was favorable, some was 
unfavorable. Some critics contended: that the Tests were designed 
to prove the Navy obsolete, or not obsolete; or that the target 
array was supposed to represent a fleet steaming in open ocean; that 
the Tests were designed to Impress other countries with the 
destructiveness of our new weapon; or that various catastrophies 
would result, as from tidal waves or chain reactions initiated in the 
ocean itself. Examples of unfavorable comments on the proposed Tests 
are: a full-page advertisement by an official of the Order of the 
Purple Heart commenting unfavorably on the Teste, which appeared in 
New York and Washington newspapers in late Feb 46; a letter to the 
editor of the "New York Times" by Dean L. A. DuBridge of the 
University of Rochester, (present head of the California Institute 
of Technology) the letter appearing in the 5 May 46 issue. By 
1 June 46, approximately 7000 letters of protest, the majority of 
them opposing use of animals, were received by JTF-1 from the public. 

In early April, the Gallup Poll found that 47 percent of the 
public approved and 35 percent opposed the continuing of the atomic 
bomb test program, and 18 percent had no opinion on the subject. 
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Chapter 2 

Objecte of the Teste 

2.001 Introduc tl on. 

According to directive SM ^700 issued by the Joint Chiefe of 
Staff to Commander JTF-l on 11 Jan 46, the objects of the Tests were: 

. .the determination of the effects of atomic explosives 
against naval vessels in order to appraise the strategic 
implications of the application of atomic bombs including 
the results on naval design and tactics....The general 
requirements of the test will be to determine the effects 
of atomic explosives against ships selected to give good 
representation of construction of modern naval and merchant 
vessels suitably disposed to give a gradation of damage 
from maximum to minimum. It is desired to include in the 
tests both air detonation and underwater detonation if 
the latter is considered feasible. Tests should be so 
arranged as to take advantage of opportunities to obtain 
the effects of atomic explosives against, ground and air 
targets and to acquire scientific data of general value 
if this is practicable...11 

This Chapter discusses in some detail the various objects which 
emerged in the early planning. It also analyzes the attainability of 
these objects. 

2.002 Principal Military Objects. 

The principal military objects of «he Tests were: 

(1) Determining principal effects on ships. This object 
included determining what mechanical damage would be done by the blast 
to vessels as wholes, to ship hulls, machinery, fuel tanks, etc.j 
determining the relative vulnerabilities of different types of vessels 
and different classes of vessels; determining how the various vulnera¬ 
bilities vary with distance from the detonation point; determining 
corresponding data for damage produced by heat radiated from the deto¬ 
nation region; determining what damage would be done by underwater 
shock waves. 

(2) Determining principal effects on ships crews. This 
Included determining effects on personnel of radiation blast (optical, 
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thermal, ultraviolet, gamma raya, and neutrons), air blast, solid 

"blast (flying fragmente of whatever origin), and water "blast. It 

Included determinations of the variations In Injury with distance from 

the detonation point, with location of personnel In the ships, and with 
various degrees of protection. 

(3) Determining the best means of decontaminating vessels 
and equipment rendered radioactive. 

(¾) Obtaining sufficient data on the pressures and acceler¬ 

ations causing serious damage, to permit naval architects and engi¬ 
neers to design more resistant ships. 

2.CO3 Lesser Military Objects. 

Among the lesser military objects of the Tests were these: 

(1) Providing the Army Air Forces with experience in bombing 

naval vessels. This included experience in loading and transporting 

the bomb, recognizing the desired target, making the very high-altitude 
bombing run, releasing the bomb, making safe get-away, and maving 

effective use of airborne instruments for appraising the detonation. 

(2) Determining the effects of the explosion on a variety of 

military equipment. This included effects on airplanes, tanks, 

trucks, radio and radar installations, ammunition, fire control 
systems, food, clothing, medicine, etc. 

2.004 Principal Scientific and Technical Objects. 

The principal scientific and technical objects of the Tests were 
as follows: 

(1) Determining the kinds end extents of biological and 

chemical effects produced by radiations of ell kinds. This included 

effects produced on simulated crew personnel (animals) by ultraviolet, 

visible, and infrared light, by newtrons and gamma rays, by radio¬ 

activity from fission products, and by induced radioactivity; it 

included studies on the effectiveness of special protective materials; 

it included also effects on bacteria, seeds, medical equipment, and 
supplies. 

(2) Determining diagnosis and treatment of injurious radio¬ 
active effects on simulated crew personnel (animals). 
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(s) Learning more about the transmission of iiitense shock 

waves in air and water; developing improved instruments for measuring 

these phenomena. ' 

(4) Learning more about the optical and gamma radiation 

produced by an atomic bomb. 

(5) Finding what fraction of the energy released in a 

shallow underwater atomic bomb explosion goes into the water (to be 

transmitted by the shock wave, transmitted by surface waves, or con¬ 

verted into thermal energy), and what fraction goes into the column 

or into the air. 

(6) Obtaining oceanographic information on production and 

propagation of water waves. 

(?) Determining to what extent atomic bomb exulosions may 

be detected (as for intelligence purposes) at distances of thousands 

of miles. 

(8) Obtaining eeismographic information on the nature and 

speed of propagation of waves in the earth; also determining the 

character of the solid structures supporting the coral atoll. 

(9) Finding new atmospheric ionization and electrostatic 

effects, including abnormal reflection and propagation of radio and 

radar waves. 

(10) Obtaining meteorological data associated with the de¬ 

velopment of the clouds, creation of fog zones, production of winds, 

and dispersion of fission products in air. 

(11) Obtaining data on the large scale inducing of radio¬ 

activity in common materials. 

2.005 A Priori Attainability of Objects^ 

Throughout the course of preparation for the Tests, the impossi¬ 

bility of fully achieving all the goals was realized. The principal 

immutable obstacles were these: 

A. Lack of Time. The Tests had to be held this year rather 

than a later year in order that Nucleonics Age naval planning could 

begin. Furthermore, a large fraction of the civilian scientific 

personnel and an appreciable fraction of the military personnel were 

committed to returning to normal peacetime pursuits on or about 1 Sept 

46. Finally, budget cuts were in prospect. As a result, it was 
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necessary to schedule the Tests not later’than July or early August. 
This meant that attempts to design and build some of the less im¬ 
portant instruments of specialized type had to be abandoned; and there 
was not always time for adequate inspecting, testing, and rehearsing. 

Insufficient Personneln Hie personnel situation was 
extremely tight throughout the operation. This was particularly true 
or divers, electronics personnel, and various other tyoes of technical 
personnel. As a result of actual or threatened shortage of personnel, 
various parts of the program had to be restricted in scope. 

. ^Of Vfiing Inferior Shftpn, For reasons of econo-, 
my, it was necessary to use inferior ships—U. S. Haval ships which 
were old or damaged and captured- enemy ships. In many important 
respects these ships were not closely comparable to modern U. S. Naval 
construction. Furthermore, watertightness was imperfec't in some cases 
Expectations were that rough "correction" of damage data (to make 
them applicable to modern types of U. S. ships) would have to be made 
for some of the ships. 

^ San lus of Damage. Because it was not 
known within clore limits what the radius of damage would be for 
various ^cinds of ships and material, the optimum locations for instru¬ 
ments were not known. This made it necessary to "over-disperse" the 
target vessels and instruments—so that while some might be too near 
the detonation point and some too far away, a few, at least, would be 
at favorable distances. 

. , t £«,. UncgrtfiAnty ae to Accuracy of Bombardier«« Aim. Allowance 
had to be made for possible errors in the bombardier's aim. 

ga-Unavpldftfrle Destruction of Instrument... it v/as obvious 
that a good many instruments would be lost or rendered useless by 
various secondary effects such as uncontrolled fires, uncontrolled 
loodings, and sinkings—in addition to instruments destroyed by the 

explosion proper. 

InMireatmim Of Tactical Scl.nMfi. 
Since tactical as well as scientific results were desired, the Tests 
could not be designed to be most favorable for either. Frequent 
compromises were necessary. 

¿«3Q6 gstflat tP Whlfih Qfr.lflCte were .Realized in the 194K Sxnloslonp- 

Why, it may be asked, were the Crossroads tests neceàsary? Was 
not the information obtained from the atomic bombs exploded at 
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Alamogordo, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki adequate? (A number of recog¬ 

nized scientists not connected v/ith JTF-1 raised such questions, 

which were perhaps most succinctly stated by Dr. L. A. DuDridge 
then of Rochester University, in a letter appearing in the "New 

York Times" for 5 May 46.) The fact is that although these three ' 

explosions were highly successful from a military point of view and 

even successful in certain scientific respects, there were appreciable 

gaps in the scientific information obtained. The principal short¬ 
comings are described in the following? 

A*—Trinity Explosion. The Trinity explosion, which took 

place at Alamogordo, H. M., at 1130 on 16 July 45, (G.C.T.) was a 

complete success from the military point of view, and much scientific 

information was gathered — particularly as regards gamma radiation, 

neutron radiation. On the other hand, the optical radiation and 

pressure data were not as extensive or accurate as had been hoped. 

These shortcomings are understandable in view of the following 

circumstances? (l) due to general lack of time, preoccupation with 

getting other bombs ready for use over Japan, and the general 

difficulty of rapidly assembling highly specialized equipment, the 

instrumentation was not as complete as desired, and testing of 

instruments had to be done very rapidly; (2) some of the men setting 
up and operating the instruments were nearly exhausted from overwork 

and lack of sleep, especially in the two or three days immediately 

preceding the explosion; (3) the explosion was considerably more 
violent than had been expected. Some instruments had been placed too 

near the Zeroooint, or were too lightly constructed and anchored. 

JL>—Hiroshima Explosion^ The Hiroshima explosion, which 

occurred at 2315 on 5 Aug 46 (G.C.T.), was amazingly successful mili¬ 

tarily; but practically 00 measurements were made of radiation or 
pressure, and injury-to-personnel data, although extensive, were not 
fhlly adequate. 

Le—Radiation and Pressure Data. A few uhotographs were 
obtained showing the general appearance of the cloud, but none of 

these permitted qualitative or quantitative analysis of the optical 

radiation. No measurements were made of the abundances of gamma rays 

and neutrons emerging from the detonation. Pressure data were 

obtainable only fron radiosondes; these lacked adequate calibration, 

and their locations (relative to the Zeropoint) were not accurately 
known. 

2* Data on In.lury to Personnel. Studies made of injuries 

to Hiroehima personnel have provided a great deal of useful infor¬ 

mation, particularly as to tyoes of injury; but from the scientific 

point of view the information was apureciably incomplete, for the 
following reasons? 
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(a) The injured received little or no medical attention, 
with the result that what probably should have been relatively trivial 
injury often turned out to be serious. 

• (b) Injured and uninjured suffered from the ensuing 
fires and floods» and from the shortage of food and shelter. 

(c) A majority of the officials who might have been 
active in determining the statistics of injuries were themselves 
killed or injured. 

I 

(d) Tire and flood eliminated much of the evidence. 

(e) Many of the survivors fled. 

(f) Since survey teams did not arrive on the scene 
until three to six weeks after the detonation, they were unable to 
study early-stage cases. 

(g) Witnesses interviewed had very imperfect and incon¬ 
sistent recollections, and, in testifying, they usually showed greater 
desire to please the interviewer than to be accurate. 

(h) In view of the lack of data on pressure values and 
intensities of optical, gamma-ray, and neutron radiations, no adequate 
correlations could be made between causal factors and actual injury. 

C. Nagasaki Exolosloiu This explosion, which took place on 
9 Aug 45 at 0158 (O.C.T. ), added to the information obtained from 
Hiroshima, particularly as regards damage to industrial buildings; 
but it contributed little infonaation on pressure values, radiation 
intensity, or on the correlation of damage or injury data with 
pressure data, radiation data, etc. 
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Chapter 3 

£rggÍ2atlon_^^Pgegaigtlon 

3.001 Introduction. 

This is the history of Operation Crossroads as a technical 
experiment; consequently it deals principally with technical prepa¬ 
rations and technical results. 

Administrative organization and nontechnical activities are dis¬ 
cussed only in this Chapter, and then only briefly. (They are con¬ 
sidered in much greater detail in the "Operational History of JTF-1," 
prefared by Capt. A. B. Leggett Havy .) 

If the JTF-1 organization appears complicated, it is because 
JTF-l consisted simultaneously of: 

(1) a group of approximately 42,000 persons drawn from 
permanent military and civilian agencies, cooperating in 
one large Joint scientific effort unprecedented in peacetime, 

(2) a staff administering the greatest field tests ever 
undertaken: a technical organization, consisting of over 550 
scientists and engineers, executing a $100,000,000 experiment, 

(3) a force organization charged with assembling approxima«- 
tely 42,000 men and over 200 vessels, and more than 150 
airplanes and transporting them to the middle of the Pacific 
Ocean and maintaining them there for several months — all 
within a few months time and without endangering personnel. 

These various kinds of organizations were not always distinct; 
the same persons often participated in several or all of these groups. 
The groups cooperated closely; no one group's function can be under¬ 
stood fully except in the light of the other groups' functions. 

Before describing JTF-l itself, we shall mention the roles 
played by the various government agencies and other grouos from which 
JTF-1 was drawn. 
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3..002 Joint Chiefs of Staff Activities. 

Q_ „¡¡J ^ the Jolnt- Chiefs of Staff created Joint Task Force 
mf®“?* lfder the oormaná of Vice Admiral W. H. P. Blandy. 
ey directed the War and Navy Oeoartirentc to give full supoort and 

authorizad Render JTF-i to deal directly wifh the^ agencíe II £ 

the ST ÎÎreCîiTe; they aP?roved Admiral Blandy's recommendation tLt 
ing JTF 1 äl fiVe“ the.Jode narae "CROSSROADS." Besides establish- 
ing JTF-l and designating its commander, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
performed the following functions! 

Sent 4-S ^ a directive of 18 
cm!/50 W* inltZi Ghiöf of Naval Operations, the Joint 
ti!!f! I S Mf 8fVeî im?ortant captured Japanese vessels from roiv 

mí““'" h0'"• ”*t,r- traneferred 

.gnapgUll¿LJÜl&-&i32li¿^ On 8 Mar 46, acting at the 
suggestion of the Commanding General of the Army Air Forces the 
Join, Chief, of Staff directed that all relea.« be rJe t^h a 
single channel, and that Commander JTF-l he the channel. 

„r(l . . ^grgftUnf thf Rnprd., The Joint Chiefs of Staff 
ated the Evaluation Board to observe and evaluate the Tests. 

Staff ^rrr1, t)lf The Joint Chiefs of 
tarr, instead of attempting themselves to provide JTF-l with funds 

personnel, and equipment, directed Commander JTF-l to obtain adminis¬ 
trative and logistic support directly from the War and Navy 

•h^Ä.xsrhoriieä hi"to iMi 4irMtiy *uh th' k“- 

3.003 Navy Department Participation. 

• Even before JTF-l was created 11 Jan 
t t! */!7 Jad been active in planning and preparing for atomic bomb 
tests against naval vessels. Thus! 

1. On 28 Aug 45 Vice Adm. E. L. Cochrane, Chief of the 

d,3^’th°l”tei T, 0fflc'r• ln °f ehlpbulldlng 
veîo^L^fîf fîhe nece8^ity of Plying experimental work to de¬ 
velop the effectiveness of the atomic bomb in naval warfare. 

Navel ÖThf’ f?1 15,0ctu46 *• w* p* Purnell, Assistant Chief of 
thl!1»0? î!0118 f0.T ProP°*ed that the atomic bomb tests 
!!!L^ !r/ !uU8» °n be controUad the Joint Chiefs of Staff and 
conducted by the Navy with the assistance of other Service groups. 
He proposed also that one bomb be detonated in the air and Lother in 
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waters and that bealdea Japanese vessels a few U. S. Naval vessels of 

modern design should he used in the target array. 
• . 

3. On 31 Oct 45 the Secretary of the Navy authorized re¬ 

tention (for atomic bomh teats) of 158 surplus U. S. Naval vessels. 

4. A few days prior to the formal creation of JTF-1 Vice 

Adm. Blandy, acting as Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Special 

Weapons, submitted to the Joint Staff Planners a fairly detailed plan 
for conducting the atomic bomb tests. 

£i—Oeneral Plan for Navy Participation. On 11 Jan 46 the Chief 

of Naval Operations notified the principal agencies of the Navy De¬ 

partment that JTF-1 had been created and directed their cooperation. 

Principal Navy participation in JTF-1 was by the following 

groups! Office of the Secretary of the Navy; Chief of Naval Operation 

Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet; BuAer; BuM&S; BuOrd; BuShips; 

BuY&D; BuSandA; Office of Research and Inventions (now Office of 

Naval Research); ÄiPers; Marine Corps; the Hydrographic Office, and 

various naval ship yards. These groups are considered below! 

1>_Office of the Secretary of the Navy. The Office of the 

Secretary of the Navy assisted by (l) advising Congress as to legis¬ 

lation re use of certain vessels as target vessels, (2) extending 

invitations to various officiel observers, (3) providing various 

specialists. 

The Secretary of the Navy, the Hon. James Forrestal, observed 

Test A. He was accompanied by his Aide, Capt. W. R. Smedberg, III, 

and by two special assistants, Capt. J. A. Kennedy and Capt. Frank 
Nash. He was berthed on the MT. MCKINLEY. 

2*_Chief of Naval Operations. The Office of the Chief of 

Naval Operations gave important support to the Operation. Before the 

formal creation of JTF-1, this Office played a leading part in the 

drawing up of the preliminary plans. It supplied many of JTF-l'e 

ranking officers, including Commander, Deputy Task Force Commander 

for Technical Direction, Commander of the Advance Echelon, and 

Director of Ship Material (DSM). Through the prlnclped bureaus it 

ordered the appropriate groups and individuals "..to temporary duty 
with Commander JTF-1." 

The Office of the Chief of NavtJ. Operations made available to 

Commander JTF-1 'jhe necessary vessels and aircraft to form the oper¬ 

ating naval task groups of the Task Force. Its Special Weapons 

Division (OP-06) devoted itself almost exclusively to the Operation. 

3. Commander-In-Chief Pacific Fleet. Admiral J. H. Towers, 
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Commander-In-Chief Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean Areas. furnished a 

considerable fraction of the personnel required for crews of the 

Force Organization's vessels. Also, he furnished surface transpor¬ 

tation for personnel, space and facilities at Pearl Harbor, and pro¬ 

vided logistic support to the Task Force. 

—Sureau of Aeronautics. BuAer supported JTF-1 principally 

through the various JTF-1 ad hoc technical groups, including the DSM 

Aeronautics Group and the 013 (Technical Director's) Technical Photo¬ 

graphy Group. It furnished an abundance of aeronautical equipment to 

be exposed, and supplied drone planes for collecting radioactive air 

samples and conventional planes for radiological safety -reconnais- 
ance. 

¿Li—Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. Suites supported JTF-1 
principally through the DSM Medical Group. It provided important 

medical personnel including the Safety Adviser and also medical 

materials and animals to be exposed. 

Él_Bureau of Orrinanee. ÄiOrd supported JTF-1 principally 

through the DSM Ordnance Group and the 013 BuOrd Instrumentation 

Group. It provided important technical and scientific personnel, and 

much ordnance material to be exposed. Many BuOrd activities such as 

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, NOTS Inyokern, and others, furnished valu¬ 
able support. 

Zi_Bureau of Shins. BuShips supported JTF-1 principally 
through the DSM Ships Group, the DSM Electronics Group, and in the 

013 Oceanography Group, the 013 BuShips Instrumentation Group, and 

the 013 Electronics Group. It supplied much equipment. It handled 

the very large job of conditioning the target vessels before they 

left for Bikini, and brought nearly all the major shipyards into the 

work. It made the majority of the mounts for the instruments placed 

on target vessels. It remodeled a number of the supporting vessels; 

broadcasting studios, for example, were constructed in press and ob¬ 

server ships; air conditioning equipment was installed in several 

ships; photographic laboratories were constructed on WHAF.T0N, SAIDOR, 

AVERY ISLAND and KENNETH WHITING; animal pens, laboratories, and 

autopsy rooms were constructed in BURLESON; extensive changes were 
made on CUMBERLAND SOUND and ALBEMARLE. 

—The Office of Research and Inventions (ORI). This Office 

(now the Office of Naval Research) assisted JOT-1 through many of the 

Technical Director's groups and through several Director of Ship 

Material's groups also. Õomdr. George Vaux, of the ORI Plauming Di¬ 

vision, directed the 013 Remote Measurements Group. 

2«_Hydrographic Office. This Office made the necessary hydro¬ 
graphic surveys of the Bikini Area. 
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10. Other Navy Groupb. Other Nevy groups also gave appre¬ 

ciable assistance. The Bureau of Yards and Docke arranged, through 

the DSM Ships Group, the exposing of one concrete drydock and two 

concrete bargee and aleo assisted in the installation of shore facili¬ 

ties at Bikini. The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts arranged the 

exposing of a great variety of provisions, clothing, and other equip¬ 

ment. The U. S. Marine Corps suuplied certain personnel for adminis¬ 

trative and security duties. The Bureau of Personnel detailed the 

necessary naval personnel to man the target vessels and augment the 

complements of operating ships. 

3.004 War Department Participation (except Manhattan Sngineer 

District ). 

A. Pre*JTP-l Activities. The War Department had the dis¬ 

tinction of being the first formally to pronose to the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff that some form of atomic bomb tests be held. On 18 Sept 45, 

Gen. H. H. Arnold, Commanding General of the Army Air Forces, acting 

14 Sept 45 on a suggestion by Lt. Gen. 3. M. Giles recommended to the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff that plans for the routine destruction of cap¬ 

tured Japanese naval vessels be abandoned; and he proposed instead 

that a number of these vessels be made available to the AAF for use 

in teste involving atomic bombs and other weapons. On 31 Oct 45 he 

recommended that the Joint Chiefs of Staff direct the Joint Staff 

Planners to determine what types of tests should be made and to sug¬ 

gest an agency to carry out such tests. 

Pre-JTF-1 activities by various groups within the Army Air 

Forces are included in the discussion váiich follows. 

B. General Plan for War Department Participation. On 11 Jan 46 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff notified the principal agencies of the War 

Department that JTT-1 had been created and requested them to cooper¬ 

ate. The Adjutant General, acting on 28 Jan 46 with the approval of 

the Secretary of War, issued a directive to the Commanding Generals 

of the Army, Air, Ground, and Service Forces to give JTF-1 full co¬ 

operation and to direct all subordinate agencies to furnish all 

practicable support and assistance requested by the Commander JTF-1. 

The Army Ground Forces assisted JTF-1 staff principally through 

the services of Maj. Gen. A. C. McAuliffe (JTF-1 Ground Forces 

Adviser). It provided considerable personnel and equipment, particu¬ 

larly to the JTF-1 Army Ground Group (Task Group 1.4). 

The Army Technical Services provided personnel and equipment, 

particularly to the JTF-1 Army Ground Group (Task Group 1.4) and to 

the DSM Army Group. 
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The Army Air Forces supported the JTF-1 staff principally b¡t 

supplying the services of MaJ. Öen. W. E. Kepner who was designated 

Deputy Task Force Commander for Aviation and the majority of the 

personnel for the Air Staff. Discussed below is the participation in 

JTF-1 by tin following groups of the Army Air Forces: OfCice of 

Assistant Secretary of War for Air Office of the Chief of Army Air 

Forces, Headquarters Army Air Forces, Air Material Command, Air Trans¬ 

port Command, and Headquarters Strategic Air Forces. 

—Of ¿ice Of Assistant Secretary of War for Air. The Office 

of the Assistant Secretary of War for Air assisted by (l) monitoring 

the AAF operations and insured promut necessary action by AAF to 

implement the requirements of JTF-1, (2) extending invitations to 
various prominent national aviation officials to view the Tosts as 

Air Forces observers, and (3) providing various specialists. 

The Assistant Secretary of War for Air, Mr. Stuart Symington, 

observed Test A from the air. He was accompanied by Mr. Robert 
Hannegan, Postmaster öeneral of the U. S. 

¿t—Office of the Chief of the Army Air Forces. The Office 

of the Chief of the Army Air Forces gave important support to the 

Operation. Before the formal creation of JTF-1 this office played a 

large part in drawing up the preliminary plans. It supplied the 

Deputy Task Force Commander for Aviation and an Assistant Deputy Task 

Force Commander for Aviation. It ordered the principal Staff Division 

of AAF and the principal Commands of AAF to support the Operation on 
the highest priority. 

íL—Headquarters Army Air Forces. Headquarters Army Air 

Forces established a project office under the Assistant Chief of Air 

Staff-3, which was responsible for the entire Army Air Forces* 

participation in the Operation before JTF-1 was officially establish¬ 

ed. All staff sections coordinated to provide personnel and aircraft, 

to modify aircraft, to provide air transportation, to train Army Air 

Forces units, and to place these units in operational condition and 

position at the required time. In addition it provided personnel and 

equipment for the 013 AAF Electronics O^jup. 

ii—Air Material Command. The Air Material Command supported 

the Operation by providing the B-17 drone planes for Task Unit 1.5.6, 
technical specialists, and by modifying AAF aircraft to meet the 

exacting demands of this technical operation. It provided special 

camera equipment, photographic and scientific personnel; also it pro¬ 
vided Air Forces equipment to be exposed. 

—Air Transport Command. The Air Transport Command was 

augmented in personnel and equipment to the extent that twenty C-54's 

were operated between Kwajalein and San Francisco in addition to 
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regular ATC aircraft to provide adequate air lift of personnel and 
supplies to and from the test area. 

ii—Headquarters Strategic Air Forces. Headquarters Stra¬ 
tegic Air Forces (formally Continental Air Forces) provided the 
majority of the personnel required for Task Group 1.5, (Army Air 
Group). This Headquarters was charged by Headquarters Army Air 
Forces with equipping and training the Army Air Group within the 
Continental U. S. 

?»005—Manhattan Engineer District Participation. 

(In this History, the term Manhattan Engineer District is used 
synonymously with the term, Manhattan Project, the latter being the 
over-all agency concerned with atomic bomb production.) 

The Manhattan Engineer District, the grouu which has made all 
the atomic bombs produced to date, operated throughout the Operation 
with relative independence. For that reason, it is discussed here 
separately from the discussion of the other Army Groups. 

Aj—Pre-JTF-1 Activities. The Manhattan Engineer District 
assisted the early planning of the Operation as follows: 

1. It made available to the Deputy Task Force Commander 
for Technical Direction the results of studies it had made on under¬ 
water explosions. Some of these had been based on scale tests (the 
so-called "Seal" tests) carried out during the war by New Zealand 
scientists; others were based on model tests carried out by various 
U. S. Army and Navy groups. Some of the studies — those made in 
1944 — had been directed towards planning an atomic bomb attack on 
Japanese Fleet units at Truk Island. (For obvious reasons this plan 
was later abandoned.) Results of all these studies were of especial¬ 
ly great assistance in planning Test B, the underv/ater explosion. 

2. It presented the first detailed technical plan as to 
how the bombs might best be delivered, detonated, and appraised. 
This plan, known as the "Williams Plan," played a central part in 
many of the earlier discussions, including imnortant discussions held 
on 19, 20, and 21 Dec 45. 
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* V 4.4.^° ThrouÊh Maj* G®n. L. R„ Grovee, Comm&nainK General oí' 
the Manhattan Engineer Project, Dr. N. E. Bradbury, Director oí thf 
Lob Alamos Laboratory, and other representatives, it contributed 

ln the PrinciPal coni'erences, including conferences 

thelSÄrt ?Ä.AdTi60,y ^ tü the Oiacer-in-Charge of 

creation^- ííí-ífíhe fcÎhitÎIn^ïnee/Eïicfa'aisUd^Î 

tïvuÂ Aia"3 Gr0UP “ ä? 
fi^Cr(oSn fÆ^r! key PerSOmeX’ in“ 
Tpr+ a T!îeoîafatÎan District selected 27 observers for 

and 20 for Test B. (These men are listed in Section 3.009.) 

—Participation by nther Government Agencies. 

ationVfarTheSr1ríheÍ’ °f the Government assisted in the Oper¬ 
ation. The principal ones are discussed here. ^ 

A. Department of the Interior. 

X. T + ^—^.iah fand Wildlife Service. On 21 Nov 45 the Secretary 
Í , îf /U*ge6tKl that the department of the Interioí S S 

flahiii “ '■fff Eite *hich "eifLd oiier mlniioum damage to our 
Ushety resourcaa. Thie euggaatlon .as acted on by the Secretad of 
the Naior, .ho Invited the Department of the Interior to désignai 

ïS-Sr-p “írrssú™";,“ 
Maj. Gen. (now Gen.) C. E. LeMay; Brig. Gen. (now ret Pol Tw I 
or en; Brig. Gen. G. A. Lincoln; Brig. Gen. Hobart Hewett- Col H w 

Mansfield; R. Adm. (now Vice Adm.) W. H. P. fílandv- R Adm’ w ¿ 
Purnell; R. Adm. (now Vice Adm.) G. E. Hussey Jr • R* Adm° n* r° 

B^rÂ^U^l^Z-A^66' Omcer-Lch^ge-oîteAtLc 
Commo.^now R. Adi.) w.” S.* P^so^waTuÂ^lt^te^f 
W. R. Purnell. It held important meetings on 29 Jan 46 and 19 Feb 4Ó,. ‘ 
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representatlvee for thi8 purpose. On 21 Dec 45 Dr. I. N. Oabrlelson, 

then Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of 

the Interior, appointed its chief fishery biologist, Mr. Elnwr 
niggins, as liaison officer with JTF-l. 

1 
i 

« 4.4 4. *he Fifh Service designated a group of\ three 
scientists to assist JTF-l in the carrying out of fish surveys at 

Bikini. The group comprised Dr. V. C. Brock, loaned by the Terri- 

ory of Hawaii and placed in immediate charge of the field worki Dr. 

L. P Schultz, Curator of Fishes at the U. S. National Museum, aM 

“• J.Marr, Biologist of the Fish and Wildlife Service's Pacific 

î«a+tvBtnff‘c E* Herald [Army] on 6 June 46 was assigned 
to take Dr. Schultz's place in this group.) 

Geological g^rygy, The Department of the Interior 

furnished additional assistance (requested by Commander JTF-l on 8 

liar 46; through its Geological Survey, directed-by Dr. W. E. Wrather. 

Working in cooperation with the 013 Oceanography Group, 

the Geological Survey undertook to investigate the physiography and 

geology of the islands of Bikini Atoll, the shore and beach 
processes, and the ecology of coral reefs. 

—Smithsonian Institution. The Smithsonian Institution 

cooperated with the Oil! Oceanography Group by studying the biological 
and oceanographic phenomena of the Bikini region. 

The National Museum of the Smithsonian Institution also pro¬ 
vided assistance, as through the services of Dr. L. P. Schultz, 

Curat-or of Fishes, in making fish surveys and also studies of litto¬ 

ral and land animals, reef and lagoon fish, algae, seed plants, 
plankton of the Lagoon and open sea. 

. Ç-t—..Federal Sccftrity Ag^qy, The National Cancer Institute 
of the Federal Security Agency helped the DSM Medical Group by pro¬ 

viding 120 mice, some of especially high predilection to cancer and 

some of especially low predilection. It was thought that the radia¬ 

tions from the explosions might produce interesting results. 

The National Institute of Health of the U. S. Public Health 
Service also assisted the DSM Medical Group. (See Chap. 8.) Other 

personnel from the U. S. Public Health Service were loaned to the 013 
Hadioactivity Group. 

2*—Department of Commwrpffn The Department of Commerce's 

National Bureau of Standards assisted the 013 Remote Measurements 

roup in its attempts to detect the explosion from remote locations. 
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The Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department of Commerce 

supported the 013 Oceanography Group hy investigating tides and also 

strong-motion seismic disturbances caused by the explosions. 

S* PgWrtqglrt 9f. The Department of Agriculture 
assisted the DSM Medical Group by supplying samnles of seed, grain,, 

and Insects for exposure to the radiations from the explosions. It 
was thought that interesting mutations might result. 

Ht Dspartmc,!» I The State Department played a part in 
ugust and September of 1945 in determining policy as to availability 
or Japanese and German vessels as targets. 

The State Department was the agency which extended to certain 
oreign countries invitations to send observers to the Tests. 

_ —.Treasury Department. The U. S. Coast Guard of the 

Treasury Department furnished ships and personnel. It offered the 

services of Lt. Comdr. C. A. Barnes as technical assistant in charge 

°f ííl0?ea?ugr^Í<LBUrVey WOrJc' CoaBt vessels operated 
at¿Bíenga^ed ln laying navigational buoys at Bikini, 
and the BBAMBLB assisted in a brief survey of the western islands of 

Bikini Atoll. These vessels operated as a part of the Force Organiza¬ 
tion under the Survey Unit (Task Gr up 1.8). 

—fflXticlPatlonB by Other Groups and Individual nn 

Besides the military and nonmilitary federal agencies partici¬ 

pating in the Operation, there were also many additional (foreign and 

domestic) groups and individuals participating. Their organizations 
and activities are described briefly in this Section. 

—H&rtiCipftUgB by Industrial Concern«. Among the industri¬ 
al concerns participating in the Operation — either directly or 

through supplying personnel and equipment — were the following: 

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Nq# York, H. Y. 

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, H. Y. (films, cameras, and 
film processing) 

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Co., Jamaica, N. Y. (engi¬ 

neering services, and design and building of special 
"log interval timer" devices) 

Geotechnical Corp., Dallas, Texas (seismic measurements) 

Polaroid Co., Cambridge, Mass, (high-attenuation goggles) 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Walthar,, Maes, (engineering 

services for sonar and radar electronic equipment) 
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RCA, Camden, N. J. (engineering eervicee and telemetering 
instrumentetion) 

Submarine Signal Co.t Bouton, Mess. 

Victoreen Instrument Co., Cleveland, 0. (radioactivity 
instruments) 

Western Electric Co., N. Y. 

Westinghouse Manufacturing Co., Pa. 

a. 
„ ,„7^ VnlYPXflitles and Institut^, Among 

e universities and institutions participating in the Operation _ 
directly or indirectly — were the following: 

Cornell University (engineering services and telemetering 
equipment ) 

Franklin Institute’s Bartol Foundation (detecting remote 
radioactivity) 

Harvard University (detecting changes in the ionosphere) 

Montana State College (remote detection measurements) 

Princeton University (engineering services and telemeterirc 
equipment) 

South Dakota State School of Mines (remote detection 
measivemente ) 

Stanford University (detecting changes in the ionosphere) 

University of California, including the Scripps Institution 

of Oceanography (services of technical personnel) 

University of Chicago (remote detection measurements) 

University of Louisiana (detecting changes in ionosphere) 
University of Rochester (radioactivity, ootics) 

niversity of Washington (pressure measurements) 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (qeismographic 
disturbances ) 

rennet In response to a 
N0V 45 hy the Briti8il Admiralty Delegation to the 

effect that a small group of British scientists be permitted to par- 

J“ *** eXecutlon of the tests, the Joint Chiefs 

v/oullle weícome.011 45 ^ particiPation ^ ecientists 

i. . ..M0Bt Peinent a^ong the British scientists and engineers pai- 
ticipating was Dr. W. 0. Penney, who was Consultant to the Theoreti- 

DivÍ8lon of the Loe Alamos Laboratory. A total of nine 
fcl^tl8tc Partlcipated: blast-pressure phenomena vrere 

studied by Jr- W. Ö. Penney, Dr. J. H. Powell, and Dr. R. Pilgrim and 

Lt. Comdr. R. J. Daniel; physiological effects were investigated by 

Dr. F °. Macintosh and Dr. E. E. Pochin; assistance was given in 

radiation measurements work by Mr. J. L. Tuck. Dr. E. W. Titterton 

was concerned with electronics equipment. Dr. G. I. Taylor, acted as 
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a scientific consultent during the early Planning stage. 

Hi—Panticipation b.r Civilians. More than 500 civilian 

scientists and engineers took part in the Operation. They were drawn 

from nearly all major branches of science and engineerings and 

collectively they were well fitted to the. particular task at hand: 

carrying out elaborately instrumented scientific and engineering 
teste of atomic bombs. 

£.008. Press Proms. 

A. Size of Groups. The Joint Chiefs of Staff's recommendations 

of 10 Jan 46, setting forth proposed quotes for press representatives, 

were approved by the Secretaries of War and Navy 5 Feb 46 and by the 

President 14 Mar 46. As shown in the following table, the numbers 

actually attending were less than the quotas approved: 

Actual Attendance 

Test A Test B 
ilepresentatives of U. S. 

press, radio, pictorial 

services, magazines, etc. 200 114 75 

Foreign press, one represen¬ 

tative from each nation having 

membership in UN Atomic Energy 

Conunission, plus two extra rep¬ 

resentatives from Great Britain 13 10 8 

Ij—UamfiBtic Press. Radio, and Pictorial Group. 

I»—Introduction. The domestic press, radio, and pictorial 

group included representatives from widely known news agencies as 

well as relatively unimportant nev/spapers and magazines. 

Most of the correspondents went by sea and thus had an oppor¬ 
tunity for proper orientation. 

The majority of the representatives were transported by 

APPALACHIAN, the JTF-1 press headquarters ship; some were transported 

by air. In the Marshall Islands the majority of the representatives 

were berthed on APPALACHIAN: others were berthed on MT. McKINUSY 

(flagship), PANAMINT (observer ship), SAIDOR (photographic 

headquarters ship), and at Kwajalein where a Press Branch Headquarters 

was Ircated. Precedence in berthing accommodations and other 

nonprofessional privileges was established by the age of the corre¬ 
spondents, the oldest being most privileged. 
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¿Li—Sflçurifry, Security ulanning proceeded from the decision 

that there would be no censorship or review except re photographs. 

Security was insured by limiting the places to v/hich the representa^ 

tives had access. Because pictorial representatives were given es¬ 

pecially broad access, all their film was developed and screened 
before release. 

—EftC-llities Available» "nie representatives were provided 

with extensive facilities for transmitting information to the United 

States through voice radio, radio teletype, radio photo and air-mail. 

News coverage stetistiop for both Tests are as follows: 

Press wordage transmitted by radioteletype 2,900,000 

Commercial radio broadcast transmissions 750 

Photographs transmitted by radio-photograph 500 

—Foreign Press. In accordance with the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff's recommendations one press representative was invited from 

each of the nations represented on the Atomic Energy Commission of 

the United Nations Security Council. Two additional British repre¬ 

sentatives were invited in recognition of the special assistance 

given by that nation in developing the atomic bomb. Invitations to 

the foreign press were transmitted by the State Department to the 

foreign offices of the eleven governments concerned; three of these 

did not send representatives to cover Test A; five sent no represents 
tives to cover Test B. 

Difficulty was experienced in deciding what priority the foreign 

press representatives should have in transmission of dispatches. 

Actually, each foreign press representative was treated as represent¬ 

ing a "news service" of his country, rather than as representing an 

individual newspaper. This oolicy gave the foreign press representa¬ 

tives privileges somewhat superior to those enjoyed by representatives 

of individual U. S. newspapers, but not ecual to those enjoyed by U. 
S. news services. 

£*—Effectiveness of 5rmyfln The domestic and foreign press 

groups were generally successful in telling the people of the torla 

the story of the objectives, planning, and execution of the Operation. 

The public learned that the Operation was fairly and capably managed, 

and successfully executed. The capabilities of atomic bombs used 

against Naval vessels were pictured promptly. The atomic bomb was 

taken out of the realm of the fantastic and incomprehensible in the 

public mind and placed approximately in its proper light as a real 
and very cover ful weapon. 
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2*009 Observer . 

Àè—ktrQfriçtlon. A large number of military and civilian 

scientific and lay, foreign and domeetic observer groupe witnessed the 

Tests. In accordance with the Joint Chiefe of Staffe action on 10 

an 46 (See Sec. 3.008), the quota listed below was established: 

Observer Group £ü2Í£ Actual Attendant.» 

Test A Test B 

Members of Congress 

House 30 
Senate 30 

U. S. Services 
Army ) 

Navy ) 116 

U. S. Civilian Scientists 30 

Foreign nations having 

membership on UN Atomic 

Energy Commission, 2 per 
Nation 

Additional British 

Observers 

Additional Canadian 

Observers 

7 4 

2 0 

61 55 
26 14 

22 19 

21 21 

9 9 

4 4 

Total 
240 152 126 

. w &-■ gonerfinnlaadl OfrfiftrYftr Grqim, On 14 June 46 the Secretaries 
of War and Navy addreBOód letters to the President, Pro Tempore, of 

the Senate, the Honorable Kenneth McKillar, suggesting that he nomi- 

nate ten senators to Observe the Tests. Corresoonding letters were 

sent to the Speaker of the House, the Honorable Sam Rayburn. 
Commander JTF-1 issued formal invitations. 

The following Congressmen witnessed the Test ss 
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Congressional Observers who 

attended attended 

Teet A_ Teat J 

Cordon, Guy, Oregon x 
Hickenlooper, B. B. Iowa x 

Hatch, C. A., Hew Mexico x 

Saltonstall, Leverett, Maas. x 

Renreeentativee 

^nderaon, J. Z., California x 

Andrewa, W. 0., Hew York x 

Batea, 0. J., Massachusetts x 

Bradley, M. J., Pennsylvania x 

Engel, A. J., Michigan 

Gillespie, Dean M., Colorado x 

Holifield, C., California x 

Izac, E. V., California x 

Morrell, W. F., Arkansas x 

Rooney, J. J., He*.’York x 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

The Congressional observers flew to Kwajalein and were berthed 

on PAHAMIHT. 

C. The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Evaluation Boards This group is 

discussed in Sec. 1.005. 

D. President's Evaluation Commission. This group is discussed 

in Sec. 1.006. 

E. U. S- Service Observer Groups. The Joint Chiefs of Staff 

selected the members of the U. S. Service Observer Group. For Test A 

there were 61 Army observers, (including 15 from the Army Air Forces), 

and 26 Mavy observers. Most of them left Washington by a special 

Crossroads train and boarded BLUE RIDGE at Oakland, California. The 

BLUE RIDGE berthed the military personnel during the Tests. 

F. Manhattan Engineer District Representatives. The Manhattan 

Engineer District invited a number of re-orerentatives as their guests 

to witness the tests. These included Manhattan Engineer District 

personnel, and others who had played a role in the research and de¬ 

velopment of the bomb and who had returned to their normal peacetime 

pursuits. This group went by airplane to Kwajalein, from thence by 

destroyer to Bikini where they were berthed on CUMBERLAMD SOUHD. The 

members of the group are listed below; 
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Test A 

Baker, A. L,, Mr. 
Benedict, Manson, Dr. 
Booth, E. T., Dr. 
Brown, Edwin H., Mr. 
Coolidge, W. D., Dr. 
Currie, L. M., Dr. 
Dunning, J. E., Dr. 
Gee, H. C., Col. 
Hageman, R. C., Mr. 
Haebrouck, S. V., Col. 
Haywood, 0. 0., Jr., Col. 
Hinde, J. H., Col. 
Hochwalt, C. A., Dr. 
Hull, D. E., Dr. 
Jannarone, J. R., Lt. Col. 
Jones, Edv/in L., Mr. 
Keim, D. J., Col. 
Kelley, W. E., Lt. Col. 
Kelly, E. B., Lt. Col. 
Klaueeen, Bjarne, Mr. 
Krueger, P. 0., Major 
Murphy, E. J., Dr. 
Nichols, K. D., Col. 
Robertson, A. W., Dr. 
Sheahan, R. D., Mr. 
Spedding, F. H., Dr. 
Traris, J. E., Major 

Eeet B 

Antee, D. E., Col. 
Bagley, Olen D., Mr. 
Chipman, John, Dr. 
Clarke, F. J., Lt. Col. 
Ferneliue, W. C., Dr. 
Fields, K. E., Col. 
Free, R. H., Lt. Col. 
Hutcheson, J. A., Dr. 
Klein, A. C., Mr. 
LaCroeee, Emmart, Mr. 
Lavender, R. A., Capt (USER) 
Long, Kenneth, Mr. 
Lum, J. H., Dr. 
MacNeill, J. B., Mr. 
Mareden, C. H., Col. 
Nagler, Forrest, Mr. 
Nichols, K. D., Col. 
Roper, H. McK., Col. 
Stevens, W. A., Lt. Col. 
Stewart, S. L., Lt. Col. 
Urey, Harold, C., Dr. 

fit Menbera of Civilian Salantm» Qfrflfirver Group. Acting 6 Mar 
46 on an invitation from Vice Adm. Blandy, Dr. F. B. Jewett, Presi¬ 
dent of the National Academy of Sciences, nominated certain civilian 
scientists to attend the Tests. Thirty-two invitations were issued 
by Vice Adm. Blandy, and these twenty-two men accepted: 

Akin, Dr. R. N. 
Atkinson, Mr. Ralph 
Bousman, Mr. H. W. 
Campbell, Mr. C. I. 
Darling, Dr. G. B. 
DeMent, Mr. Jack 
Dunbar, Dr. C. 0. 
Galtsoff, Dr. P. S. 
Grebe, Dr. J. J. 
Kirkbride, Mr. C. G. 
Kirkpatrick, Mr. S. D. 

Lorraine, Mr. R. G. 
Pratt, Mr. Haraden 
Rubey, Mr. W. W. 
Skilling, Dr. H. H. 
Starr, Mr. E. C. 
Stevens, Mr. H. N. 
Trask, Dr. P. D. 
VanDyck, Mr. A. F. 
Vickery, Dr. H. B. 
Wilson, Mr. W. M. 
Yoe, Mr. J. H. 
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All of thece men attended Test A, and all except Mr. C. I. 

Campbell, Dr. G. B. Darling, and Mr. Haraden Pratt attended Tent B. 

Si—VnHgd Nations Observer Oroun. A desire to *lbvite United 

Kations repreeentativee vrae erpreeeed by the Servicee and by large 

sections of the public even before the Task Force v;ae formally cre¬ 

ated. The Joint Chiefs of Staff considered the matter as early as 

10 Jan 46. The definitive (favorable) decision wae made by the State 

Department — vhich on 5 Feb 46 forwarded ite decision to the State- 

War-and-Navy Coordinating Committee. President Truman indicated his 
approval of the decision on 14 Mar 46. 

The Secretary of State accordingly requested the U. S. ambassa¬ 

dors or ministers in the eleven foreign countries having membership 

in the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission to invite those 

countries to choose their official representatives. The countries 
and their representatives were! 

Commander S. H. K. Spurgeon, R. A. N. 

Major Orlando Rangel (Army) 

Captain Alvaro Alberto de Motta y Silva (Navy) 

Air Vice Marshal E. W. Stedman 

Major General R. M. Luton, (Retired) 

Chung-Yao Chao, Director of the Department of 

Physics, National Central University 

Major General Fisher Hou, Military Attache, 
Washington, D. C. 

Captain de Fregate Pierre Balande, General 
Staff (Navy) 

Mr. Bertrand Goldschmidt 

Australia: 

Brazil: 

Canada: 

China: 

France: 

Egypt: 

Great Britain: 

Mexico: 

Netherlands: 

Colonel Hassan Rajah, Military Attache, 

Washington, D. C. 

Lieutenant Colonel Abdel-Gaffar Osman, Chief 

Inspector of Explosives (Army) 

Flight Lieutenant F. Besirick, M. P., R. A. F. 

Commander A. H. P. Noble, M. P., R. N. 

Mr. Juan Loyo Gonzalez 

Dr. Nabor Carillo 

Captain G. B. Salm, Head of Naval Intelligence 

Major H. Bruining, Minister of Supply 
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Mr. Stefan Pienkov/ski, Pres., University of 
Warsaw 

Mr. Anrzej Soltan, Head of Physics Department. 
University of Lodz 

Dr. A. M. Mescheryakov, Head Physics De¬ 

partment, University of Leningrad 
Mr. S. P. Alexandrov 

The majority of these representatives assembled in Washington, D. 

C., and went by special train to Oakland, California. There they 
boarded PAMAMIUT, reaching Bikini 30 June 46 (O.C.T.). 

The United Nations observers were given the same access that the 

U. S. press representatives had to written records and to the target 
vessels. 

The United Nations observers remained for both Tests, making a 

tour of the neighboring islands during the interval between the Tests. 

They returned to the United States after the Tests, and later 

wrote Vice Adm. Blandy expressing their thanks for having been irv- 

vited and their appreciation of the courteous treatment they received. 

jj. BriUnh ObBflrver from. Besides the British representatives 
who assisted in the planning and execution of the Tests (see Sec. 

3.007) and the British United Nations Observers, 13 other representa¬ 

tives of the British Empire were invited through the British Govern¬ 

ment. Pour Canadians, 8 Englishmen, and 1 Australian attended both 

Tests. The majority of these men were officers in the British Navy 
and Royal Air Force, but two civilians were included also. 

Poland: 

U. S. S. R.: 

¿*010 Ogneral Organization of Staff. 

There were four general aspects of the Crossroads organization 

— staff organization, technical organization, force organization, nrri 

temporary ad hoc league of permanent Army, Navy, and civilian groups. 
Tke staff organisation will be described first. 

Vig. 3.1 shows the JTf-1 staff organization. It was established 

almost immediately after the designation of the Task Force Commander 

end in the main followed the usual pattern of Naval and Army staff 

organization. However, it was carefully arramged to provide maximum 

freedom for the technical groups and to insure full cooperation from 

the many military and civilian agencies particioating. It is to be 

noted that no chain of command existed between JTF-l and either the 

Evaluation Board, the President’s Evaluation Commission, or the Man- 
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hatten Engineer District — although adequate llaleon existed in each 
case. 

Instructions defining responsibilities of each upper-echelon 
official In the organization were promulgated formally on 2 Mar 46. 

We shall discuss separately in the following sections: Commander* 
Deputy Task ?orce Commander for Technical Direction, Deputy Task 
Force Commander for Aviation, Ground Forces Adviser, Chief of Staff, 
and each of the Assistant Chiefs of Staff. 

3.011 CoEimandcr (00). 

A. Designation. On 11 Jan 46 the Joint Chiefs of Staff, acting 
with the approval of the President, confirmed the designation of Vice 
Adm. W. H. P. Blandy as Commander (Code 00). Although the Army Air 
Forces member of the LeMay Subcommittee of the Joint Staff Planners 
had proposed on 14 Dec 45 that Maj. Gen. L. R. Groves be made 
Commander, the Joint Chiefs of Staff decided that, since the great 
majority of personnel, ships, and material would be drawn from Havy, 
the commander should be a Naval officer. The naming of Tice Adm. 
Blandy as Commander was proposed on 15 Dec 45 by Commo. (now R. Adm.) 
W. S. Parsons, senior Navy member of the LeMay Subcommittee. 

Vice Adm. Blandy was a logical choice for Commander of JZF-1 in 
view of his previous experience in commanding destroyer groups, 
cruiser groups, and amohlbious groups, and in view of his position 
(since November 1945) as Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Special 
Weapons (OP-06). (This Special Weapons group had been recently cre¬ 
ated by Congress to coordinate Naval development of atomic energy and 
guided missiles.) 

B. Responsibility, The responsibility of Commander JTF-1 ex¬ 
tended to all phases of the Operation, Including organization. Force 
Organization plans, technical plans, execution of plans, safety, 
security, oublie relations, and oreparation of full, technical and 
operational reports. 

Actually, the Commander of JTF-1 delegated the discharge of the 
majority of his responsibilities to his principal assistants, in¬ 
cluding especially the Deouty Task Force Commander for Technical 
Direction, the Deputy Task Force Commander for Aviation, the Ground 
Forces adviser, and the Chief of Staff. He delegated the dis'charge 
of his JTF-1 rear echelon resoonsibillties to a Rear Kchelon 
Commander to act during his absence from Washington, D. C. 
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k- AcUYttlftn,. Before he left Waehlngton, D. 0., for Bikini. 
Commander JTF-1 devoted the majority of hie time to making docieione 

on major policy ieeuee, conferring with the Joint Chiefe of Staff 

Congreeeional comnitteee, the Ivaluation Board, and the President's 

Evaluation Commieeion; aleo to studying and approving the Operation 
“_an. 

„ . He 9®}®ct«d R®ar^Ad°* r* J* L°*ry ae Commander of the Rear Echelon, 
and gave him charge of JTPF-l activities in the United States during the 
absence of Commander JTF-i from Washington. ^ 

Mnirrmïv15 ï®7 46 th® Command®r JTP-1 hoisted his flag on the MT 
MOKIIOJT and assumed tactical command of the forward echelon of JTF-1. 

At Bikini he made many inspection trips to other vessels, to land 
installations on Bikini Atoll and to neighboring atolls. 

The day preceding Test A, he announced the time at which the 

first exolosion was intended to take place (How Hour) and issued 

rinal instructions and precautionary warnings. Following Test A. he 

Announcement as to the execution and results. Later, he 
indicated the time when re-entry of the target area would be pei^ 

mitted. Still later he issued further statements as to the damage. 

He performed similar functions for Test 3. 

On 10 Aug 46 he left Bikini on the MT MCKINLEY, arriving in 

the^T^CKINL*? ^ 461 °riJ1? Aue 46 he Wftd d0Wn hiB fl8« fron 
the MT MCKINLEY and returned by air to Washington, D. C., arriving 

Joint cmS ^ mad® Preliminary informal reports to the 
int Chiefs of Staff, and to other evaluation groups. He expedited 

the preparation of technical reports. 

2a°13 P?Puty Task Force Commander for Technical Dirartlon (Ol). 

Ai—Pftalgaatlgru On 26 Feb 46 Rear Admiral W. S. Persons was 

formaily designated (by Commender JTF-l) Deputy Task Force Commander 

for Technical Direction (Code 01). He had served over two years at 

the Los Alamos Laboratory, where he was head of the Ordnance Division. 

on^Japan**1 8UT5erVl,ed th* COnbat d«llT®ry of the atomic bombs dropped 

. ^The responsibility of the Deputy Task Force 

thTchisf SlrîC4ti0n t0 plan’ or«anl2®* and (through 
the Chief of Staff, the Technical Director, and the Director of Ship 

Material) direct all technical activities of the Operation. 

In addition, he served ae liaison officer between JTF-l as a 
whole, and the Manhattan Engineer District as a whole. 
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n PrfftnUfttlgn, The technical etaff of the 
Deputy Task Force Commander for Technical Direction included: (a) 

Msietante: Dr. John von Neumann (Scientific Advieer), 

Piver/iîi1“ wï°rîh4 N*VÏ (AsBl8tant for Aviation), Capt. Horacio 
qÍ ?.(A8EÍEtflnt for Special Projecte) and Dr. W. A. 
Sburclif* (Technicft] Historian); (b) two technical adainietratore? 

Qiv A; ®RWy" (Techni^ Director; code 013), and R. Adm. T. A. 
Solber^ (Director of Ship Material; code 014); (c) two technical 
adviser*: Cant. 0. M. Lyon (Navy) (SafetyAdvieer; code 015) and Col. 

Tr?n (R8dl0l0«ical s*f«ty Advieer; code 016). The technical 
edninietratore end technical advieer* are di*cur**d in later eectione. 

2¿-_ActlYÍUAlu. Hear Admiral Pareons save most of hie time to 
euoervipion of technical activitiee. Theee involved bomb and target 
veeeel preparation; inspection tripe to review inetrumentation and 

8,14 in,,tallation® ashore; making decieione 
on major technical problem*, and rendering reoort* of technical 
matter* to Commander JTF-i. In hi* dual capacity of Deputy Task 
Force Commander for Technical Direction and Commander of Task Croup 
l. 1 (Technical Group) fce wa* able to coordinate the technical and 
operational features of the Tests. 

m. fa "»ade several visit, to Kwajalein to inspect bomb preparation*. 

remsi/d ^ two 013 Lob ^Toup scientiste 
remained aboard the Zeropoint *hip, LSM-60. On B-Day morning he and 

nnd medS flSal ^aa?ectlon °f tha* tóip, and left her (2 hr 

target ^ °ther gr0Up8 had eracuate¿ the 

He wes berthed on AL3ZMARLX, and also on MT MCKINLEY. 

Aug 46* r*tUrn*d ty air i0 ^«^“«ton, D. C., arriving there on 20 

¿jflia PftPUty Task Force Commander for Ablation (02). 

At—PABlgoatlgB. On 7 Jan 46 Major General W. ï. Xepner was 
nominated by the Commanding General of the Army Air Force* for the 
position of Deputy Task Force flommander for Aviation (Code 02). 

The Deputy Task Force Commander for Avi— 
ation wae for plaaning, organifing, and (through the 

ert^üí Stîff direcîlne a11 a^ation activity. Thi* responsibility 
extended, of course, to air transport of personnel and equipment, 

?i?*irí«l0í 0f4bJ"® fa®1i1^aa for a*r operations, delivery of Bomb A, 
air clans for A-Day and B-Day; it included activities of Army and 
Navy planes; conventional planes, drone plane*, and helicopters; 
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planee for technical and nontechnical purponee. (However, It did not 

extend to the danage-to-aireraft program, which w&a directed hy the 

Director of Ship Material on behalf of the Denuty Task Porce Commander 

for Technical Direction.) 

C. Staff Organization. In hie duties ae Deuuty Tank Force 

Commander for Aviation, Maj. Oen. Kenner wae eesieted by a. staff of 

approximately 12 persons. Principal among these were: Brig. Cen. T. 

S. Power (Acsistant Deputy Task Force Commander for Aviation), and 

Capt. H. D. Plley (Navy) (Assistant for Naval Aviation). 

The Deputy Task Force Commander for Aviation worked closely with 

other organizations concerned with air activities, including especial¬ 

ly! Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, Assistant Chief of Staff 

for Logistics. He directed the activities of the Army Air Group 

(Task Group 1.6), and Navy Air Group (Task Group 1.6). (These organi¬ 

zations are discussed in later sections.) 

P. Activity. After his arrival in Washington on 17 Jan 46, Maj. 

Gen. Kepner took a leading part in the planning of the air activities 

of the Operation. He guided the preparation of the Air Plan. He 

initiated the training of crews for the Bomb-A drop. He helped work 

out air lift plane, including the Green Hornet Airline between Wash¬ 

ington, D. C., and Albuquerque, N. M. 

Major General Kepner flew to Pearl Harbor where, on 22 Apr 46, 

he boarded MT MCKINLEY. He attended many conferences and made many 

inspection tours of Bikini and Kwajaleln activities. He viewed both 

explosions from the MT MCKINLEY. 

He returned to Washington, D. C. on 13 Aug 46. 

He initiated an investigation as to the causes of the abnormal 

position of the Bomb-A detonation point which was outside the limit- 

of-error circle based on the results achieved in the many practice 

drops. 

3«Q14 toad Eorcaa táviser (03), 

A. Designation. Major General A. C. McAuliffe was designated 

Ground Forces Adviser on 14 Jan 46. He had been Commanding Officer 

of the 101st Airborne Division of the Army Grotind Forces. 

3»., BewgaBiftilUy,. The Qr ound Forces Adviser was responsible 
for advising Commander JTF-l on the planning, organizing, and direct¬ 

ing of all activities of the Army Ground Forces' participation-, in¬ 

cluding the exposure (to the atomic bombs) of Army equipment. (See 
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Sec. 3.028 regarding activities of the Army Ground Group.) 

JL—Staff. Organization. The Ground Forcee Advieer's etaff was 

email. The detailed work of planning and executing the Army Ground 

Forces program vrae carried out hy the DSM Army Grouo (Section 3.021) 

/hich v/ae eeeentially identical to the Army Ground Group (Task Group 
1.4) (See Sec. ^028)^ 

Dj—Activities. At Bikini» Maj. Gen. McAuliffe wae Berthed on 

the MT MCKINLEÏ. He participated in etaff conferences and made 
several tours of inspection of Army equipment. 

¿^015 Chief of Staff (J-0). 

Commodore J. A. Snackenberg was formally designated Chief of 

Staff (J-0) of JTF-1 on 14 Mar 46. He assisted and advised the Com¬ 

mander JTF-1 in matters of organization and administration» and he 

coordinated all staff activities and issued the general orders re¬ 

quired for carrying out the broad policies of JTF-1. He was assisted 

by four assistant chiefs of staff, two from the Army and two from the 

Havy. Their duties are discussed briefly in the four following 
sections. 

Fig. 3.1 (in Sec. 3.010) shows the staff organization. 

2*016. ABBifitent Chief of Staff for Personnel (J-l h 

Captain Robert Brodle, Jr., (Navy) was designated Assistant 

Chief of Staff for Personnel (J-l) on 6 Mar 46. He was responsible 

for the procurement of personnel, for advising on all matters pertain¬ 

ing to personnel, and for arranging (with the help of the Assistant 

Chief of Staff for Logistics) the transportation, quartering, messing, 
recreation»-and welfare of all JTF-1 personnel. 

Fig. 3.2 ehows the organization of the Personnel Division. 

2.017 Aesistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence (J-2). 

Brigadier General (now Col.) T. J. Betts was designated Assistant 

Chief of Staff for Intelligence (J-2) on 9 Jan 46. His responsibility 

included maintaining good public relations and security. 
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Fig. 3.3 shove his staff organization. Each of the four major 

divisions is described separately belovs 

A. Public Information Section (<&Z.). Captain Fitzhugh Lee 

(Navy)* was Head of the Public Information Division (J-2l) was re¬ 

sponsible for issuance of official releases to the public and for 

control of the press„ pictorial« and radio representatives. 

Official releases took the form of mimeographed statements by 

Commander JIF-1, by Deputy. Commanders, by officers of the Public 

Information Division, and statements made orally by JTF-1 officials 

at press conferences. Over sixty-five mimeographed releases, 20,000 

still photographs, end several short motion-picture films were issued 

during the Operation, and over a score of press conferences were held 

— principally on APPALACHIAN and in Washington, D. C. 

The handling of press, pictorial, and radio representatives 

raised a number of Interesting problems. Several of these are dis¬ 

cussed belowS 

1. -Whether to Invite Press and Radio Representatives. 

Despite the obvious difficulties which would result from inviting 

press and radio representatives to observe vhat was (in many technical 

phases) essentially a secret operation, the decision was made by the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff to invite such representatives in order (a) to 

help keep the public as fully informed as security requirements per¬ 

mitted, and (b) to help forestall any subsequent inference by the 

public that the Operation might not have been conducted along worth¬ 

while, forward-looking lines for the impartial development of national 

defense. 

2.- - Which Press. Pictorial, and Badio Représentatives to 

Invite. The question immediately arose — once it had been decided to 

invite press and radio representatives — whether to have the govern^ 

ment select the representatives to be invited or to ask the press to 

make the selection. The latter alternative was chosen. 

The list of publicity media to be represented was thus 

drawn up (with the direct cooperation and participation of a Civilian 

Press Committee) from the wide variety of commercial agencies, which 

applied for permission to send representatives. A general attempt was 

made to secure wide geographic coverage, to permit representation by 

a large number of independent newspapers and magazines, and, of 

course, to permit representation by the large news services, pictori¬ 

al services, and radio networks. Invitations were extended only 

through the various publicity media — not directly to the invitees. 
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i—Saw ,tQ Set the Information to the Press. Pictorial. 

^prepentatlvesa To etart the procese of familiarizing 

the preoa and radio repreeentativea with the objecta of the Operation 

and with the Operation Plan, an "Off-the-Record Frees Conference" was 

held on 26 Apr 46. Here a large number of the selected representa¬ 

tives heard extended off-the-record erolanations by Commander JTF-1 

and hia principal aaeiatanta aa to what lay ahead. Before the repre¬ 

sentatives boarded the APPALACHIAN, they were given "press packets" 

containing the mimeographed record of this conference and a variety 

of pamphlets dealing with all principal (unclassified) technical and 

nontechnical information of value as background. Aboard APPALACHIAN, 

press conferences with JTF—1 officials were held at frequent inter¬ 

vals. Documentary motion-picture films pertinent to the Operation 

were shown. Ajspecial series of lectures was provided. 

At Bikini, the group made inspection tours of the target 

area before and after each Test. (Unfortunately, the sheer size of 

the group somewhat limited the extensiveness and effectiveness of 

these tours.) Airplane flights over the target area were also ar¬ 
ranged. 

Naturally, security requirements made it impossible to 

give the representatives as much concrete information on damage, 
injury, radioactivity, etc., as they desired. 

.flqntechnical Photography Section (J-22). Captain R. S. 

Quackenbush as Head of the Nontechnical Photography Section was res¬ 

ponsible for procurement of nontechnical photographic personnel and 

equipment, for preparation of the Photographic Plan4 (Annex "L"^ and 

for taking, developing, and releasing unclassified photographs. " 

Acting on the advice of the Public Information Division he arranged 

the positions of the commercial photograohy representatives on A-Day 
and B-Day. 

A Photo Review Panel was created to review (for release or 

classification) still and motion pictures. This Panel was situated 

in the U. S. Naval Photographic Science Laboratory at Anacoetia, D. C. 

—Nanoartlcibating Observem Spr’4on (J-.23)„ Colonel H. B. 

Smith, as Head of the Nonparticipating Observers Section, had charge 

of the foreign ana domestic observers, including observers from 

Congress, the U. S. Armed Services, UN, Créât Britain, Canada, and 
civilian scientist observers. (See also Sec. 3.00a) 

j?.t Security Section (J-24). Commander Charles Randall, as 

Head of the Security Section, was responsible for the safeguarding of 

all classified information and material, including classified corres¬ 

pondence, dispatches, photographs, and instruments. His Job was an 

unusual one, in that the crucial information to be guarded did not 
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consist of dates„ namos of places,, or other individual data, such as 
are vital to typical military operations» but consisted» rather» of 
compilations and correlations of detonation data and damage results» 
facts not secret-appearing when isolated» became top secret v/hen 
assembled. 

¿lOia. AasUtant Chief_fll..staff for Operations (J-B). 

Captain C. H„ Lyman was designated Assistant Chief of Staff for 
Operations (J-3) on 5 Mar 46. He was responsible for assisting and 
advising in all matters pertaining to Force Organization, for prepar¬ 
ing plans and orders for the conduct of Operations, and for the exe¬ 
cution of such orders. The most imoortant of his duties were obtain- 
in* •alignments of the necessary ships and aircraft, and directing 
their movements. 

Eig. 3.4 shows his staff organization, which was divided into 
five sections — discussed separately belows 

A*. Ship Operations Section (J-31 ). This Section, headed by 
Capt. W. C. Winn (Navy), directed all ship movements. 

ii.- Ajr Operations Section (J-32). This Section, headed by 
Colonel W. D. Ganey was responsible for procuring personnel» equipment, 
and aircraft for the Army and Navy Air Groups» for the organization 
and operation of air traneoortation services within and outside the 
U* S.o for the training ot tha Air ôrcunuo and for the preparation of 
the Air Plan, Annex F. 

S* PgnmmUcations and Electronic« Section (j-33). This 
section, headed by Captain K. M. Gentry (Navy), with Colonel D. F. 
Henry (AAF) as his deputy, was responsible for all operational com¬ 
munications and electronics and for the allocation of all freouenciee 
employed during the operation. It prepared the Communication and 
Electronic Plan, Annex C; assigned and coordinated the use of a total 
of 348 frequencies ranging from 300 kcs to 30,000 mes, (task force 
connand and administration; 85 channels, 163 frequencies; electronic 
instrumentations 107 channels, 107 frequencies“ and órese radio photo« 
graph, broadcast, and teletype; 11 channels, 78 frequencies). It pro¬ 
vided the facilities and organization for handling the unprecedented 
volume of JTF-1 and press commiinications. 

&i,. Agrçjpgy SfigttOBÜ-aiL Colonel B„ J. Hoizaan assisted 
by Capt. A. A. Cumberledge (¥avy) was responsible for the organization 
of the services to provide proper information for the preparation of 
weather forecasts for the test area; and they were responsible for 

the information collected and preparation of the actual 
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forecast*. They were also reeponeible for the preperation of the 
Aerological Plan, Annex T. 

L—Bietory and Analytical Sect^n (J-3S). Captain A. B, 

Leggett (Navy) prepared Annex BB, "Report*," and wrote the overall 

Operational (nontechnical) Bietory. 

g.Qia.- Aailfltant Chief _Qf Staff for Loglatic* (J-4). 

Brigadier General (now Col.) D. H. Blakelock va* deeignated 

Aesiétant Chief of Staff for Logistic* (J-4) on 25 Jan 46. Be was 

responsible for all logistic* matter*, including transporting the 

Task Force's 42,000 men and providing them with military, technical 

and personal equipment. Be was responsible for the installation of 

ground facilitie*, including photographic towers at Bikini and labora¬ 

tories at Kwajalexa. Bis transportation activities included not 

only surface vessel transportation but also air transportation — of 

personnel and freight. (Approximately 1300 persons were flown from 

Continental U. S. to Bikini, and back; approximately 440,000 pounds 

of freight were flown from Continental U. S. to Pearl Harbor or to 

the Marshall Islands.) He maintained field representatives at im¬ 

portant points of assembly or transfer. 

Fig. 3.5 shows his staff organisation. 

Bis work was divided among the sections discussed below: 

A. Executive Section (Jdb). As Head of the Executive Section, 

Capt. M. A. Norcross (Navy) was responsible for planning, supervising, 

and coordinating logistic matters within the J-4 organization and 

with other Staff Organizations. His responsibility included main¬ 

tenance of records, distribution of information, and preparation of 
periodic reports. 

JL_Navy Supply Section (J-4l). Ae Head of the Navy Supplies 

Section, Comdr. M. H. Gatchell was responsible for staff supervision 
of Navy supply activities. 

L| Army Supply Section (J-42). As Head of the Army Supoly 

Section, Col. F. W. Ott was responsible for Army supply activities. 

JL Transportation Section (J-43). As Head of the Transpor¬ 

tation Section, Col. A. D. Higgins was responsible for the activities 
pertaining to the transportation of personnel and supplies. 

£*_Force Maintenance Section (J-44). As Head of the Force 

Maintenance Section, Comdr. J. J. Fee was responsible for ship main- 
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tenancyj ship repair„ and boat-pool activities in the Taeic Force 
arranging through J-3 for the prcctireraent cf necessary renal r ehin. 
-d:f- df?d°Cl:e; and boat-P0°i facilities. Thip s^tion vorkedP ’ 

cloeely with the Force Organization’s Service Group (Task Orcun 1 8) 
in the execution of these -responsibilities. P ' 

cal S.ctfc-^am *" H8ad of th' '«-c. Medi- 

cising staff supervision over construction activities in th^Force. 

2mQ2SI—Technical iiirectQr (013) „ 

Ai__ifilx¿si34í■ laiU The Technical Director (013) was one of th- P Ä ÄS7T 
The responsibility of the Technical Director included «Iannis 

preMureIar¡diãtio,î^dlIlatlCn, and 8Upervl8ion of »«aeurement of 
of the WaVft89 radioactlv^y. and other "direct effects" 

* -toihi”‘“4“‘«*- 

^irwh ih8 Ma/^rí! c:::*’ 
Diree*or*of the^oe Ai ^ î° acc8pl1' a ncminad post an Anaociate 

rec-or of the Los Alamos Laboratory. Dr. Sawyer accented and th- 
appointment became effective on II Jan 46 ) Dr d h , 

of The Technical Director’s imm-di 
8tff *• *• W. Thatcher 

P y chn.cal Jirector and Cccidinator of 013 Electromagnetic 





»ce 
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Propagation and Electronics). Capt. F. L. Riddle (Navy), Comer. E. S. 

Gilfillan, Comdr. A. W. McReynolde, Lt. Comdr. J. K. De'benham, Ene. H. 

M. Archer, and othere. 

D. Functional Organization of Technical Director’e Croun. The 

Technical Director* e Group can he described both from the functional 

(technical) ooint of view and from the administrative point of view. 

We shall discuss the former first. 

For purposes of functional coordination and report writing the 

Technical Director's activities were arranged in nine section^ each 

of which had a coordinator. The section symbols, section names, and 

coordinators are listed below: 

013 Section 

_SynftOl— 013 Section Haine gggfálBfttgr. 

1 
IX 

XXX 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

Bomb Operation 

Pressure and Impulse 

Measurements 

Oceanography 

Electromagnetic Propa¬ 

gation A Electronics 

Radioactivity 

Optical Radiation 

Suelear Radiation 

Remote Measurements 
Technical Photography 

Dr. M. G. Holloway 

Dr. W. C. Penney 

Comdr. Roger Revelle 

Dr. S. V. Thatcher 

Col. S. L. Warren 

Dr. E. 0. Hulbert 

Dr. M. G. Holloway 

Comdr. George Vaux 

Capt. R. S. Quackenbueh 

(Havy ) 

Many of these sections had little or no administrative frame 

work. 

The full functional scopes of these sections are discussed in 

detail in later chapters. 

E. Administrative Organization of Technical D; rectQr_ra_QrQU^ 

For administrative ourposes. the Technical Director's Group was di¬ 

vided into the groups indicated below: (In some Instances the group 

names given below are not the names formally assigned by the Techni¬ 

cal Director but are informal names introduced in this Keoort for 

greater clarity.) 
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¿gnfrÇ* Nfiç.ft, 

Ö13A2 013 Preasure Group 

(Cane arid Drums¿ 

013B 013 Oceanography Group 

0130 013 BuShlpa Instrumen¬ 

tation Group 

013D 013 Electronics Group 

013E 

013G 

013H 

013 J 

013K 

013L 

013 Radioactivity Group 

013 BuOrd Instrumen¬ 

tation Group 

013 Les Alamos Grout) 

013 Remote-Measurements 
Group 

013 Technical Photo¬ 

graphy Group 

013 AAF Electronics 

Group 

Dr. W. G0 Penney 

Ccmdr. Roger Revelie 

Comdr. C. H. Geriach 

Cspt. C. Lo Engleman 
(Navy) 

Col. S. L. Warren 

Capt. A. E. Uehlinger 

(Navy) 

Dr. Mo G. Hclloway 

Comdr. George Vaux 

Capt. R. S. Quackenhueh 
(Navy) 

Col. D, P. Henry 

i-»—Q1242—¢13 Pres sure Group (Cans and Drums ,)t Thi s 
Group was responsible for those pressure measurements made using 

pipes» canso and drums. It was headed by Dr. W. G. Penney, a British 

subject who had been an adviser to the Theoretical Physics Division 

of the Los Alamos Laboratory. Personnel were berthed cn the WHITING, 

QlgB Tha Ql? jkaaafgraahy Grout). 

Itll.—This Group was Vesponsible for making pre¬ 

dictions and measurements of wave motion; for determining the effects 

of the bomb explosions on the water, and on living things inside and 

outside the Atoll, and on the sediments and structure of the Atoll 

itself; in addition it was responsible for certain phases of the pre¬ 

diction and measurement of radioactivity in the water. 

In its wav’e-motion work, the Group was resuoneible for 
determinings wave height as a function of distance from the ex¬ 

plosion in both deen and shallow water (maximum height and also 

height as a lunction of time); wave velocity, period, length, shape, 

stability; also seismological phenomena of all kinds in Bikini Atoll 

area. In its other oceanographic activities, it was responsible for 

studies in the fields ofs physical oceanography (including direction 

and velocity of currents, velocity gradients, tide heights, water 

interchange between lagoon and open sea, temperatures, and cnemical 

characteristics of the water, difiusion rates, effects of winds'; 

biology (including pelagic, lagoon, and land plants and animals of 

all kinds); geology (including physical geology, physiography and 

sedimentary geology of ocean bottom, lagoon bottom,, and shores). 
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In predicting and measuring radioactivity, the Group was 

responsible for making surveys of probable diffusion and transport 

rates of lagoon and ocean waters, carrying out special sanraling and 

measuring programs, and providing special personnel and equipment. 

¿fctiojij The Group was headed by Comdr. Roger 
Hevelle, BuShips, who was also attached to the Navy's Hydrographic 

ffice. Principal assistants in the Oceanography Survey Section 

under Lt. Comdr. C. A. Barnes were It. Comdr. J. R. Lyman, (Oceano- 

graphic work in support of radiological reconnaissance), Lt. Comdr. 

M. C. Sargent (biology and geology), and Capt. M. A. Traylor (Army) 

(fisheries). Working with Lt. Comdr, F. G. Morris in the Wave 

Measurement Section were Mr. N. J. Holter (wave motion) and Comdr., 
Beauregard Perkins, Jr. (seismology). 

Initially the Group consisted only of a wave-motion unit; 
later the Oceanographic Surveys Section was added; finally, the 

arrangements for supporting the radioactivity program were develooed. 

At the height of its activities the group included over 80 persons. 

Besides BuShips and Service branches participating in the 
Group, the following civilian groups participated? 

U. S. Geological Survey 

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service ^ 

U. S. National Museum (Smithsonian Institution) 
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 

University of California (Department of Engineering 

and Scripps Institution of Oceanography) 
University of Michigan 

Division of Fish and Game, Commission of Agriculture 
and Fisheries, T. H. 

Geotechnical Corporation 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

Ifil ..AgUTiUgBii Before and after formation of JTF-1 many 
model studies of water motion in shallow basins were made using con¬ 

ventional explosives. These tests were made at the Navy's David 

Taylor Model Basin, the Naval Warfare Mine Test Station and the Woods 

Hole Oceanographic Institution. Other model tests were carried out 

by|the U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory. The results were of con¬ 

siderable value to the 013B Group in planning its Bikini activities. 

Even two months prior to the formal creation of JTF-1, Mr. 

?«* J;uHolter and Comdr- R°eer Hevelle had given much thought to using 

L cu. pr0p08ed atomlc BoraB tests) various techniques developed by 
BuShips for measuring waves. Proposals were made, aporoved in princi¬ 

pal, and developed in considerable detail well before 5 Feb 46 when 

Comdr. Revelle reported for duty as Head of the 01SB Group. Valuable 
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supplementary proposais were received from many of the civilian agen¬ 

cies which later participated actively» 

The BOWDITCH (AGS-4) was the principal ship of the Oceano¬ 

graphic Survey Section of the Group. She arrived at Bikini c.i 10 Mar 

46 carrying representatives of nearly all agencies participating in 

the oceanographic work. She was in fact the center of the early JTF-1 

activities at Bikini. 

Other ships supporting the activities of the Oceanographic 

Survey Section wares 

BLISH (AGS-IO) 

GILLIS (AGS-ll) 

HAVEH (APH-112) 

YP-636 

YMS-354 

YMS-358 

YMS-413 

The Wave Measurement Section was berthed on FULTON. 

Activities were not confined to Bikini, but included alsos 

Kwajalein, Emwetok Rongerik, Rongelap and Wotho. 

The Group played an especially large role in Test 3,, where 

wave phenomena and lagoon water contamination were of major im¬ 

portance. Detailed predictions were made before Test B,, and analyses 

and recommendations were made periodically after Test B. 

3a—Q13C—The Q13_Bu5hli>s Instrumentation Group. 

(a) Function. This Group was responsible for studying 

ship response and the phenomena directly producing the response. Ifce 

program included measurement ofs pressure outside and inside shipse 

end underwater; winds; impulse and velocity imparted to ship 

structures; acceleration; roll &nd pitch; strains and displacements; 

temperature outside and inside ships; change in magnetization of 

ships. 

This Grouo was headed by Ccmdr. C. H. 

Gerlach,, of BuShips. His princinal assistants were Comdr. R» M. 

Langer, Lt. Comdr. L. S. Beedie, and Lt. Oomdr. F. J„ Deliamano. 

Acting as assistants and also providing liaison with various cooper¬ 

ating agencies were Mr. E. E. Johnson and Dr. G. E. Hudson (David 

Taylor Model Basin), Dr. Irwin Vigness and Mr. P. J. Walsh (Naval 

Research Laboratory), Mr. H. E. Jensen and Mr. C. F. Kasanda (BuShips)^ 

and Mr. F. J. Friel (Norfolk Naval Shipyard). 
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Important support was given the Group not only by BuShlpe 

and the agencies mentioned above but also by New York Naval Shipyard- 

other agencies consisted of: the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, the ’ 

Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, Calif., the Naval Torpedo 

fe,port* f* 1’t *** the u* s* Naval Sngineering Experiment 
Station at Annapolis, Md. 

icJ—áglivltisii. The Groun was created on 7 Jan 46; it 

GrL!0J°ï%M tent ^ 0ut«r0wth of the Underwater Explosion Heeeexch 
Group of BuShips. The program of the Grouo was laid down at an im¬ 

portant conference on 7 Jan 46 attended by Vice Adm. Blendv and also 

by representatives of the Los Alamos Laboratory. The following 

months were occupied principally with designing, procuring, and 
shipping the special instruments required. 

At Bikini the %roup was berthed principally on the WHITING 
and was occupied principally with installing and testing the instru¬ 

ments and - after each Test - reading and interpreting the recorded 
resuitB* 

!•—Û12S—The Q13 Electronics Group. 

Í&) Fmctlon. The principal functionk fulfilled by this 
Group were: arranging technical communications as for certain supple¬ 

mentary timing signals; arranging the telemetering of data of many 

kinds; modifying, installing, and servicing a great variety of instru¬ 

ments containing electronic components; measuring electromagnetic pro¬ 

pagation anomalies produced ty the explosions; assisting in the 

remote-measurements program; and assisting the drone boat and radio¬ 

logical safety programs. (The Group was not responsible for the bomb- 

detonating timing signals, nor for the "black-box" instrument-starting 
program./ 

„ —OreaalEflUffn. This Group was essentially identical 
to the Electronics Coordinating Group, " a dual-responsibility group 

w Technlcal Erector (013) and to the Director of 

TS, !iierlal i014) (dlBCU,,8ed ln s«c* 3.021). Capt. C. L. Engelman 
of BuShips was head of the Group. Beporting to his principal as- 

Comír j Í* l: D*,!an"con®* ^r® Coadr. J- D. Miller (Administration), 
Il In®P®cÍio^. Coralr. J. G. Houpis (Instrumentation 

and Shore Stations), Dr. D. G. Pink (Technical Heoorts), and Comdr. P, 

X. Poster (Communications). Other principal assistante to the Group 
were Lt. Comdr. H. L. leaser and Lt. Lawrence Bershad (Navy). 

(fi) ActlYltlflfl. The Electronics Coordinating Group was 
established on 21 Jan 46. Over CO projects were soon in the planning 

s age, and assistance was ootained from a large number of Service 

groups, (particuiariy from BuAer, Naval Research Laboratory, and 

Signal Corps), industrial corporations, and university staffs. Per- 
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eormel rapidly increased, finally including over 

Array officer, and 78 civilians. The majority of 

Oakland, Calif., 6 May 46 on AVERY ISLAND, bound 

72 Naval officers, 

these persons left 
for Bikini. 

1 

5a—2121!—Thg-013 Radioactivity Group. 

L&l—Dmctignf, This Croup was responsible for the pro¬ 
tection of personnel of the Task Force from the hazards peculiar to 

the atomic bomb and to help enable personnel to return safely to the 

target area at the earliest possible moment. 1¾ addition the Croup ves 

responsible for making all measurements of radioactivity required in 

order to estimate the effectiveness of the explosion in producing casu¬ 

alties to target vessel crews. The work involved the prediction of 

all4“^Jear biatlon intensities (including alpha, beta, and gamma 
activities and neutron flux; the measurement of the radioactivity in 

the air, water, and material, on target and operational vessels, and 
near experimental animals and instruments; the measurement of the ex¬ 

posure of all personnel; and the measurement of gamma and neutron closes 

on the target ships). (This Croup was an operating group, and is not 

to be confused with 016, the Radiological Safety Adviser. The 013E 

jroup was not responsible for measurements of neutron and gamma-ray in¬ 
tensities bearing solely on the energy release of the bombs.) 

—9rganlzftU<?nt The Croup was headed bv Col. S. L. 
Warren, who had served as Chief of the Manhattan Engineer District 

Medica! Section and who was on leave of absence from the University 
of Rochester. 

— T « . Colonel Warren was assisted by Col. A. A. deLorimier, Capt. 
R. J. Buettner, Comdr. D. L. Kauffman, Dr. Herbert Scovtlle, Jr., Dr. 

Joseph Hamilton, Dr. Kenneth Scott, Dr. Cerhard Dessauer, Dr. Lauren 
Donaldson, and Mr. Donald Collins. 

.(flJ Activities. This Crouo, berthed principally on the 

HAVES, analyzed thousands of radiation-recording devices which had 

been placed on all target vessels and distributed to personnel of the 

T&ck .-orce. For days and in some cases months after the Tests, moni- 

tors with radiation-detecting instruments carried out extensive 

patrols of the Lagoon, target ships, islands, the air, and the ocean 

outside the Lagoon until no danger from radioactivity remained. Sam¬ 

ples of marine life, water, sand, and ship materials were collected 
and their radioactivity measured. 

Perhaps the Group's greatest difficulty was in se¬ 
curing and training enough radioactivity monitors. The peak 

strength of the group was approximately 350, but of this group 

only 150 were available on any one day for monitoring duty in 

clearing target vessels, instruments, end installations, for ex¬ 

ample, on the seventh day after B-Day v/hen the demands were at a 

peak. The remaining personnel were required for administration, 
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maintenance of the instrumente u«ed by the monitors!, analyses of sam¬ 

ples of waterj measurement of the film badgesc and the ether numerous 

technical activities in which the Group was en^a^ed» 

é^-Jksarta Originally the 

symbol 013P was applied to the Bomb Operation Group of the 013 Los 

Alamos Group» Later* all the Los Alamos personnel participating in 

JTF-l were placed in one administrative group given the symbol 013H _ 

which is discussed in Para» 8 of this Sec. 

li—.Q130 ..The ¢13 BuOrd Instrumentation Group. 

• 

iftJ_Sttflllflau. This Group -- one of the largest of the 

013 groups — was responsible for a great variety of measurements in 

the fields of pressure and optical radiation. Among the phenomena 

measured were the followings Pressure and imoulse in che sir and in 

the water; orientation of vessels v/ith respect to the Zeropoint; 

shock-wave velocity; amount, quality* and time variation of the opti¬ 

cal radiation. 

ibJ _ Organization. This Group was led in the field by 

Capt. A. E. Uehlinger of BuOrd; Dr. G. K. Hartman v/as Technical Di¬ 

rector of the Grouo. Capí. L. W. McKeehan (Havy) served as adviser. 

Comdr. Stephen Brunaner played an important oart in the early plan¬ 

ning. The Group's six subgrouns (and their heads) were! 

Air Blast Subgroup (Dr. C. W. Lamoson) 

Underwater Subgroup (Dr. A. B„ Arens) 

Low Er^cueney Subgroup (Dr. J. V. Atanaaoff) 

Eadioraetry Subgroup (Comdr. S. S» Ballard) 

Pressure-Time Subgroup (Dr. «7. E. Henderson) 

Service Subgroup {CWO J. P. On) 

XcJ_AiÜlLÜJifc* Several months before JTE-l was created, 

BuOrd gave much attention to determining the effects of large under¬ 

water explosions on naval vessels, bj using a charge of several 

hundred tons of conventional erplonve. This planning was accelerated 

when the atomic bomb tests against naval vessels appeared definitely 

in prospect. The Group held important meetings on 21 Dec 45. 7 Jan 

46, and 30 Jan 46. 

After completing the majority of its planning and procure¬ 

ment program, the Group moved forward to Bikini, arriving there 29 

iMay 46 and v/ae berthed principally on WHITIKG. 

ria-ÜMCuL. OlüMj, 

La!_Emallaiu This Group was rftpcnsible for preparing 

the "black-box" instrument-starting devices, sending the principal 
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8Í¿riaÍB; ail»e^ling the bombej delivering, ifomb B0 detonating 

brôner* IZTS* «i» d.Wio" ^ 
Proper, and determining the energy releaee. (Original,, the bleck 
hexes had been made a responsibility of BuShius and the Navel 

^ pter for a retrospective analysis of the black-box program.) 

differ-nt indîv^T ^0001181^^ in varying degrees to three 
ailterent individuals or groups. In maintaining security as te rfc* 

-\r8Iíf' ÍtTWae re8P°n8lbift «o Dr. N„ 2. Bradburvt Director of" 
the Los fiamos Laboratory; and, through Dr. Bradbury to the 
ing General of the Manhattan Sngineei ¡Kurier t 7 l th °ominand- 

poilcy particularly tn «gSTtSltli ^ 
C‘i“; t"ihe Dep,uy 

«SÄ:**- 

«M. oroup “V 

a particlpant^ir/th^ jp”,“^!'^ n3‘ f3r- 

The 013H Group included the foil 

Æikma 

Bomb Onerat ion 
Bomb Instruments 
Measurements of Inscan- 

taneousiy-Produced 
Gamma Hays 

Measurements cf Fast 
Neutrons 

Hadiochemistry of Bomb 

Products 

Measurements of Delayed 
Gamma Rays, etc. 

Photography of the 

Detonation 

Condenser Gage Measure¬ 
ments 

Time Signals 

Detonation Phenomena in 
General 

awing subgroups ? 

Mr. R. S. Warner, Jr. 
Dr. M. G. Holloway 
Dr. N. N. Nerescn 

Dr, G. A. Linenbérger 

Dr. William Rubinson 

Dr. J. L. Tuck 

Dr. B„ Bruner 

Dr - J. Wieboldt 

Dr. J. Wiesner and 
Dr. H„ Weiss 

Dr. J. Hirshfelder 
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(c) Actlvitlea. The Group wan berthed on ÁLBEMABLE and 

CUMBERLAND SOUND. For Test A. ALBEMARLE was at Kvrajalein. 

Bomb A was handed over by the 013H Group to Tank Group 1.5 

at the soecial bomb pit on Kv/ajalein phortly before the davm take-off 

of the B-29 "Dave* e Dream." The Group had no responsibility for the 

aiming and releasing of the bomb, but it did provide two specialists, 

Ens. D. L. Anderson and Mr. L. D. Smith, to accompany the bomb on the 

trip to Bikini and, before the final run, to assist in assembly and 

tests. 

. Whereas the task of preoaring and delivering the bomb for 

Test A presented no new difficulties, preoaring and delivering the 

bomb for Test B presented a number of new and major difficulties. 

Principal tasks were; raoidly designing, constructing, shipping, and 

testing the bomb container; arranging for the lowering of the bomb 

and its container to the proper depth and keeping it there under good 

mechanical control; developing a method of obtaining from the bomb, 

in the instant prior to the bursting of its case, the data needed in 

the gamma-ray-timing method of evaluating the efficiency of the deto¬ 

nation; providing a foolproof system for remotely detonating the bomb 

at the desired instant and with no danger of premature detonation. 

9. Q13J The 013 Remote-Measurements Group. This Group was 

responsible for finding the extent to which the occurrence of an 

atomic bomb explosion could be detected at great distances. Detection 

methods included collection of radioactive materials from the air, 

seismologlcal measurements, measurements of anomalies in terrestrial 

magnetism, atmospheric pressure and conductivity, and ionospheric 

reflectivity. The individual field groups were located at widely 

spaced stations, including: Honolulu, Hawaii, Kwajalein, Eniwetok, 

Guam, Wake, Midway, Manila, Philippine Islands; Nome, Alaska; Sitka, 

Alaska; Juneau, Alaska; Anchorage, Alaska; ban Francisco, Calif.; 

Mt. Wilson, Calif.; Santa Ana. Calif.; San Leandra, Calif.; Seattle, 

Wash.; Bozeman, Mont,; Portland, Oregon; Tucson, Ariz.; Kingsville, 

Tex.; Grani Island, Hebr.; Rapid City, S. Dak.; St. Louis, Mo.; 

Chicago, Ill.; Washington, D. C„; Cheltenham, Md.; Whiteoak, Md.; 

Watheroo, Australia; Huancayo, Peru; San Juan, Puerto Rico; Grafenwohn 

Germany. 

This Group was headed by Comdr. George Vaux, of the Navy’s 

Office cf Research and Inventions (now Office of Naval Research). Dr. 

J. Dutka was his principal assistant. Many Service and civilian agen¬ 

cies participated in the work, including the following: 
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Oîflee of Research and Inventions (now Office of Naval 

Research)„ including Naval Research Laboratory 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory * 

Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 

U. S. Signal Corps, including Evans Signal Laboratory 
Federal Communications Comraisoion 17 

U. S. Department of Commerce (including the Coast and Oeo- 
detic Survey and the National' Bureau of Standards) 

U. S. Geological Survey 

Franklin Institute (including the Bartol Foundation) 
Geotechnical Corporation 
Harvard University 

Montana State College 

South Dakota School of Mines 
Stanford University 

University of Chicago 

University of Louisiana 

Dept, of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie 
Institution of Washington 

Mt. Wilson Observatory, Carnegie Institution 
of Washington 

University of Texas 

University of Washington 

tin« liftint*ining administrative contact with the various field sta. 
tions was particularly difficult in view of the wide sedation of 

stations and the difficulty of transmitting highlv clãssmÎdîLtLï 

e ween outlying stations and the centtal office in Washington, D. C. 

Grout) Tftrihnlrnl Photography The 013Ï 
r was mainly a service and coordinating group strictlv a 

B^míínnC?1"afnÍnÍ«tr8tÍVe group“ certain subgroups such as the 

i£áeofn«W' ? h-Üt0ßraphy Sub«rouP (013H) acted almost entirely 

photographlo^prograa.?111* th'lr ‘*^«1 

still and^motf015* ?f JT7“ltechnicaI photograohy activities included: Hill 811(1 “^^“-Picture photographs; black-and-white and color ohoL 

water*'mmualfv*?°n iand, Ma" frora airplanes, and Sder- T a^tometlcally triggered photographs; 

s rsssaÄÄr- 
graphs taken using continuously moving film; photographs of the ex 

prepared the Technical Director., e.„^r.l fortín ctjÏT 

« » 
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tecto^ai photography program. Nearly all technical groupe aeeieted 
the technical photography program. P a8el8te<l 

Unite 1 ?°7°ei0íê^1Í1iaKí^n gf°cPB ßiVinß mUch 8UPP°rt included Task unite 1.2.7; 1.5.6; 1.5.21; 1.5.22; 1.6.14; 1.6.23; 1.6.24- 1 6 33 
Much support came Lo from U. S. Navel Photograph c Scienie 
tory at Anacoetias D. 0. and the Naval Air Base at Iva jal ein OtlTr 

’ lnJa8trlal concerns (eepecially Fairchild Camera and 

Institutions £"‘îednal“o.th' ^ C°“pnny), sduentlonàl 

j -labórate plane for taking technical photograohs v?ere ure- 
detnli^h *B8<,ntlaliy completed during January and February 1946, the 
detalle being recorded in Operation Plan, Annex G. 

orJPvCíai tcv?re for mounting carneree were erected on Bikini, 
five'ft efeel^tñ" ^ thT*e ielands nearest the Zeropoint. Seventy- 

available!**1 8 W"e UBed* theBe beine the 8taQdard t^P* 

Although some film wee oroceesed at Bikini and at Kwaiai« 
th, majority of the fil„ vss flown hack tc U. s Ld orò eesèd ^ 
rsproduoed hy the US. Uer.l Photogx.phle Science Laboratory' 

Dflvtnetlo^i)‘ CA °ther fllm Wae Proc<!BBe<i and held at Wright Field 
Wi ; l : vftrtaln fllinB epecia! oroceesin^ were ’ 
handled b: the Eastman Kodak Company„ Ansco Corporation, Hal Roach 
Studios, Consolidated Films, or Technicolor Corporation! 

U s -C0^8ideral)lft fraction of the film gathered together at the 
* * a^ Phot°graphlc Science Laboratory at Anacostia, D. C was 

subject indexed; however, the quantity of film concerned was so large 
that an appreciable fraction of It had not bean indeed aren by 1 sfpt 

for tech^l“""611"“' " ,0 th' «1” «O«* 

resnonalbhlw^~;?1>£j:!^~^i'a,Ftf?l>iC8 8r81II)l 3rouo was responsible for making a number of studies in the field of electronic 

t? whloh^th°* “'s e,cpi0,!10,u on »irborne radar eoulonent. 
sMent to which the nuahrooa could be detected ualng airborne radar 

and ííírÍmW e”l0‘1C° r*410 tr“«"Ut«ä iron plm.. 

n ti er activities were under the immediate supervision of Col. 

loli l7? 0f ““ ^ Alr F<,rc"- «pport came fro. SÍ¿ 
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—AcliViUea. Of the Technical DirPflttfrn The Technical Director 
assembled his immediate technical staff during January, February, and 

arch of 1946. He participated in many conferences on technical 

plans and helped determine the scope and extensiveness of the activi¬ 

ties of the various technical groups. Proceeding from preliminary 

plans advanced at an instrumentation conference on 30 Jan 46 he sub¬ 

mitted to the Deputy Task Force Commander for Technical Direction on 

8 Feb 46 a memorandum proposing a complete and detailed technical 

program, which later became Annex Ö to the Operation Plan. 

The Technical Director arrived at Bikini on 29 May 46 and was 

berthed on WHITING. He attended numerous staff, technical, and press 

conferences, directed all instrumentation programs, inspected techni¬ 

cal installations, altered certain plans to fit field exigencies, and 
arranged for the preparation of reports. When, after Test B, it 

became apparent tnat too few radiological safety monitors and too few 

divers were assisting the recovery of instruments, he arranged, 

through Commander JTF-1, to have additional personnel transferred to 
this work. > 

After his return to Washington, D. C., on 19 Aug 46 he coord*- 

nated the writing of reports by 013 grcuos, and arranged the comple¬ 

tion of a retrospective revision of his plan of operation—Annex G. 

Dirg£Í2X_a£_SliiD_Material (014)„ 

nau ^JLsila. The Director of Ship Material (abbreviated 
DSM; code 014) was one of the two technical administrators to whom 

the Deputy Task Force Commander for Technical Direction delegated the 

majority of his technical-administrative responsibilities. (The 

other technical administrator was the Technical Director, 013.) 

DSM was responsible for the administration, coordination, and 

supervision of those activitiee concerned with determining damage to 

ships, damage to materials, and injury to animals and plants (i.e., 

activities concerned witn determining "permanent," practical, stra¬ 

tegic, and tactical effects of the atomic bomb explosions). The 

responsibility included preparing both the target and non-target 

ships, preparing and exooeing the various materials in which graded 

damage was desired, determining their exact conditions before and 

after the explosions, dnwing conclusions as tc the types and extent 

of damage caused by the explosions, distinguishing between damage 

caused by the direct effects of the explosion and damage caused by 

indirect effects such as fire and flooding, and estimating what inju¬ 

ry would have been inflicted on personnel. DSM was resnonsible also 

for damage control, salvage and repair, and after Test B for decon¬ 
taminating radioactive vessels and material. 

i 
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Sí—Shpiçg <.> SlrectQi. af Ship Material. Rear Admiral T. A. 

Sol^erg wae designated Director of Ship Material in January 1946. 

Hi* designation wae a logical one. He had been head of the BuShips 

Research and Standards Branch and had served with the Tolman Committee 

on Postwar Planning on Nuclear Physics. In Auril 1946 he became 

Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Atomic Power). 

Oj—DSN8g Staff. The Director of Ship Material1* principal 

assistant wes Cwot. L. A„ Kniskern (Navy). His other assistants 
were; 

Capt. T. W. Slaven (Navy) 
Capt. f. X„ Forest (Navy) 

Comdr. I. H. Batchelier 

Lt. Ccmdr. L. R. Roddis. Jr 

Lt. Comdr. L. R. Glosten 

Re sponsible for; 

Target Ships 

BuShips Preparation 

BuShips Preparation 

Non-Target Vessels 

Loading and Problems 

of Naval Architecture 

P« Organization of the -SI Oroup. The DSM Croup was organized 

as indicated below. Besides the formally assigned names, informal 

names are indicated, these latter being used ordinarily In this Histo¬ 

ry for convenience and in order to remove ary implications that the 

groups had formal administrative connections with the permanent Navy 
Bureaus. 

Informal Name Used in 
fim&i limel Ngwg this Official History 

0143-H 

014J 

014K 

014L 

014M 

014N 

0143 

014Y 

Army Ground Group 

BuAer Group 

BuShips Group 

BuOrd Group 

BuM&S Group 

none 

BuS&A Group 

BuT&D Group 

DSM Army Group 

DSM Aeronautics Group 

DSM Ships Group 

DSM Ordnance Group 

DSM Medical Group 

DSM Electronics Group 

DSM Supplies Group 

DSM Yards and Docks Group 

These groups are discussed separately below* 

i*—PSM Army Group (014B-H). 

L&l_yunctionc. This Group was responsible for exposing 

and inspecting a wide variety of Army equipment and for determining 

the effects of atomic bomb explosions on such eouipment. 

lii—PrflttBlattlPh. Colonel J. D. Frederick was head of 
this Group, Col. J. H. Weber was his Executive Officer. The seven 
units comprising the Group were: 
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Unit Symbol y&JLlâffië UßüJkÄ4 
014B 

014 C 

0140 

014S 

014F 

0140 

014H 

(Commanding Officer) 

Œngineer Unit 

Signal Unit 

Ordnance Unit 

Chemical Unit 

Qoarteimaster Unit 
Au Unit 

(Col. J. D. Frederick) 

Lt. Col. S. B. Smith 

Capt. C. H. Wellenberg (Army) 

Lt. Col. S, F. husselman 

Capt. H. C. Adamt (Army) 

Col. L. ?. Jordan 

Maj. E. K. Walters 

The Oroun drew ito personnel from 
identical to — Taeit ûroup 1.4. 

and wae eeeentially 

_ The Group expeeed a great variety of 
Army material ranging from ammunition and petroleum to field stoves 

and clothing. The majority of the equipment was exposed on the 

weather decks of target vessels in order to approximate a situation 

obtaining in open fields. The Group reported and appraised the 
results. 

The Group was berthed on WHARTOU. 

2±--DSM^ranauiiCB Grenu (014J), 

This Group was responsible for? (a) pro¬ 
viding aircraft and aeronautical equipment for testing; (b) exposing 

this material and inspecting it before and after the Tests; (c) pro¬ 

viding special instruments to be placed m Navy drone planes; and (d) 

determining damage and radioactivity in these planes. 

ÜL.OffiflQiZ&lls&j. This Group was headed by Capt. T. C. 
Lonnquest (Navy) of BuAer. Hie principal assistant was Capt. J. E. 

Dodson (Navy), Executive Assistant and also head cf Aircraft Power 

Plants Unit. Comdr. J„ K. Leydon (Navy) was Rear Echelon representa¬ 

tive and also Liaison Officer for Pilotless Aircraft. Capt. Lonn- 

quest's principal units and their heads were as follows; 

Aircraft Power Plants 

Aircraft Armaments 

Aircraft Electronics end 

BuShios Liaison 

Aircraft Structures 

Aircraft Equipment 

Catapults and Arresting 

Gear 

Pni.v Ikfiá 

Maj. J. W. Morrison 

Comdr. J. R. Reedy 

Lt. E„ 7. Si ser (Navy) 

Lt. Comdr. G. V. Schiiestett 

Lt. Comdr. W. A. Hopkins 

Lt. J. A. Torrey (Navy) 
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isÙ_Activities. Thie Group v/an created on 21 Jan 46. In 
the veeke immediately preceding Teet A it installed velocity and ac¬ 
celeration gages in various target aircraft; placed 5-gallon-can 
pressure gages in cockpits of various target aircraft; examined fuel 
tanks of target aircraft to insure that explosive mixtures were avoid¬ 
ed; removed protective coverings from target aircrafts" cockpits and 
engines; cleaned aircraft guns and ecuipment; made final adjustments 
of electrical circuits and switches; unlocked aircraft guns and set 
them in final angles of train; loaded aircraft; photographed and 
listed final conditions of aereoautical material. 

After the Testes the Group concentrated on appraising and 
reporting damage and other effects of the atomic homh. 

Thé Grout) was berthed on WHARTON and AVERY ISLAND. 

■ S° DSM BnShipp Grnnp 

i&l—Function, This Group was responsible for; (a) pre¬ 
paring target vessels; (b) preparing certain non-target vessels; (c) 
determining the effects of the atomic bomb explosions on the target 
vessels; (d) carrying out radioactivity decontamination measures; and 
Ce; assisting the Director of Ship Material in coordinating his vari¬ 
ous activities. . 

ill --Organszatlsau The Group was originally headed by 
Capt. L. A. Kniskern (Navy). However, in a reorganization while the 
Group vas en route to .Bikini, Capt. L. A. Kniskern (Navy) was made 
Deputy Director of Ship Material; Capt. T1. W. Slaren (Navy) was made 
head of the Planning Group; Capt. R. C. Bell (Navy) was made head of 
the Target Inspection Group and Capt. F. X. Forest (Navy) was made 
head of the BuShips Grcuo. 

The DSM BuShips Group originally contained the following 
units; 

Unit Name 

Combatant Ship Unit 
Auxiliary Ship Unit 
Submarine Unit 
Watertight Integrity 

and Survey Unit 

ami, 
sible 
Unit; 
P. S. 

UüiA.Head 

Capt. F. X. Forest (Navy) 
Capt. R. C. Bell (Navy) 
Comdr. C„ L. Gaasterland 
Ut. (j.g.) J. F„ DiStefano 

In the reorganization, however, the Group was divided into 
Machinery, and Electrical units, rather than by units respon- 
for individual ship types. Comdr. J. W. Roe headed the Hull 
Capt. W. S. Maxwell (Navy) headed the Machinery Unit; and Capt. 
Crsasor (Navy) headed the Slectrical Unit. 
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le) The Group was formed in January 1946. It 
efJ°rt; to Plannin€ the .hip preparation and inauection 

0n I e target array> Plftcin« the target veeeela in 
iIS«1 fd fondUJon* ^ Planing the construction or inetallation of 
reauirlrin"^ conditioning aysteme, and other special facilities 
required in the non-target veseels. It prepared the Operation Plan 
Annexes W and X entitled "Ship Preparation Plan" and "Reboarding and 
Inspection Plan," reepectively. «ruing ana 

At Pearl Harbor this Group was occupied not only with ore- 

th T’'1' f“4 VUh "“‘J' pr.u.in.ry proving the inepection achemeB. 

»nH oit At 32kini' extensive final preparationa were made; before 
throLh61" the preBCrlbed inepection programs were carried 
fu£^?h*MD íaÍ^ed rftporiCB’ analyzing the damage with a view toward 
future ship design, were written. (See Chap. 7 for a detailed account) 

The Group was berthed on WHA1T0H. 

1,., ,,DSM Ordnance Group (014L). 

L&) fVfi;U9E«. Tnie Group wae reeponsible for obtaining 
and exposing Naval Ordnance equipment (other than Naval aeronautical 
o.dnance equipment; and appraising damage done. 

M , Tr* ®rouP »«« headed by Capt. E. B. 
Mou («.ey) of BuOrd Hi. principal a.ei.tanrs „ere íomdr. A. S. 

I* Tw"’ 8nd 0Bpt- S- (Hary) (Adviser). The nanee and head» of hie ein principal unite „ere aa folio».! 

Unit Name 

Fire Control Section 
Oune and Mounts Section 
Explosives Section 
Aviation Ordnance Section 
Underwater Ordnance Section 
Armor and Metallurgy Section 

Unit Hgpj 

Comdr. Edgar O'Neill 
C imdr. F. W. Russe 
Oomdr. H. C. Dudley 
Lt. Comdr. H. B„ Taylor 
Lt. Comdr. H. M. Tatu% 
Lt. Comdr. T. W. Johnson 

-V. j , —AfiiiïiJliÊa*. The Group was formed in January 1946. It 
a. ned a wide variety of ordnance equipment, prepared inspection 

plans, arranged the equipment for exposure, made final tests and in¬ 
spections. Alter each Test, determination was made of damage done. 

The Group was berthed on WHARTON. 

• ««Mr,« ï*11« Group was actually a combi¬ 
nation of two relatively independent sections, which were responsible 
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T““'*1* f0r4exp08in« anim^89 determining the kinde and extents 
t injurys carrying out research as to the most effective methods of 

diagnosing injury, evaluating methods of treatment, and also for 
r?ev0th!f than radioac^lvity to which damage control 

and other initial hoarding personnel might he exposed. 

also h"aa °f Sr0U<>- (He *M 

The two sections of the Group are discussed separately helov; 

IftL-PSOfifflegg ÇoiLtIOl Safety Section 

.. This Section was resnonsihle for evalu¬ 
ating ana reducing the hazards (other than radioactivity hazards) to 
damage control personnel and other initial boarding personnel, and 
or supolying medical safety officers to accompany the boarding par- 

ties aboard ships not Tcncwn to be safe. Among the hazards involved 
were » 

Mechanical hazards, including danger from falling 
objects, slippery (oil-covered) surfaces, weakened 
ladders, decks, gratings, and weakened tanks under 
pressure. 

Drowning in flooded compartments. 
Fires0, escaping steam; hot surfaces. 
Electrical shocks due to damaged wiring and short 

circuits. 
Chemical hazards due to carbon monoxide, carbon 

dioxide, nitrous gases, alcohol and other vapors, 
ammonia, corrosive acids and alkalies, creosol 
cleaning solutions. 

Miscellaneous hazards, including contaminated drink¬ 
ing water and food, escaping gasps from chemical war¬ 
fare munitions, secondary exoloeione of ammunition or 
acetylene. 

A gfltlftfifi Thft Section was headed by Capto 
Oscar Schneider (Navy]“ His principal assistant was Comdr! Marshall 
Cohen, who also served as Training Officer. The Section contained 
these units' 

Unit Name MUlfiASL 

Administration Unit 
Training Unit 
Material Unit 
Security Unit 

Lt. Harry Browdy (Navy) 
Comdr. Marshall Cohen 
Dt« (j.g.) A. L. Rogers 
Lt. G. W. Morrison, Jr. (Navy) 
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The Section also included a oanel of eleven damage 
control safety officers, with Lt. Comdr. J. J. McCoy as Senior Damage 
Control Officer. 

Í22_Activities. Captain Schneider was made head of the 
Section on 19 Feb 46. Following extensive damage control training, 
the Section moved to the west coast for preliminary inspection of the 
target vessels and to train ships5 company boarding narties. This 
work continued at Bikini, where they arrived 14 June 46. The A-Day 
and B-Day programs were carried through without incident. 

The Section was berthed on HAVEN, 

ilii—gSQftYal.,Medical Research Section ÍQ14M2). 

il) The Section was responsible for the bi¬ 
ological research program which involved exposing animals, seeds, 
bacteria, medical and dental materials, arid for stuoying the result¬ 
ing damage and injury. Principal animals included were goats, pigs, 
guinea pigs, rats, and mice. Effects on animals and materials were 
to be correlated with pressure, radiation, etc. Measurements and pre¬ 
dictions were to be made as to injury which would have been inflicted 
on ships'3 crews. Also methods of diagnosis and treatment were to be 
explored. 

) QfgaTr.*it&mtCLa. Captain E. H. Drseger (Navy) of 
BuMed was Head of the Section, and Cant. Shields Warren (Navy) was 
Executive Officer. The Section contained these unltsS 

Biophysics Radiation Studies 
Unit 

Pathology Unit 
Eadiobiology Instrumentation 

Unit 
Photography Uni , 
Statistics and Records Unit 
Administration, Personnel, 

and Supplies Unit 

Unit Heqfl 

Comdr. R. H. Lee 

Comdr. J. L. Tullís 
Lt. Comdr. R. E. Smith 

Lt. Maynard Eicher (Navy) 
Capt. F. R. Lang (Navy) 
CPhM C, E. Wagner 

iii—áídililift**. Activities of this Section got under¬ 
way rapidly following an important conference held in early January 
1946 at the Naval Medical Research Institute at Bethesda, Md. These 
principal Army and Navy medical research agencies cooperated; Army 
Chemical Warfare Service (including the Biological Warfare Division), 
Army Medical Corps, Army Veterinary Corps. BuMed, Naval Medical Re¬ 
search Institute. Cooperation was promotly arranged also with the 
National Institute of Health of the U. S. Public Health Service, the 

» 
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s‘ TT °f the National Cancer Institute, the U. 

areies 1 and Vari0U8 ^eraities and private research 

I* 4* Th? Sfction léft Sai‘ Francisco 1 June 46 on BURUSON. 

theïî Tl* in the de8ired PO8iti0ûe of exposure, recorded 
their conditions before and after each erclosion, and then analyzed 

the injuries and investigated methods of diagnosis and treatment. 

Sertion ^11° in2®re8t in tbe animale was so great that the 

feraces re0Ueflted to ^«icipate in many of the press con- 

PSM SlectronK-p Qroup (0I4N)- 

in FubcU°^ &rou^ was responsible for determining, 
and in some instances, coordinating the determination of damage to 
electronic equipment exposed to the explosions. ^ 

11)—Qlg&ûlaailajk, Tha organization of this Group is 

t0 that °f the 0i3D Electronics Group, de¬ scribed in Sec. 3.020. y’ 

—àíliSliíSA^ The Group exposed or assisted in ex¬ 

tensile A ei«®tronlcB and related ecfuipment, made ex¬ 
tensive inspections Ox damage, and analyzed and reported the results. 

The Group was berthed on AVERY ISLAND. 

. —gSM BttgeadA-iOiiglxL A small group of BuSandA personnel 
assisted in exposing provisions, clothing,, and other supolles. 

. . Sa Í&14Y). A small grouo of BuYAD personnel 
assisted in exposing a concrete drydock and two concrete barges. It 

was hoped that the damage data on the concrete structures would'be 

! °r * ^ the klnds ^ extenti® of ds^8 v'hich could be 
produced by an atomic bomb explosion near shore base installations. 

w«HUThe Director of Ship Material partici- 

liaiLÎ JÎÜ T l T rníinê,s °rganized hiB erouP8» maintained 
oiritionfof M Tech;ical Director, and generally supervised the pre¬ 
parations of ships and exposed materials. He directed final prepa- 

ratlons and inspections, and guided the preparation of reports. After 

direJed rïfhentH«red ^ ^ ^ °f the Salv8«a Unit and 
r*"i?arding 0P«rations. After the extent and persistence of 

nationD^ti^itiaCtiVOtyMbeCa,ne ftpp4Ient' dlrected the decontami¬ 
nation activities. On his return to Washington, D. C. he suoervised 

preparation of reports and recommendations, and disposition of 
vessels. 

I 
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Àt Biicinî R, Adm. Sofcberg .as berthed orx WHARTON. 

a«Q32_Safety ^vie^r 

A. Deeleriatioa. Captain Ö. M. Lyon (Navy) was designated 

Safety Adviser (015/ to Commsuider «JTF-1. Prior to the announcement 

of this designation on 1 Feb 46(, he had been selected by the Surgeon 

General of the Navy,, V„ Adm. R. T. Mclntire, to serve as special 

representative in the planning and execution of the Tests. Because 

of his previous close association with the atomic bomb project and 

his knowledge of chemical warfare, he vac well qualified for such a 

task. He was assisted in his activities principally by Comdr. E. P. 

Harris. 

B. Responsibility. As Safety Advisert Oapt. Lyon was a member 

of the JTF-1 Technical Staff and was lesooneible for preparing the 

Safety Plan (Annex E)„ selecting and instructing personnel in safety, 

and overseeing the execution of the Safety Plan. He cooperated 

closely in all phases of safety preparations with the Radiological 

Safety Adviser, Col. S. L. Warren (016), who was responsible for the 

protection of personnel from radiological hazards. 

C. Activities. Captain Lyon was berthed on the MT MCKINLEY. 

His principal activities were the following: 

(1) Before departing for Bikini, he prepared the Safety Plan, 
Annex E. 

(2) During the week preceding Test A, he made each day pre¬ 

dictions based on weather forecasts, as to what safety problems 

would sirise if the bomb had been detonated on the particular day in 

queotion. He made corresponding predictions during the week prior to 

Test B. 

(3) He participated in all major conferences with Commander 

JTT-1 and advised as to the new safety requirements arising from 

changes in the Operation Plan. 

(4) On 12 Aug 46 he outlined to Commander JTF-] a crash 

training plan for radiological safety monitors to complete the Oper¬ 

ation. He was made Director of the training program. 

(5) He organized the joint staff for the JTF-1 Radiological 

Safety School. Under his direction the staff prepared the training 

plan, wrote the curriculum, and selected the instructors. He helped 

to conduct the school from 6 Sept to 15 Oct 46. 
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HBEIOO.lf6.Unltei St0t'• 0,1 the SS 

cal Safety"Âd^^rfoiefírmíd-^ar¡a,B®^10lc«1- position in vipw of hi- -, * ar-i_axy i946o Hu was chosen for this 

the Manhattan Engineer District?0^^ va^o/lelve SectJ-on of 
the Uni▼er«itv of «. ? « u ^ ^ri l^nve of absence from 
h. i.^"í:::LófLcdh“í:¿:)3cho°i of Heiioin' “d »>»» 

parte ,. „he target area and re-board the target reseels. 

nrinrwT^^^Î^P* Colon<,i Wftrren wae berthed on HAVEN. Hi* 

> SKHSS-- ™““”“ 

.. ,™i‘¿ : sï’îïis^-* •-«■■ “» >»• •' —■»• 

'C ) He aseieted in the preparation of the Safety Plan, Annex ' 

(d) He urged (on xl Feb 46) consideratir,», «e fh 
using a different site for Test B» he felt thTÍ ^ Î a i T 6 
.0 .uch radioactivity _ and that thl. «dlOMUv'u iSf v',1’10'1'1" 
long — that postponement cf Test B would be reouired iff llnéer 80 
Commander JTF-1 later decided that the danger of deW f om^r’ 
can« .a. not great enongh to warrant preparing JÄ ¡¡“a!f 

S^‘‘“ ïSii'iS.” 

« 11«. -i “'ll1 «1“ 

(g) He advised keeping all support vessels at least ten 
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miie« away from Zeropoint during the A~Day and B-Day explo.ione, and 

^ P ^ a11 BUch veBeelB underway ao as to facilitate any 
BUdden shifts required to avoid radioactive air regions. 

vessels. 

(h) He advised on procedures for decontaminating target 

(i) He attended staff conferences and made tours of inspectica. 

a*.Q24 Fgrcg OigpmKfaticn m general. 

áâ—The Joint Task Force, besides admitting of 
staff organization and technical organization, can also be described 

as a Force Organization, an organization of field operational groups 

Fig. 3.6 shows the Force Organization. It 
comprised a Commander (Vice Adm. W. H. P. dlandy), a Deputy Task Force 

Commander for Technical Direction (B. Adm. W. S. Parsons), a Deputy 

:^JH0rC.e íora"aild®r *°r Aviation (Maj. Gen. W. E. Kepner), and eight 
individual task groups, designated 1.1 through 1.8, Each task group 

is composed of a number of task units abbreviated T. U. and each task 
unit is composed of a number of vessels. 

Rear Admiral F. 0. Fahrion was Commander of the advance echelon, 

l.e., the iorce organization existing orior to Vice Adm- Blandv's 
boarding the MT MCKINLEY. ~ 7 

♦ w í?llov'ínê P^e6 li8t the 242 vessels which particioated in 

t7euïPmrati0n’ and then diBCU8F’" ßpparately each of the following 
eight Task Groups: 

• • 

1.1 Technical Group 

1.2 Target Vessel Group 

1.3 Transport Group 

1.4 Army Ground Group 

1.5 Army Air Group 

1.6 Navy Air Group 

1.7 Surface Patrol Group 

1.8 Service Group 

Sa—laegeitj A total cf 93 target vessels and 149 non-target 
vessels were used. These are listed below. 

J 
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A 

1. Target Veieal«. 

iül_B&ttleshlpa and Crulnere. 

ARKAKSAS, SB-33 SALT LAKE CITY, CA-25 
HEV ABA,, BB-36 
HIV YORK, BB-34 NAÖATO, Ir-Japanese BB 
PIHHSYLVANIA, BB-30 SAKAWA, Ex-Janeneee CL 
PBiSACOLA, CA-24 PRIHZ EUGEH, Ex-German CA 

(~b) Aircraft Carriori». 

SARATOGA, CV-3 

id_Beet royera. 

DD-367 LAMSOM 
DD-371 CONYMGHAM 
DD-389 MUOFORD 
DD-390 RALFE TALBOT 
DD-402 MAYRAHT 
DD-403 TRIPPE 

IHDEPEHDEHCE, CVL-22 

DD-404 RHIND 
DD-406 STACK 
DD-408 WILSON 
DD-410 HIGHES 
DD-411 ANDERSON 
DD-413 MUSTIH 
DD-419 WAimffilGHT 

id_Submarine e. 

SS-184 SKIPJACK 
SS-196 SEARAVEN 
SS-203 TUNA 
SS-305 SKATE • 

SS-308 APOGON 
SS-336 DENTUDA 
SS-384 PARCHE 
SS-386 PIL0TF1SH 

Ce: Landing Craft. 

LSf - 52 
LST - 125 
LST - 133 
LST - 220 
LST - 545 
LST - 661 

LCI - 329 
LCI - 327 
LCI - 332 
LCI - 549 
LCI - 615 
LCI - 620 

LCT - 412 
LCT - 414 
LCT - 705 
LCT - 812 
LCT - «*16 
LCT - 818 
LCT - 874 
LCT - 1013 
LCT - 1078 
LCT - 1112 
LCT - 1113 
LCT - 1114 
LCT - HIß 
LCT - 1175 
LCT - 1187 
LCT - 1237 
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Ce) Landing Craft, (cent'd). 

LCM - 2 
LCM - 3 
LCM . 4 
LCM - 5 
LCM - 6 

(£) Attack -Transporte (merchant-type conetructlon). 

LCVP - 7 
LCVP - 8 
LCVP - 9 
LCVP - 10 
LCVP - 11 
LCVP - 12 

9 ILL I AM (APA-57) 
BAKMER (APJU60) 
BARROW (APA-61) 
BLAOXN (APA-63) 
BRACKEN (APA-64 ) 
BRISCO! (APA-65 ) 
BRULE (APA-66) 
BUTT! (APA-68) 
CARLISL! (APA-69 ) 

CARTER!! (APA-70) 
CATRON (APA-71) 
CORTLAND (APA-75) 
CRITTENDEN (APA-77) 
DAWSON (APA-79) 
FALLON (APA-81) 
FILLMORE (APA-83) 
OASCONADE (APA-85) 
GENEVA (APA-86) 
NIAGARA (APA-87) 

1&)_Concrete Drydocke and Bargee. 

YO - 160 ARDC - 13 
YOG - 83 

Z*—Son-Target Veieeli. 

(a) Force Flagahlip. 

MT MCKINLEY (AGC-7) 

ik)—Target Veeeel Control Grou.p. 

FALL RIVER (Fla«*hip¿ (CA-131 ) 

Lsl_Technical Group 

ALBEMARLE (AV-5) 
KEHHSTE WRITING (AV-14) 
CUMBERLANJ) SOUND (AV-l?) 

WHARTON (AP-?) 
AVERY ISLAND (AO-76) 
BURLESON (APA-67 ) 
HAVEN (APR-112) 
BEGOR (APD-127) 
LCT-1359 
LSVU 60 
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kl—Tramroort Group „ 

GEOROE CLYMER (APA-27) 

BAYFIELD (APA-33) 
HENRICO (APA-45) 
APPLING (APA-58) 
ROCKBRIDGE (APA-228) 
ROCKINGHAM (APA-229) 
ROCKWALL (APA-230 ) 
SAINT CROIX (APA-231) 
BOTTINEAU (APA-235) 

BEXAR (APA-237) 

ARTEMIS (AKA-21) 
ROLETTE (AKA-99) 

OTTAWA (AKA-101) 
APPALACHIAN (AGC-1 ' 
BLUE RIDGE (AGC-") 

PANAMINT (AGC-13) 
LST-817 
LST-881 

Lsl—Navy Air Group. 

CV-38 SHANGRI-LA 
CVE-117 SAIDOR 
AVP-49 ORCA 

DD..834 TURNER 

ill—Surface Patrol 

DD-368 FLUSSER 
DD-692 A. M. SUMNER 
ED-693 MOALE 
DD-694 INGRAHAM 
DD-722 BARTON 

kJ—Service Grom. 

DIXIE (ADl-14) 

COASTERS HARBOR (AG-74) 
CHICKASKIA (AO-54) 
SEVERN (A0-(W)-6l) 
ENOREE (AO-69 ) 
TOMBIGEE (AOG(W)-H) 
POLLUX (AK3-4 ) 

HESPERIA (AKS-13) 
AJAX (AR-6) 
PHAON (ARB-3) 
TELAMON (ARB-3) 
CEBU (ARO-6) 
CREON (ARL-11) 

SPHINX (ARL-24) 
FULTON (AS-11) 
SIOUX (ATF-75 ) 
CHOWANOC (ATF-lOO) 

DD-835 C P CECIL 
DD_882 FURSE 
DD-883 N K PERRY 

group. 

DD-723 WALKE 
DD-724 LAFFEY 
DD-725 O’BRIEN 
DD-770 LOWRY 

DD-781 R. K, HUNTINGTON 

LIM1ST0NE (IX-158) 
ARD-29 

ATA-Í24 
ATA-187 

LST-388 
LST-861 
YC-1009 

YF-385 
YF-733 
YF-734 
YF-735 
YF-752 
YF-753 
YT..754 
YF-990 
YF-ggi 
YF-992 
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Í£Í—Service Group (cont'd). 

MUKSIE (ATF-107) Y0-132- 
WEKATCHEI (ATT-118) YO-199 
WILDCAT (AW-C) YOö-63 
ftUARTZ (IX-150) Y0Ö-70 

YW-92 

ihl_Salvage Unit. 

PALMYRA (ARST-3) 
PRESERVER (ARS-8) 
CURRENT (ARS-22) 
DELIVER (ARS-23) 
CLAMP (ARS-33) 
CONSERVER (ARS-39) 
RECLAIMER (ARS-42) 
CHICKASAW (ATF-83) 
ACHOMAWI (ATF-148) 
WIDOEON (ASR-l) 
COUCAL (ASR-8) 
GYPSY (ARSE-!) 
MENDER (ARSD-2) 

(l) Deecatch Boat 

SAB MARCOS (LSDu25) 
OUNSTON HALL (LSDuS) 
PRESQUE ISLE (APB-44) 
POM-23 
POM-24 
POM-25 
POM-29 
POM-31 
POM-32 
LCI-977 
LCI-1062 
LCI-1067 

(..il Medical Unit. 

BOUNTIFUL (AH-9) 

ÍXl, -Sttrrcy Volt. 

BOWDITCH (AGS-4) 
JOHN HLISH (AOS-IO) 
JAMES M. OILLISS (AOS-13) 
YP-636 

ETLAH (AN-79) 
SUNCOCK (AN-RO) 
ONEOTA (AN-85) 
SKAKAMAXON (AN-86) 
ATA-180 
ATA-185 
ATA-192 
4TRA40 
ATR-87 
LCT-1184 
LCT-1420 

and Boat Pool Unlt„ 

LCI-1091 
LCT-1116 
LCT-1130 
LCT-1132 
LCT-1155 
LCT-1268 
LCT-1341 
LCT-1361 
LCT-1377 
LCT-1415 
LCT-1461 

BENEVOLENCE (AH-13) 

YMS-364 
YMS-358 
YMS-413 
YMS-463 
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LST-871 

(l) Evacuation Uni».. 

LST-989 

¿*225—Technical group (T. Q. 

«Mié; ^ **• .hi=h 

-wac à InclÄÄÄ: Z Œ th* 

Â-ïïEïSSHH;«— 

^.026 „Target V*»**! Srour, (T. fl. 

for L^- *■ *; Iairl°B- ”• "-pó«»»!. 
positioning thorn for noch test! Î«îk Ú“tÍ'i oTthíf ÎTo*!'13' 
responsible for: bnttlsshlp. ¡nd cml«r. ii^rj^llif^e"" 

S’ SÄ’i ¡71*entt’ 7 ",rch“‘ Xo- 
the iask Souo ?ÍIg ¿f; W“ f»>- ^ Hm «r 

¿*027 Transport, flroun (T. O. 

for ^.Â^^iõs4^,,;!^*(ttvr!' “• r~w 
Ing press and ob.enrsr ship" ^ tr“.POrt Tessel., melud- 

8 1ST*;.0' l'3,1, Ir<“,P°rt UnU' Inoluded 9 IPA's, 3 JÜUl’,, „j 

T. B. 1.3.2, the Prsss Unit, consisted of APPALAOHim. 

PiWHlil!' 1'3,3, tl“ 0»»o”«* «ait. consisted of HOT USOS „4 
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3.038 Army Ground Sroup (T. G. 1,4). 

This Group, commanded by Col. J. D. Frederick, was responelble 
for eupporting the DSM Army Oround Group in the exposing of Army ma<- 
terial to the atomic bomb explosions. Its six task units, 1.4.1 
through 1.4.6, were Engineer Unit, Signal Unit, Ordnance Unit, Chemi¬ 
cal Unit, Quartermaster Unit, and Air Unit. 

3.039 Army Air Group (T. 0. 1,5). 

This Group, commanded by Brig. Gen. R. M. Ramey, was responsi¬ 
ble for all operations of Army planes. It consisted of eight task 
units, based at Kvajalein. 

T. U. 1.5.1, the Tactical. Operations Unit, comprising 13 B-SO's, 
furnished and flew the bomb-carrying plane, pressure gage planes, 
weather reconnaiseance planes, and radiological reconnaissance planes. 

T. U. 1.5.3, the Army Air Photographic Unit, comprising 9 F-13's 
and 3 C-54's, furnished and flew planes for aerial photographic cover¬ 
age of the Tests. 

T. U. 1.5.3, the Instrumentation and Test Requirements Unit, 
coordinates, instrumentation programs of all Army planes obtaining 
physical data. 

T. U. 1.5.4, the Air Transport Unit, comprising 10 0-54^, 
furnished and flew air passenger and freight planes and was prepared 
to evacuate personnel by air from Eniwetok Island to Xwajalein Island, 
should Eniwetok become endangered by the radioactive cl. ads resulting 
from the atomic bomb detonations. 

T. U. 1.5.5, the Air Service Unit, was responsible for the 
servicing and repair of all Army planes. 

T. U. 1.5.6, the Army Drone Unit, comprising 10 B-17 mothers and 
6 &-17 drones, furnished, flew, and landed B-1.7 drone aircraft, an 
operation never before performed in history, for tasks including (l) 
collecting air samples of the radioactive cloud immediately following 
the detonation, (3; making blast pressure measurements, (s) taking 
photographs, (4) exposing aircraft in flight to the effect of the 
atomic bomb detonations, and (5) investigating effects on electro¬ 
magnetic propagation. 

T. U. 1.5.7, the Army Air Meteorological Unit, made a careful 
study of the velocity and direction of winds in the Bikini area and 
was responsible for weather predictions. It made daily weather 
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reconnaissance flights from K.wajalein to the maximum range of the 

aircraft, each flight averaging 12 to 14 hours duration. 

T. U. 1.5.8, the Air "Orientation" Unit, comprising 2 B-29’s and 
2 C-54'e including "The Voice" and "The Eye," furnished and flew 

planes for the radio, press, and other observers. 

-3.03Q Navv Air Sr>y.:P (T, 0. 1.6). 

Thus Oroup, commanded by R. Adm. C. A. F„ Sprague, was responsi¬ 

ble for operation oí all Kavy planes. It consisted of four task unite. 

T. U. 1.6.1, the Drone Carrier Unit, comprising 32 F-6-F mothers 

and 28 F-6-F drones, was responsible for operation of Havy drone 

planes. It included SHANGRI-LA and other vessels. Navy drone 

aircraf i- were flown to obtain filter samóles of the radioactive cloud 

resulting from the bomb detonation, and to obtain photographs. Never 

before had unmanned planes been launched frcm carriers. 

T. U. 1.6.2, the Photographic Carrier Unit, comprising 4 F-ô-F's, 

4 TBM's and 4 HOS’s, was resoonsible for activities of Navy photo¬ 

graphic planes, and two helicopteis. It included SAIDOR and several 
other vessels. 

T. U. 1.6.3, the Seaplane Unit, comprising 15 PBM's, was respona- 

ble for Navy patrol and air-sea rescue activities, and for the air- 

transoort of personnel and freight between Bikini and Kv/ajalein. 

T„ U. 1.6.4, the Bikini Seaplane Tender Unit, provided seaplane-- 

facilities at Bikini. ORCA was the ship which serviced this Group. 

2 » 931—Serfage Patrol .Group (T„ G. i.7)„ 

This Group, commanded by C&pt. E. N. Parker (Navy), was responsi¬ 

ble for surface patrol, including the determination of the history of 

the air and sea regions contaminated with radioactive fission products. 

It also supported various other serological and oceanographic techni¬ 

cal activities, and helped in obtaining biological sámeles. It in¬ 
cluded approximately 9 destroyers. 

3*222—Service Group (T. G„ 1.8). v 
\ 

This. Group, commanded by Capt. G. H. Lyttle (Navy), was response 
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ble for a number of eervicee, including repair, fuel, water, mail 

eerv.ee, general supply, provieione, hospital and recreatioh, and 
evacuation oi personnel from endangered islands. 

It included these six task unites 

T. U. 1.8.1 
T. U. 1.8.3 
T. U. 1.8.4 

T. U. 1.8.5 
T. U, 1.8.6 
T. U. 1.8.7 

Repair and Service Unit 

Despatch Boat and Boat Pool Unit 
Medical Unit 

Survey Unit 

Construction Unit 

Rongerik Evacuation Unit 

2d» ¢23 .-Preparation Of the Operation 

, PrinclPal operational plans approved by Commander JTF-1 

- ng(ve ruary f114 March of 1946 were combined and recorded formally 
in an Operation Plan officially designated as "Commander Joint Task 

Force One, Operation Plan So. 1-46 CJTF-1/A16-3; Serial 579 » The 

Aesistant Chief of Staff for Operations had th^over-Sl reipon^bilitv 

ureliminaryPunoff °f ^ Plan» including its annexes. A 
46 And ^ J61“81011 of the Operation Plan was dated 20 Mar 
46, and the final official version issued 15 Apr 46„ 

4.U it1'118 °Peraticm Plan proper consists of 14 pages: it first lists 

^nexe?ewhirSnÍ2atÍ0%r ^ ^88618 U88d* Hete th 29 annexes, which are as follov/ss 

Annex Svmh,^ -Aaaex Title 

A 

B 

C 

D 

3 

F 

0 

H 
I 

J 

K 

L 
M 

K 

0 

P 

Q 

Movement Plan 

Logistics Plan 

Communication and Electronics Plan 
Security Plan 

Safety Plan 

Air Plan 

Instrumentation Plan 

Bikini Evacuation Plan 

Ea-entry Plan 

Plan of Operation on A-Day 

Plan of Ooeratlon on B-Day 

Photographic Plan 
Salvage Plan 

Army Cround Croup Plan 

Public Information Plan 
Target Layout Test A 
Target Layout Test B 
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R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

AA 
B3 
CC 

Oceanographic Surrey Plan 
Harhor Information 
Aerological Plan 
Boat Pool Plan 
Tyuüco.n Plan 
Ship Préparation Plan 
Reboardlng and Inspection Plan 
Air-Sea Rescue Pian 
Nonparticioating Observera Plan 
Rcngerlk Evacuation Plan 
Reports 
Drone Boat Pian 

¿«324 Activities Preceding TW. A, 

(For a chronology of principal events orior to Test A. see Ap¬ 
pendix 1 to this History. ) . «.cr p- 

p i fj18^881011 ?f technical preparations for the Tests, see rarr «i oi this Histojry.^ 

Operations prior to Test A proceeded smoothly. The Bikini site 
íuwPfePfíed’ pers0nnel and 'vessels were assembled and brought to 
Bikini, the target vessels were placed in the specified oositions, 

v,®re^nBtalied» inspections were made, and the bomb-carry¬ 
ing B-29 Dave-s Dream was readied without important mishaps. 

A few unfortunate events occurred! A Mavy enlisted man, R. L. 
hangum, Seaman First Class, drowned on 25 Mar 46. Bacillary dysen¬ 
tery broke out on NEW YORK, AJAX, and TURNER. Two outbreaks of food 
toxicatior. occurred. These outbreaks were quickly brought under 
control. 'The sabotage which occurred on SAKAWA occurred before she 
came under command of JTF-1. ) 

» 

The Queen Day rehearsal for A-Day came off very well. (Origi¬ 
nally set for 25 June 46, and then advanced to S3 Jure 46, Queen Day 
was later postponed on account of bad weather until 24 June 46, Bikim 
local time.; Evacuation proceeded uneventfully. The dummy bomb was 
dropped, and 'burst" at 0914. Re-entry proceeded according to plan. 

Queen Day shortcomings were as follows! 

(1) Certain timing signals, to be sent out Juet before How 
Hour on Qpeen Day by the 013 Los Alamos grouu, for the purpose of 
starting up various groups’ instruments, actually were sent out con¬ 
siderably early. This, however, did not have imoortant results. 
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(2) 
reducing the 

A number of small boate broke loose and v/ere damaged, 
already tight eupnly of email boate. 

(3) Heavy 

10-cm ) and X-band 
interference was produced by S-band (wavelength, 

(wavelength, S-cm) radar on Television Channel No. 1. 

boate, 
(4) Spurious signals caused premature release of two drone 

but the others operated properly. 

,* , ,S5) ,A fatal accident occurred on Kwajaiein when Capt. J. E. 
Bishop (Army) was struck by the propeller of a B-29 which was warming 
up on the airstrip. & 

2«ga5 AcU,Ym£.B.¿¿ilTl_lgBt A to Test a. 

(See later chapters for the executions of Tests A and B and for 
activities subsequent to Test B,) 

After the A^Day bomb exploded at 0901 on 1 July 46 (Bikini local 

time; drone planes and boats made their runs, sampling the radioactive 

air and water. Photographic planes circled the area, photographing 

the damaged ships. Fire-fighting teams went into action. Safety 

inspectois, damage control groups, and JTF-1 Staff personnel boarded 

« .e target vessels, followed by damage inspection teams and observers. 

Instruments were recovered and analyzed. Film was taken to photo¬ 

graphic laboratories (at Kwajaiein or Washington, D. C., ordinarily) 

processed, and studied. Some repairs were made to damaged shios; 
various wrecked equioment was Jettissoned. 

V .uInmthe ^ollov,in€ days, target vessels were relocated as reauired 

oívAWTvIest”B ?lan* APPALACHIAN made an interim trip to Pearl Harbor 

SHAlßRIf'12 RIDGE_made trlP8 *0 Truk. Guam, and other islands; ’ 
SHANGRI-LA returned to Roi. Some Anny Air Forces personnel and some 
observers returned to U. S. 

The most important event between Tests A and B — the rehearsal 

19 46 (Vlllia,n Day>> - vas generally very successful, 
although marred by bad weather and premature detonation of the flash 

bomb. How Hour, originally announced as 0836 (Bikini local time), was 
postponed by Commander JTF-1 until 0905 in the vain hope that the 

considerable cloud coverage would lessen. Cloudiness prevented using 

the drone planes and ell but a few of the patrol planes. Since an air 

rehearsal, which included all air units, had previously been conducted 

with succeee, the decrease in air activity did not detract apprécia^ 

íw the 8UcceBB of th(,! rehearsal. Spurious radio signals set off 
the H46 flash bomb prematurely, at 0814. Since the cameras were not 
set off prematurely, they failed to record the flash. 
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Three fatal accidento occurred between A^Day and B-Days A Naw 

enlisted mn. D Moran, Hadioman First Cless^was acciXntally 

o T°f \y;y 46 °n Lt" W” H- William (Navy) was 

m-i1 r l TjJUiy 46 in 011 al3^5lanf, craeh nßar R°i; a Navy enlisted 
man, J. R„ Reagan, Seaman First Class, died as a result of methyl 
alcohol poisoning on ?A July 46. 

A bundle of classified film (exact classification unknown) was 

stolen from (or lost by) an officer courier travelling from Binghamton, 
N. Y. to Washington, D. 0., on 30 June 46. « 

time ). 
The B-Day bomb was detonated at 0635 on 25 July 46 (Bikini local 

■^Û2â—PiBCUBBlOn Staff OrgM?lafltion and Activities 

Staff functions were fulfilled without incident. 

Personnel matters were handled with general success. However, 

these comments are pertinents (a) There were shortages of electrical 

and electronics experts, radioactivity monitor personnel, divers, and 

5Stfln °theI catee°rlC8 of personnel, (b) So many of the men left 
JTF-! soon after their return to Continental U. S. that preparation* 

of technical reports was hampered. H ^ 

Security measurec were generally effective. However, these 

comments are pertinents (a) Approximately 20 persons were debarred, 

following routine security investigations, from participating in the 

^ ® of classified film was stolen or lost (see 

Sec. 3.035), the control-record system - found to be inadequate for 

determining the identity or ciaseification of the film — was immedi¬ 
ately Improved. 

X rvNwï110 lnformatloa activities were generally effective. (See Sec 
3.008 for an account of certain shortcomings of the A-Day Program.) " 

incident^110001 planning and C00rdln*t;ion were carried out without 

Logistics planning and coordination were handled without incidena 

¿1037 PlgCU-gBipn or F9r^ff OifflnUallon and Activities, 

The Force Organization fulfilled its functions well 

were carried through on schedule. (Sections 3.034 and 3 
• Both Tests 

.035 describe 
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several accidente which occurred before Too* a , v 
Teste. A later chapter discusses the A n«v hr, t?d b't>'e'? th* tm 
grounded on 13 Sept So and to.r « f bonbln« "Iss.) YP-636 
Tleh.*. (see Ohl?! 8.) ^ M ths ^«erred pelvic 

ä»aa PUr.ueemLatjBüaigai staff ano .--r,T.T|r, 

The Technical Staff (013. 014. 015, 016) achter.d n. 

uneiceUed'rÜîîeS aíd’tectalcíí’' r,’,8'>0,lsll>ul‘1e. were perhaps of 
»ith over-all tul^ h1' 
racy were obtained for al^ ma lor «hfn«* rell®billty and adeouate acctt- 
reeulte were obtained even âîthou^T ^ ?f the Theee 
mente were rendered ineffective £ (Iflh Î'I**1* aUmter 0f in8tru- 
Day timing-eignal error a^ (c) fan?L b°mb œi”* ^ the iU 
the "black-bor" In.t^nLatar 1^ °f * uumber of 
cuised in a later chapter.) ^ devicee. (These matters are dis- 

»t ^ ri-d..t 
duties excellently throughout Uhont ^ VfTief ^ Very «^tensive 
contamination problem of^Ur (after Test B) with a 
firoun, with the aes^tance tí fb! ní; ï^’eïpeCted hi6 
carried out eff.ctlr. dacontaclnatlon ^<*17 

thalr^functlone ^ ^ 
and no one received any notewo-thv 8,lnjur®d by thft explosions, 
a later chapter.) not^«hy overdose of gamma radiation. (See 

Deputy Task Force^ommJdÍrTechliell^Vr°eram under the 
general success. Technical execution o^B-iT"6^1011 throu«h vlth 
and even on A-Pay the several obr...* , was almost flawless, 
achievement of all major goals. * C°m dld not Prev«nt general 

Bi neun m bn of ihr Qpfivntion a« * 

P.rt U .tûnSirûÂuchXhîl0” r(40l0M 
in a remote epot thousands of miles from l«baIldtimí>0^tanC,,, conducted 
of learning. The scientific tîlent Ir.nïT ^9 ^ lDetl^ion. 
precedent In a peacetime operlSon ^ P"rhapB Without 
the Closest integration of milita^, civilt^Sï“ LTÎIctic. 
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groupe drawn from many eourcee. 

Both Teete came off on schedule. A vaet amount of Information 

valuable to scientiste» engineers,, and strategists was amassed. The 

Army Air Forces, in the course of its extensive orogram of training 

and practicing for the A-Day drop, gained knowledge of new techniques 

and achieved reliability and precision never before attained. The 

Navy*s major postwar problem, previously only vaguely defined, is now 

more clearly posed. A sound basis has been created for designing 

ships offering considerably increased resistance to the fury of the 

world’s most powerful weapon, the atomic bomb. 
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Chapter 4 

The Sit* 

A*3Q1 Choice of si 

îh;,*t0Blc here. C’ 1,002 “P4 not diecuaeed further 

U..d «%^00n 0f 3l“”1 «ou >» 
of th, wie,™ w^rfr, ^-11 ^the 

doroenent to thla cholo, o' .It. on 23 46? ’ “* *n' 

i*m Wan of Slt.= Coa, n..- ff T<1n|1fl| 

i.l Jif' 4-1 a Mp °f *lktnl «»«• “hloh contain. 26 Individual 

*.r. “m^Ílc^Lr** °f ““ 1,1,ia4* maicln« “P Bllclnl Atol 
har. teen Tery dífn^n tÕ P!U> 3,c“" ^ 
^».d iprlor to X^TcZ'J^1 0f,1“l8lly 

Sari lar Kabiw Code Mamft 

Airukliji 
Ai ruk Irani 
Aomoen 
Arriikan 
Blglren 
Bikini 
Bokoaetokutoku 
Boko byaadaa 
Bokonejien 
Bokonfuaaku 
Bokororyuru 
Chieerete 
Bnlairo 
Bniirikku 

Arji' 
Airy 
Aaen 
Aran 
Birgo 
Bikini 
Boku* 
Bohy 
Bone 
Bokon 
Boroj: 
Cherry 
liwaT» 
Erik 
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2ni tunan 
Enyu 
lonchebi 
Samu 
Ourukaen 
Reere 
Rcchikarai 
Romurikkru 
Rukeji 
Uorlkku 
Yomyaran 
Yurochi 

Eman* 
Enyu 
Ion 
Eamu 
Oruk 
Reer 
Rokar 
Ronruk 
Ruji 
Uku 
Yoran 
Yuro 

4,n03 Surveying the Site. 

Since the only hydrographic chart of Bikini available when JTF-1 
vae created wae a very inadequate chart of Japanese origin, a new 
survey was promptly ordered. BOWDITCH, SUMNER, and several other 
vessels (most of them from Task Unit 1.8.5) were given the Job. Since 
ordinary sounding methods (and even recently-developed acoustical 
"bottom scanners") were not adequate for detecting and measuring 
bottom prominences known as coral heads, the wire-drag method was 
used most extensively. Depths were determined with especial care in 
the Lagoon entrance channels and in the areas to be occupied by 
target vessels and non-target vessels. Greatly improved maps were 
completed by the Navy's Hydrographic Office in Washington, D. 0., and 
disseminated throughout JW-1. (See a later chapter for an account 
of certain inadequacies even in those new maps.) 

The survey unit erected many navigational markers on shore, in 
the entrance channels, and in the Lagoon proper. 

The principal geographic fixes used at Bikini Atoll were beacons 
and benchmarks. 

The locations of the principal beacons were as follows (accordiig 
to the best — but not final -- information available in the Techni¬ 
cal Director's Office on 23 Ott 46): 

This was later changed to "Prayer" to avoid confusion with "Amen." 
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Beacon Island on Which 
■SZ8Lb2l Beacon w*. 

Latitude 
(Degrees, Minutes 
-and Second« ) 

A 
B 

C 
3) 
X 
F 
G 

• H 
J 

Beacon on 
North End 
of Enyu 

Enyu 
Ion 
Yoran 
Bikini 
Bikini 
(a reef) 
Amen 
Arji 
Erik 

Enyu 

11-30-42.6 
11-33-03 
11-35-22.5 
11-37-02.9 
11-37-54.5 
11-38-44 
11-40-56.2 
11-30-24.9 
11-29-47.6 

11-31-54 

Longitude 
(Degrees, Minutes 
—and Second 

165-33-32.6 
165-33-31 
165-32-56.1 
¡L65-32-46.0 
165-31-17.5 
165-28-19 
165-25-41.2 
165-24-55.2 
165-20-25.4 

165-33-43.6 

1^004 Removal of flftn|1||| 

a ^,ífUC^T® c0,ial Leads were removed hy dynamitin«_ 100 ton. 
of 4yM.lt. be 1¾ Med for the purpoee. ïor thHLt^JÏ th. eô™i 
heads were removed to accommodate deeo-draf t t«rc»t ral 
permit the eubmerglt* of Ur^t Âlfîo^'Â'^oUuL 

A considerable number of Japanese mines wsrs in/.«*.* —» 

îaÂX“»4 ¡T0Ut 1 JeT*4- ^ ask Unit 96.38.1) removed 35 minee. During March 1946 fiv. nor., 
mines were removed by Commander Minecraft Pacific (Task Unit 18.11 ). 

ilflQS Preparation’ of »fr« Moor<ng. 

More than twenty moorings were prepared, primarily for ■•onrin. 

r!nf!í Î f T * A* for e3CainPl®* over a doten moorings» ar- 
n^e vesseír^Each^tS lin*■, ^ere UBed to «®cur« the central 
: w\ri?*appE^ii:?rs85o8^:.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

the wfïTofïüÎV fT m00rin€B were Prepared a short distance to 
vhi«h mÍJÍ th í‘fg8t 788881 ***** for u"e in ««curing any vessels which might break loose during the Tests. ^ ^ 81 

»hr./inyto^,uTrl°g Cf :i‘te4 of * . rl.er oh.ln. . clutm, 
three 10-ton anchors, and three anchor chains. The clump was a 9 or 
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10-ton concrete block resting on the bottom of the Lagoon. It wae 

attached to the three anchors by meane of 500-ft chaîne. The riser 

chain connecting the buoy and the clump vrae made as short as feasible, 

to limit the swing of the attached target vessel. 

Besides target-vessel moorings, several marker-buoy moorings 
were prepared. 

íqQQS RflffiPYal of Inhatltanta., 

In February, when It had been decided that Bikini Atoll was most 

suitable for the atomic bomb tests, the Kavy Military (government 

Officer was directed to remove the natives of Bikini and their pos¬ 

sessions to a place of safety prior to 15 Mar 46. In response to a 

request to assist in the Interest of v/orld peace, the Inhabitants of 

Bikini, at a meeting of the Atoll Council, indicated a willingness to 

cooperate with the U. S. Government in the proposed experiment. Nine 

of the eleven aleqps (family heads) named Rongerik Atoll, 128 mi east 

of Bikini, as their first choice for resettlement. Lajrwe, of 

Ailinglapalap, Paramount Chief of Rongerik, concurred in this pro¬ 
posal. 

Naval construction battalion units with the help of 23 Bikini 

natives began construction work at Rongerik, clearing undergrowth and 

erecting prefabricated tent frames (26 structures - same number as on 

Bikini), canvas water tanks, six screened heads and nine ( 8 ft x 8 ft 
X 5 ft) concrete cisterns. 

On 7 Mar 46 at 1700 Juda, the Magistrate, and 161 persone of 

Bikini departed on LST-U08 for Rongerik. 

There has been some dissatisfaction and nostalgia among the 

natives; whether they will remain is questionable. 

During the early summer, the natives of Rongelap, 65 mi east of 

Bikini, and Wotho, 92 mi south of Bikini, were moved to Lae, 145 mi 

south of Bikini, only for the duration of the Tests. Following the 

Tests, the natives returned to their homes. 

In the possibility that Eniwetok might be in the path of the 
clouds from the explosions, all personnel who could be spared in ad¬ 
vance of the Tests were evacuated by surface ship to Bascombe Island, 
Kwajalein Atoll, for the duration of the Tests. They were returned 
to Xniwetok 30 July 46. 

On A-Day, remaining personnel on ïniwetok, not directly connected 

v/ith Army drone plane operation, evacuated Snlwetok on a transport. 
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, Later that nighty they were given clearance to return. 

On B-Day, eimilar precautions were taken. Bniwetok was alerted 
. for evacuation at 1018; at 1418, the pereonnel returned to the leland. 

The Bikini natives on Rongerik were evacuated the day before À- 
Day on LST-989. At 1002 A-Day after ¿«termining that the area of 
Rongerik wae safe the natives were returned. 

At Kwajalein all personnel not necessary for the A-Day last 
ninute preparations were evacuated to Sbeye or to ships and boate in 

' the Lagoon one day before A-Day. 

• • 

1.007 Preparation of Land ln«t*nan™T 

Principal land installations prepared at Bikini Atoll included» 

12 75-ft steel towers for mounting cameras and other 
technical equipment. (In view of high winds prevailing, 
these towers were constructed in hortsontal position 
and thgn hoisted into vertical position.) 

5 25-ft Vf'od towers 
12 20 ft X 20 ft steel huts 
5 Seismograph huts 
5 "DeaA-man" moorings for Test C 
6 Photography beacons, for aerial photography fixes 
1 Club (20 ft X 20 ft) for 1000 officers and civilians 
1 Club (16 ft X 300 ft) for 6000 enlisted men 
5 Concrete basketball courts 

10 Volley ball courts 
4 Softball diamonds 
1 Trap-shooting range 
1 Concrete athletic court (lOO ft x 100 ft) 

26 Dressing huts 
1 Water distillation and distributing system 
1 Shore patrol and dispensary building 
3 Life-guard platforms 
1 Seaplane landing ramp 
2 Swim floats 
7 Pontoon causeways 
1 Air-coordination station 
3 Construction battalion shops 

j 
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1 So no buoy work shop 
10 Wave-height measurement piles 
14 Shallow-water moorlnge for evacuation barges and 

other small craft 
2 Radio beacons 
5 26--man camps 
1 « Army aerological station 

Construction activities were the responsibility of the Assistant 
Chief of Staff for Logistics and were carried out under the immediate 
supervision of his Construction Section (J-46). The work was per¬ 
formed by the 53rd Bavai Construction Battalion acting through Task 
Unit 1.8.6. 

The first group of the Construction Battalion to reach Bikini was 
a survey party» which arrived on 11 lier 46. By 30 Mar 46 the entire 
Battalion had arrived; construction then progressed rapidly. 

To reduce the insect nuisance, Bikini and Inyu Islands were 
sprayed every few weeks with DDT; Amen and Erik were sprayed once. 

Preparations for the A-Day and B-Day evacuations included: re¬ 
moving the roofs of all buildings, moving construction equipment and 
portable causeways to a safe area, and securing generators and distil¬ 
lation plants. 

4.008 PreoaratIons at Other Sites. 

At Kvajalein, which served as base for Task Croup 1.5 (Army Air 
Croup) and as principal staging point for air traffic and surface 
vessel tràfflc, special laboratories, some of them air-conditioned, 
were constructed for processing photographs, servicing blast gages, 
and analyzing poet-explosion air and water samples to determine 
contents of fission products smd unfished fissionable material. A 
pit, assembly hut, and ramp were constructed for assembling, handling, 
and loading Bomb Ac Additions, improvements, and enlarging the 
facilities of Task Croup 1.5 were made. These included an asphalt 
aircraft parking area, quonset huts for messing and billeting, ATC 
freight and passenger terminal » and additional electrical instal¬ 
lations. A special fire-fighting system was installed; three pumps 
and several surface wells were located at strategic places along the 
runway in case of mishap to the bomb*carrying airplane. 

Tidal stations and huts for seismographlc equipment were con¬ 
structed at Enlwetok, Kwajaleln, Midway, and Wake. 
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Beeldee ite radio stations at Bikini and Ewajalein, the 013 Los 
Alamos Oroun prepared stations at Roi and Eniwetok. 

Relatively minor preparations ver# made at many other sites. 
(See Chap. 3.) 
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Chapter 5 

Bomb Preparation and Plins 

Outline 

Section 

5.001 Introduction 

5*002 Bomb Design 

5.003 Choice of Altitude and Depth of Détonations 

A. Choice of Altitude for Test A 

1. Introduction 
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£*221_Introduction. 

The Joint Staff Planners recoamended to the Joint Chief« of 
Staff that an atomic bomb be detonated at each of the following alti¬ 
tude«: 

(a) High in the air. (First priority) 
(b) Immediately abore or below the surface of the water. 

(Second priority) 
(c) Deep underwater. (Third priority) 

Because preparations for tests of tyoes (a) and (b) could be 
completed within several months, these two types of tests were 
scheduled to be held during the spring and early summer of 1946. Al¬ 
though the deep underwater detonation (c) promised to cause at least 
as much structural damage as the other tests, the difficulties of 
submerging the bomb and determining its energy release amde it clear 
that this test could not be held before 1947. (This test was later 
postponed indefinitely. See a later chapter.) 

The general design of the bombs cannot be described here, al¬ 
though some remarks are included on fusing and fins. 

A detailed discussion is Included of delivery and detonation of 
the bombs, since these matters greatly Influenced the planning and 
execution of the Operation. 

&.002 Bomb Design. 

The bombs used were designed and built by the Manhattan Engineer 
District, and were of the Hagasakl bomb type, this being the most 
powerful type available. 

The Test-A bomb contained a proximity-fuss system of extremely 
great reliability, sensitivity, and absolute accuracy. The fuse was 
set for an altitude of 615 ft. 

In view of the presumptions voiced by some persons after Test A 
to the effect that Bomb A muet have followed an anomalous descent 
(from an allegedly bent fin, lost fin, or cause unknown), the follow¬ 
ing facts regarding the bomb design are pertinent: 
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thft war» bomb* of identical form, weight 
a..d center of gravity were given extensive ballistic tests ZaíI* 
Sey they Were Btable ~ ^ moderate safety factor, ney were found to have no measurable wobble. * 

r«t. b0,nbc'fin assembly was of box type, having no seoa- 

It"- -“ä“ of^Ä 

««t,plrïl-or'“11- -4“» 

¿sfiQg Choice Qf Al triarte anrl D»rft| nf frtonst.1 nr,.. 

As—Shaice Of Altitude fpr Test A. 

is—Introductif n At an important conference of JTF 1 and 
Manhattan Engineer District representative, on 22 Feb 46, the d“ 
cisión was made to detonate the Test-A bomb at 515 ft. 

> enc* on ^°1°8 °f exerted a far greater influ- 
efecutiont *«d results of Test A than anylther 

Ä ï:îï:îon* prlncit>ai fftctore the choice^ iï;! 

altitude^kdBWnAU,1t,l1ilfl T!rnUf LffVf Mt,Unrteu Before the 515-ft 
given by R Adm W S*1?! adoPtadn serious consideration had been 

na Ä ïr&tl11 iïmz:v.°T- 
had a«ijr obriou. adv^ef of «y Ld ,1°,^ 

™3£il^PsSSv r-ass ï S-äS - “¡"'-“-“““ä: 
Test B altitude were: appreciable elmilarity to 

Ä “VXZï.Z’XZà'L 
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introduced by reflections of the shock wave by the headland. 

After discussion had become centered on a detonation in th* 
500 rv* l,een ¿acued no“ o^end 

i Lâ nifír M (wft Sr* 6-004) but rather to drop the bomb“from 
a ..9 plane, attention was focused on these two criteria: nroduein* 
of"1 inn over th® grftat®B“ possible area, and producing outright sinkings 
of hU Wr eEtimated that 8 ^tonaUon at £ aim^ or 1000 ft would produce damage over an appreciably larger area than a 

Tim tl TT H;- ^ u vhith“6: d":« ^ * 

ximLlv MB L 500 ft; . fu!e adjusted for aeprc 
VM chwanî ütUuäe “« available, and accordlnely thla altitude 

n, .. gar-i^^mionp af l)e,ltlon to Use Hlgh-Altltude Hetaaa«an 
Olecuseed belo»; are several potentially or certainly harmful oome- 
rZL'îf "■’"T1 ‘y y« decision to detonate Bomb^A eevend'hundred 
sL rñnl! s,UrifCe °f th' Wat8r - * "‘“»'‘o” ''“»I' laplied û!e 
,S?¿00 ??! ” ^ 'b' b°"b fr°" “ .1 approiîLtely 

-J** Tar*,!‘ veasela and Inetruisenta could not be ueed vrlth 
ereoe ^e íí1'1”1??' U “•«•«•«7 to aseuine that a bombing 
error would result and to adopt compromise target-vessel and instru¬ 
ment arrengenents which, although not ideal for any one detonation 
position, ».ould still b. reasonably aatlsfactory fL Ly d,L!a Ln 
position within 1000 ft of the Intended Zeropoint. (ÎS „»««1« 
arrangemente adopted are discussed in Chap. 6.) 

(OB ,If 0 bomblne “iß» greater than 1000 ft should occur 
(as unfortunately was the case), an appreciable amount of valuable 
cata wouid never materialize. No substantial allowance wal made in 
îu® ov!îrïrtûti0n Pf°erfcf’ f0r exemPle' for euch a miss. And in 
-e event of such a miss there was little chance that the detonation 

would occur near a battleship, cruiser, or carrier. betona«on 

th- i chance of carrying through the A-Day urogram on 
the desired date was reduced. To satisfy the bombardier's visibilitv 
Kod^AAtw’ e8?rïÊlly Clear weather over Bi^ini would be required! 
^dtÄ;;0Ul be îefided at KwaJalfilri alno* Tb« time required*4 for the bombing plane to make practice runs lengthened the clear 

reQuirementUÍried* ^Actually* the added stringency of the weather 
requirements pla;red no appreciable part, since the weather war el-at- 
enough on the first day that the Task pJrce wL reaïy for C t) 
4 «4- j yd^, ^fficult-to-anticipate timing-signal problem* were 
introauced (and, unfortunately, materialized). The bombing ulane had 
to use radio to send ‘the signal to operate the instrument^tar“^ 
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■yeten». There wae the poeeihility that error» — electrical, mechani¬ 
cal, or human — made in transmitting and receiving the signal would 
defeat the gathering of an appreciable fraction of the scientific 
data on the detonation proper. 

(e) Accurate determination of positions and aspects of 
target vessels Just prior to the detonation -- and thus accurate 
correlation of damage with direct effects — was made difficult if 
not impossible. Because the vessels swung appreciably and continu^- 
ously at their anchors and mootings, it was highly desirable that 
their positions be determined only a very few minutes or less prior 
to the detonation; yet the necessity of giving the bombing plane 
complete freedom of the air, as in the event of a wide miss, or a 
premature or delayed drop, meant that no photographic plane could fly 
above the target array Just 5 min, say before How Hour. Thus re¬ 
liance had to be placed on oblique shots from very remote planes «nd 
on horizontal shots from tower-based cameras. (Horizontal shots were 
unsatisfactory because the nearer target vessels obstructed the view 
of the farther ones. Cloud cover interfered somewhat with the photo¬ 
graphs taken from the air.) 

B. Choice of Depth for Test B, 

1. Introduction. Early in May 1946, after prolonged con¬ 
sideration, the decision was made to detonate Bomb B at a depth of 75 
to 100 ft. 

¿M—Surface versus Underwater Detonation. Choosing between a 
surface detonation and an underwater detonation for Test B was diffi¬ 
cult. The advantages and disadvantages of the alternatives were as 
indicated below: 

1&)—Advantage of Detonation at Surface. The bomb could 
easily be placed on a barge, no underwater suspension or underwater 
high-frequency transmission cable being required. Also, optical radi¬ 
ation, neutrons, and gamma rays emitted by the detonation would con¬ 
tribute to damage. 

iiÙ_Disadvantage of Detonation at Surface. A detonation 
at the surface would add little to what was learned in Test A. (See 
the foregoing Para. A, 2.) There was general agreement that rela^ 
tively little of the energy would be transferred to the water and 
that very little underwater damage would be produced. Furthermore, a 
curtain of water would be thrown up by the pressure wave in water «»d 
would tend, to shield the target vessels from the (slower-traveling) 
pressure wave in air. 

ial—Adyantflgea of Underwater Detonation. Interesting 
damage to target vessels would result from wave action, falling water, 
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í°üí8e* pressures exerted on the underwater 
^16 JPurthermore» the Lagoon water and the vessels 

themseiveswouid be made highly radioactive and would remain so for a 
P®1*1®4** Sinoe this large-scale contamination would be 

Â^iï.dTr!“1 t0 *hip” 0^’"• a full-fl,d*'d ‘"’'»«s»«»» 

.,. Disadvantages of Underwater detonation. Obviously, a 
r co^a^®r and complicated underwater riiging would bi 

rSüí/vI submerging the bomb. Also, timing circuits (including 

thrS^ f 00a3tial °able) Would have t0 be developed for 
the bomb in order to provide corroborative indication of the de to- 

effÍoiency. (Since little was known concerning the nature of 
surroundin^ <1™ undenrat«r-exPloding atomic bomb to the 

essential to determine the explosion ef- 
ienoy and, from this, the total energy relesse. Por, if little 

it would be difficult or impossible - lacking a 
knowledge of toe anurmt of energy released - to deteraine whether 

etârrrran°ÎfeÏ!)inÂff60tiYene80 ™ or poor 

?*v ß1* de^eion. Hie final decision to detonate the 
f °°ndboinb ^ to 100 n beneath the surface was made only after 
wLhí80?^"1; 80(1 8U0C9ssful duîmy bomb submergence tests. During 
aTSeïwitef'shnl CcT°9 (now R‘Adm*) W*S. Parsons urged 

/ but 8eTOral of the Rattan Engineer District 
«i «í?t8 “ÍJ000 0ther ParticiPating scientists, impressed with 
shallowneas difflcVltie8. with bbe lack of timí, and with the 
shallownessof the Lagoon (approximately 200 ft), recommended a 
!¡;rfa°o (TLoy felt that detonating the bomb at any depth less 
than 600 ft would be only slightly different oi'gam-»- j j. ,. 
it on the su ï face, ) C y different in effeot fron detonating 

Sentimenî beean t0 ohan6e in January and February of 1946. 

wWchPwIuÍd8eí«r¡! il0r8a:ïn6ly aWare of the embarrassing similarity 
ld f h ïetTen the 8urface shot and the air burst (Test A). 

DiÍÍS?gs^«Â0I conference on 22 Peb. 46 the Manhattan Engineer 
aí 1 9®ieilfcJ8b8 ™fnt TOry actively to work on detailed plans for 

“bob (which now took on the status of formal altema- 
ive to the surface shot, despite reluctance of some JTF-1 groups to 

broaden their activities at such a late date.) By 28 Feb 46 en! 

technical difftoilt^ ^ T*! tamíráB a W around the 
haííi!«1 dÍf i U tÍ!8¿ ^ by 4 May 46 successful submergence tests 
bad be®J completed at San Pedro, Califomia, leading Commander JTF-1 

o decide to concentrate solely on the 75 to 200 ft submergence plan. 

C. Depth f°r Test C. The depth for Test C (indefinitely post- 

* ^ 5ad neTOr been esbablished. nSîe had been two 
points of view, one favoring a depth of 1000 ft, the other favoring 
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I5OO to 2000 ft. The principal difficulty in a deep elbrnergence le 
the construction of a ban* container, a coaxial cable, and suitable 
stuffing boxes all capable of withstanding the extrenely high hydro¬ 
static pressures InTolred. (Contemporary subarlno design, for ex¬ 
ample, peralte submerging to depths of 600 to 800 ft with a safety 
factor of only 2.) Another limitation as to depth Is imposed by the 
depth of the ocean In the area closely adjacent to Bikini Atoll, and 
by the desire (in order to avoid complications entailed by reflections 
from the bottom) to keep the bomb well above the ocean bottom. 

In view of the postponement of Test C, no further details will 
be Included here. (See, however, a later chapter.) 

5.004 Choice of Delivery Method for Bomb A. 

Having made the decision to detonate Bomb A at an altitude of 
515 it» Conmnmder JTf-1 decided that the only feasible delivery 
method-was to drop the bomb from an airplane. Suspension of the bosh 
from a blimp had been suggested, but was felt to present almost in¬ 
superable difficulties and hasards. The reasoning followed, In 
deciding to use the air drop, is made dear by the following quo¬ 
tation from the first draft of the JTF-1 Operation Plans 

"Although greater accuracy of placement of the boefb for 
the air test might be achieved by suspending it from a 
blimp or other dirigible, the uncertainties and hazards 
of this method, Including loss of the bomb in water, with 
consequent delay for recovery and reconditioning, make it 
undeelreable. Furthermore, this Is the only test of the 
three which can offer attack training to the Army Air 
Farces." 

5.OO5 Preparations for Delivery and Detonation of Bead» A. 

A. Selection of Bomb Carrying Plane. Delivery of Bad) A by air 
drop having been settled upon, the B-29, smallest common bomber capa¬ 
ble of carrying an atomic boob, was selected as the boob carrier. 
The plane chosen, Daves' Dream, had been specially modified for carrying 
atomic bombs; its crew had been selected on the basis of competition 
smong several specially-picked and extensively-trained crews. 

B. Slectlon of Bombing Altitude. A bombing altitude of 30,000 
ft was selected, this being the lowest altitude providing an ample 
margin of safety to the bombing plane and its crew. (It has been 
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n^räo if) tfvfniT,^fe alîltUd* f0r an atomic bomb 
bomb 16 600 ff at JOG m.o.h., the plane would release the 
bomb 16,500 ft from a vertical line through the actual Zeropoint. 

¿â... Modification of fht¡n In the attemut to insure better- 
fCUraCy’ a •P«cially-modified Korden bombsighf 

*** Instead of providing the usual intersecting crosshairs, 
the bombsight provided for keeping the aiming point image between 
adjacent parallel crosshairs. Tht thicknees of the cï^îhSrTu the 

Äo00rrifement COrreßDOnds t0 error of 400 ft when bombing 

ineurhr;!nrareCtifin Wlnfln,, In a further attempt to 
CZl „ rT 8 balll8tlc-wind correction was made shortly 
étions inewindPM Fo^ thlB Purpose supporting groups measured vaïi- 

ÎÎe fmfwÏÏd fan? Vel0City ln th@ air 8trata thr0^ 

Wan ^Wnattoa Of Jg^b, àx Detonation of Bomb A 

aTaîïît^ÂT °^etSs:cr?1:^)fUZe t0 °^r8t8 ^ 

PlflflB fpr Psicrmlnlng the Energy Releanert hv aftmh A 

countld onB^gatt?t49T1 ' ,vUnf0rturatftly‘ no two atoinic bombs can be 
wf * a Î j;®1®®8« th« same amount of energy. Although the two 

SaSLil'Iiï »*" * md B”r' In construction to 

. te™ ”equlTal®nt WT tonnage" is used in exoressing the 

thfeo^nn eferßy rele8Bed in 811 at°nic boinb ®«l<>8iof althougl 
in atTÍ S nC!' ln 80nJe CaBee’ lB iinP®^®ct. An imperfection arisf, 
in attempting to equate energy derived from TNT to two or more kinds 

ene^rSywhe?eM1TKTe?fiiCf1"d85age'’Pr0dUClng energ7 011(1 radlant gy* nereas TitT explosions do not give off any añorar i»hi» 
amount of radiant energy, atomic bomb e^losions^o.Tforf tie 

S w re nmV ^BicUte the estimate (not borne 
20 000 îoîfîî íw-pBrílnÍ that 811 at0niC b0n,b «plosion equivalent to 

Ta íUV.l °ûe vAlÍCh lib®rates the same toíal amount 
"onív» Se8lTlf i* í erated in exPloding 20,000 tons of ffiT) has 
TUT 7J !mrr^nífal:da,nage‘PrdUclne Pot«atiality of 12,000 tons of 
r^iaîîîn «J IfnlT ^ Të‘> eMrf? °f °Ptlcal 011(1 eama-r^ 
f “d klîebic enfr^ of neutrons) equal to the total amount 

20 000 fin? f erplfdlnfi 8»000 tons of TNT. (The explosion of 
release of 8 4 fio20 UBUaHy bak®n to represent "by definition" a 

ease of 8.. x 10 ergs.) However, results of the Tests indicate 

'V 
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"^) ZV^T"1 ‘Mr6f — ("”»^aBl=“'- píÚ.IJLt 
ll»Hed ,0r — °f ^ c.rtUn 

for “'thoä- 

Är Är 0¾ 

~ Ä-«ln 

funation*of ?î 
írotoit”, íhíír'ofr<,™r 1*tl°®,lll4lTl'1“1 ’P«1«0 «••lo» 
?ty mêL; « W Æcii^iv ln ‘“t” r«1“1** 71.11. a«d 
vidual concentrât!one The deterinlnln« their indi- 
the eanple S. îhen d¡te™?n^T f fl4”lonab1« “aterial present in 
eitherof thê .s^î. ! î ? by MÄ#Urin« the alpha radioactivity _ 

i.rÂÂrÂmLÎÎo^ 10-. 

«t.rlü^th^.^irKIh^0 °f 'J’!10" Pr0dUCt' *» flaalonable 
ln th. bomS. ÍL (cf 'L kno» °f il“l^‘ «*‘«rl.l 
flMlonaMe materl«i « ¿Tf“LT ^ ’^Lî"“1* ”leht ^ calculated. nanea, tue total energy release vas 

ss-ä££'HSí-íHr,?-"Ä •“ -- method. Of «o,.*.. *k *° ke the moet «¡curate of all the 
elSti; ; • ?c?arac-'' °f ‘Me method me erpect.d to be 
active cloud A dsinv™01 f*lay in rccovering samples from the radio- 

product. ^«..^rZlZT'1™’ fraCtl0“tiC"1 01 f!-1“ 

bee. curve of pmh preeeur. «rm.^ütT.^-ïort 2 ^d * 
t!th the correepondlng curve for the Trinity Bomb. Theomtî^ 
equatlone .vallable permit making . quantitative comparleon of 

I 
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energies. 

¿a_1 moulée Method. The impulse method is similar to the 

peak-pressure method, except thet the former uses cunres of impulse 

versus distance instead of curves of pressure versus distance. 

Impulse is, of course, thy integral of pressure (psi gage v/ith re¬ 

spect to time in seconds). Assuming perfect instrumentation, the 

impulse method has an advantage in that impulse is a more sensitive 
criterion of energy release than is oeak pressure. 

£-a—Shsck-Wave Velocity Method. A so-called shock-wave 
velocity method of evaluating the rtmechanicelH energy release was 

used also. This method is closely related to the peak-pressure 

method, especially as shock-va?e velocity is so very dependent on 
pressure. 

¿s—Optical Eadlfltlpn Method., The optical radiation method 

of determining the energy release consists of (a) measuring the 

volume and temperature of the hall of fire, (b) from those data com¬ 

puting the total amount of energy in the ball of fire. The volume in 

question is obtained by simple geometric computations based on photo¬ 

graphs taken by high-speed cameras. Temperature of the ball of fire 

is determined with the aid of spectrographs and thermocouples and on 

the basis of the simplifying assumption that the ball of fire obeys 

Planck*s Law of Black Body Radiation. Considerable corrections are 

required by absorption of the radiation by the intervening atmosphere. 

ii—Fire-Ball Growth Method.. The fire-ball growth method of 

determining the greeter part of the energy released (i.e. determining 

roughly the amount of energy transmitted by the shock wave in air) 

depends on measuring the rate of expansion of the ball of fire. By 

the use of Fastax or other high-speed cameras operating during the 

first 25 milliseconds after Mike Hour, the edge of the ball of fire, 

which at that stage (radius less than 125 meters) may be regarded as 

coinciding with the shock wave, can bo followed readily, and the rate 

of expansion can be measured accurately. Theoretical considerations 

provide the equation from which the equivalent TîiT tonnage of energy 

released in the shock wave may be calculated knowing only the values 

of shock wave radius at two arbitrary instants after Mike Hour. 

Zi—Heutron Intensity Method. The neutron intensity method 

of measuring energy released was not effective at Bikini. However, 

fcflöF mention of the method is desirable. By measuring the number of 

neutrons which are liberated in the detonation proper and which have 

energies greater than about 1.5 Mev it is theoretically possible to 

compare the energy release of an air-burst atomic bomb with that of 

the Trinity Bomb. The number of such neutrons may be determined by 

exposing samples of sulfur and observing the 14-day beta radioac¬ 

tivity of the formed by the (neutron.proton) reaction in S^S,, 
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Thle method ie not a eatiefactory one since neutrons are strongly 
attenuated by air. (The half-intensity path-length in air for 
neutrons emerging from the detonating bomb is about 200 yd» and very 
few of the neutrons travel more than 600 yd from the bomb,) Moreover 
the available attenuation data are extremely roughs particularly for 
ranges of several hundred yd, 

¿c—Intensity Method. No great use was made of the 
gamma-ray intensity method of determining energy release. This 
method consists of measuring the integrated intensity of gamma radi¬ 
ation produced by the detonation proper and comparing the resulting 
value with values obtained from previous detonations (of known energy 
release). It is not a very reliable method since the gamma radiation 
la greatly attenuated by the air (the half-intensity path-length is 
in the neighborhood of 200 to 400 yd) anu the attenuation varies con¬ 
siderably depending in unknown manner on the amounts of water in the 
air. 

.5..001 Irtmarationa tor Delivery and Detonation of Bomb 3. 

Bomb B was stipended from a landing ship (LSM-60), which had be® 
extensively modifild to provide rigging facilities0 a laboratory, and 
special radio receiving and transmitting equipment. The bomb was 
contained in a strongc watertight( steel caisson; electrical communi¬ 
cation was maintained with LSM-60 by means of conventional electric 
cables and also a special coaxial cable for transmitting ultra-high- 
frequency signals from the bomb to LSM-60, 

The detonation of Bomb B was initiated by means of tone-modulated 
radio signals transmitted from the 015 Los Alamos Group's CUMBERLAND 
SOUND » The signals were coded to prevent accidental detonation by 
spurious signals. Multiple-channel operation was provided through¬ 
out the system to avoid detonation failure due to breakdown in any 
one channel. 

Sensitive relaye aboard LSM-60c operated by the tone-modulated 
signals, in turn, closed heavier relaye which controlled the power 
supply to the arming and firing circuits of the bomb. In order to 
give remote indication of correct circuit operation, the relays also 
operated audio oscillators which provided repeat-back signals. These 
repeat-back signals modulated a VHF transmitter whoce signals oper¬ 
ated suitable panel lights on CUMBERLAND SOUND, 30,000 yd away. An 
actditional repeat-back channel was provided to verify the closing of 
the arming voltage circuit. 
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—l’iant? fv.7 iZalAtaialng thft MQr.pt. pf. Energy Relffftnwri -hy 

A» Beceuee the Teet—B exoloeion occurred undejv 
water, only tv/o of the méthode used for determining the energy re¬ 

leased hy Bomb A could be emoloyed, namely» the radiochemical method 

and the peak-preeeure method. The so-called gamma-ray timing method 

not feasible for an air-droo bomb euch as Bomb A — appeared to be 

eminently applicable ae a rough check on the ertrgy release of Bomb 

B; it would have been particularly useful in the event of a low-order 
detonation. 

IL—Sfldivchejniw&l As described in Sac. 5.007,, the 
energy released by an atomic bomb may be determined by comparing, in 

samples of air and water near the explosion, the amounts of fission 

products and the amounts of fissionable material remaining unfished. 

In Test B particularly great reliance was placed in this method. 

V/ater samples were taken from the Lagoon as soon as possible after 

the explosion by means of drone bos.ts. Also, large trays were placed 

on the decks of a number of target vessels to catch spray containing 
radioactive products. 

£«—£g,gfc-PrgBB'Arfi Mg1ih?d« The underwater peak pressure values 
recorded in Test B were plotted against distance from the explosion. 

Tha resulting curve was compared with theoretical and e::perimental 

data for explcsions of various known ouantities of TNT; and the ''me¬ 

chanical equivalent" TNT tonnage of the Bomb-3 energy release was 

thus determined. This method was somewhat complicated by bottom re¬ 
flections of the pressure wave and by surface effects; bottom re¬ 

flections were severe as a result af the shallowness of the Lagoon. 

I?« Qgjqpft-Rfty ÜÜJnlOgJtethgdj, The gammar-rey timing method of 
determining the energy released by Bomb B was used mainly as a rough 

check on the other methods. The method was based upon the measure¬ 

ment of the time interval between tvu successive pulses, the first 

pulse oeing generated by the signal initiating the firing of the bomb 

and the second pulse being formed (in an ionization chamber located 

only a few feet from the bomb) by the gamma rays emitted during the 

detonation process proper. The two pulses were transmitted (with an 

accuracy of 0,2 microseconds) to CUMBEHLAND SOUND (30,000 yd away) by 

radio equipment having very high freouency (video) modulation in 

order to handle the bandwidth required (i.e0, to provide very high 

time-resolution). Line-of-sight propagation of the signals was in¬ 

sured by the use of transmitting antennas having considerable di¬ 

rectivity and located at the top tf an especially high mast; in re¬ 

ceiving the signale, highly directional receiving antennas were used. 

In order to prevent interference by pulses from radar sets situ¬ 
ated in the area, a pulse ceding operation was employed, each of the 

original pulses being transformed into a set of three separate pulses 
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spaced at zero, three, and eight microseconde. By the use of special 
delay-circuite, the receiving eyetem gave an output of Juet one pulse 

for each set of coded puleee received. The crucial datum — the time 

interval hetv/een the two eete of coded puleee — was determined hy 

means of a common cathode-ray-tube radar technique. 

One of the problems encoontered in using this method for the 

underwater shot wee getting the signale from the bomb (through a 

transmission line of considerable length) to the coding equipment and 

to the transmitting equioment without loes of time-reeolution. The 

solution consieted of using, as transmission line, a coaxial cable, 
and placing at the input end of the cable a preamnlifier, a pulse- 

lengthening circuit, and a heavy-duty cathode follower. This eouin- 

J;ocat®d near the bomb, i.e., inside the caisson, and waa 
shieided by a S-in. lead wall to block off the majority of the gemma 

radiation. There was believed to be a danger that this radiation 

would make the equioment inooerative before it nad transmitted the 
second of the two crucial pulses. 

&*0Q9 Plflilfl fpr Dftfnnlnlnf; Target Vessels «mH Bomhc- 

àã.—To oermit accurate analysis of the scientific 
and engineering data collected during the Teete, it was imoortant to 

determine the position and orientation of each target vessel with re- 

epect to the actual detonation points of bombs and it was desirable 

also to determine the absolute detonation oointe of the bombs them¬ 

selves. Major reliance was olaeed on photography for making these 

measurements. A number of difficulties were anticipated, namely; 

change in target vessel position and heading between the time the 

overhead photographs were taken and Mike Hour; fogging of the film by 

gamma radiation; deterioration of photographic film due to high 

temperatures, concealment of the target arrays from photographic air¬ 
craft by cloud cover. 

^.„Methods f9r Detexjnjai^ Tfirg^t V^se^_P^itionB with Resort. 
Actttfij. Drtonat.t on. Point of Borçfr f, The plan-view di stances of 

the target vessels from the actual Bomb A detonation point was deter¬ 

mined by photographic survey. This method involved (a) triangulation, 
using photographs of the target vessels taken from tower instal¬ 

lations on Bikini, Enyu, and Amen Islands and using island beacons 

and towers as fixed reference points; and (b) rectification of aerial 

survey photographs of the target arrays, again using island beacons 

and towers as fixed reference points. Method (b) was used partly to 
supplement uid partly to corroborate method (a). 

Tower photographs were taken as late as 30 sec prior to Mike 

Hour. The principal aerial survey rune were made 30 min prior to 
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0ther Ph0*°6rapk8. net ortgirally intended for 
survey work, ^ere taken only a few esconde prior to the detonation« 
and proved to he useful in the photographic iaterpretatioT 

T5. for Deternlnlng TAr^t. Ve„ei Orl Ant.atlona w< fh 

K 0rientationB o* the veeeele with respect to 
líd w deíonatlon P°lnt were determined from photographs 

•soeeiL6!^1112 PatternB Produced on the vessels aS on 
vessilt i t* ipyramldal orientorr-t-rs) placed aboard the 

for T)fltftnBlniag the Actual Po.it^r, r,f the Bomh A 

detonst 1 nr! r,Mnî' Th8.7®rtical “d lateral positions of the Bomb A 
lar to that dh dJterminad hy Photographic triangulation simi- 
S altitude ÕÍ ÍÍÍed !bOV*.for looting target vessel positions. 
t!v-níUd! f th^ datonation point was obtained from photographs 
taken from towers on 2nyu and Amen Islands. * puo^ograpns 

n . £‘' ,MethQdw for ^etermir,^nf pQ,it1nn of tha ^ 

position of detonation of Bomb B vas taken to 
rCtä ^ier the Wel1 0f LSM-60 fr0ffl which the bomb “e ws? 

eflideÍ That 1*’ íhe aeBUnPtlon waa mada that the bomb-carrying 
ño?itinnÍ fti fr0m tldal or motion ofTh^ship. 

mettVii^id^oi^61" ty the ^^raphi? 

—> -««.TSÏÏ..1 SiSSï,“ 2>t 
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Planiil ne..J.U£.^irai.,Vej£ei,_Array 

¿oOOl—XatroduGtio^r 

Planning the target veeerl array v,aB one of the most interesting 

and most difficult phases of the Operation. The many factors which 

influenced the final decisions are considered in the following sec¬ 
tions. 

6*QQS Faetare Influnnn Target VeBaPT«. 

Aa—general üacWre« Xn its directive of ll Jan 46, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff directed inclusion not only of captured vessels but 

also vessels reoresentative of modern U. S. naval and merchant types., 

According to the earliest (unapproved) prooosals,, only captured 

veesele were to be used; but it soon became clear that the Tests 

would be much more valuable if vessels representing U. 5. Naval con¬ 

struction were included. (The Chief of Naval Operations was ap¬ 

parently the first to propose that such vessels be included,) 

Naturally, it was not feasible to include vessels of all U. S. 

Naval types — especially the most modern types. However, it was 

expected thet the information obtained from the exposure of a reason¬ 

ably wide variety of vessels of modern type coupled v/ith extensive 

scientific instrumentation would permit making reasonably reliable 

predictions as to what would have happened under similar conditions 
to other types of vessels — present and future. 

Principal structural differences between old and new vessels ares 

method of joining plates, and extent of compartmentation. Welding is 

now used instead of riveting. Although the older vessels have ex¬ 

tensive subdivisions recent ships have more complete transverse water¬ 

tightness to high-level decks and incorporate principles of longi¬ 

tudinal framing. At various times, additionax watertight closures 

have been fitted in older vessels, but — v/ith no ships1 crews 

present — these closures are not ordinarily sufficiently tight to 

prevent gradual flooding. (Careful surveys made showed that many of 

the older vessels used — although generally satisfactory for these 

tests were far below modern U. S. Naval standards of watertight • 

ness» However, even a vessel of modern design and construction may 

have poor watertightness; the German heavy cruiser, PBINZ EUGEN, for 

example, although of modern all-welded construction, was found to 

have approximately the seine watertightness as the older U. S. 
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cruisers.) 

Âm—Specific Factor». 

1. Introduction. The reseele selected as targets were large¬ 

ly those vessels -- over-age or of obsolete design — which would 

otherwise have been decommissioned and sold for screp. However, a 

modern aircraft carrier and several modern heavy-hulled submarines 
were included also. 

In selecting the target vessels full consideration was given 

to the importance of including a wide variety of types of hulls, 

machinery, ordnance, aeronautical installations, and other equipment, 

the variety of vessel types is seen from the following list! 

Type 
Battleships 

Cruisers 

Aircraft Carriers 

Destroyers 
Submarines 

Transports 

Landing Ships 

Landing Craft 

Concrete Drydocke and Bargee 

Test A Test B 

5 5 

4 3 

2 2 
12 11 
8 8 

19 17 

5 7 

30 34 

3 3 

2. Target Battleship«. The target battleships included 

ARKANSAS, NEW YORK, NEVADA, PENNSYLVANIA, and the Japanese battleship 
NAGrATO, 

In general, the 4 U„ S. battleships, although not of most 

modern design, possessed great resistance to battle damage. They had 

very heavy-hull construction, and torpedo-protection systems of multi¬ 

ple longitudinal bulkheads covering their vital spaces throughout 70 

percent of their lengths. They had heavy side and deck armor and 

excellent subdivision; each had approximately 20 main watertight bulk¬ 

heads, and also watertight decks and either a double or triple bottom. 

In each of these ships, the total number of watertight compartments, 

including tanks, was nearly 600. (A modern battleship of the IOWA 
class, for example, has approximately 900 watertight compartments. 

The construction of modern battleships includes a very heavy armor 

deck and upper side plating of special treatment steel for protection 
against bombs and fragments.) 

2s—Target Cruisers. The target cruisers Included the U. S. 
cruisers, PENSACOLA and SALT LAKE CITY, the German cruiser, PRINZ 

EUGEN, and the Japanese light cruiser, SAKAV/A. The U. S. cruisers 

and the SAKAWA each had an inner bottom extending up the side to 

somewhat above the waterline throughout the middle portion for 
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zrríí*60 !erCent 0f th* ehlPi8 length. Ti;e PRINZ EUGEN had 
douhle^huU Btractme along fchp boitorc and three eklne along the 

,r»™rtír. J ?ra* alth0"«h old- “'•« excellent exajiDles of 
cruulr. m to ^'ÎT*f0;,<VUh “rJeture ttao aay 

ISsîwMiÂm " " fri”* ;he ,,af• 1116 
throughout the louer of tneee hel^ an.or^ S,“SÎÂ 
three eontinuoue decke, the loweet of theee being the protective deck, 

„ . ff? these cruleer* 15 to 18 main vatertight-trans- 
d®Bign0^ t0 bp to the second deck! In the 

tight ^ ^ eft °f the ^hinery spaces, two water- 
Pjatf0™s P-UB the traneveree bulkheads formed additional cam- 

pertinente, which, including tanks, totaled between 200 and 250, 

somevbpt,Phe ff™2 WeB ccn8lderably larger — and the SAÏAWA was 
.. . a. 4 810 er than the U» S« cruisers. They represented the 
latest in cruiser design of Germany and Japan» 

-Qairtgroi «i—* v v*Mrj.arjftaa The target aircraf t carrier* 
<he and the INDEPENDENCE» The SARATOGA vras 

whiled InÄdeNCE1”6 thr f ye;re aG R lftres bi3tUe ^«er, wnixe the INDEPjukDENCE was to have been a sister of modem U. S 
cruisers » mounting 6-in, guns» 

«m,,o«JííflT,1^‘1 0f the SJt8ATO<iA »■ unusually comul.6.! «ne had 
approximately ^000 watertight compartments» There were 2¾ main 

and two continuous longitudinal haikneaus ex- 
fore Ldafrof^h01 th® leneth” ^ watertight platform, ^tended 
ve^ il fflachin®^ 8P*ees» ^ underwater protection was 
IJZi JZ l ? arrangement to that of modem battleship, «ac large 
thl Î! ^ i“"®1* lottom abore th* attorn shell v®s fitted between 
the innermost torpedo bulkheads for about 80 percent oi wm length^ 

The INDEPENDENCE had approx 
verse bulkheads carried tight up to 
the main subdivisions thus formed, 
ends of the ship further subdivided 
compartments» The ship had no main 
inside the shell extended up to the 
of the length. In addition to the 
blisters port and starboard. 

Imately 23 main watertight-tran*- 
the second deck« In addition to 

two watertight platfoi** sn the 
the ship into numerous »watertight 
side-belt armor. An Umer bottom 
deck for approximately #0 percent 

sheil ana inner cottom, Aher^ were 

ÎmiSi fT8 ^1936'1940* Thelr 8Ubd^i^cu was goodfthe 
p2tmÍLit-e!«rrri,eeleSaed ^ a^roxira6tely 75 watertight eom- 
P nts and tardes. These ships had no torpedo bulkheading, no 
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inner bottomsa andp of course» no armor. 

âa—Target SttfrmartagHi Bight modern submarines were selected 
as targets. They were all of the "doub^-hull" design, with an innen- 

pres cure hull and an outer hull not subject to water pressure when 

submerged. The two compartments at the ends of the ship were single¬ 

hull. Some of the target submarines were of the heavy-hull type, 

which have an inner hull of high-tensile steel plating 7/8 ins thick, 

as compared with the light hull submarines with medium steel inner 
hulls a little under 3/4 in. thick. 

Because submarines are designed to withstand high hydrostatic 
pressures when submerged;, they are capable of withstanding Mgb 

pressures from not-too-close underwater exolosions and in the past 

have demonstrated a remarkable resistance to depth-charge attack. 

Accordingly; the target submarines were considered to be excellent 
gages for these Tests, especially Test B. 

. Tranfiport The target transport vessels 
were all of the attack transport type (APA). They were typical of 

modern merchant-ship practice, with good transverse subdivision. 

. C, main watert*ght tanks and compartments, but no watertight 
decks between the double bottom and the weather deck. The sides had 

only a single thickness of shell plating. These vessels were de¬ 

signed and built during the war and were essentially of all-welded 
construction, with very few riveted joints. 

, .. landing grflftj. The target landing craft included? 
landing ships, tank (LSI); and landing craft, infantry (LOI); also 
smaller boats of open construction (LOT, LCM, LCVP). 

The LST's had. been specially designed for use in amphibious 

operation and tieir construction was considerably lighter than in 
recent merchant-ship construction. 

The smaller landing craft were included in the Tests more for 

the purpose of determining the effects of wave action than for deter¬ 
mining direct effects of pressure on the hulls. 

, .. ^—Earacti Cgflcrete Dry dock and Barges. The concrete drydock 
and the concrete barges were included in the Tests for the purpose of 
determining the resistance of such modern reinforced concrete 

structures to the various effects of the bomb explosion. The in- 

clusion of these types was prompted by results of a technical survey 

of the atomic bomb damage at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, where it wae 

found that reinforced concrete structures were generally resistant to 
atomic bomb damage to a surprisingly high degree. 
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âaQQg factara Influencing Choice of Hunger of Target 

9f stflff Joint Staff Plannere 
of the Joint Chief« of Staff, in setting up JTF-l, recommended that 

the number of vessels used be the maximum practicable in order to 

gain the greatest amount of useful information from each Test and in 

order to determine the complete relationship between ship damage and 

distance from the explosion. Necessarily then, a large| number of 

fSqUíreÍ* x^inety"thr*e tar6et vessels were used in the 
course oi the Tests.J 

2*—AllgWMgfl fgr PotlBlble Bombing Error. The necessity of 
using in Test A a large\target fleet was especially clear after it 

had been decided to drop the bomb from an airplane, i. e., after it 

was clear that there would be uncertainty as to the noint of deto- 
nation. 

go LifflitaUQn Inpgnftd-by forerflnin The Bill finally passed by 
congress,, (H. Con. Res. 307) authorizing the use of vessels as 

targets, limited the number of U. S. combatant vessels to 33, but did 

»«¿lí rí* °f veB8elB of other 'y***' (Originally, Com¬ 
andei* JTF-l had proposed the use of 3 captured vessels and 100 U. S. 

vessels, including 33 U. S. combatant vessels. Considerable public 

feeling developed to the effect that valuable vessels were going to 

be destroyed; Congress reacted by placing an upper limit on the 
number of U. S. combatant ships.) 

FactgEB Influencing Choice of Tnrget yaflBei 

A. Cener^, Factors. 

The Military 
Advisory Board to the Officer-in-Charge of the Atomic Bomb Projects, 

meeting with General Groves and JTF-l representatives on 20 Jan 46, 

agreed that with suitable allowance for a reasonable bombing error, 

the ships should be placed in oosiiions to provide the best instru¬ 

mentation possible, rather than placed in a tactical formation. This 
policy was approved for both Tests. 8 

hension. 
This policy was a source of considerable public misappre- 

For some time the public failed to realize fully that the 
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array selected represented neither a normal disposition at anchorage 

5l8po,ition at #eao but an arrangement best 
litted to satisfy the ecientific requirements,! 

.. 4U wae fecessary to space the vessels »loser together near 
the center of the array because of the rapid decrease of pressure in 

îîeV~ lo?°l da"eape of Píesele with increase in distance 
from the Zeropoint. The early target arrays did not provide close 

central groupings but in early January 1946 information obtained 

from previous atomic bomb tests became available to the effect that 

pressures would fall off more rapidly with distance than had been 

guessed mitialxy. Thus, it now appeared that email differences in 

distance close to the Zeropoint would make considerable differences 

in the amount of damage. ^However, there was a definite limit as to 

how many vessels could be concentrated near the center of the array, 

in view of the necessity for providing swinging clearance's for 

vesseie. To reduce thie limitation, all vessels close to the Zero- 
point were moored bow and atern.) 

* . ,. Wdt*ViUfh cl0ae «rouping of the vessels, it was fully recog- 
nized that the total amount of damage inflicted would be greater tLn 

if the veeeelt were placed at normal distances from one another as in 

a ypical fleet disuosition. (The target array for Test A contained 

34 vessels located 1,000 yd or less from NEVADA, the intended Zero- 

point. In iest B, 21 vessels were placed within the same area. A 

tyPlcai1^ contain 4 to 7 vessels within a 
circie of 1000-yd radius, and in the case of a fleet at sea, the same 
area would probably not include more than one capital ship. 

£* .. graded Damage The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s 

directive to Commander JTF-l laid down the general requirement that 

the target vessels be disposed in a manner calculated to give a gra^ 

dation of damage from maximum to minimum. This involved dispersing 

íwTf I*! 80 that lndivid^ «hips of each major type would be 
placed in positions ranging from close to the Zeropoint (for major 

damage) appreclable diBtance* from the Zercooint (for light 

/ 

,., . Really to secure maximum information on graded damage, it 

ïiSer^r^T de8Ír ÍnClUde idftnt^al exposed at 
ía Br n ^rre8/Tithe Zer0point'i0 thal straight-forward corre¬ 
lations could be made between damage and distance; and (2) to provide 
two lines of vessels of given tyoe, one line being comnosed of 

vessels broadside to the Zeropoint and the other comuosed of vessels 

bow-on or stern-on, to show the effect of orientation. This general 

geometric scheme was followed for those types of vessels comprising 

~~ ïhat 1B" for attack transports ' 
{APA a), destroyers (I'D!s), and landing craft (LST’s, LCI’e). 
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Vessels of each of theee three types were berthed at regular inter¬ 

vals along a single, somewhat curved, line artending more or less 

radially from Zeropoint. Curvature of the lines served, of course, 

to prevent any one vessel from shielding its successors. 

B. Chronologica". Factors. 

1. Introduction. Before the target arrays for Tests A and B 

were finally determined, aoororinately 19 different target arrays had 

been proposed. The arrays finally approved by the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff represented compromises between the arrays proposed by repre¬ 

sentation of JTF-1, by the Army Air Forces, and by the Military Ad¬ 

visory Board to the Officer-in-Charge of the Atomic Bomb Project. 

The positions of the target vessels given in the following 

discussions are approximate only. (Changes in wind direction and 

velocity caused considerable shifting of tiositions from hour to hour; 

even moored ships were subject to some raovwsent and changes in 

heading.) The true final positions at the A-Day and B-Day Mike Hours 

are given in later chapters. 

_TteatrA Target Arrays 

(a) The First Plan. The fiist target array proposal for 

Test A was made in December 1945, before JTF-1 had officially come 

into existence. It was prepared by BuShips reuresentatives and was 

based on knov/ledge of the ships v/hich probably would be available for 

the Tests, the characteristics of those ships, and rough estimates of 

the damaging effects of 20,000 tons of TNT based on war exuerience. 

The Zeropoint was located 5000 yards from Bikini beach. The aircraft 

carrier, RANGER, was placed at 1000 yards from Zeropoint. NEW YORK, 

ARKANSAS, and one submarine were placed at 1500 yd. With the exception 

of a number of destroyers and victory shins, all other vessels were 

at greater distances. 

(b) Intermediate Plans. The original plan — prepared 

without detailed knowledge of the pressure-distance relationship to 

be expected — underwent early and drastic revision. The revised 

plans called for closer grouping near the center and moving the 

center of the array closer to Bikini Island. Closer grouping of the 

vessels near the center was necessitated by the possibility of a 

bombing error and by the implications of the pressure-distance re¬ 

lationship discussed under Paragraph A of this Section. 

Considerable discussion was focused on the involications of 

a possible bombing error. Army Air Forces spokesmen (for example, Lt. 

Gen. I. C. Eaker, Deputy Comdr. of the Army Air Forces) pointed out 
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hííh le Ít/aS e3tpected that a BkUled ïombin^ team could with a 
îîintàefre Cf a®8Urance Pla£e tha v/ithin 500 ft of the Zero- 
Pli^hí he f8Blbílity üf mechanical or other malfunction, however 

lUtil TILr8ld\red‘ U WaB the-füre decid*d to adootCloser 
event^f L erro^of^OOO tl £ t0 that even in the wi ail error oi luuo ft, the success of the Tent wmiiA 

Se”nèaofythrMnÎt2ed‘AH<MaJ‘ ^ M- 1 ■'•P”«* at the^29 jL 46 
T!! ;?f ,f »h “^ *arr A3vl'ori' to th« Ofiicei-in-CWe of 
th* Atorao Bomb Project, eoegeeted that Teesel. he placed iTS t„ 
arlo» fcr a 300-yd radiue bombing error.) the Arroyar Forcee 
epoheemen reppeeted filling up the gape In th. array vithin 1000 ft 
p._ .h ®r'JP01r‘t and providing circular symmetry about the Zeronolnt 
For the meet Part, the Army Air Force.' proposai, were 

it was con«îderlrn0f limlted nunber ûf tarS« vessels available, 
ll™* 1ftí!iÍ!red(Jaece,sary t0 a8SUme tha^ the bombing error would not 
exceed iOOQ ft. Thus, outside the 1000-ft circle a n^beí of^s in 

oï Penaitted* r°r e^le^ a «-P -tBted in the vfcCity 

the Array, The center of 
(A cíosfr ated aPloroxlraatftly 5400 yd from Bifcinl Beach. 

«c«^1::^0^:.)04 ,>er‘i“lMe d?'to ^ 

To permit the densest array possible within lOOO vd n-p «.v. 

IJdt^Cin’at'abcut 600hle ^ 50°'yd oir£le Plu" -“IFAIISAS and SAIT 
înTdimcultieê l^?, if “e,rt w0:“1 b0>' and 'tern- Saa»“*' »aa- ing aiiiiculties, including limited supply of ground tackle vesneln 
other than the above were ..cured only Sy anchfre. ' 

elder«. >, L!“p''ltloC8 »f Fe.eole of different clae.es are con- 

ref" of îiu;..”taf”ff *î‘î banl'8hip’- Hafarancee to "Zeropolat” 
reier, of course, to the intended projected Zeropoint -- the ourfor« 
point directly belov the erpected Ltfnation Jofnf! 

central battleíLu ?attle'hiP”- Tha “FAI.A wa, „lecied a. the 
central battleship because she was the most rugged shin available 

(The aircraft carriers, RAIÍG.4R and INDEPENDENCE and the battleship, 
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PENNSYLVANIA, each had previously been considered as the central tar¬ 
get chip.) Four ether battleships, including one captured battleship, 
were positioned broadside at 300, 600, 1200 and 1500 yd from the Zero* 
point. 

(2) Cruisers. One U. S. and 1 captured cruiser were 
placed broadside to the Zeropoint at 300 yd. One other U. S. cruiser 
was anchored at 600 yd. 

(3) Aircraft Carriers. Only 2 aircraft carriers were 
Included in the target array. These were a light aircraft carrier at 
300 yd and a heavy carrier at a little over 2000 yd. It was not ex¬ 
pected that the heavy carrier would sustain much damage at this 
distance; it was planned that she would be a principal target in Test 
B. 

(4) Destroyers. Eight of the 12 target destroyers 
were deployed (broadside) in two lines on opposite sides of the Zero- 
point. one line extending from 750 to 2600 yd, the other from 1750 to 
2100 yd. In addition 3 destroyers were placed at 300, 500» and 750 
yd. The remaining destroyer was placed at approximately 2 ml. 

(5) Submarines. Eight target submarines were used. 
Light-hulled and heavy-hulled submarines were placed in pairs at 1000, 
1500 and 2000 yd from the Zeropoint. In addition, one heavy-hulled 
submarine was anchored at 1500 yd. It was hoped that the pairing off 
of light and heavy-hulled types would supply information on their 
relative resistance to damage. All of the submarines were surfaced 
so they could be exposed to the full force of the explosion. 

(6) Attack Transports. Nineteen attack transports 
(APA) were anchored in two principal (curved) lines. One of the lines 
extended from 700 to 3200 yd from the Zeropoint and the other from 
800 to 3700 yd. The attack transports in one line were broadside and 
those in the other line were bow-to. 

(7) Landing Craft. Approximately 30 landing craft 
were used. Four LST's were placed in a line extending from 1500 to 
4000 yd from the Zeropoint. A line of 6 LCT*s extended from 875 to 
4000 yd in the direction of Bikini Island. Four LCI's were anchored 
in a line 1800 to 4000 yd from the Zeropoint. In addition, 4 LCT's, 
5 LCM*s and 6 LCVP’s were placed at approximately 200-yd Intervals 
along Bikini beach. 

(8) Concrete Barges. To determine the damage re¬ 
sistance of reinforced concrete ships at close range, a concrete 
floating drydock was placed 800 yd from the Zeropoint, a concrete oil 
barge was placed at 500 yd and another concrete barge was placed at 
1000 yd. 
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¿i—Tw et-B Target. Ar^y, 

Lil ggfntarlfOJLj?gjacfsft TgBt-A_aM, Test-3 Hñnulr>n.artñx 

B the majority of th^ euhnerinea vrere to 
té «Merged since this Test vae expected to produce its greatest 
oreseure beneath surface of the water, and since submarines are the 

lost pressure-resistant of shins, the results on submerged submarines 
were eroected to be especially important. 

(2) Since the fixed position of the Bomb in Test 3 
would eliminate uncertainty such as had been expected with respect to 

position of detonation of Bomb A, arid since there was little prospect 
that ships v/ithin 5,0 yd of Bomb B would survive, far fpver ships 
were reauired in the central arpa for Test 3. 

Lti) I'inal ■f’ifln for Test-? Target Array. 

* • -u a®ttl*8hiPe* ?ivp 'battleships (including 1 cap¬ 
turen bettleship) were placed at 20^, 800, 1000, 1200, and 1400 yd 

from the Zeropoint. (In the early T«st-B target arrays,, the nearest 

battleship haa been placed at 300 yd from the Zeropoint. The Com- 

mendxng General of the Manhattan District urged that this distance be 

decreasec to 200 yd to make sure that sericus damage vould result, and 
bis proposal was accepted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.) 

Aircraft Carriers. TVo aircraft carriers were 
employed, the SARATOGA at 500 yd from the Zeropoint and IKDEPEKDENCS 

?! t nUrh diflfiUflpior‘ 00 to the best position 
lor tne oAHA.T^a. Early arrays placed her at 300 yd from the Zero- 

point. Then in the light of Dr. V. 0. Penney’s estimate of 500 to 

I», 4.yd4.a^nhe leíhaî:.í8^;«,, for th* ^d^^ftter explosion, it appeared 
that at 300 yd the SARATOGA would probably sink so rapidly that no 

photographs could be made of the behavior of her flight deck under 

the severe hull pressure end wave action expected. The Evaluation 

-oari recommended moving her out to 500 yd, and the Joint Chiefs of 

ätaff approved.. Actually, because of slack mooring and change in 

v:ind direction on 3-Day, oARATOCA's position at Mike .-i->ur was con¬ 

siderably closer to the Zeropoint than had been intended, (See a 
later chapter.) 

(3) Cruisers. Two cruisers were intended to be e^- 
oosea broadside to the explosion, one at 700 yd and the other at 1200 
ya. 

.,, Destroyers. Eight destroyers were placed broad- 
cide along a curved line. They were located at distances ranging 

Iron 75° to 3500 yd. Thre» other destroyers were positioned end-on 
to the explosion at 700, 1250, and 1750 yd. 
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nair. il n uf5w fu^marine»‘ 0f th« 8 BUtoaarines erpoied, two 
oairVwiL ifn fl !UîîÂrln* and 1 heavy~^led BUboarlne in each 
SÎÎ h * K î? ! d t0 the explosion at 800 and 1300 yd. 

1500 vd i ïïJÎ Íh?iTe î?>* W*rê p0*lti0ned Roadside at 750 and 
SiT^th A 1Jfht;hull®d ■tttaarine wae placed broadside at 1800 yd. 
Six of the submarines were in submerged position«. 7 

(iPA) were f Tran,,Port"* In «11. 1? attack transports 
ZeronoHr . ° CUrV*d line" «»tending outward from the 
the ^ ’i h h!hlï! inv°fe llne beiae end~on at 500 to 3700 yd and 

ships in the other being broadside at 700 to 3200 yd. 

(7) landing Craft. In all. 33 landin« craft wer« «* 

from Î600°ÏI Î?™* rí* PlaC#d br0*d,lde ln a «ingle*line extending” 
It 750 vd y Ál°m th® Z*ropolnt- °n* LSI was exposed end^n 

L0T'fa2‘a í?nl Õ? Î LC?>" °n BliClnl beach“ A lln® of » 
annn 1íu 4 101 • w*rft arranged at distances of 2000 to 
and 2yLcir?L)?he Z*ropoint° In addition. 4 Id's. 6 LCM’s, 6 LC7P®s„ 
thl e L/ip? Were eXpo*ed at approximately 100-yd intervals along 

. ®Tp0BUre of landing craft near the beach was in- 

r:di^“:Lf::rof the wa^—°n a 

(8) Drydock and Barges. A floating concrete drvdoek 

P^c'd « th‘ 2"°POlnt ““ s »”• 

¿I.QQS.. -Iflctore triflunaclng the Choleo of Fuel and Ammunition 

àx. ïatrgtofiliann In the entire Operation there were few sub- 

ior t^ lllTr0r9T^ 'JT th* W fuel a^nition loLiC for the target vessel.. The principal argument, are presented b^óv; 

cnndi--Bflt la Javar .Qi_I<aadlagg ^fipreaentative of Servia« 
SaadiUpoiu The Army Air Forces initially took the position that in 
order for the Tests to be realistic, the ïarget vel.S. .¿0^^ 
the same fuel and ammunition load, they would carry in normS wartime 
service. In this way. information could be secured on damage caused 
by burning fnal and exploding ammunition as well as damagTcaused by 
the immediate effects of the bombs. It was felt that whither a 7 
vessel was destroyed by the bomb or by subsequent secondary damage 
was not important, if under actual conditions it would havl been 

^ *- Mr po-nio„ ... at fl„r.Crt.d 
by the Commanding Ceneral of the Manhattan District who later Lreed 
to using limited fuel loadings. agreed 
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ç*. Argumenta la Favor of Token Loadla.. 

I*.. Prpggnraílgn Qf Scientific Value«. The JTT-l Technical 

Director opposed adoption of full fuel and ammunition loadings on the 

grounds that many Instruments and records aboard ships might be 

destroyed by secondary fires. He stated that the Tests were not In¬ 

tended to be tests of fleets, convoys, or task forces, but rather of 

individual vessels. Furthermore, token fuel and ammunition loads 

would be adequate for showing whether magazines were disposed to 

explode, whether oil tanks would be ruptured or fuel set on fire. 

Iven after the fuel and ammunition loadings had been deter¬ 

mined to the satisfaction of the Military Advisory Board, the Army 
Air Forces, and JTF-1, an apprecialle change was proposed by Dr. K. T. 

Compton, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff's Evaluation Board. 

He proposed that there be no oil and gasoline loading, and perhaps no 

ammunition loading, on those vessels located in the upwind 90° or 

1200 sector of the array. He feared that fires originating in this 

sector might spread and thus might destroy many instruments and 

records and might hamper the collecting of samples of contaminated 
water. 

frSBftrVAtiQn Of Primary-Damage Inform«^In order to 

prevent confusion in distinguishing primary damage from secondary 

damage, the Director of Ship Material proposed that only a few of the 

target vessels0 fuel tanks be filled, and that In general, gasoline 

and oil loadings be reduced to the absolute minimum. He recommended 

also that only a small number of samples of high explosives be used, 

these to be pieced at various distances from the Zeropoint and to be 

located in such a position (on each vessel concerned) that danger of 

serious damage to the vessel as a whole would be negligible. 

2a... .Mlaifflizing Banger to Personnel,. The Surgeon General of 
the Navy considered that the loading of fuel and ammunition (on any 

single target vessel) in excess of 10 percent of the normal full load 

would create an unjustifiable hazard to ■oersonnel returning to the 
target area. The Bureau of Ordnance took a similar stand, pointing 

out that there was a serious shortage of bomb-disposal officers and 

that the danger from delayed ammunition explosions would be serious if 
more than token ammunition loadings were attempted. 

¡L..J?rUflrla for Loadings Finally Adontfld The Military Ad¬ 

visory Board to the Officer-in-Charge of the Atomic Bomb Project, 

meeting with JTF-1 représentât!vet on 19 Feb 46, set down the follow¬ 

ing criteria which were recommended by Tice Adm. Blandy and approved 

by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and used in determining the actual'ammu¬ 
nition and fuel loads. 

I«- Fuel Loadings for Test A. Vessels within 500 yd of the 
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£«MtnÓf“í¡^fE rT1^ fr0" *ln1“» tapproximately l0 
daflned Á “H J ’“T'Í' l°*ä “ 

m\ôi.,^/w L fr?" th* «r. loaded ,1th fwi .í . 

à°i^iliLrT «;«.d 

b.i 

the for An ^Mele within 500 yd of 

t£^lvÏ^T^’ -™" «é-- 
tt”=kadlT^r rî/SÂ4 "°Vk% 10 —* *‘oi' ó:™.0,o 1%'% zi’ii: 
- •J f V*™' °t their normal load, .„d th. ramlnîL“/3 ^ 

IS5«) and «thin 8500 rd of t” ZeîôJîntTd « f *'0t°r <015 t0 tAaja a . .. .. _i xn® ^eronoint had minimum amnanition 
^ the NAQAW* carried merely a eamnle of the HT7&HBS which carried fi? .» aF91-y ® «amnie of a!mnunitionp 

ää - -• 

^‘îSIr^r horLVh* 
aooo’vd nî !k l the unwind 100° sector (040° to 140°) and within 
which* carriedeiser0T,°in* ^4 min®num fuel loads except the HUGHES 
7I3H (eubmerwediwhic^carrf Jormp:L fuel lo*d end the submarine PILOT- 

dnSbuui iloado ^f1 iopdihÄs - 
wanner a. in the similar aria îor îe^! aproximately the fame 

??fSh 4 iOAdo Ve88ele in the upwind 100° sector (040° to 

except the HUGHES whicherried 67^06^^ mill<hT ninmunition loads 
and the eubmarine PILOTTTW ( * pe^f0nt of normal ammunition load 

a^'ÄE^ir—TSi, 
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Fftçtgri ^fktnclng tbg Orientetlon of Target Teaeele. 

Wherever the number of target ve seels permitted,, vessels of a 
given tyoe were placed broadside, bow-to, and stern-to, with respect 
to the Zeropoint. Because of the small number of 7arge combatant 
vessels available for the Tests, these ships were #lven the orienta¬ 
tion believed to afford greatest vulnerability, fr.e., broadside 
orientation. 
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Vessels. 

Aircraft and Materai 

Outline 

Section 

7.001 In troduct ion 

7.002 Determining Damage to Target Vessels 
A. Introduction 
B. Terms for Expressing Damage 
C. Readying the Target Vessels 

1. Conditioning 
2 • Loading 
3. Instrumentation 
4. Preparing Operating Equipment 
5. Removing Equipment 
6. Loading Special Test Materials 
7. Mooring and Anchoring 

D. Inspection of Target Vessels 
1. Introduction 
2. Inspection Categories 

7.003 Determining Damage to Target Aircraft 
A. Introduction 
B. Naval Aircraft 

1. Naval Drone Planes 
2. Naval Aircraft Aboard Ship 

C. Army Aircraft and Aircraft Parts 
1. Army Drone Planes 
2. Army Aircraft Parts Aboard Ship 

7.004 Determining Damage to Material 
A. Introduction 
B. Ordnance Material 

1. Naval Ordnance Material 
2. Army Ordnance Material 

C. Provisions and Clothing 
D. Bigineer Material 
E. Chemical Warfare Material 
F. Signal Material 
G. Medical Material 
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Technical ?reBflraU9.1B fax ¡ktei7iilr-lr.fi Damage to Veseels. 

Aircraft and Material 

■7.9Q1_Introduction. 

To handle the enormous joh of determining damage to vessels, 

aircraft, and material, the Deputy Task Force Commander for Technical 

Direction set up a special group called Director of Ship Material 

Group, headed by R. Adm. T. A. Solberg. The exposure of Army materi¬ 

al, although included in the responsibilities of the Director of Ship 

Material, was under the immediate supervision of Col. J. D. Frederick. 

The drone-plane exposure program was under the supervision of the 

Deputy Task Force Commander for Aviation, MaJ. Gen. W. E. Kepner. 

The Director of Ship Material divided his technical preparations 

into two phases? (l) Readying (2) Inspection. Under Readying he 

included all activities incident to preparing the target vessels and 

material for the Tests. Under Inspection he included all activities 

incident to determining and recording the exact condition of the 

target vessels and material before and after each Test so that the 

nature and extent of damage caused by each Test could be established 

fully and clearly. 

.7^.002 Determining Damage to Target Vessels. 

A. Introduction. The plans' for determining damage to target 

vessels were necessarily based on theoretical predictions rather than 

on experience, since never before had vessels been damaged by ex¬ 

plosions so general and violent as atomic bomb explosions. Ho 

vessel — with the possible exception of submarines — had ever been 

subjected to very high pressures exerted uniformly on sides and bottom 

throughout the entire ship's length. (Of course, mining attacks had 

provided some experience with high pressures over fairly large 

portions of the bottoms and sides of surface vessels, and groundings 

had produced high (localized) pressures on ship bottoms.) 

To fill partially the gaps in our ability to predict the 

pressure effects of an atomic bomb, the Navy conducted model tests 

during the winter of 1945-46, First plans, made by BuOrd and calling 

for use of large explosive charges, had to be abandoned for lack of 

time. Instead, small-scale tests were conducted by the David Taylor 

Model Basin. These tests, made during the early part of 1946 using 
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small explosive charges, detonated close to idealized models of 

Victory ships provided data which turned out to be very useful in 

predicting actual A-Day and B-Day results. (See a later chapter.) 

1*—Terms for Expressing Damage. The Director of Ship Material 

described damage in (l) functional-disability terms (e.g., reductions 

in speed and fire power, or need for ship to be drydocked), (2) ge¬ 
ometric and mechanical engineering terms (e.g., ruptures and dis¬ 
tortions) and (3) repair-time terms. 

£•—Esadylng the Target Vessels. The large if not spectacular 
job of readying the target vessels for the Tests was carried out 

principally by the U. S. Naval Shipyards at Philadelphia, Terminal 

Island. San Francisco, Mare Island, Bremerton, and Pearl Harbor, end 

by the officers and crews of the target vessels themselves. 

Readying the target vessels included the seven activities 
described below: 

Ij—Conditioning. To the extent that time permitted, target 

vessels were placed in the best possible condition of structural 

strength and watertightness. Serious defects in vital machinery and 

equipment were corrected. Lists were eliminated by transferring oil 
or water ballast. 

2j—■ifladtRgr Loadings of the target vessels were arranged so 
as to bring them approximately to their normal battle or operating 

displacements. Varying percentages of normal loadings of fuel oil, 

lubricating oil, and gasoline were used. (For a detailed discussion 

of policy on fuel and ammunition loadings see Chap. 6.) 

3. Instrumentation. Special instruments required by the 

various scientific groups were installed in the target vessels. 

Preparing Operating Boulnmsnt, Although the great 

majority of the machinery and equipment installed in the target 

vessels had to be shut down at the time of the Tests because of the 

absence of crews, certain items of electronic and ordnance equipment 

were energized and operating at the time the bombs exploded. In 

general, before each test, auxiliary machinery as well as main pro¬ 

pulsion machinery were secured. Valves, of course, were closed in 

accordance with usual practice — to prevent flooding of adjacent 
compartments in case of rupture. 

¿L—Removing Bouinment. Much equipment, valuable for histori¬ 
cal or other purpose, was removed from the target vessels. 

Loading Special Test Materials. Special Army and Navy 

materials not normally carried aboard ships were placed aboard for 
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expoBure to the atomic bomb ejçloeions. 

and control Adi! Ihl*.’'a* done “ader the direction 
The target vlSunTr'tli 0f Tató ^ 1-2. 
'tern to buoy, and thence to conerete blockT^/T/?"'4 b0V “4 
outer veeeele ».re ..cured ad.,nat.ly, ““ 

hetween Âo^Â^ní 

“Tl? rÂ ^‘^"fngîh 
taken Into tie êuWi« BalU“ was then 
the weight, reeled on “e^Ho^ t0 ^ tk*‘ 

— inspection of Target Ve«««^ 

ineoection ueed^yHr°!p !urveylnß the varioue methods of 
ahdPoSr ln".o«on L^.°fi "S”““ “4 »«oe. Ano.tr 

i^lhe^atíriãe^SdeíÍííírWi tT^ ^^««^^iecord- 

oTrered ordn«“; lñ"L«oT \f the They 

ä-äääSt =i=S Ä“ 

ploelune. (Thl. proj T.ZT^r 
neatly recording th^'befortend* ö® * neana of perma- 

tory^tudy o^l^d”«^ 

r—tf «iTin.tr. 

KasSSíSL““«”«^: 

<-7““ ““ **“ 
epeelally preparé feme tie tank^LcUl.I/êo'TÎTdltT'^ Il 
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nature of the tank interiore (whether dry, filled with ualt water, 

.,,.1.1 ß*801111«' etc.). The resulta of a structural examination of the 
hull were recorded alao (i.e., int*»ct, misaine, demolished, or 

0,. íil0 n?ted "aB dletortion of shapes and surfaces (dished, 
bulged, or otherwise distorted), openings in surfaces (ruptured, 

cracked, or pictured), and joint failures. Hull exteriors were ex- 

“:n®d îî the saine mamier 68 the interiors; distortions, openings, 
and joint failures were recorded on suitable forms. The hull 

(2)eItoíJ¡¡8!nfÍ0nB ine,1UdBd (1) Btl7ctur®' forations, and armor. 
ri,st°wa6® and acce8B cloenres, and (3) rigging, paint, and coverings. 
Compartments were inspected in a generally similar manner. ^ 

nf hnivv,. ^In ?rdfr t0 ”eMUre h°ß» Ba€* twist, bend, and deflections 
of bulkheads, decks, and deck houses, a number of basic reference 

PÍÜÜeBiW*rf eBtabliBhed on «ach ship. These planes were fixed by 
surveying instruments, plumb bobs, twist pendulums, water-level read- 

. J addition, pipe deflection gages and scratch gages were 

Í^íí11!4 n rrluUS locatlonB t0 indicate maximum movements of decks, 
bulkheads, and other ship structures. «ckb, 

„0 V I0! d®tftrfinln« changes in watertightness of target vessels 
t was fonnd desirable to air-test the compartments of each target 

vessel before and after each atomic bomb test. All the compartments 

-d^atroyers were thus tested, but shortage of time permitted testing 

BBJ®Ctea groups of compartments on lerge combatant ships (com¬ 
partments in the bow and stern, at the forward and after quarter 
points, and amidships). 

A of tíe vatirtightness surveys made before Test 
A indicated that well over half of the main compartments of most of 

the major ships were classed as "Unsatisfactory" under standards 

established before the war. Approximately 50 percent of all the 

leeks consisted of small holes or loose-stuffing tubes, as for 

Î^!rîCiSaïleB‘ M0St °f leekB could be «topped or greatly 
«kin Mlf C?ntf01 P^ii«® were aboard. Of course, in single- 
B aB?lpB eu,cb a® d««troyers which may spring large leaks through 

° J^11 intd 811 compartments simultaneously, precautions 
against intercompartment flooding may be of little avail; but in the 

larger ships, which are well protected throughout the middle regions 

but are vulnerable at the ends, good compartment a4" Ion and damage 

íiS hZ PreVent end fl00dlnß îr0m BPread^ along the shi^and 

4 . Stability Inspection^ To determine the ability of 

typeB of “aval vessels to remain afloat and upright despite 
flooding caused by an atomic bomb explosion, plans were made for ob¬ 

taining accurate information on the stability and loading of each 
target vessel before and after.each Test. 
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roll Th« WßS determined from ob^rrations of cerlod of 
SrWal^n th« , /°11 V/aS firBt det^i"«d at sea prior to lí1 are<it area- Sallying experimente were*aleo carried 

prior to bef0re they were —ated 

ron ^ ^“ 

Cíntrle heígMe„a¡™IlcuÍat,rfr0j; thi^a'Iód-Tf-í’u'tóí«!. 

»«■sa’ sZlr^lî fnä,*ft'r draft“ l,ere eleo reported for each tareet 

^"¡„eUí l .w ”;*“1 rhl,*f llne'1 ^‘“‘»0 'O“ »idea 
froh an oh.er^foa XlL^o't":^: ^ 

Ä“rL:iasFÄ'~ --sf“ 
e uaual computation,, the Impairment of ■tablllty'wa, determined. 

âî; r. -¡Æn 

T..t ume.» H ^Xr^topIraX!*' SU '“h 

provided a d^7rfí??trlfi?^Enil1]:?i^aí-IflfPggU9n‘ ThÍ8 inspection 

equipment. generators, lighting oysterns, and degaussing 

included ^18 
equipment and al.o radlo^ ^l “ ^ " raSîr”Wr'0™1^“0" 
radar repeater., homing device., ¿d '¡dar be^om ''y‘''"nS' 

=s,Krs;;.S“ - Ä-“r.;!;.. 
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ImQQZ Determining t.n 'fprgpt Airrraf t-.. 

The target aircraft exposure plan provided 
ror the exposure of airborne Army and Navy drones as well as the 

exposure of aircraft and aircraft parts on the decks of target 

vessels. In general, damage was determined from visual inspection. 

JL—Nflyal Aircraft. 

1. -ffflVfil Dme Planes, A function of the Naval drone planes — » T.iir - ■ f — vx une «aval QrOlie üi 

was to serve as airborne target aircraft, although their primary 

function was to collect air samples. Plans for thus determining 

damage to airborne aircraft involved the use of four Navy F6F radio- 

controlled drones flying, each at a different altitude, through the 

f!4t7A/adl!aCtlVe cl0Ud aPPro*iraately 8 min after the detonation; 
altitudes chosen were: 10,000, 16,000, 20,000, and 28,000 ft. Each 

drone was equipped with VOTA instruments which recorded velocity, 

acceieration, and altitude as functions of time. They were to be 

landed at Hoi for inspection for damage and radioactivity. (Actually, 

only three drone planes flew through the radioactive cloud, because 
one crashed prior to Mike Hour.) 

4 l0T ?st B a Bimilar Plan was followed, 4 drones being used, 
flying over the point of detonation anproximately 3 to 4 sec after 
the explosion. 

Naval Aircraft Anoflnj The plan for exposure of 

aval planes aboard target ships closely paralleled the target ship 

exposure plan. A total of 71 target aircraft were placed on the 

2fv>different tar6et chips. In addition, 2 seaplanes were 
moored in the target area. 

To insure obtaining complete information on the strength of 

allJflfCrafî comoonentB» the aircraft were placed in combat-ready 
condition, i.e., fully equipped insofar as availability of surplus 
material permitted. ^ 

p*anee, a and a with fuel and lubricating oil 

of^h. SAHiTMr PcfCe1d at 4the extreme ***** cnd of the flight deck 
of the SARATOGA. Steel drain pans were fitted under them so that in 

^4 !! 0f a «a80line leak the gasoline would drain overboard. In 
addition, one VSB and one VTB each with full load of gasoline and 

lubricating oil were placed at the extreme after end of the flieht 

St,el 4ral" »“■ ‘O tioL u.*d on 
the SARATOGA were placed under them. 

All other aircraft exposed 
line and lubricating oil. 

were completely drained of gaso- 
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Î” g*f"*1,*11 s°”l=«. rocket., torpedoee, and flare, were 
SI Jr0Y ' Pl,me8- and, i. Inert-loadedr* 
bomb., torpedo,., or rocket., were placed op .orne of tie JîS. 

tlon wa. ‘°U'- 
thelr receiver.. P flrst rounds were secured In 

Entra a,;alMt ^ ->*b,n 
to prerent les o/dl.îoc.t^ tZ the Silt! Z'.IZZ P°,ltl5“ 
moored very securely. 8 were 

Accelerometers end V£—Recorders were 4«« in zz îYTrd th* 
cockpit, of .‘nuStrVtS'a^r “S.^eSl”1?"'1 ‘t ‘h' 

Ädiss:ilr tv”'sUe ” — “SrinT" 
1! , , “f,"1 A “■ en Indication of whet mieht hale 
^pened a pilot In the airplane with reject to crushing of the 

E^uipment,^Aircraft 

c. Army nn^ *jrrraft partar 

T«st A r.ftr/y Dr°r Plp^flx One B-17 drone plane flew through the 

18.000 

ns tant of detonation. Drone No. 2 flev At 7 nnn «#*4- 4 a 
the Zero point 5 min after th. detonation. DrÄ’dT«!! n'loo 
ft, arriving over the Zeropolnt 8 min after the detlnatiol! 

All of the Army droneu carried Hathaway flicht 
SÍ.M 1 rmSl flcc®berations, air apeedl, and preaS« 
.rrZmZZ mUr‘ ^ UMd 1,1 * ‘elevielbn-telemlt.rlng 

«tlvit^^er" Unded at “4 -•»‘-b for radio- 
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S* - Army Aircraft Parte Aboard Ship. A number of Army air¬ 
craft parte were placed on the decke of target ehipe. Several types 

of wing panels constructed of wood, magnésium, varione bonded metals, 
and magneeium alloy were secured to the decks. 

In addition, wing tanke, stabilizer sections, 7 tyoee of fire 

extinguishers, a P-47 fuselage, and an altimeter were exposed. These 

items were inspected after the Tests in accordance with standard pro¬ 
cedures. 

7^X4 Determiné Damage to Material. 

Ai—introduction. Besides vessels and aircraft, large quanti¬ 
ties of material of many types were exposed to the atomic bomb ex¬ 

plosions. For these also it was important to obtain graded damage 

and to learn how to increase their resistance to atomic bombing. In 

addition to the Naval material normally aboard vessels, much Army 

material was exposed on the decks of the target vessels. The re¬ 

quirement for exposing Army material stemmed from the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff directive that—consistent with attainment of the primary ob¬ 

jective of determining the effects of atomic bombs on vessels—all 

possible information be obtained as to the effects on military 

material of all types (including installations end facilities on 
shore;. 

In view of the very gradual falling off from the shore of the 

bottom of the lagoon—reouiring locating the target fleet a consider¬ 

able distance offshore—it was not feasible, in most cases, to locate 

target material on land. Consequently, the majority of the material 

was exposed on the decks of the target vessels although some was ex¬ 

posed on shore and on beached vessels. In general, the Army and Navy 

material exposed embraced ordnance and quartermaster material. In 

addition, the Army material included signal, engineer, and chemical 

warfare equipment. As in the case of the target vessels, all of the 
material was inspected before and after each Test to determine the 
extent of damage. 

iL—Ordnance Material. 

1« Ordnance Material. The Naval ordnance material 
exposed embraced five categories: Fire Control Equioment; Guns, 

Mounts, Turrets and Armor; Explosives; Aviation Ordnance; Underwater 

i&j Nayfll Fire Control Enulnment. Included in this cate¬ 
gory was gun battery alignment; optical equipment including binocu¬ 

lars, gunsights, rangefinders, telescopes and periscopes; surface fire 
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control equipment including director and coarautere; toroedo conree 

ITtllTZ âlrrî0re; control ";,l™o„9tInÔÎSlL 
T' lndlc,ltor'- S"0 notting Indloetor,. tare” boarîL 

ransmitters, torpedo data computers; and fire control radfr. ^ 

voo 1 la ■r^ tatterJr alignment checks v;ere made on all target 
a^!nle ïef°re ^ after eaCh Teet t0 m«esure end record any^mis 
alignment caused by the explosions. Selected gun fire co^íol 
systems and gun directors were prepared for acSal opeSSon during 

“™rau. 
veaeels rother°mat ^ ithelr normal PoeltlonE as parts of the target 
guTwt. Kd rS^\ erpoeed Inolnded maohln. guns, gun »ountf, 

iÄtr019!of ?ï:::rtïïs 

säEE-ääs* 
turret 0thpr material exposed included: close-range weapons* 

rocíeí l^ncSÍ8: ^81 meChanierae‘ ho*ein^ ^ batteries; U 

various U?n &n(1 ^PlPsiYfp. In addition to 
test amirn^t? t86e! °f wartlrne service ammunition allov-ance, special 

Vt ee3rol^iVes (including bombs and bomb fuzes! 
rockets and rocket fuzes) were exposed on the target vessels 

and through^^lldt'Ärc'f 
array sonavhat handicapped the planning of the pSánfof^4”®'’* 
plosives aboard target vessels On» o? tv,« i u 1 

aîtlîâ.P) feã «rrtoe ammunition, fual olí and 
gasoline in most of the target veesels. The original pl^ of tí. 
rdnance Material Epuipment Committee, which had "charge of the 

ffnr :qUrrnt “r0"11-6- ^ b-” *» Plnorl^n f ohen nuantl ties of special ammunition on vessels at vori™, a4 * i quanti 
Eeropoint. Desplta the declsl^'^ïi^ ™r ÍLg" oCuú^f^ 

wrdíMrruir-to ^piaceá °n t^ tSget“«^n n 

posslhle in Ä otaiT^mS*^ S î^üot “ 

n-.«.. iSr«Ä.Ä£,r.ssK.,=:: 
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gun ammunition, aircraft machine guns and rockets. 

ifi) ^’avta. Underwater Ordnance. Underwater ordnance ma¬ 
terial exposed included mines, depth charges and projectors, tor¬ 
pedoes, and torpedo tubes. 

The mines were in standard condition for transporting 

prior to laying except that the main charges v/ere replaced by inert 

material. Since the detonators and boosters v/ere installed in a 

normal manner, damage to firing mechanisms would be indicated by 
exploded booster charges and detonators. 

and depth charges v/ere prepared in tv/o ways: 
(a) normal condition without booster and detonator but with main 

charge and (b) normal condition with booster and detonator installed 

and inert material to replace the main charge. Thus a sensitive ex¬ 

plosive would not necessarily detonate a less sensitive charge. 

Among the early proposals by the BuOrd Research and 

Development Division was the proposal to lay fields of inert mines in 

the Bikini harbor area at various distances from the intended Zero- 

point in order to determine the effect of the explosions on the 

firing mechanisms. After some discussion the proposal was rejected 

by Admiral Blandy in late February 1946, due to the crowded con¬ 
ditions in the harbor. 

¿à—Army Ordnance Mpteripj,, The Army Ordnance material ex¬ 

posed included materiel and ammunition. Forty-five materiel items 

were placed on the decks of 4 target battleships and included small 

arms, light and heavy artillery, fire control directors, range 

finders, rocket launchers, tanks, and armored care. In addition, 99 
ammunition items were exposed on 4 LST's and 1 oil barge. These 

items were arranged in sets and included cartridges, shells, fuzes, 

rockets, flares, bombs, dynamite charges, grenades, mines, and Banga¬ 
lore torpedoes. 

filld Clbthlnfi, It was recognized that, independent 
of the damage to ship structures, severe damage to provisions and 

clothing could impair the fighting efficiency of a ship. Effects of 

exposure on Army provisions, clothing, etc., were of interest also. 

itbiw»«?8111?™ kits of provisions, clothing, etc., were placed aboard 
NEVADA, ARKANSAS, CARTERET, and SARATOGA. In most instances these 

items v/ere stored in the ships' regular stowage spaces. Swatches of 

various cloths were mounted on plywood boards which were exposed top¬ 

side on a number of ships throughout the target array. The’amount of 

flash exposure of each sample was determined roughly by the extent of 
discoloration of the plywood. 
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e4“.n::.n\^/Âlra“rûrclLai0fKu:î:““rc^61r 
aimil011! ty?e beiriê °laced on th8 concrete drydock (AHDC-B) 6 
ârray^t^eueh °f *he 4.10I'B l0catel tï, t“*,t 

«kTtrr* XITX.Z 'r1*1 
APA« ^*7 ^filaesr Mfltfirlfll. The engineer material, exposed on 3 

water 'dis tillation^quipment? eqUipment' lail<iing mats* “d 

exnopí^'^f^^ Wflrf,flrP Mñ^r1n1. chemical warfare material 

S muãTLT ?*u< r/1“11’ »Sid 

pretecSrÄS! L”r“del:.lnClUä,d 

Teet.^.^eÄS"! SleSf^ríreTl^T" ^ ““ 

Sd‘*SS "T1* :°4eter"1“ lrl;'Sd0':dc,°nnd!h* 
thp-híí4 ^ equipment set up in full running condition aboard 
o« P" i1*1 °n the l8landB t0 determine the effect of radioactivity 

<0TTCe °f the edUlP”ent- Representative itemfo? Held 
t^îetÎÎT111^0 n equlpment were exposed, including telephones, 
teletypewriters, sound-locating sets, and radio and radar gear! 

inclJ^vH6?1 Hflt!fT1fl1, ^ medical equipment was exposed, 
ho^î peines, viruses, toxins, antiserums, bacteriophage^, 
hormones, vitamins, and dental supplies. P S 

»«,,4 Inve8tigations were made of the effectiveness of air filtering 
equipment, protective creams, and protective clothing. ^ 
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Issimlcftl PrmraUpna fg¿ Petennining in.iury 

ía-Afiinale and Plaaia 

8.0Q1 Xntroductiono 

The ¡fiedical groupe inveetigating injuries to Nagasaki inhabi¬ 

tants found that(, beeidee the persons killed inetantly by the atomic 

bombs» many persons — including even persons located more than a 

mile from the explosion — suffered serious injuries of aeveral types. 

First, second, and third degree burns of skin were very common. Many 

persons developed a diseasec now known as radiation sickness which 

was apparently independent of mechanical or thermal injuries and was 

often fatal; it was presumably caused by intense gamma radiation. ' 

Because most of the casualties were not given adequate medical 

care and were not examined carefully until several weeks after the 

explosion, the biological and medical information obtained was not 

wholly adequate. And, of course, it was impossible to make any accu¬ 

rate correlation between injury and pressure, radiation, etc. 

Consequently, a major effort was made in Operation Crossroade to 

obtain data on injury to animals. By correlating the injury data with 

the pressure and radiation data, and by interpreting the data in terms 

of damage to men, means presumably could be devised for reducing 

injury to personnel subjected to atomic bombing, for diagnosing such 

injury promptly, and for mitigating the effects. 

The number of animals used was kept to the minimum compatible 

with obtaining Information which would be effective in showing how 

injury to personnel could be prevented or reduced in atomic bomb 

warfare. The decision to use animals was adopted only after all 

available means, for measuring mechanically the anticipated physical 

and biological effects, had been investigated and had proved inade¬ 

quate. Use of dogs was foregone in deference to the pleas of a 

section of the public. 

8.002 Mammals 

The following mammals were exoosed: 
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last a Iggt B 

Pige 

Goat e 

Hate 

Mice 

147 

176 

3030 

109 

57 

20 
0 

200 
O 
O Guinea Pigs 

All these types of mammals endure tropical climates and can sur¬ 

vive for a relatively long time without attentior 'except guinea pigs). 

Pigs were chosen because their skin and short hair are comparable 

to man’s; goats were chosen because their weight is comparable to 

man’s and the quantity of their body fluids is sufficient for ex¬ 

tensive laboratory analysis (four of the goats were selected for their 

peychoneurotic tendencies); rats were chosen because the responses of 

their tissues and blood to radiation ate k»$wn and have been corre¬ 

lated with the corresponding responses in man; mice were chosen from 

special strains,, some with high and some with low predilection to 

cancer. 

Also, it was desirable to select mammals having approximately 

the same resistance as humans to nuclear radiations, e.g., goats and 

pigs, and animals having considerably more resistance, e.g., rats, 

and other animals having less resistance, e.g., guinea pigs. 

The animals were transported in the BUBLESON (APA-67)„ which 

departed San Francisco 1 June 46, making a late and direct trip so 

that the animals would be in the beet possible condition on iUDay. 

Some of the animals were kept on BÜBLESÜÏÏ as "controls"; but 

the majority were placed on these target vesselss NEVADA, SAÏAWA, 

INDEPENDENCE, SALT LAO CITÏ, PENNSYLVANIA, PARCHE SS 384, and 16 

other vessels (principally APA's and DD's). These vessels repre¬ 

sented a wide range of distances from the Zeropoint; the desire was, 

of course, to produce injury having a wide range of severity. Some 

animals were tethered; others were free to roam within cages or com¬ 

partments. Some were placed above decks, others below. Since the 

vessels were to have little or no ventilation for several days, the 

choice of suitable compartments was limited. 

A number of the animals were specially prepared. Some goats 

were clipped to hair-length similar to man's; some goats were partial¬ 

ly covered by special protective clothing or by antiflash creams. 

Blood counts were made of most animals before the explosion as bases 

for comparison with post-explosion counts. Some animals were sup¬ 

plied with filtered air and were thus kept from being exposed to 

particulate fission products. 
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To make it possible to correlate injury vith pressure, radiation, 

etc., an elaborate instrumentation scheme was worked out. Near each 

group of animals one or more sets of instruments were set up to 

measure intensity and duration of heating effects, air pressure, wind 

velocity, surface acceleration, and optical, gamma-ray, and neutron 

radiations. The more specialized test instruments used'included: 

4 Sonne cameras (for recording on film the intensity of 

gamia-ray radiation as a function of time) 

Several R Meters (simple ionization chambers) 

100 air-pressure gages 

10 Geiger counters (for safety monitoring, for evaluating 

radioactivity in biological material, etc.) 

2000 photographic gamma-ray recorders 
Several ultraviolet recorders 

Several temperature recorders 

Much standard medical laboratory equipment was used also. Injuiy 

was evaluated by examining the animals, noting their location and 

degree of protection, and obtaining statistics on deaths, survivals, 

and various tyoes and degrees of injury. At varying intervals 

following exposure, pigs, goats, and rats were killed and examined 

in order that physical effects as a function of time might be accu¬ 

rately determined. Injury data were correlated with pressure and 

radiation data, and estimates were made as to the injuries which 

would have been suffered by personnel. The estimates were based, of 

course, on known relationships between the effects of shock, high 

temperature, and ionizing radiation vçon test animals and the effects 
of similar influences upon men. 

6*003 3acterlft. • 

Bacteria were exposed in metal-enclosed, seeled glass containers. 

It was thought that mutations or other changes of military or medical 
interest might be produced. 

8iQQ4 loaectB and 

¿xooeure of grain insects was arranged also, in order to test 

the genetic effects of radiation on the germ cells of the insects 

themselves and on their progeny throughout several succeeding gener¬ 
ations. 
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ñ.oofi Fifft Qfrhftr Mflrfnfl nfftr 

Extensive étudiés were made on the effecte of the detonation on 

fish to determine whether, in wartime, a country'e resources of fish 

could he destroyed to any appreciable extent; also to obtain data 

which could be used to inform the fishing industry as to the extent 

to which their resources of fish actually were destroyed in the Tests. 

Of particular interest were the questionei What percentages of the 

Lagoon fish populations would be destroyed immediately? What per¬ 

centages of fish would die later from exposure to radioactivity? How 

rapidly v/ould the population deficiencies be corrected by immigration 

and reproduction? 

The studies included "strip censuses", taken before and after the 

explosions, and also "control" censuses made at another (unaffected) 

atoll, namely Bongerik, which is 125 mi east of Hiklni. 

Sonar (acoustical) devices were used in locating schools of fish. 

Hew techniques of poisoning reef fishes were developed which 

greatly facilitated the work of taking censuses in the neighborhood 

of reefs. Rotenone was found to be a remarkably effective poison. 

Over 20,,000 fish were caught by ’ ook, net, and seine. Many were 

caught at night, being attracted by artificial lights. 

Unfortunately, 98 percent of the pelagic fish specimens were 

lost when 7P636 went aground 30 mi south of San Francisco on 13 Sept 

46. Salvage efforts resulted in saving only 2 percent. 

Other marine animal life was studied also, Including, for 

example, coral and barnacles. 

8«006 Plants. 

Backets of seeds were exposed. Some mutations were expected. 

Other plant life was studied also, including algae. 
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Ch^p».«r 9 

Othsr Taahnlftml Pr^aration. 

1Æ1_Introduction. 

The obtaining of extensire preeeure, radiation, etc., data wat 
vital to any adequate correlation between damage end cause of damage. 
These data were required also in making anV extrapolations of Cross¬ 
roads damage results to situations involving vessels of other tyoes— 
present or future —— and to atomic bombs of different power and 
different altitude of detonation. The data were needed also in deter¬ 
mining the amount of energy released by the bomb. They were essential 
also to any adequate correlation between injury to aniriutls (or crews) 
and cause of injury. Finally, these data were of scientific interest 
in their own right. 

The following discussion of technical preparations is arranged 
according to instrument function and is very brief. Fall accounts 
of the principal instruments used are contained in Annex G (Revised) 
to the Operation Plan. 

9»QQ2 Préparations tar Peteralning the Devaiouaent of the Piraban. 

A» ftogglfll,« Since, on A-Bay, the maximum amount of visible 
light emitted from unit area of the detonation region proper would be 
several times greater than from unit area of the sun, it was expected 
that anyone attempting to view the explosion with his naked eye would 
be momentarily (although probably not permanently) blinded. It was 
thought that the infrared light also would constitute a hazard to 
eyes. Consequently 6000 pairs of dark goggles of denllty 4.6 were 
obtained for use by key personnel. (Actually these goggles were 
unnecessarily dense.) Other persons were advised to cover their 
eyes with a forearm and to face away from the Zeropoint. (Almost no 
vielble radiation was expected on B-Dey, and no special precautions 
were proscribed.) 

£■—Iciroafiflpfl« A few persons viewed the A-Day explosion 
through learoscopes, devices developed for viewing enemy airplanes 
approaching "out of the sun." The Icaroscope is an "optical radia¬ 
tion intensity limiter" by means of which the observer's eye receives 
not direct light from the objects viewed but,receives light from an 
image produced by a phosphorescent screen. The Icaroscope uses a fine 
grain phosphor and affords angular resolution of approximately 4Pp» 
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one minute. Approximately 50 Icaroacopee were used; several were 
fitted with motion—picture cameras. 

—Ssaren Cflmfirft. Bowen camera, a highly specialized type of 
camera intended to record the general appearance of the A-Day deto¬ 

nation proper and the development of the fireball, was rendered inef¬ 

fective by the A-Day timing signal failure. (This camera contained 

76 lenses and a vernier-shutter; it was intended to take pictures 

each wiA exposure time of one microsecond, and was intended to 
operate for only 220 microseconds.) 

—9.!Brlea gafflfira. The O'Brien camera afforded even higher 
time resolution !•••• 0«1 microsecond®f in photographing the A-Day 

detonation. Its strip film was mounted on the inside of a rapidly- 

Rotating drum. Its angular resolution correspohded to 3 ft of arc at 

7 mi. One O'Brien camera, mounted on BARTON obtained valuable data 

on the development of the fireball; the other O'Brien camera, located 

on Bikini Atoll, was rendered ineffective by the A-Day timing signal 

£4—Qther Çamarfln« Of course, an enormous number of cameras of 
conventional and eemi-conventional types were used for recording the 
explosion as a whole and the damage produced. (See Sec. 3.020.) 

Eastman high-speed cameras and Fastax cameras were among the most 
Important. 

a.QQg frflparfttlQnn for Determining Peak Pressure in Air. 

Preparations for determining peak pressure in air involved pro¬ 

curing, testing, and installing gages of the types described below. 

Many of the gages were designed and constructed especially for these 

[or previous) atomic bomb tests. The majority of the gages were in¬ 

tended to operate in the so-called "Mach Stem" region. (This is the 

air region in which the direct pressure v/ave and the pressure wave 

reflected from the surface of th* water are so close together as to 

coalesce to form a single wave. The combined wave has roughly the 

form of a cylinder, whose axis is the vertical line through the Zero- 

point. The Mach Stem region is particularly important since the in¬ 

tensity of the pressure wave is abnormally great there.) Some of the 

gages were placed in exposed positions; others were placed in turrets 
or other interior spaces of the target vessels. 

Some of the gages were attached to floats in order that they 

could be recovered readily even if the target vessels on which they 
had been placed were to sink. 
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ïï: “&TatlT,ly 

t^iTto^s ■000™’!^/” u*'d “ estentially of a hollow (vr-n«,*30^! 4 . i0*0°0 psi. It consisted 

.Olid Pl.tL .\0«l~ ÂÍ 0, 3/61.¾ Î* S”; 111 “"»*"• * 
pressure wave drove the » * i. *ur ®'3S-1,n» diameter. The 
it. A microscope va^us-d to míf partially flattening 

which was simply related to the peaJc*preÎ8UreÍtenine, ^ ®Xtent of 

measure ^¡k^preslure^rt^111^^^^ T^« gage was used to 
a sheet of al^iZ foil clLlTlS™ ,U ?° PSl* lt ^olnte^ of 
Pierced by a grafted serî^ÔÎ Pras8 Plataa ®wh 
gradation in diameter^rcm one hol^to tî dl6Jn«ter» up to 2 in. The 
increment, of pressai ÍÍ!L! °A]e to the next wa" wch that the 
cessive ap.ît^. ^e in ^metíiífit0 °f the foil at ^ 
tected at the rear by a t írdv «ir tí i!rie** ^ assembly was pro- 
taneou. equalieation^f presare1 ^Thlsí ïllî*' t0 preVent ln8t“- 
in group, of 5 on an open sW W®re °0Unted 
Placed on exoosed deck? wlv oí ^ »PProximately 7 ft high, 
and other interior spaces of the tírget^esertí! tUrretB 

determlne^peaic^piesBure^in ****L Thie eage was used to 
P.i. It c?ñí.ted oTL ^Ä ÍZ 6° ÍV00° p8Í ^ 20 to 2000 
edges and protected at the rear, which wardefomldT50^ at th0 
very high pressure, ruptured tï- deformed (or, in cases of 
WM computed from the «tent o^deiroraatiST ”T,‘ *"* pr',irar' 

«*« P.Ítre»ur^nrg'^.,"frromns''to iw’nfr ï? ““Í t0 simple, thin-walled “ 0 t0 160 P"1« It consisted of a 
ty the pressure wave in air *? °í drUin which Was Partially crushed 
extent of crushing! Pr*B8Ure Wae computed from the 

' "•««• ^?ec.s: ^t:r;zT"o;"iioo »^, t to 
graded series ("harp") of nine. P.L1000 P i* COnilBt«d of a 
basis of observations as to ïhilh Pr«B8Ure was computed on the 
were bent. Ch plp®8 Were P*nt and how much they 

meneur« n"^ B>1. 6¾. vn. ueed to 

P.l. Pr..Krr».^00°d.ï tn^t™^ê f? *? î“0 P>1 or 100 »« «»«> 
•teel dell In . Wof^ Till Z ZTãZ ZTT * 

V 
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between two flexible steel diaphragms. 

, BBT-r.rçgtftT- 

UM^nside^ Pre!eUre **tR on a Slackened disk, use inside target vessele. 

âa&Êa. This gage 
It was designed for 

&>■, fcltittid 
prestir. In term, of the ^ee0r'i• 
V.T. and t-appad. It va. d..ign.d fo? ut ÍñSdrÍaS.W.S.T' 

a^Q4 fgr ^¿exMaiag Air Presar» ^rsus Time. 

Vr^^Zu^Zlrt' t0 0tîfih thaû Peak-Prea^re data, air 

g:^;rc^£I%SirHÄ 
»>. principé air pr.,»urM.r.u.-tl.e g«,. are de.erlbed belo« 

Thi. Off. Firh-Fr.n,,.,^ 

Unaarll £*F 

loSo p^f^lî1“ ‘ï8 f“fe 80 8« P-* o ”» to Î°00 ¿.ÄX 
It. «coíd o” i r"lung”0:íâ:rr ’S“ e‘Ched - 
and then .topped. Ih.1laphia¿ díijíaÕ.i S S.”^! °”e re',0lutl0'“ 

reasonable faithfulness. 1 f preB8Ure wa8 recorded wift 

preeaur. value. In the^e from ^ o MM ^ " »»•! iov-fre^noy 
cbanically and v.r. r,cor^d ^uf “ 

tome of ^"lwrMo^alif/rnfflrf;T,‘r™ TlUbJaea. ïhe.e gage.. 

preseur, TzllZZ T.ZlrU^ZT, 
strained by the displacement k ÍS 1 re8ÍBtanoe of a wire 

OscieiïoegrIph'.°?nB^h °BCÍ11°faph recorder.^n^w'str^- 

vÂfÂCîÂ'TiSÆïïn.sr« 

erai mues, it thus measured pressure in the free field, outside 
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ib S\eiD r6ßion” 6ae® operated by trenemittir« (by freqvenar 
dinühRtlCn a fignel wh0*e «length varied with the deflection of 

"f ae,0n! PUte °f 8 conden8Sr. A ground station re¬ 
ceived the eignal and photographed the oecilloscope trace resulting. 

--—— 

to measure the small (■ 
there. 

■Mjigyç^ftrographt This gage was used at remote locations “ " --- —— I/o xuua.iii.uns 
very low-frequency) pressure changes produced 

¿>.005 PreparaUgnB fvr Determinina VeionUy 0f shorir va** i* ^ri 

of th® Ehock in air in the Mach Stem region was 
?!Í!i Í d.Íy feveral »ethods, among the methods readied were those 
involving the instruments described below.' 

Ax„. SgnpfrwYH, Arrangements were made for receiving radio 
signals (indicative of arrival of shock wave in air) from sfritr of 
special sonobuoys placed along a radial line and with carefully 
measured spacing. ^ 

!*■ PflffiflrflB. Several Eastman Type III high-speed 16-mm 
motion-picture cameras, of focal length 17 in., were set up on Amen 
to photograph the shock wave in air. Of the order of 1000 frames/sec 
film eXpuB!d’ aCCUrate tlmine signals were superimposed on the 
ilm. Photographs revealed the shock wave in mid-air and also the 

circle of intersection of the shock wave with the Lagoon surface. 

—ArgPB Agfa VaUtin Arrangements were made for photo- 
graphing argon flash lamps located on target vessels and triggered 
by the shock wave in air. Photography was by 35-mm General Hadio 
continuous-motion streak camerae located in Tower C on Amen. Accu^ 
rate timing signals were superimposed on the film. 

_ , x ¿i MfifineUfi Recording Blast Switch««. Arrangements were 
^eof0brirerrdinê°î hlfh'epeed »««netic tapes the times of trigger¬ 
ing of bxast-operated switches arranged in pairs. 

fnrt . itiebt Bftfiji Pecordpfn. Arrangements were made 
(¡^bbgí!PhiCally rftCordil1« th® time interval between interruptions 
(produced by passage of the shock wave in air) in steady beams of 
iignt passing from a position very near the camera to dihedral 
mirrors on target vessels and thence back to the camera. 

cour*e’ shock-wave velocity can be computed from pressure 
wJ i f9pllcable t0 the r«gion in which the pressure was less than 500 psi iss 
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_ 7 p 
“ ?P° fcf -'] (Iq. 1) 

Where U îb the shock-wave velocity in ft/««<» p < u 
preeoure in psi, p. i- th« * * ^/iiec, £ is the shock-v/ave 

fr^ñrntKiir f^r n,imri,„.. <r¡ 

coupatrtli'froi'the präSre-ye^« u'fjí 0f pr'“ure' 1* readily 
tea been diecussed in a previous d î ’ mea8Urement of which 
tances from the Zeropoint (i e at noiüí > ffi0deíate arid ^reat dis- 
1... «h» 600 pal). the aet ^:rr:,*h;.P0'f P«"“. 1. 

PoTo »l»” p° le'tL^pS^p.^lurrSe'l")"át^th"*7 f’J101“1'' O-367 th'<->ppr°í::r^rrr- 
lapal«,*?“^"',,“"* pletoa^^T r*latiJely dlr«ct op 
targat vessels. The timing signal faiî^! ‘¡••^ers located on 
ing the valuable reeults expected. 1 ^ prevented obtain- 

• 

¿«007 PréparaiipflfijÇQi ^terminiag PrenminLje.tc.. in v:nf-.arii 

water, particularly^n^est b!™ f°r determlnine pressure in 

gages of^the^following 'typesfea^ pre8BUr9 in Water was determined by 

similar to ^sf^iberirie^fggg^ ^86 ^68 W8re 
▼nriety of ranges and depths location ’ d Wure located at a great 
on raflectlonof th. p^.u^ «ífto proTläe ““ 
Oí preaeare alo,, the ,artac, of^th. ^t.rí'11' “ °n “‘“““»o 

lar 4° oporntlng"principle »¡'th^'Sic'riS.^..^**' »1"1- 

a*. ftffltaroil Foil r«ilH»rft«nfC Saetí. Th... eag.. »... 
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similar in operating principle to thoee deecritoed in Sec. 9.003. 

peak preeiura fwfc-frfliwrg Qagflt Thie gage meaeured 
o! e0!!*! íf* ín te^m, if rémanent deformation produced in aluminum 
or copper diaphragma. Pressures up to 6000 psi could he measured. 

... 

^ Preaiurc-versu^TiiBe gaÄe, 

of a pieioelêctric^toúunuQineCrystal?* ^ terM °f th* conPreMlon 

^ -isi-aaEraa: g-;¿'LSgfgg 

s;.a ¿ÆrrsS •> “• « ¿p.Sí ;,”s s.ssMÄE-sir'- 
the desired preseure-versus-time data. proviaes 

.. Impulse transmitted through the water was 
•nÍTtói P"”'*"-»«-«*-»!.. d.,crlbed .„or. 

I*, Pfliomeii PlaphrMUl Inmulse Oa^«. n*ui_ ¿lÄ 
a, ^ . ^gfgrmfíd Piaphrafm Impulse cw», mai t™. Thi. eaea 

... . —Deformed Qylindar Imnulae Qa^ft. This ¿acre contain« » 
oiïi’r • d*^~«*nTnî°‘ 
PP r cylinder. The exten. of deformation is indicatire of the 

maximum momentum of the piston. * 0 6 

. • P* Iiff^rrettUflúCy Sound » Measurements were made of low- 

Pwõ^míZ4 'ï W;íer in 0rder t0 flnd Wheth" •toiic LiTx- 
hi? 1 ? ight B9t 0ff acou,tic*l mines. Measurements were made bv 
hydrophones moored near the bottom of the Lagoon- the recordar« 
pen.and.lalE o, ««n.tle recording tppe, oTC ^lLd. 
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frmaratlimn fftr Maamirinr 0pti™i ii.^).Milr|| 

BmlllltHm,!. Tlme-inte- 

Ä- 

interaBt.tiet0rmln* i,lt6n*lt3r ln TUrTiT» * 

ti«. ,Tfmg ^«^rlMlPn Of Ontlcal To dfttennlne the 

s^rínuí «»^prÄT5* T’ “* ^w'^11' 

.“îdi uo’ti'0-3? t0 °-4 "?““■ “^.eh~.î“„*Âfir 
•econd interrai)?8 lntervalB (lOO-»>lcroBecond interval and 5000-miero- 

sr.»fSÄaÄse» 
«um™ 3!™ 'p,;tro«r^1» «"Ploying quartz prl.»,. In iddltlon 

■pactrograph of grating type «a. employed al»! fnS£?1f Ld. 

CeTf4:;*:^^”.;::: «>• ln 
Informâtlo^ae to tí™ 3í!íe,í, îî* T' for obt8lnl"g «Mltlonal 
»hloha film l.movíd.í^í^ ^í by u*ln* a Phot^raphlo method In 
trated^eutral*fUter.* *PM4 * ^114 P^^lded with . call- 

!Um frepardtloM for (Win- Huoie.e ... 

,. —fotirPàttcU.ofl^ Measurement of nuclear radiation« «nd 

î? £“î!(1) T »1^% 

HZ1” (’) ‘^.c^p^St of”Ä^tm?“ “t r 

Ä XKÄÄÄ/r iS merit 

Inn^'ZlTXll ZZZTX; TSl ‘?e 
different type, of Inet^ment. ^re 

^-geutron Rp<t1fít;lftn. Time-integrated intensity of neutron 
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radiation vas measured by means of sulfur samples, In which neutron 
capture led, by the (neutron-proton) reaction, to the production of 
phosphorus. The resulting phosphorus was radioactire, emitting beta 
particles. 

■£*. ■ QfrlPKft. ftfldlfltlPB.fi Time-Integrated intensity of gamma radi¬ 
ation was measured by means of thousands of photographic film badges, 
each of which contained a small piece of unexposed photographic film. 
JTrom the film blackening produced by the ambient gemma radiation the 
time-intensity of the gamma radiation was readily determined. 

* J^aneous intensity of gamma radiation was measured by means 
of the Geiger counter, a device sensitive enough to detect passage of 
a single quantum of gamma radiation. The majority of the Geiget 
counters were carried manually and read on the spot; others were of 
automatic-recording type, or telemetered their findings to persons 
situated some miles away. Some Geiger counters were mounted in waten- 
tight cases and were used beneath the surface of the Lagoon. Others 
were mounted in drone airplanes. Some were shielded with thick metal 
slabs so that very high levels of ambient radiation could be measured 
accurately. Others were shielded merely to show the effectiveness of 
the shielding materials themselves. 

A number of ionization-type gamma-radiation meters were used 
also. Time distribution of gamma radiation was determined by means 

4*i8TlCe8 cont&inin* photographic film moving behind a slit provided 
with gamma-ray attenuating screens or step wedges of various 
thicknesses. 

v k g* Other fllfilfiar fadlatloni. Little effort was made to measure 
beta radioactivity. Some alpha radioactivity measurements were made 
at Kwajalein during the evaluation of the energy release by the radio¬ 
chemical method described in Chap. 5. 

—Special gangling Procfàurenn Proper selection of samples 
was essential to obtaining reliable conclusions as to radioactivity 
in the air and in the water. To determine radioactivity in the air, 
use was made of drone planes carrying Geiger counters and also filter* 
for coliecting radioactive oarticles in the air. To determine radio¬ 
activity in the Lagoon samples were taken at a predetermined series 
of depths and at a predetermined set of plan-view positions. Water 
samples taken from well beneath the surface of the Lagoon were ob¬ 
tained with the aid of Nansen bottles. 

In some instances sampling was continuous, as in continuously 
pulping water (taken in by a boat underway) past a Geiger counter, or 
in continuously analyzing the air through which a drone plane is 
flying. 

In some instances the radioactivity was deliberately concentrated 
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and "apace-integrated", as with the aid of filters on drone planes. 

frgparetiQnfl for Determining Ship Reanon,» 
&fi Satfh. -Other than Damage 

^18 •«ction dificusees meane of determining 

and Ahí 1 dJ8Pia®ement» 1«®«» translation and dietortion, of shijf 

trLsiîntPaf 5 8180 Tel0city! acc®l*ration; roll and pitch; onl/ 
(mZÍ h!” f0^permanent* non-damage, effects are considered, 
in Chip 7 ^terninln« perra“®at, i.e., damage, effects are discussed 

mi_- 7Úa P*B1plffifrcrn1i,.. Several kinds of gages were selected to deter- 
ne the transient mechanical displacements, i.e., transient trans- 

thl So U-Btortionn, produced in ships and ship parts hy 
the explosion. These are discussed separately belowj 

% 

to MAA,i:.fai}^rftTih/^ PlBPlflCempnt &Sgft. This device was used 
v%rtical “^horizontal peak displacement of keels, snper- 

lelltillw’f tCi ï™8 t7pe 0f 6age emPl0y8 & Mlemically (i;e., 
elatively freely) suspended inertia member whose motion (relative to 

memberB) waB recorded by scratches on a 
stationary sheet of wax paper. 

in nl BUacement dnrr, This device is similar 

of ^ ^ PallofaPh» ^ records peak displacement in terms 
di?pla®ftn!eilt oi a rigidly mounted bar with respect to a 

freely sliding inortia unit mounted on the bar. 

^ fltelP ffiflk Peflcctlpn Qye. This device consists 

°1 a 1#*í 8trip Which BUffers permanent distortion when 

finil^ th^Itii?*""111 00CUr* betVaen the tw0 dlff«rent bodies con- 

i- _Displacement This device 

nllfS y in functl0n operatlng principle to the 
mÜÎ ? ^Veaï«diiPîftC*m*nt ea€e’ ®xcept th&t U records displace- 

Z l “d t!K dlBpl*Ce"'nt «r.toh.d 

, p V' fe« PlffPlfirrrnrnt ^ñrr. This device consists of a 

ll^tB of 1 Ihîr ÍÍ«;PPr?XÍinatel3r 10 ft l0ng) BXtBndlng between two p rts of a ship. Motion of one part relative to the other causes a 

lSl“y““crniír!M end °f the bar' “d ““ of ‘~T*1 “ 

Bftie ÄflT.lAfijentr This is very similar to the 
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10¾ ba.e instrument de.crlbed «mt., but i. «borter. 

I? » M^netlc^typé "’î*"”11 Prl«lP«lly 
mounted relatively freelv *4l consiste of a coil 
with reepect to the m^t ° ílTuí duÓ '1?' .l’l0eít? of ooll 
current whose magnitude i- rero^'L^ d in th® coil 811 Educed 
UP.. Velocities .. 

gages^of thri^eî1 dSscribefbeloir °f BhlP PftrtB WaB mea8Ured by 

coneists^f ftgleIdftdiskfV??rdUT)hSSrg?elffrFt^0p rrRrfi* ThÍ8 «®«« 
against the ship part acceleratei^J^8® ed€:eB are placed firmly 
of thé central area of thé 4i(k *The ®r®tlon produc«a deformation 
from the pressure wave in air. * Bk *«. of course, protected 

« gage consists 
been weakened near the base so tw Jh«r material; the plug has 
the remainder of the plug méy be brok^of^® Ï!*® 1b ^«oiorated, 
of plugs of various strengths acee'erst* * ^ Uelnfi larfi« numbers 
100 to 1500 0 may be det^ninéd íetóUy! ln the raDge fvom 

»i. Tv.,. 
member, . „.rln«, and â rêcord^ ^! «»neiet^ of 
of etlffn..,, when thê ta«« , ^76 Ugree. . 
(in contact with the tarae/ve.IIi 18 m°Ved 8Uddenly' «ach spring 
corresponding ine^a^^^veTo8 “ÎÏT ^ 
inertia member is moved is record^ B°’4 or n°t a given 
block of putty. By noting whic/inertii memhCapaU! °f indentinß » 
acceleration value is thu^ "br!cketed!i aCtually “^«d. the 

T^r.- 
cribed immediately above Howsrei. 4+°6 prlnclple to the one de- 
component, of acceleration, and th¡ «tratT«'.^ thrfe ortho«!'Ml 
eereral fringe are determined by me^ ôf l 0t the 
recorded on photographic film. ^ f light 1)e*m8 wkich are 

0f 811 inertla^ember^whlch^^v;hen^accele0^'' g&ë* conBÍ^ 
of its supporting Unkg lnto a block ofpushes the sharp ''feet'' 
computed from the depths of th« wo aluminum. Acceleration is 
num. P K' 01 t!le holM P«...« In th. block of alumi- 

—-Sent-, fiasd Typé Accélérât ion Thi s gage consists of 
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a graded eeries of reeds, each rigidly attached at one end and carry¬ 

ing at the free end an inertia nemher. When the assemtly of reeda is 

accelerated, the reeds bend; the deflections, recorded by scribers on 
waxed paper, are indicative of the acceleration experienced. 

1 Bflft Pltcili Because it was expected that pressure waves 
and water waves night cause severe roll or pitch of the target 

vessels, instruments were provided to record such ship motions, 

rrincipal means of determining roll and pitch are indicated below: 

1> CMfiFfti Cameras on island towers and on some of the 
target vessels themselves served to record roll and pitch of the 
target vessels. 

„ 2* QygglOQPe Ron and Pitch Recorrifr,, This device records 

roll and pitch data on a pen-and-ink recorder or on an oscillograph 

—g&naulma-Type Boll and Pitch Recorder. ln this device 

scribers record roll and pitch data on rotating aluminum disks. 

Zt—Affige rature Rliif). Temperature rise produced in target 

vessels was measured by maximum recording thermometers. Temperature 

rise produced on exposed surfaces was measured by panels painted with 

temperature-indieating paints, in which a color change in the paint 
indicates the highest temperature reached. 1 

2*011—Preparations for Measuring Wave Phenomena. 

.. ^—lAtraAuctlOB. Prior to the Tests it was felt by some that 
the waves produced might cause important damage to target vessels or 

beach installations. Also, it was known that "full-scale experiment" 

data were much needed to show just how to interpret model basin ex¬ 

periments in terms of results produced by atomic bombs. Consequently, 

extensive plans were made to study the waves produced at Bikini, par¬ 
ticularly by Test B, the underwater explosion. 

Besides straightforward wave-height measurements, measurements 
v/ere made of the closely- related quantities} water depth and bottom 
pressure. 

Seme of the principal instrumenta used are mentioned belcw. It 

is unfortunate that in Test E the majority oi the wave measuring 

instruments located within 1/3 mi of the Zeropoint were damaged by 
the explosion and gave little usable data. 

JL—Camera, In measuring wave phenomena much reliance was 
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from the air were ueually oblicué nhofo» , ’ ^0^°*raP^® taken 
Photograph, were taken fron al2o.t directíy õÍeÍhÍad? * 

.ttaenêa «ó*tMgÍ^TMMÍI^LI^"’’í ' SfTeral f.thoMter« rigidly 
eluded 3ÿœ iœ-6 portable f«thÔ,ï*,d t0 r,,!ord depth. They7!.- 
Type WO fathometer. UodlítaX ,“i *t"r°1 “* 
Inboard. Their recorder. ..re etarted 

1 ^r^“h»"^,^.1*onl‘L^’u^r^,l;lt?°°a1 f»tboaet.re 
•igned for nlnlnun roll under w«í! ^ T?ty Mark 17 nin® <»•«•) de- 
.tern, of target T.n,l. ÊL.rr!.r !'‘ ‘•‘•“«'i iro. th. 
belo» the buoy and connectedly a 20o”ft*r îi tr*n,duc,r we euepended 
•4 In the target reeert. * *° th* «««rder iount- 

waTe-pr.ieure^rõeordár«*!"turtlee"jrSeré Îlîî' S!!'r*1 ^d-.twted- 
Lagoon, about 500 yd apart at reni« î Í*id °Ä th® bottora oi the 
the intended ^ to 4500 yd fro« 

buoyed and Interconnected to aid their reí radi? lin*- were 
approxlaately 200 lb, had an 8-In «LIT!? ^Ch Unlt wei«hed 
per hour by a spring-wound clock *aM chArt rotated once 
pressure elenent giring ful 1 défie^ti‘ f°Urdon“type 
1 coa.trlcted section was included between^he11*^ °f 10° ft °f 
pressure elenent to nrotert ft-, Between the eea connection and 
»ent ca..e. were of hiîf.^ch ^ee'l ^ the WÄT*‘ ^tru- 

uwtXtadtÄ:^1 r~r:.4,,crLw 
change as a function of tine lach / . ^Bed to »«asure pressure 
»ately one hour. in*trunent recorded for approzi- 

reportaãg^ttftB^^ãèeure^gágée^were ^111 Sn,nl "41o- 
bottom-preeeur. díta StalSd * ‘o V rMlo the 
reporting unite. ' ®ono-*moye were ueed aa the radlo- 

Botton^unted’eitalî^waT.'oreeeura^01' ¥‘I.I 
1 ne tailed near eereral lalande of the^toli*' iJ:ldufiiPhone type) »... 
meaeur. height and tlme-of-Mrlrll o! -“J1 n'iKht’or1”« atoll, to 
Inetrumente operated for We^tf 

»taf. Hlertrlrnl Tinm Harimu. height of 
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J*!'*. **'^ B1“nJ J'1“4 *»• meawrsd br .iMtrloal type nuirai 
cü pÎpm Tîî‘ . îf lî °" Bmnl Wh- Th— con.leted of vertí, 
k¡Í,htP ï' 6 íh' ‘í äi“,t,r *”d 15 ft ln hèlent, driven Into the 
i*“l¿«líy'ué£ lí *1?otrle*1 «»tut. epeoed « 1». „„t „tended 

rtically along the pipe, so that water rising to the level of a 
particular contact would permit electric current to flow blowin* th« 

ziizn? '"‘Vrítw in th' °™‘~i 
rí«S î? ïklnî î!îf fi*1“?- «f » Pipo. .«ch. «er. 
level õL i ft ■«^ fiontalned one pip. at aean low-water 
level, one 3 ft below mean low-water level, and one 3 ft above A 
« ngle pip. wae placed well Inland, near the center of the Island. 

of » ^ g“ Tm»' Ihl. eouiotMl r a eeriee of email open cane nailed to poets and trees. Can« wer* 

waterndlalt^°*" í*lghíB* Eel*ht of highest cane filled with Lago» water Indicated mazlnum height of waves. * 

Telavl.ton, Television cemerae aid transmitters were in 
.túlod on •overol Bikini tovoro. Motion plotur.rÍ.rí”J’ ôf ÎL 
IMÍ.. reproduced In ,.c.lv.r. on Bikini ud l.^îr”™. 

£«012 

In measuring site, rate-of-growth, and demise of clouds and 

2tilinaM0mit4d eXPî0,l0nB' PrlnciP^ reliance wae placed on 
?“ïîCtUr# photography- including high-speed photo- 

f^!0 "ignalt W8r® included on some of the motion- 
p ct re films so that rate-of-growth data could be determined with 

EmLrSÎ™7’* ffllablllty of wldth h®i«ht estimates wae 
assured by carefully recording the positions and focal lengths of the 

ln the «•“" “5 .«1.« Objíot., ^ 
as target veesels, of known distance, heading, and length. 

oh-rÜÜ 1fter.eoir*e* of th® radioactive cloud, were followed by 
observers in airplanes equipped with Geiger counters. ^ 

No direct method was available for determining directly the 

¡mt^Tin^hT8«!ln th® 8-1)87 coluBm' th® nrerage height to which the 
ïolSmî n W> carrled* or th® en®rgy represented by the 

£iPlS frflPirfttions for Mea«ur<nBP Water Cr>t.«p.. 

duf.*.^« "Ü Bad* t0 Bea®ur® th® ®iz® of the water crater pro- 
duced in Teat B. The apparatus used consisted of a number of small 
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Â’iîïi cy^%riiñd.t ,nolo,1”s *plece of "»oto- 
iooo-ft oTXîf ; r*" rr*4 at t0. 

íxrifilS SlrLs^^?oV^^ 
film would romain unampoatd! ” «Meldod and »hoir 

—£ieparati»na for Meai.urirg tfíe Bottmn 

/J®“« for meaeuring the bottom crater created hv a™* t. m . 
for determining the denth of th- w.«.. created by Bomb B called 

âSIíS =-Ä ~,r 

^ Arrant, ^ ntt,nr n... 

ratiOM1”1^}"»!4"*: ‘9 f?1* *° P"41»* th' ««!»»■ «1 du- 
duead ty Bomb Bt atudlea wero nada0«? of radlo«ctlwo matarlala pro- 
In measuring cuiront. Ma mé !ÍÍ! “í " “"P«"»" 1" th. L^oon. 
drift bottle., Md dye marker.- carefu?“!''1* "'‘p”’ «UTMt pol„, 
to region, of ingra» ^«rÜ.TS *1“°' »• el«n 

ss-1: 
Inre e t i gat ion* *ue 1 ng^a ZllV't&'ll'Zl «ou“^.^*“^ 

in a previ one .eetíoTüf thíer^p“”Tlt!r °f th* ***’* *” dl,cu»,»í 

^—ífltrodiUfítlgnii Early in the planning of rv--». j „ « 
it ... realized that iniozmatlon of military^ .^l,”üf“ 
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might be obtained by means of physical measurements made at great 
distances from the locale of the detonation. Principal interest lay 

îwIeL0Prnt i°f Î featlbl® m®thod for detecting and locating futile 
îîntl dÎeiï ^l0®l0?-^r. in the world. The remote measure- 
mente decided on included geophysical, meteorological, magnetic, 
ionospheric, and radioactivity observations, to be made ¡t various 
sites throughout a considerable fraction of the world. (Many of the 

lndlCftted 10 Ch®P- 3-> Th® Principal type, of ¿ííomení 
considered are discussed briefly below: 

Paeifií1 ^,rang®®ent8 wer« "»d* at many remote sites in the 
Pacific for detecting any abnormalities in height of water. 

station« Arrang®m*ntb w«r® mad« at several remote 
field Wrîr f “í ftPT,r®ciabl® in the ambient magnetic 

eld. Recording variometers of very high sensitivity were uwd. 

raanff* iMU. Arrangements were made at many 
remote stations for determining whether any appreciable chan*«/ 
occ^rr.! In th. relationship b.t.s.n fr.çusncf of rîdtô Ï&. «un 
refl.ctlon of th. . W fron Ionio,«! Ujrsr/lo th^r 

radlo^t^tlm'io" ’"f! “*?' for radio trM.nl,.Ion fro« ons 
bit1!« l i™ Íí,r l<,cat«d » consldorabls 41,t«ncs beyond - 
out in line with — the explosion area. It was thought that ex- 

miMioÜ7Pr0dUCed at“0sph*rlc ionization might attenuate the trans- 

9Xp}0Bi0n "«n «tudied by radar sets also, to determine 
whether any important amount of atmospheric ionisation was produced. 

Arrangements were made at several points in 

'Ä“*5oü: S- f0r 4,t,0tln* producid by 

Arrangements were made at several stations for 
uío^nü* “îî ftppr®clabl® chaníÇe in air pressure due to the ex¬ 
plosions. Micro barographs were used. 

■2*—Bflrilofift.lvity in Àflr, Instruments were set up at a number 

iídíoMUrttfÍTT’1*,*1“ Sr“ ÍOr «y mor«.. In th. 
íitu^tíÍ IÍ L Jií. ^iger counter, were used. Some were 

«ídi bi.“oM * ! “rrl'd *° hl«h *l‘l‘od. by radio- 

. . . .—rth ShoriW, Many stations throughout the world were alert¬ 
ed to detect any appreciable earth shock. 
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Other TechnlflAl freparations 

riBe !r?r.aTtl0nB WPr! made f0r recordin« the maximu# temperature 

« ;.:r*of th' 

^Tn oí th'Aton 

feaelM• J**hlf Bt?dieB were made toi whether it wae 

xtr»“ 

aerolõàleãf0«raPhB' p,JrohrometerB Wtír® u«ed la the extensive 
Ref. 210. program re err®d t0 la ch*P. 3 and described in detail in 

mçh plM., «.re prortd.fvi'?; Stîtid”*^’ 

I 
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Chapter 10 

Execution of Test 1 

10.001 Introduction. 

Thie Chapter describee the execution of Test A. It makes no 
attempt to cover the objects of the Test (see Chap. 2), organiza¬ 
tion, administration, nontechnical preparations, or rehearsal (see 
Chap. 3), or the technical results, which are covered in Chaps. 11 
through 19= 

10.002 Delivery of Bomb. 

Bomb A, dubbed "Gilda," was put aboard the specially-prepared 
B-29 bombing plane "Dave’s Dream," Aircraft NO. 44-27354, at Kwaja- 
lein at approximately 1230, 30 June 46, Bikini local time (i.e., 
time in minus eleven time zone). Loading was facilitated by use of 
the specially-constructed loading ramp on the south side of the 
western end of the runway. 

The men who boarded Dave’s Dream rere: 

Majo V. P. Swancutt 
Brig. Gen. R. M. Ramey 
Col. W. J. Blanchard 
Capt. W. C. Harrison, Jr. (Army) 
Maj. H. H. Wood 
Col. Jo R. Sutherland 
Ens. D. L. Anderson 
Mr o L. D. Smith 
Capt. Paul Chenchar, Jr. (Army) 
Maj. W. B. Adams 
Lt. R. M. Glenn (Army) 
Corp. R. M. Modlin 
Corp. H. B. lyons 
Tech. Sgt. J. W. Cothran 

Airplane Commander 
Task Group I.5 Commander 
Air Attack Commander 
Co-Pilot 
Bombardier 
Bomb Commander 
Weaponeer 
Weaponeer 
Radar Observer 
Navigator 
Flight Engineer 
Scanner 
Scanner 
Radio Operator 

At the originally scheduled hour of takeoff, 0534, Dave's 
Dream was standing on the loading ramp, loaded and ready. The 
go-ahead signal from Commander JTF-1 was relayed at 0542 from MT. 
MCKINLEY to ALBEMARLE moored at Kwajalein and was immediately trans¬ 
ferred to the Commander Task Group 1.5« Three minutes later, at 0545, 
Dave's Dream taxied down the ramp- towards the takeoff position at the 
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»out end of the rum.ay. Takeoff occurred at O555. 

cloud^conditione Co"mu«ier JTF-1 because of 
later Une. ï Ly h^í fee ach^^ S“r at a 

ttlÂXÆen1“0 f 8íre‘“t: ^«aSoS^t0^ f”‘ 

d i3:SoSr^ ^“uSdf 

ÄÄI“1™ “ t0 ^^“Är^Äe-t 

Dreent’írteeater^ie^5rtbe’8n ^ t0 8h°rten 016 r<«*a of Da,e<e 
aver, 3 nln aftÂclfÎ^SHfthe^ûZ.^“? ln Ho*- 

SfS8 rît0lLteedT^rHÎ0r8 ^818 ^ P^eÄrör^teflS’ 
over te¡ tïïget Sei 1¾ "Ä TJ At0U> and arÄ 
Point Baker The Rnmh r ^ ^ made ^he Pre8crl*®d wind rim to Orbit 
teste IfljJlente ““ ^°88818 their final 

Hasher on NEV^A^sIfl clearS’ íulthlífdT'”?«*1'8 ^8881°11 
was picked up 50 mi awav and III rad£r 1,600011 at Bikini 
the desired coursé, which wf6 0I5O ih LTr0ach and 
tion of the target center 111 ï® recogni^ 
NEVADA0 Visibility was excellent^ th® Whit® turrets of 
dry run was considered succèssfui” Waf &tâ 08318 ^ 
1286 «» obUin-Tldte-fr^^SIr8848 (1V^ ^ 

teerl^cLSe"^™ llllandTo ^ 

began^thelive “í“ Poln‘ Baker. It 

niies fron target. It passed the fnitial pSIt’wÎI'â” (île)81 
at a distance 35 nautical niies fron target, andlltteuSVÄget. 

deorelefl’oate1^ “íhTÍld’»1811 “I 1“ 0‘2 *0 at 0830, had (True). The „ind encountered was Hi nl/hr fron L-V 

Indicïtedli/siiHalwIteteti^hï00/* *“? “li"taln8,i¡ oalibrated 
The following is a qul.tlon ll pa^î ^ T T.IrT 
Report of Operations Crossroads iy Connardér îask Groi î v 

Ing tables were used in all con^utatiois.)^ bomb8" 
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The report referred to above continues (p. 79) s "Tilling was very 
uearly perfect. Accepting actual release as the basis for measuring 
errors, the 10-min signal was 14 sec late, the 5-min signal was 12 seo 
late, the 2-min signal was 8 sec late, and the 1-min signal was only 3 
sec late. Release occurred at 0859:46, exactly 14 sec early.” 

At the instant the bomb was released, the bombardier broadcast 
"Bomb Away, Bomb Away.” 

A report by the Air Attack Commander stated: "The Bomb Commander 
watched the bomb clear the airplane and stated it did nut hit any pert 
of the Bomb Carrier." 

A few seconds after release of the bomb (bomb-bay doors closed 
within 3 to 8 sec) the pilot executed a 150° level turn to the left 
and than executed a shallow dive, losing 1000 ft while increasing 
calibrated indicated air speed to 240 mi/hr. The shock wave was felt 
in the plane 84 sec after release and the secondary wave was felt imme¬ 
diately thereafter. Neither affected control of tbo plane. 

"Dave's Dream" returned to Orbit Point Baker and from there went 
directly to base at Kwajalein, landing without incident. 

Eggleston Eight, the F-13 photographic plane, rendesvoused with 
"Dave's Dream" at 0803* It accompanied Dave's Dream on all runs, 
maintaining position 1000 ft to the right. It took motion pictures 
of Dave's Dream and of the bomb falling (35-ain black and white film. 
Serial No, Cr. 18248). It then broke away, turning 150° to the right, 
photographing the bomb throughout its fall and photographing the explo¬ 
sion. 

Pictures taken from Dave's Dream gave a pictorial record of the 
line of flight prior to the drop and of the drop of the bomb through¬ 
out the first few seconds. 

10.003 Detonation. 

The bomb detonated at 34 sec 1 5 sec after 0900 (1 July 46) 
Bikini local time, which is 34 sec ï 5 sec after 1700 (30 June 46) 
EST and 34 sec t 5 sec after 2200 (30 June 46) GOT. 

The bomb fell for 48.1 sec t 0.3 sec before detonating. 

Altitude of the bomb at Hike Hour was 518 ft with a probable 
error of plus or minus 10 ft. (Source: Ref. 300-11) 

Final data as to the latitude and longitude of the actual Zero- 
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point were not available in the office of the Technical Director by 
1 Nov 46. i 

Surface atmospheric conditions in the Lagoon at Mike Hour were as 
follows : 

Dry bulb temperature 

Vet bulb temperature 

Pressure 

Relative humidity 

Dew Point 

30° C 

25.3°0 

1012.2 millibars 

68 percent 

23.3° C 

(86° F) 

(77.5°F) 
(29.888 in. of mercury) 

(74° F) 

Wind 

Visibility 

Velocity of Sound 

East Northeasterly 8 knots 

15 mi 
35O m/sec 

Wind direction and velocity at 0905 were as follows: 

Altitude 

■■JftJ . 

0 
1000 
2000 
3000 

4000 

Direction 

(° True) 

80 

130 

130 

130 

130 

Velocity 

8 
15 

13 

13 

14 

5000 
6000 
7000 

8000 

9000 

140 
uo 
120 
120 
130 

14 

15 

15 
11 
11 

IQbOOO 

12/000 120 

14,000 100 
15,000 100 

16,000 070 

7 

9 

7 
8 

18,000 320 

20,000 330 

22,000 210 

24,000 150 

25,000 180 

2 
4 
5 

16 
8 

28,000 

30,000 

35,000 

40,000 

45,000 

120 
340- 

340 

070 

030 

4 
6 
2 
8 
26 
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At 1020 temperature 

were as indicated below: 
and humidity values at various altitudes 

Altitude 
—(ft) Temperature Relative Humidity 

_( w _ (percent) 

Surface ¿8 
10,000 28 
15,000 21 

80 
80 
80 

20,000 

30,000 

35,000 

12 
-5 
•12 

60 
90 

90 

1.0o00^—Status of Target Vessels. 

the Ä th* “ik* "o- and „pacta of 

=--i" » 

- - ¿Ä-cavi-r-Ä-s, 
¿0,005 Status of Other Targets» 

(A) Airborne Targets. 

borne on A-Day at Mike Hour. 
Four Army and three Navy drones were air- 

They were located as follows at Mike Hour: 

Drone 

B-17 Fox 

B-17 George 

B-17 How 

B-17 Love 

Approx. Slant 

Distance from 
Altitude Zeropoint 

_(ft) (Nautical Miles) 

Bearing from 

Zeropoint 
_(0 True) 

•24,000 20 

30,000 30 

18,000 30 

13,000 30 

270 

045 

045 

045 

FÓF Yellow Dog 10,000 20 

F6F Blue Dog 15,000 20 

F6F White Dog 20,000 20 

312 
312 
312 
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IZES Quantity Identifying No. 

LST 
LCI 
LOT 
LCM 
LCVP 

1 
2 
4 
5 
6 

133 
615,620 

414,812,1175,1237 
2í3,4,5,6 
7,8,9,10,11,12 

ÍP) Other Targets. Two PB2Y-5E Coronado seaplanes were on the 

+!?íaS™oíWeen 2600 and 3350 yd from the Zeropoint, bearing approxima- ueiy True. 

One pontoon bridge was moored to the stem of the áRDC-13«. 

10.006 Status of Personnel. 

Practically the entire complement of personnel in the Bikini 
area observed the explosion. Many persons wore special protective 
gogglesj others took the prescribed precautionary measures of facing 
away from the Zeropoint and covering their eyes with their forearms. 

Nearly all of the personnel were aboard the non-target surface 
vessels; some, including special observers, were aboard aircraft. 
No persons were aboard the target vessels. 

Nearest non-target vessels, between 11.7 and 15 nautical mi from 
Zeropoint, were 

Appling 
Artemis 
Aveiy Island 
Barton 
Begor 
Burleson 
Cumberland Sound 

Haven 
Henrico 
Laffey 
Mt. McKinley 
O'Brien 
Walke 
Wharton 
Whiting 

_ ., The nearest nunned planes at Mike Hour were B-29 Da\®?s Dream and 
F-13 (photographic plane) Eggleston Eight, both at an altitude of 
approximately 28,000 ft. The shock wave produced no more noticeable 
eiiect than the planes' encountering normal propeller wash. 
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TABLE Ifj l . RELATIVE POSITIONS OF TAROET VESSELS ON A-DAY AT NIKE HOUR, (can't) 

Vtaul 

Range fm 
Burst to 

iSH-ÍXil 

Tru« B«»r- 
ing of Bow 
£128,..6¾^ 

Land1nr Craft (con't) deg Bin 

I59* 

159 

159 

159 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

LC1 327, 

LOI 329, 

LOI 332, 

LOI 5*9, 

LOT 7*5, 

LOT 816, 

LOT 818, 

LOT 87*, 

LOT 1013, 

LOT 1078, 

LOT 1112, 

LOT 1113, 

LON 1, 

Merchant Creft 

Ollllaa. 
AFA 57, *26 

Banner, 
APA 60, 426 

Barrow, 
APA 61, 426 

Bladen, 
APA 63, 426 

Bracken, 
APA 64, 426 

Brlicoe, 
APA 65, 426 

Brule, 
APA 66, 426 

Butte, 
APA 68, 426 

Carllala, 
APA 69, 426 

Carterat, 
APA 70, 426 

Catron, 
APA 71, 426 

Cortland, 
APA 75, 426 

Crittenden, 
APA 77, 426 

Dawaon, 

APA 79, 426 
Fallon, 
APA 8l, 426 

Flllnore, 
APA 83, 426 

Oaaconade, 
APA 85, 426 

Sanava. 
APA o6, 426 

Niagara, 
APA 87, 426 

gpncritt PrrtMlH a 8mf» 
YO 160 
/00 83 
ARDO 13 

2481 

2892 

2265 

*553 

3807 

I36I 

1*98 

25*4 

4067 

3279 

3904 

4217 

47 

1312 

133* 

2910 

2160 

1712 

109* 

1973 

429 

1757 

1895 

3140 

59* 

853 

1414 

2568 

2687 

3162 

3*07 

638 
1134 
835 

92 *8 

94 56 

95 44 

92 19 

273 07 

79 *8 

71 59 

62 00 

285 *8 

57 52 

56 19 

55 39 

329 53 

112 39 

255 56 

156 17 

1*3 36 

120 25 

67 37 

250 38 

228 38 

79 52 

132 52 

242 52 

282 00 

257 02 

140 06 

151 02 

245 41 

160 00 

162 *5 

90 48 
56 09 

180 55 

distance 
fron 
Burst to 
Nearest 
Part of 
¿BälsUfrü 

2441 

2892 

2217 

1318 

1495 

2519 

3254 

3886 

4195 

47 

1180 

1334 

2810 

1842 

1575 

1005 

429 

1677 

1764 

594 

853 

1290 

2453 

30Í 2 

3318 

520 
1041 

827 

* Length of Ship in Feet. 

Direction 
of Burst 
from Vessel 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Stbd. Bow 

Stern 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Stbd. Beam 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Stbd. neam 

Stbd. Beam 

Bow 

Stern 

Port Bow 

Port Qtr. 

Port Qtr. 

Stern 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Port Bow 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Stern 

Bow 

Port Bow 

Stern 

Port Qtr, 

Port Qtr. 

Port Qtr. 

Port Qtr. 
Stbd. Qtr. 
Port Beam 

1916-2 
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Table 10.2 

Test-A Fuel and Ammunition Loada on Target Vessels Within 1000 Yd. 

Note: Percentages refer to percentages of normal load (abbreviated N.). 
Normal load ordinarily means approximately 95 percent of capacity. M 
indicates minimum load, ordinarily approximately 10 percent of capacity. 

Target Vessel 
Fuel Load Ammunition Load 
( percent) (percent) 

Battleships & Cruisers 
Arkansas 50 
Nagato 15 
Nevada 33 
Pensacola . 15 
Sakawa 33 
Salt Lake City M 

50 
It 
67 
67 
0 
M 

Aircraft Carriers 
Independence 33 67 

Destroyers 
Anderson 
Hughès 
Lamson 
Rhind 

N 
15 
50 
50 

N 
67 
50 
50 

Submarines 
Apogon 50 50 
Skate 33 67 

Attack Transport Merchant Type 
Brule M 
Carlisle N 
Crittenden N 
Dawson 50 
Gilliam 50 

M 
N 
N 
50 
50 

Other Craft 
ARDC - 13 
YOG - 83 
Ï0 - 160 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

Other major equipment aboard vessels included: 
Special Test Ammunition 
Tanks, guns, trucks 
73 Navy aircraft 
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10.007 Re-entry. 

Re-entry In Bikini Lagoon proceeded according to schedule. 

A». . He-entiy ty Drone Planes. Drone planes played an important 
part in the "re-entxy." Shortly after Mike Hour, at 0908, an Army 
B-17 drone plane entered the cloud at 24,000 ft followed in a few 

three °^her drones, at altitudes of 30,000, 18,000, and 
10*000 íí* ÃfF FfF ?r0nes flew thru the cloud at 20,000, 15,000, and 
10,00° ft. After having successfully collected air samples, the drones 
returned to base. The samples were then transferred to Kwajalein for 
&nm.ysx6e 

li—^-entry by Drone Boats. To help control the LCVP drone 
boats, four TBM planes with drone boat conning officers and rndiolo- 

uff**? monltor6 aboard, were launched from SAIDOR a few minutes 
after Mike Hour. Shortly afterwards, BEGOR (drone boat control vessel) 
approached the Lagoon (outside Bikini-Enyu reef) for visual control of 
the drone boats. 

At 0944 the first LCVP drone started towards the target array; 
the other started soon afterwards. The first LCVP reached the target 
center at 1045 and began picking up water samples at 1101: it evacuated 
the area at 1136. Dy 1300 a number of water samples had been trans¬ 
ferred to MOALE, which was soon speeding to Kwajalein where the samples 
were analyzed. y 

pnui ^ Manned Planes- Two radiological reconnaissance 
PBM B, Charlie" and "Dog," were the first manned planes to fly into 
the immediate vicinity of the target array. Leaving their stations 
shortly after Mike Hour, they moved to positions 5 nautical miles up¬ 
wind from the Zeropointj at 0952 "Charlie" began traversing the.target 
area in parallel sweeps, "Dog" follow*ng at 1055. At 1310 "Dog" flew 
directly over the Zeropoint at 3000 ft. 

, Sentry by Manned Vessels. At 0947 radiological clearance 
was given to BARTON to go to the Lagoon entrance and for the (Wave 1) 
b PGM's of the radiological safety party to follow her. Shortly after¬ 
ward, Commander JTF-1 directed Wave 7A (Task Unit 1.2.8: APPLING 
ARTEMUS, and HENRICO with the radiological safety party's 20 LCPL's 
aboard) to enter the Lagoon and lower the LCPL's. By 1050 the PGM's 
?îoT?nter!? Ugoon- ** 1125 Wave 74 had completed launching tne 
LCPL's, which thereupon entered the Lagoon. 

■ ^ 

The FALL RIVER anchored on station in Enyu Channel at 1202 
and served as harbor entrance control vessel. By 1430 the Lagoon was 
declared safe for the entrance of all vessels. Vessels of the 
Technical Group 1.1 entered at 1425; the MT MCKINLEY entered at 1500. 
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Salvage vet ''els (Waves 3 and 4) entered at 
were engaged In fighting firee aboard some ships. 

1300 and by 1402 

, ^ sundown on A-Dsy, 18 vessels had been reboarded by initial 

nrw pfrsi^?lthOUgh n° 8hÍP8' teiimS had 136611 placed ab0^d* 

10.008 Sinking. 

(Se, âiíru“; “d tiŒe8 °f 8inki”g a” rec0rde<1 

GILLIAM (APA-57) sank within about one minute after Mike Hour. 

ANDERSON (DD-411) by 0908 had rolled over and sunk, 

,, CARLISLE (APA-69) had sunk by 0940. She was burning vigorously 
amidships shortly aftefr Mike Hour. vigorously 

LAMSON (DD-367) sank between 1400 and 1700. She capsized to 
MUl°atout uÔo?S **“ ¿•''“P01"»’) »M eem floating bottom up 

h.r ‘1104Í °ne d*y *ft,r i fir. turned aboard 
her until the mornlhg after A-Day. Progressive flooding took place 
íh^kü^JT81*8 ^6^0 ï*®0011 her» but 800n after being taken i/tow, 
she keeled over to port and sank by the stern. 
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iftmBftrV Of Reaultg of Test A 

Outline 

Section 
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11.002 Energy Release 

11.003 Damage to Vessels 

11.004 Other Damage 

11.005 Injury to Animals and Plants 

11.006 Pressure Data 

11.007 Radiation and Radioactivity 

11.008 Other Results 

11.009 Correlations 

11.010 Discussion 
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Shmter 11 

Summary _gf Resulte of ?f»et A 

II»901—Introduction. 

Bomb A detonated 518 ft above the surface of Bikini Lagoon at 34 
sec after 09008 1 July 46, Bikini Local Time. Seventy target vessels 
were exoosed to the explosion; their positions were as shown in Table 
10.1 of Chap. 10. 

Some of the most significant results are summarized very briefly 
in the following sections. More extensive summaries are presented in 
the following 8 chapters. 

U.QQ2 Energy Release. 

The amount of energy released was "normal" for an atomic bomb of 
the Nagasaki type; a total of 8.0 X lO2® ergs of energy was released, 
equivalent to the total amount of energy released in the exploding of 
19.1 kilotons of TNT. * ^ 

11»093—Damage to Vessels. 

A total of 5 vessels sank os a result of the explosion; they 
were situated in the ranges 50 to 760-yd horizontal distances from 
the projected Zeropoint. (Distances are measured fo nearest point of 
vessel.) 

Six (non-sunk) vessels were immobilized; they were situated at 
ranges of 560 to 920 yd. 

11.004 Other Danunr«. 

Tanks and guns suffered no appreciable loss of military effi¬ 
ciency at ranges greater than 600 yd. Light vehicles and other light 
structures were severely damaged out to 1200 yd. 

Electronic equipment and instruments were seriously damaged out 
to 1200 yd. 
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Packaged ammunition remained undamaged at ranges greater than 
1000 yd. 

Baled and packaged clothing was damaged« primarily by fires, up 
to 2000 yd; tire* were undamaged (except for superficial scorching) 
at and beyond 600 yd; plastics were damaged at distances as great as 
2000 yd. 

Nonperishable packaged food at 500 yd was cleared for con- 
suaption by four days after A-Day. 

11*006 Injury to Animals and Plants. 

More than 50 percint of the teat animals situated within 1000 yd 
of the Zeropoint died; between 15 and 30 percent’ of the test animals 
in the annulus from 1000 to 2000 yd died; 5 to 15 percent of the test 
animals outside 2000 yd died. 

Air blast (including primary and secondary effects) was the 
principal cause of injury leading to immediate "loss of military effi¬ 
ciency" of the test animals; however, many of the animals killed by 
the air blast received lethal dosages of gamma radiation. 

Principad, cause of delayed deaths was gamma radiation. 

11»QQ6, freawra Pita. 

Values of peak pressure in air Just above the Lagoon surface 
were: 2000, 53, 10.5, 4.8, and 3.1 psi gage at horizontal distances 
of 0 , 500, 1000, 1500 , 2000 yd from the projected Zeropoint. At 
26,800-ft altitude and 11,500 yd slant range the peak pressure was 
0.17 psi gage. 

The duration of the positive pressure pulse was 0.46 sec «wd 
0.75 sec at horizontal distances of 500 and 1000 yd, respectively. 

The shock wave in air had an initial "slant range" velocity of 
over 14,000 ft/sec; at l/2 mile slant range the wave had a velocity 
of approximately 1800 ft/sec. 

Peak pressure in closed (surviving) vessels never exceeded 2.5 
pel gage. 
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11.QQ7 Radiation and Radioactivity. 

The directly-determined value for total amount of energy emitted 
oy the detonation ae optical radiation (including ultraviolet, 
visible, and infrared light) in the spectral range from 3400 to 
34,000 A was 1.7 X 10^ ergs, although this figure (corresponding to 
40 kilotons of THT) is obviously far too large. At 12 nautical miles 
the peak illumination was approximately 10 times greater than is 
produced by noon summer sun and skylight. 

Ifce fireball had a maximum surface temperature of roughly 200,000° 
K; the radius of the fireball was 110 ft at 1 millisecond after Mike 
Hour and 800 ft at 1 second after Mike Hour. 

The great majority of the gamma radiation reaching target 
vessels reached them within the first 10 seconds. Cumulative gamma 
radiation dosages at exposed locations at 600, 1000, 1500, and 2000 
yd from the projected Zeropoint were 9000, 1800 , 220, and 28 
roentgens, respectively. The doeage at 1350 yd was approximately 400 
roentgens (lethal). 

Neutron dosages were not lethal at horizontal distances greater 
than 550 yd. 

U .908_Other ResUlts. 

By 150 sec after Mike Hour the cloud had reached an altitude of 
nearly 5 mi; its maximum width was 9000 ft, and a thin cap, presumed 
by some to be an ice cap, had formed. By 400 sec after Mike Hour the 
cloud had reached 7 mi. 

Radioactivity from the explosion was detected at manÿ remote 
sites, including Continental U. 3., several days later. 

11.009 Correlations. 

The following Table presents estimates by the JT7-1 Technical 
Historian as to the ranges at which specified loss of military effi¬ 
ciency during the first hour after Mike Hour is probable. 
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Hange (yd) 
Extent of Immédiate ShiJ'and örev 
Loa« of Military Typical Typical in 

Efficiency_Ship_ Crew Combination 

Very Seriou« 900 700 900 
Seriou« 1000 800 1020 
Moderate 1300 900 1300 
Slight 1500 1000 1500 

OhviouBly, the weak link ae regard« immediate lo«« of military 
®^i®i®ncy i** the «hip itself. If resistance of stack« and (antenna— 
supporting) mast« could be appreciably increased, a reduction of 
roughly 100 yd could be effected in the rapge of immediate lo«« of 
combined military efficiency. 

Shock ware in air 1« the cause of greatest immediate (i.e., 
first hour) lo«« of military efficiency of «hip« themselves. Shock 
wave in air competes with optical radiation as the principal cause of 
immediate loss of military efficiency of crews per se which are situ¬ 
ated outside 900 yd. In the annulus from 600 to 900 yd gamma radi¬ 
ation is the principal cause of loss of military efficiency of crews 
per se; and within 600 yd neutron and gamma radiations compete as the 
principal cause. Badiation intensities at reuiges less them 550 yd 
are of reduced interest since ships within 550 yd will ordinarily be 
sunk. 

A typical surface combatant vessel will probably be sunk by a 
pressure wave in air having a peak pressure greater than 35 psi gage; 
it will probably suffer very serious, immediate loss of military effi¬ 
ciency when subjected to a peak pressure greater than 25 psi gage; 
peak pressures of 20, 15, and 10 psi gage will probably produce 
serious, moderate, and slight immediate losses of military efficiency, 
respectively. 

Peak pressures of 25 and 4 psi gage will probably produce (re¬ 
spectively) very serious and slight immediate losses of military effi¬ 
ciency of personnel. 

11.010 Discussion. 

The Operation had no important shortcomings; but these minor 
imperfections deserve mention: The bomb detonated 710 yd from the 
intended Zeropoint, for cause unknown; the timing signal relied on 
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for starting a number of the Instruments was sent out a few seconds 

late, as a result of two errors by the timing signal operator; a 

number of Instrument-starting black boxes failed to operate satis¬ 
factorily, for a combination of reasons. 

From the technical point of view as well as from the operational 

point of view the Test was very successful. Öraded damage was pro¬ 

duced in ships of many types; graded injury was produced In animals 

of several types; and the principal physical phenomena (causative 

factors; were evaluated with reasonably high accuracy, i firm basis 

was established for determining the vulnerability of ships and crews 

to air bursts of atomic bombs, and for improving future designs and 
tactics. 
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Chapter 12 

Detonation and Energy JB&ímsCi Te&t,A 

Outline 

Section 

12.001 General Appearance 

12.002 Total Energy Release 

12.003 Partial Energy Release 

12.004 Utilization of Energy 

4 
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Detonation and Energy Release, Test A 

12.001 General Appearance 
4 

(Only a brief account of the appearance of the detonation is 
given here. Later chapters discuss in detail the fireball and 
condensation cloud.) 

Test-A Mike Hour (detonation instant) occurred on 1 July 46 
at 34 sec (plus or minus 5 sec) after 0900, Bikini local time. 

A very intense flash of light was emitted by the bomb during the 
first two seconds after detonation. 

The fireball, beginning its existence in the very process of 
disintegration of the bomb, was clearly in view during the first 2 
sec. Then, for 2 or 4 sec, it was partially or wholly obscured from 
view by the condensation cloud. At about 5 to 8 sec after Mike Hour 
it came into view again. It grew, rose, and — by 10 to 20 sec after 
Mike Hour — had lost itself in the rapidly rising mushroom. 

The condensation cloud, sometimes called the Wilson Cloud, 
formed immediately after the shock wave outstripped the fireball (i.e., 
at about 1.5 or 2 sec after Mike Hour) and grew rapidly. It was 
highly luminous at first because of the fireball located at its center. 
By 5 sec after Mike Hour the condensation cloud had become toroidal. 
By 10 to 15 sec after Mike Hour it was broken up; fragments disappeared 
rapidly, due to evaporation. 

The mushroom top evolved from the fireball and from the air 
above the fireball; it assumed its characteristic mushroom appearance 
within 20 sec after Mike Hour. Within one minute it had reached 
an altitude of 13,000 ft, and it eventually reached a height of 40,000 
ft. When the mushroom top reached approximately 18,000 ft, (i.e., 
after approximately 2 min) it was sheathed in a thin cap composed, 
perhaps, of ice crystals- No rain fell. The cloud drifted with the 
wind, lost its mushroom shape and was lost to the sight of the 
observers off Bikini within approximately 1 hr. 

All but an insignificant fraction of the fission products rose in 
the mushroom, whose radioactivity was still detectable at a distance of 
70 mi. 
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Within u few t>econd& of the passage of the suction wave past a 

given target ship, a black cloud, often larger than the ship itself, 

could be seen above the ship. (The cloud is believed to have been com¬ 

posed of soot and dirt shaken loose from — and sucked out of — the 

stacks and other superstructure paraphernalia.) 

Some fires were detected by observers. 

Water waves were not discernible to observers. 

The sound of the explosion did not reach the 20-mi-distant non¬ 

target vessels for nearly 2 min; it was barely audible. 

12.002 Total Btergy Release. 

The best value for the total amount of energy released by the 

explosion is 8.0 X 10*^ ergs, which is equal to the total amount of 

energy released in the explosion of 19.1 kilotons of TNT. This 

figure is based on the radio-chemical method described in Chap. 5. 
(Source: Oral statement 25 Oct 46 by Technical Director.) The 

probable error is: 10 percent. (Source: Ref. 300-22, p.4) 

12.003 Partial Energy Release. 

Collateral values of equivalent-TNT-tonnage are given below. 

They are not ordinarily strictly indicative of the total amount of 

energy released, but are indicative only of that portion of the 

energy maLifest in the shock wave, or some other phenomenon. Their 

significance is discussed in Chap. 5 and also in Refs. 500, 300-4, and 

300-18. 

Parameter Measured 

Pressure in air 

Pressure in air 

Pressure in air 

Pressure in air 

Duration of positive 

pulse in air 

Types of Gage Used 

Diaphragm strain 

Foil 

Can and Drum 

Airborne Condenser 

De Juhasz 
» 

Equivalent- Source 

TNT-Kllotons (Ref.No.) 

20 300-4 

21 300-4 

20 300-4 

17 3OO-4 

20 300-4 
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Wind Velocity 

Shock wave velocity 

Rate of increase in 

radius of fireball 

Total optical radiation 

Pipe 

Chronograph recorder 

O'Brien camera 

Bolometer 

20 300-4 

21 300-4 

21 300-4 

40(very 300-18 
rough) 

12.004 Utilization of Energy. 

-ï? dfa W!re availabl® 1 Nov 46 as to the utilization or 
apportioning oí the energy among nuclear radiation, shock wave 
column, gravity waves, and heat. ' 

went StõO^tÍní?aí0 PerCenV?u P08sibly 20 Recent) of the energy 
ent into potential energy of the column. (Source: Ref. 302) ^ 
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Thle Chapter Includes a brief* preliminary, and a highly tenta¬ 
tive summary of the significant damage suffered by the principal 
target vessels in Test ▲. In no sense are the data final* nor are 
they necessarily representative of considered judgments by the Di¬ 
rector of Ship Material. 

Much more extensive summaries* of considerably increased relia¬ 
bility* are now in preparation by DSM, and will be available soon. 
These forthcoming sugmaries* here referred to as Ref. 450* will 
include also a number of monographs on such subjects aa flooding* 
fire* welding, piping. In addition, they will present detailed tabu¬ 
lation of damage index numbera and charts showing damage as a 
function of distance. Tlnal conclusions and evaluations of ship 
damage should be made only after consulting these reports. 

The generalisation included below should be regarded merely as 
interim estimates by the JTF-1 Technical Historian. 

Considered first is damage to ships as wholes; then damage to 
hulls (exclusive of superstructures* masts* antennas* and stacks); 
then damage to superstructures; and so on. In nearly every Instance, 
digggft means: damage indicative of loss of military efficiency. 

13.002 Loss of Milltawr Mfflqlsmwr. 

Mote: The term military efficiency as used in this Chapter 
refers only to the military efficiency of the vessels themselves, 
irrespective of crews. 

A. Vary Serious Loss of Military fffialsney. 

1. Shin« gmv. five ships were sunk in Test A. The 
ships were: 
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GILLIAM (APA-57) 

SAXAWA (ex-Jap CA) 
CAULISLE (APA-69) 

ANDXRSOH (DB-411) 

LAMSOH (DD-367) 

Horlfcontal Distance 

fTQm Zaropoint (yd) 

50 

420 

430 

600 

760 

2. Shlna Immobil1gad. Six (non-iunk) ahipa were immobi¬ 

lized. They were located at ranges of 400 to 1000 yd from the actual 

Zeropoint. Their immobiligation was ordinarily a result of damage to 
stacks and boilers. The ships wares 

INDEPENDENCE (CVL-22) 560 

NEVADA (HB-36) 615 

AMANSAS (BB-33) 620 

PENSACOLA (CA-24) 710 

SALT LAXE CXTT (CA-25) 895 

HUGHES (SIMIO ) 920 

B... Serious Loss of Military Efficiency. Among the ships 

suffering short or long term serious loss of military efficiency were* 

SKATE (SS-305) 400 

10-160 520 

CRITTENDEN (APA-77) 595 

ARDC-13 825 
DAWSON (APA-79) 855 

RHIND (DD-404) 1012 

SARATOGA (CV-3) ' 2265 

LST-52 1530 

£a—Moderate Loss of Military Efficiency. Among the ships 

■uiftrihg short or long term moderate loss of military efficiency 
were: 

TALBOT (DB-390) 1165 

BARROW (APA-61) 1335 

PENNSYLVANIA (BB-38) 1540 

NEW YORK (BB-34/ 1545 

D.- Slight Loss of Military Efficiency. Damage to electronic 

equipment caused slight lose of militvy efficiency as far out as 
approximately 1800 yd. 

♦E. Bangs rmrmim Lam» of Military Efficiency. The ranges 

fiTsn below for warious Reified degress of loss of military ef¬ 

ficiency are such that,, at a giren horizontal range« it is probable 
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50 percent) that » wrface ship of unepecl- 
indi«lS3 T 0rl®nJatl0“ »111 .offer - at least temporarily - the 
indicated degrees of loss of military efficiency. 

Extent of (at least 
temporary) Loss of Range 
Mllitarr Bffieienyr (rd ) 

^ery serious 900 

Very serious (but dia- 600 
regarding boiler damage) 

Serious 1000 

Moderate 1300 

1500 

13.003 am,, 

.4*—Ibis section discusses damage to hulls, here 
considered to include decks, sides, and bottoms of ressels. (Damage 

in SM*^îî^oíIll^^ 1,e': 8tructure a*0T® th* ^ther deck, is treked 
^ conBld«r®d in Sec. 13.005 and 

damage to .tacks in Sec. 13.007.) In most cases damage to hulls of 
surviving vessels was light and was not accompanied by flooding. 
Ramage to the hulls of the sunken vessels was severe; it consisted 
sually of tears in the side shell plating and. of course, flooding. 

£1—Bascrlntion of , 

7^‘ ytlftablpB. NEVADA (616 yd), battleship closest to the 
actual Zeropoint, received only minor hull damcge; no flooding 
occurred. As to battleships in general, main decks were dished at 

taïl*d^e*! *"** " 780 Tit “‘A *‘ lM0 n th®re w. .. .Igalfleut 

__ Cralnr.i Severe taill dauge (including . teer alone the 
centerline at the stern) caused the sinking of the Jananes, lieht 
nrnleer. «im USO *). (siuitt ». of1on.td„.;nSt«1on- 
.traatlon th» MSdCOLd or Sill un MU „d her hull dLg. cMmot 
^ C°Bp>f8!111wlth daBaÇ® t0 th« ü. S. Cruiser.) fhe lightaircraft 
carrier IHDEPENEENCI (560 yd), suffered severe hull damage; her hull 

«Lär11 lnrîïimâ£SttE8 'l,Ucklln« of ^Wto«ds, reducing water- 
íífhÍ ^d a mode-n cruiser hull which, although 
lighter than the riveted hulls of PENSACOLA and SALT LAKE CITI wL 
ÎTm7 0f/:14!4 °0n®tructi0Il-) »»SACOLA (710 yd) suffered .¡vers 
dishing of deck structure. Dishing of the same order but leas 
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■erious occurred on SALT LAKE CITY (895 yd). PRINZ EUGEN (of heavier 

and more modern construction than PENSACOLA or SALT LAKE CITY) experi¬ 
enced practically no hull damage at 1195 yd. 

3.a Pggtrpyfir&a. ANDERSON (600 yd) sustained severe hull 

fîîîS6 TAUsnW«^11^ (Prob®ble hoie in plating on port aide). Simi- 
ÎÎÏ?011 [76° yi) Baak (Prol,ahle hole in starboard side). 

HUGHES (930 yd) survived without flooding, suffering some dishing and 

“»in Jeck. RHIND (1010 yd), TALBOT (ll65 yd), STACK 

musÎï/^iaÎ1“1^11'801* a48° 7d ^ V9ry minor dl8hinß of their hulls. MUollN (2145 ydj was not damaged. 

1 « SUtffiftUrPajBj. SKATE (400 yd) had her outer hull badly 
stripped and crumpled; her pressure hull suffered substantially no 

damage and did not experience flooding. APOGON (940 yd) was un¬ 
damaged. 

¿a—Transport«* GILLIAM (45 yd), APA Closest to the 
actual Zeropolnt, sank within one minute; she was badly ruptured, 

crumpled, and twisted almost beyond recognition. CARLISLE (43O yd) 
sank within 40 min; her side shell plating contained two very long 

breaks and severe dishing also. CRITTENDEN (bow-on. at 595 yd), 
surviving APA nearest to the actual Zeropoint, suffered severe dish- 

ing and deflection of deck; she was not flooded. Her bow-on orien¬ 
tation may have saved her from being sunk. 

_ Airpyrft Cftfrlcra,. Damage to the sides and bottom of 

INDEPENDENCE (560 yd) has been discussed in the oaragraph on cruisers, 

\ hul1 wa* very 8l“ilar t0 that of a light cruiser. SARATOGA 
(2365 yd ) was not damaged. 

—Qfrhgf YO-160 ( 520 yd) had its concrete deck 
spalled, with bent reinforcing bars exposed in numerous places. • There 

». no flooding. LST-52 <1530 yd) .ufferod light dl.hing of .Urboid 

•holl plating. «00-13 (828 yd) ». cracked Just below the nterline 
permitting seepage into two compartments. 

—XiflAA-Qf-Military Efficiency,. 

--, , SatUflBfalBf.il Battleships suffered no loss of military 
efficiency due to hull damage. 

2a... CruiBffrpn Japanese cruiser SAKAWA (420 yd) sank in 25 hr 
due to hull damage (the ship^s force, if uninjured, could possibly 

have saved her). INDEPENDENCE (light cruiser hull, 560 yd) suffered 

serious loss of military efficiency due to loss of watertightness 

above the *he would have suffered progressive flooding in 

^^SAOODA (710 yd) suffered serious loss of military 
efficiency due to loss of watertightness above the second deck, and 
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her longitudinal structural strength was «lightly impaired. She 

could have been made sufficiently operable by ships' force to return 

to port for repair, but would not have been an effective fighting 

unit without such repair » SALT LAKE CITY (895 yd) suffered some hull 
damage above her second deck, 

¿L—Peatrqyerflj!. Destroyers ANDERSON (600 yd) and LAM SON (760 

J»“* the of hull damage. (ANDERSON sank in 8 min; 
LAMSON Bank in approximately 5 hr.) HUGHES (920 yd) suffered slight 
loes of military efficiency. 

i*—StttoUftrlngfla There was no impairment of military effi¬ 
ciency of submarines due to damage to pressure hull. 

k TrgflBPgrtrn GILLIAM (45 yd) and CARLISLE (430 yd) 
sank. CRITTENDEN (595 yd) suffered serious loss of military effi¬ 

ciency and would have been unable to operate as a transport without 
extensive repairs to her hull. 

£*■■■.PAatftneo Ytravn Pamegs-gelaiAQaefeisu The Test-a distance 
versus hull damage data are presented in Table 13.1. The distances 

given are (as elsewhere in this Chapter) horizontal distances in 

yards from the projected actual Zeropoint to the nearest part of the 

Tsssel. In most cases the distances figure given represents the 

greatest radius* at which damage of indicated severity actually oc¬ 

curred to target vessels on A-Day. In the "Negligible Damage" column, 

however, the value given for each type of vessel is the range of that 

vesse! (suffering negligible damage) which was nearest the Zeropoint. 

U. ?5ly the Neareet Surviving Ship" column gives for each type of 
ship the range of that (surviving) ship which was nearest the Zero- 

point. In using the Table, it is convenient to bear this rule in 

mind: when comparing vulnerability of ships of different type (with 

respect to damage of specified type and severity), or when comparing 

vulnerability of different oarts of a ship, higher numbers indicate 
greater vulnerability. 

If the sample' of ships had been greater, instances would pre¬ 

sumably have occurred where even greater ranges could have been found 

for damage of specified type. On the other hand, we may now have 

instances where ships at lesser ranges did not suffer damage of the 

indicated severity. Thus the ranges here presented are not intended 

to be ranges for which the probability value equals 50 percent or any 

they are fflerely ^BgrTed greatest , On the 
other hand, they are probably fairly close, in many cases, to "probar- 
bility-equals-50 percent" ranges given in other sections. 
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Ia ghlp Type reraua Damage Ralationahlu. It is tentatively 

su^geeted that hull vulnerability of principal types of target ships 

increased in the following order: submarines (least vulnerable); 

battleships; and attack transports end destroyers (most vulnerable). 

Attack transports might have proved more vulnerable had it not been 

for the fact that CRITTJMDKII, at 595 yd, hapnened to be almost ex¬ 

actly boi^-cn, and survived. The most representative range for (proba¬ 
ble,/ major hull damage is of the order of 600 yd. 

a 

£«., ffaglnefiring Consequence« of Dimiai™. In most cases where the 
hull was breached, flooding occurred, causing sinking. Damage to 

hulls not involving flooding had no appreciable effect on the oper¬ 

ation of propulsion machinery. ARDC-13 (825 yd), a concrete drydock, 

suffered some flooding due to cracks to her hull; her standard pulps 

(not actually installed prior to the test) could have controlled the 
flooding readily. 

ÍL-,, Mechanism of Producing Damage. In all or nearly all cases 

hull damage was attributable to the pressure wave in air. 

12*004—Dana?« t,0 Superstructure, 

(Mast damage is discussed in Sec. 13.005 and stack damage is 
discussed in Sec. 13.007.) 

A*—Introduction. The superstructure of the target ships 
were especially vulnerable, i.e., to the air burst. 

Damage appeared typically in the form of dishing or other 

distortion. INDEHSKDENCE (560 yd) had large holes blown in the sides 

enclosing her hangar deck. Plating of 10-lb weight (l/4 in. thick) 

or heavier in the superstructure of ships, at 600 yd or more, did not 
suffer much deformation. 

D. Description of Damage. 

1a—Battleships. All of the battleships received super¬ 

structure damage ranging from extensive distortion at 620 yd, to 

heavy dishing at 780 yd, and light dishing at 1550 yd. There were no 
battleships beyond this range. 

2i—Cruisers. Japanese light cruiser SAKAVA (420 yd) had 

her superstructure badly crushed. Both U. S. cruisers received super¬ 

structure damage. PMSACOLA (710 yd) suffered extensive distortion 

whereas SAIT LAKX CITT (895 yd) suffered heavy dishing. There were 

no U. S. cruisers beyond this distance. Oerman heavy cruiser PRIHZ 

ÄUGEN (1195 yd) suffered light dishing of her superstructure. 
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3. Destroyer«. Destroyers, toeing lightly.constructed, 

suffered much euperetructure damage. The extensive distortion zone 

extended out to 760 yd, heavy dishing to 1010 yd and light dishing was 

experienced at 1480 yd. 

4. Submarines. The superstructure on SKATE (400 yd) was 

very extensively damaged — in fact, toadly stripped and crumpled. 
APOOOM (940 yd) received no suoerstructure damage. 

5. Aircraft Carriers. The superstructure on INDEPENDENCE 

(560 yd) was extensively damaged. Her flight deck: was toadly warped 

and touckled, and the sides enclosing her hangaa* deck were tolown ,t 
through. SABATOGA (2265 yd) received no appreciable superstructure 
damage. 

6. Attack Transports. Damage to APA superstructure 

ranged from extensive distortion (to bow-on CHITTENDEN) at 595 yd to 

heavy dishing at 1005 yd and. very light dishing as far out as 1290 yd. 

7. Other Vessels. Extensive damage to the superstructure 

of concrete oil barge Y0-160 was experienced at 520 yd. 

Su_Loss of Military Efficiency.» 

1. Introduction. There were no cases in which super¬ 

structure damage per se put ships out of action. However, extensive 

superstructure damage in many cases impaired the Hilitary efficiency 

of the ship. Damage to superstructure often caused loss of water¬ 

tightness, malalignment of gun batteries, and damage to radar and 

communication antennas. 

2. Battleships. Damage to light superstructure plating 

on NEVADA (615 yd) caused damage to fire control antennas and moder¬ 

ate loss of military efficiency. (See Sec. 13.005 on Masts.) No 

other battleships suffered appreciable loss of military efficiency 
due to superstructure damage. 

3. Cruisers. PENSACOLA (710 yd) suffered slight loss of 

seaworthiness due to failure of topside doors and hatches; SALT LAKE 

CITY (895 yd) also suffered some suoerstructure damage. No other 

surviving cruisers suffered appreciable loss of n* iitary efficiency 

due to superstructure damage. 

4. Destroyers. There was no very notable loss of mili¬ 

tary efficiency of surviving destroyers due to superstructure damage. 

(See however, Sec. 13.005 on Damage to Masts and Sec. 13,007 on 

Damage to Stacks and Uptakes.) 

5. Submarinea. Extensive superstructure damage to SKATE 
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(400 yd) eeriouely impaired her military efficiency. AP000N (940 yd) 

•uffered no significant lose of military efficiency due to super¬ 
structure damage. ^ 

. » ^—Aircraft CftrrlnrBr Flight deck of independence (550 
ydj wae put out of commission involving complete lose of military 

111 declc ^80 was weekedp sides were blown through, 
•nd a fire in the stern added to the serious loss of military effi¬ 

ciency. The superstructure of SARATOGA (2265 yd) was undamaged. 

t . —*—Aitacit TraBgpgrtBn Superstructure damage probably did 
not seriously impair the military efficiency of the surviving APA's. 

—Sifter Vgengla. There was no loss of the military effi- 
ciency of the oil barges and concrete drydock due to superstructure 

£-—filataacg versus Damage Relatif aftip,» The distance versus 
damage data for superstructure damage are presented in Table 13.1. 

TyPB Iflram Paaage Relationship, Superstructure 
vulnerability appears to be aporcximately the same for the principal 

types of target ships. The approximate maximum radii for super¬ 

structure damage of specified severity were? for major damage, 700 

1000 Fis «nd for minor damage, 1500 yd. Not 
included in this comparison are submarines, since there was only one 

instance of superstructure damage to this type of ship. Destroyer 

superstructures were somewhat more vulnerable than the rest. 

13*005_Damage to Ma.t., 

A*. „IntroftttCtinnn Damage to masts was especially serious in 
rest A because of the resulting damage to radio and radar antennas 
connected to the masts. 

, DgBCrlptlon Of Dmflgfi,a Damage to masts was evidenced by 

reakage or bending accompanied by damage to communication or radar 
antennas. 

Æ». LPM gf Military Efficiency by Damage to Maete. 

1«—Introduction. The chief loss of military efficiency 

resulting from mast damage was failure of search radar, fire control 

radar, and «adio. In cases of radar antenna damage, repairs could 
not be made by the ship11 s force at sea. 

2*—SaUleehlPli, All the antennas on NEVADA (615 yd) wer« 
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blown down due to meet failure; this caused eerloue lose of nllltary 

efficiency. Sioilrrly, ARKANSAS (620 yd) and NAGATO (780 yd) suffered 

complete loss of antennes and thus suffered serious loss of military 

efficiency. There was slight reduction of military efficiency on 

PENKSYLVANIA (1540 yd) which suffered minor antenna damage due to 

mast failure; NEW YORK (1545 yd) szperisnced no antenna damage. 

3. Cruisers. PENSACOLA (710 yd), SALT LAKE CITY (895 yd), 

and PRINZ EUGEN (ll95 yd) suffered serious reduction in military effi¬ 
ciency due to mast failure. 

_Destroyers. The military efficiency of destroyers out to 
1160 yd was seriously impaired due to mast failure. 

¿a—Submarines. SKATE (400 yd) suffered serious lose of mili¬ 

tary efficiency due to mast damage and complete loss of antennas. 

£j_Aircraft Carriers. INDEPENDENCE (560 yd) suffered 

serious loss of military efficiency due to mast damage and complete 
lose of antennas. 

Z«. .Attack Transports. APA® e out to 1005 yd suffered moder¬ 

ate loss of military efficiency due to mast and antenna damage. 

£*—Distance versus Damage Relationship. The distance versus 

damage data for mast damage are presented in Table 13.1. Only mast 

damage leading to damage to antennas is recorded. 

lu—Shin Tyne vereua Damage Relationship. Mast damage occurred 

on ships of all types. In general, damage occurred (minor in some 

cases) out to 1500 yd. The approximate maximum radius for major mast 
damage was 1100 yd for nearly all types of ships. 

1m—Baelneering Consequences of Damage. As indicated in a pre¬ 

vious paragraph, the engineering consequence of mast damage was 

failure of radar and radio antennas, rendering radar «nfl radio equip¬ 
ment inoperable. 

S. Mechanism of Producing Damage. Mast damage was caused by 
the pressure wave in air. 

13.006 Damage to BMisr«. 

Boiler damage in Test A was limited principally to casings, 

brickwork, oil burners, smoke periscopes, smoke pipes, and uptakes. 

In general, external fittings and boiler pressure parts suffered no 
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damage. In all caeee of boiler damage mentioned In thie Section, 

there was loss of boiler power. 

B. Description of 

1«—Battleships. All U. S. battleships suffered major 

boiler damage. NEVADA (615 yd) had side-casing panels on all six 

boilers blown out. ABKANSAS (620 yd) suffered daaage to boiler 

casings and minor damage to brickwork. PENNSYLVANIA'S bollere were 

inoperable (1540 yd) due to bulging of boiler side-casing panels. 

NEW YORK (1545 yd) had its boiler casings p^tlally blown off. 
Boilers on NAOATO (780 yd) were undanaged. 

ÍLl—Cruisers. Both U. S. cruisers suffered major boiler 
damage. PENSACOLA (710 yd) suffered damage to boiler casings on all 

eight of her boilers. SALT LAKE CITY (895 yd) suffered damage to 

boiler casings as well as to brickwork. No boiler on either of these 

cruisers could have been used without extensive repair. INDEPENDENCl 
(560 yd) experienced negligible damage to her boiler casings. She 

could have steamed after moderate repairs. 

ÎL. -Destroyers. HUGHES (920 yd) suffered bulging of 

boiler casings. Her boilers could not have been operated without 

major repairs. There was damage to boiler brickwork on RHIND (1010 

yd) but boiler casings were tight. Two of her boilers were in satis¬ 

factory condition for steaming. No other destroyers suffered signifi¬ 
cant boiler damage. 

4. Attack Transports. CRITTEND1N (595 yd), surviving APA 

nearest Zeropoint, had the boiler casing of one boiler split. Both 

boilers were in operable condition. No other surviving APA1 s 
suffered significant boiler daaage. 

C. .. Loss of Military Efficiency. 

—Introduction. In general, boiler daaage resulted in 

loss of power accompanied by reduced speed and impaired operation of 

ordnance and machinery, involving serious loss of military efficiency. 

¿«_Battleships. The military efficiency of NEVADA (616 

yd) was very seriously reduced (to 10 percent or less) by loos of 

power due to boiler damage. As this ship had steam steering, this 

also was out of commission. Temporary repairs by ship’s force could 

be made in 12 to 24 hr to enable her to steam at a very slow spied. 

AMANSAS (620 yd) would have been dead in the water due to boiler 

damage until temporary repairs had been effected (5 to 10 hr). Her 

military efficiency was very seriously reduced. PENNSYLVANIA (1540 

yd) would have lost all motive power for a short interval after which 

she could have steamed at greatly reduced speed with serious reduction 
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In military efficiency. NEW I0HK (1545 Vd) a * , 

-xo.. of r¿£i 
.orr Li-\Är™roÄ^r:“”ih:n[;.virt" 

percent4©^*!*»«J^'saLt'laKE Smle^yï)^0^" T*T * 11 zed for 7? h-r» «« „ ... vö^o ya; would have been immobi- 

ciency. PRIKZ EUGSM (1195 ydj^bad nô^0'1" r*duftlM of mllltaI7 effl- 
th. r.mn of boll“ .--I;. ^ n° l0,‘ of «fficloncy « 

oerloua lo.^f°^it{'tl^'.f<-f*,‘tr0ygr* ou* t0 1010 ^ nry ' 
fro. Soil” dlTè S ' “Ó dTÏ e - 0f O«" r..ultiv 
0..n reduced due^ ‘0 74 m<dí ^ 

■« ilitary efficiency vae moderately impaired. 

ss sssssissfiirsr" 
occurred and resulted in loea of power. U 4 ^ 

.bip. Jv 8SMCCr^:.rTîfo?o?r^ "»* TO"ht^ a»!*« on battik 
ruiSerSbl, ú ° S d',1«n‘ «” ^ ‘o be ..peclally 

.1650 yd .nd on the outemo.t U. S^rSSSSi”? °Ut ‘° 
battleship NAÖAT0 (7flo Vd ) ET,^ ^ruiBer at 895 yd* The Japanese 

»s =,nr!ÄÄ-S" S=5-F“ 
S£“ä1H~S=S:- nsporta were not damaged beyond 430 yd. 

•nt typ..Ihr.4i^.-d"tS V1?1 °f llff^ 
etruction, and partly to difference. .4iufurfnCe ln 8tack 
kind of metal uSed. Stacks in old« “ *tack heieht> protection, and 

rlT.ted where.. tSi .ÄÄ.Ä'LVStS tr^ 

sm L: “Ä of 

«oo^iÄrif^rÄÄ f^r^Är 
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■hip1* machinery and ordnance. 

—Mechan!em of Producing Damage. Boiler damage was often 

cauaed by air pressure going down stacks. Where the stack was swept 

away or torn, the pressure wave probably reached the boilers directly 
through the uptakes. , 

13.QQ7 Damage to Stacks and Uptakes. 

A„ Introduction. Damage to stacks and uptakes was significant 

because of the effect on boiler operation. In each case of stack or 

uptake damage discussed in this Section, there was loss of boiler 

power regardless of whether or not there was actual damage to the 
boiler itself. 

B. Description of PAm^«. 

1«—Battleships. BEVADA (615 yd) had her outer stack dished 

and distorted and the top of her inner stack carried away. Uptakes 

below her main decks were carried away. ABXABSAS (620 yd) had her 

stack completely demolished. Ho other battleships suffered stack 
damage. 

2. Cruisers. All four stacks on IHDHPEHDEHC1 (light cruiser 

hull, 560 yd) were demolished. PEVSACOLA (710 yd) and SALT t.avt cm 
(895 yd) suffered major stack damage. German heary cruiser FBIHZ 
EUÖEB (1195 yd) did not suffer stack dmp^e. 

3. Destroyers. Destroyers suffered serious stack damage out 
to 1165 yd. 

1j—Altafifc Traaisartl. apa stacks were seriously damaged 
only out to 595 yd. 

£«—Loam of Military Efficiency. 

1«_Introduction. In all cases of major stack damage there 

was loss of boiler power accompanied by reduced speed and impaired 

operation of ordnance and machinery, involving loss of military effi¬ 

ciency. In general, temporary stack repairs could be made by ship's 
force at sea. 

¿i_Battleships. All U. S. battleships suffered serious stade 

damage which would have impaired boiler operation independently of 

whether the boilers themselves had been damaged. (Actually, boilers 

on all battleships were damaged.) Their military efficiency was very 
seriously reduced due to stack damage. 
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—Srulacri» INDIPEMBENCE (light cruiser hull, 560 yd) 
suffered very serious loss of military efficiency due to stack and 
uptake damage. (She would have been immobilized for a day or more. 
However, her biolers were undamaged. Both PENSACOLA (710 yd) and 
SALT LAKE CITY (895 yd) would have suffered very serious loss of mili¬ 
tary efficiency due to stack damage. ÄBoth PENSACOLA and SALT T.Arm 
CITY suffered boiler damage •) 

i*—Destroyers. Whereas boiler damage on destroyers extended * 
only to 1010 yd, stack and uptake damage very seriously reduced their 
military efficiency and would have prevented full boiler power on de¬ 
stroyers out to 1165 yd. 

5. Attack Transports. Stack damage to CRITTENDEN (595 yd) 
reduced boiler power and very seriously impaired her military effi¬ 
ciency. (CRITTENDEN'S boilers were also damaged at this distance.) 

—PlfltflJICfl versus Damage Relationship. The distance versus 
damage data for stack damage are presented in Table 13.1. In all 
cases of major or moderate stack damage there was loss of boiler oper¬ 
ation, but not necessarily boiler damage. 

ShlP Type versus Damn*« R*latlon,hln- It is tentatively sug¬ 
gested that stack vulnerability increased in the following order« 
attack transports (least vulnerable), battleships, cruisers, de¬ 
stroyers (most vulnerable). However, the differences may in some 
cases be due to relatively extraneous factors. 

F. Engineering Consequent1»»« of Dopifyft, Serious stack damage 
impaired boiler operation. 

Mechanism of Producing Dam«*«- stack damage was due to the 
pressure wave in air. 

la.QQS Damage to Mlscellaneou» Machinery. 

Aj—Introduction» With the exception of damage to boilers, 
uptakes, and stacks, damage to metchinery on surviving vessels was con¬ 
fined to topside deck auxiliaries. 

B. Description of Damage. 

1»—SnttlffBhlPB. Both the NEVADA (615 yd) and ARKANSAS (620 
yd) suffered damage to airplane crames. 

2a—Cruisers. The airplane crane on PENSACOLA (710 yd) was 
rendered inoperative. 
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3. Peetroyer«. There was no elgnlfleant damage to destroyer' 
auxiliary machinery. 

4. Aircraft Carriers. líBÜPMDKMCI (560 yd) loat forward 
and after elevator platforms. SABATOOJl (2265 yd) suffered temporary 
jamming' of her only elevator for airplanes. 

_Attack Transports. Boat davits on CHIT UND(595 yd) 
and DAWSOH (855 yd) were rendered inoperative. 

Lftaa Of Military Efficiency. 

1. Battleahins and Cmi«er«. H5VADA, AHKAHSA8. and PIHSA- 
COLA were unahle to launch their planes. This caused à slight loss 
of military efficiency. 

Z*_Destroyers. There was no significant lo«s of military 
efficiency. 

3. Aircraft Carriers. Helther IÎJDIPENDMCI nor 8AHAT0GA 
could operate as carriers« Both losing use of elevators. (This 
constituted very serious immediate loss of military efficiency; how- 
dver« SARATOGA1 • elevator was readily repairable.) 

Is_Attack Trana-oorta. Failure of boat davits ’on CBITTKHDEH 
and DAWSOH greatly impaired efficiency in unloading troops. (This 
constituted serious loss of military efficiency.) 

D. Distance versus Daes^e Relationship. The distance versus 
damage data for damage to auxiliary machinery are presented in Table 
13.1. Only dasage to vital auxiliary machinery is considered. 

Is—Hnalneerlha Conseouences of Damage. Failure of airplane 
cranes and elevators temporarily prevented raising or lowering of 
aircraft. Failure of boat davits prevented raising or lowering of 
small boats. 

Li—Mechanism of Product my Dsmsf». Damage to auxiliary machin¬ 
ery was caused by the pressure wave in air. 

13.009 Damage to Electrical Iquipment. 
a 

Xxposed electrical equipment and instruments suffered serious 
damage within a radius of approximately 900 yd. Interior electrical 
equipment suffered little or no damage other than daauge associated 
with distortion of supporting structure or with secondary fires. In 
general» damage to electrical equipment did not cause serious loss of 
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military efficiency. 

ia»01Q Plfflflge to Ordnancw 

mmnf ^ llttle ■«rioue dama«« to ordnance equip- 
âêar 1* îf 6 T?”®18* ^18 not eurprieing since ordna^M 
gear is, of course, designed to withstand gun blast. 

..nt .«a":„:i.u",'orndÄmÄ5 ^rrÄd<^r íkü- 

SJ92? yd>; í1010 7i) >».. bHn Srir^y 
í hw dt«k»: C*“M lnt«rfw*ni!« V «»It» »• » remit of lot. 

^n«r«l damage to radar antennas (see Sec. 13.005) greatly 

Zeropointf* °f fire contro1 «y«tems within 1000 yd of thi 

d«n^ï°deîn ra^eflnderB withstood the explosion with no internal 
!uffered U«ht daaa«8* Aominition withítíod 

the heat and blast without change. Torpedoes, mines, and depth 

(560gvd)WhrR n^t d®t°aated* Twslve torpedo warheads on IHDEPXNDENCZ 
e^oifi^n * heat °n the torP8do flask, caused explosion of some of the flasks. 

—Damnée ftclirpnie Zaulnwri , 

Electronic equipment sustained major damage on 11 vessels and 

and^adar^* ?“ 17.additl0nal veB8®18* D«“®€e to antennas of radio 
ííídlííí ^ P,B!f for 90 percent of the equipment 
d!íi^d in0peratíve* (S«« s«c- 13.005.) Vacuum tubes and other 
d^êd C0**0™*" Protected by enclosures generally remained un. 

ÎTtoZw. PreeeUre VaVe ln alr was reeponsible for the majority 

^8 c°nflned to an area within 1000 yd of the Zero- 
point. Minor damage occurred at ranges between 1000 yd and 1500 yd 
Electronic equipment on ships beyond 2500 yd was in most cases uní 
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13.013 Dwaop-a fVnm FIt-a«. 

Flash heat scorching was apparent on surfaces normal to the 
"blast up to a distance of about 3700 yd. Many fires started in Jute 
and manila cordage. The burlap wrapping of Army Quartermaster materi¬ 
al ignited in some instances. There was considerable evidence that 
many incipient fires within a radius of 1500 yd of the Zeropoint were 
extinguished by the air pressure wave immediately following the flash. 

There were no oil fires either in the water or in target ships 
(except on SAKAWA). In generali damage from fires did not cause 
serious loss of military efficiency, exceot in the case of the IHDÍ- 
PENDENCE. 

13.013 Damage from Ammunition Explosions. 

There was no evidence of loss of ships or serious damage to 
ships through ammunition explosions. However, there probably was an 
explosion on AHSERSOH (600 yd). 

13.014_ ■Relationship Between Shin Orientation and Dam^e. 

The relationship between ship orientation and damage has not yet 
been evaluated. Unfortunately, there were lew ca^es where damaged 
ships located at equal distances from the actual Zeropoint had con¬ 
trasting orientations. 



o 
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Chapter 14 

Other Damage, Test A 

14..001 Introduction. 

Damage to material and equipment which are more or leas standard 
on Naval vessels has been discussed In the .previous chapter. The 
present chapter describes the damage to special test equipment ex¬ 
posed on the target vessels. More detailed information may be 
obtained from Ref. 420-2 and 410-7o 

14.002 Damage to Vehicles. Guns, and Searchlights. 

Tanks and guns suffered no impairment of operational efficiency 
at or beyond 600 yd. Inspection plate fastenings failed at ranges 
as great as 1500 yd. Unarmored vehicles, searchlights, and airplane 
structures were severely damaged at ranges up to 1200 yd and suffered 
minor damage at ranges from 1200 to 2500 yd. 

14.003 Damage to Electronic Equipment. 

Electronic equipment and instruments were seriously damaged at 
ranges up to 1200 yd and slightly damaged at ranges of 1200 to 2500 
yd. Small, compact equipment was superior to large units in Hast 
resistance. 

14.004 Damage to Special Ammunition and Pyrotechnics. 

Packaged ammunition remained undamaged at distances greater than 
1000 yd. At 1000 yd pyrotechnics in thin cases but otherwise un¬ 
shielded were unaffected. Some exposed items, such as wrapped pro¬ 
pelling charges and mortar powder increments in plastic casings, were 
destroyed at distances up to 2100 yd. 

14.005 Damage to Food, Clothing. Etc. 

Baled and packaged clothing was damaged, primarily by fire, at 
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distances up to 2000 yd. Certain insecticides, soaps, powders, and 

solutions retained appreciable amounts of radioactivity over a rela¬ 

tively long period of time. Nonperishable packaged food at 500 yd 
was cleared for consumption hy four days after A-Day. 

14.006 Daot-ge to Rubber Materials. 

Dense and thick rubber objects such as pneumatic tires «»d 

electrical cables were undamaged (except for superficial scorching) 

at and beyond 600 yd. Thin rubber coatings and objects of sponge 
rubber were charred at a distance of 600 yd. 

14.007 Damage to Plastics» 

Plastics were damaged at distances as great as 3000 yd. All 

kinds of plastics were highly susceptible to heat flash, which pro¬ 

duced fusing. Laminated panels of glass and metal separated because 
of breakdown of the plastic-bonding compound. 

14.008 Damage to Surfaces. 

Thin surface layers of paper or paint ivere superficially scorched 

at 600 yd, tut the general relationship between scorching and distance 

is not yet clear. Ranges of scorching and blistering of paint were 

irregular, depending on composition, color, and method of application 

and also (probably) on the extent of thermal radiation screening by 

steam or fog suddenly produced just above the surface of the Lagoon. 

Baked paint on Army equipment withstood heat much better than the flat 
paint on decks and bulkheads of ships. 

14.009 Metallurgical Dams-ge. 

Radiation caused no perceptible metallurgical damage. 
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Chapter IS 

Injury ta Anímala and flgnte^jw a 

15.001—Introduction. 

Estimate* and generalizations oresented below, although very 

rough, are believed to be qualitatively accurate. The majority of 

the estimates and generalizations have been made by the JTF-1 Techni¬ 

cal Historian, based on information contained in Ref. 410-5 and addi¬ 

tional information obtained informally from the D8M Naval Medical 

Research Section and the 013 Radioactivity Section. / 

It is to be borne in mind that predictions as to ranges at which 
personnel would be injured are not necessarily based on data on 

injury to test animals, bu* may be based on measured values of pressure, 

gamma radiation, etc., and on previously determined values of lethal 
dosage. 

15*002 Animal Census. 

Presented below are the salient statistics on animals used i;. 
the Test. 

Number 
^T?e of Number Recovered 

Animal Exuosed Alive 

Number Having 

Died since Re¬ 

turning to the 
BURLESON 

Number Number 

Killed Alive 

for on 

Study 25 Nov 46 

Goats 176 153 

Pige 147 136 

Rats 3130 2511 

Guinea Pigs 57 55 

Mice 109 108 

26 12 ns 

32 18 86 

725 321 1465 

55 0 0 

• Mice were exposed at considerable distances from the Zeropoint in 

order to provide data as to results of exnoeure to sub-lethal dosages 
of gamma radiation. 
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1Ü.QQ3 ¡tepeMencfi of Mortality on Bang* 

Presented below are the JTF-1 Technical Historian's estimates of 
mortality percentages: 

Percentage of Animals of Indicated 
Type of Range Type Which Had Died by 9 Aug 46 as a 

MáL direct Result of and Radiation 

Pigs Less than 1000 
1000 to 2000 
More than 2000 

50 J 10 
15+5 
15 1 10 

Groats Less than 1000 
1000 to 2000 
More than 2000 

85 + 10 
30 ± 25 

5 ± 5 

Jtots Less than 1000 75 ± 10 
1000 to 2000 25 ! 10 
More than 2000 15 ± 6 

The significance of these figures is reduced by the fact that no 
account is taken of different distributions of the animals throughout 
their respective ships, or of different sample sizes; no analyses 
taking into account these factors were available by 15 Nov 46. 

Ifi»QQ4 BfllationshlP Between Mortality and Tvn« of Animal. 

No reliable conclusion can be drawn from the figures of the pre¬ 
ceding section as to relative vulnerabilities of goats, pigs, and rats. 
However, long-range mortality figures (for period ending 5 Nov 46) 
indicate that pigs may be slightly more vulnerable to gamma radiation 
than goats or rats. 

I 

15.005 Degree of Protection of Animai 

As of 15 Nov 46 no shield-thickness data were available for the 
various animals exposed. Note! Lethal dosage of gamma radiation is 
usually taken to be 400 roentgens; lethal, dosage of fast neutrons is 
1 X 10 fast neutrons per cm*; for slow neutrons, the lethal dosage 
is 5 X 1011 8i*w neutrons per cm2. FlaBh burn ln amlmalt at rangeB 
greater than 600 yd was prevented by flash-burn cream or by fur. 
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15*006 Symptoms of Injury. 

Aî—Symptoms Produced by Gamma R&áletlon. Animals receiving light 

doses of gamma radiation often appeared normal. Later some developed 

hemorrhagic patches beneath the oral mucous membrane. A few showed 

partial loss of hair and very few developed testicular atrophy. 

Those animals more heavily exposed exhibited liyperirritability 

muscular weakness, diarrhea, and increased rate of respiration. Some 

of these were moribund, with exaggeration of symptoms, bloody diarrhea 
and inability to stand. 

* 

Is—Symptoms Produced by Air Blast. Symptoms of blast injury were 
lung hemorrhages and contusions. 

15.007 Radiological Dosage. 

Since radiological dosage data are considered in detail in Chap. 

17, only a summary oí the most salient uata are presented here. 

At horizontal ranges oí 0 to 1000 yd, topsiae dosage of gamma 

radiation was 1800 to over 8000 roentgens; inside heaviest turrets and 

below decks in very well-protected regions, the typical dosage was 1 

to 50 roentgens. Neutron dosages were very high (lethal, ordinarily) 

within 500 yd, but were almost negligible beyond 700 yd. (Source: 
Ref • 300—10.) 

Between 1000 and 2000 yd, topside dosage of gamme radiation 

varied from 28 to 1800 roentgens, while the dosage in well-protected 

regions was from 0 to 20 roentgens. The neutron dosage in this 
range was practically nonexistent. 

Beyond 2000 yd, topside dosage of gamma radiation varied from 
28 roentgens to zero; the dosage in well—protected regions was less 
than 1 roentgen. 

15.008 Causes of Injury. 

Air blast was the principal cause of injury leading to immediate 

(i.e., within the first hour) deaths and other immediate "loss of effi¬ 

ciency" of exposed animals; gamma radiation was second in importance* 

(Many of the animals killed by the air blast received lethal dosaaes of 
gamma radiation.) * 

Neutron radiation would have been important in protected locations 
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at ranges less than 650 yd, had there been any animals at such range. 

Principal cause of delayed deaths and delayed "loss of efficiency 
was gamma radiation. 

15.009 Ranges of Injury of Specified Severity. 

No estimate is included here as to the range at which it is pro¬ 

bable (probability greater than 50 percent) that animals would be 
injured to a specified extent, since for various reasons any such 

estimates would be both inaccurate and of questionable significance. 

(See, however, Chap. 19, where estimates of ranges for probable in¬ 

jury to crews are presented.) 
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Chapter 16 

Pressure Data, Test A 

16.001 Introduction. 

Detailed accounts of pressure produced by Bomb A are contained 

in Ref. 300, particularly Ref. 3OO-I3. 

16.002 Peak Pressure in Mach Stem Region. 

Best values of peak pressure in the Mach Stem region, the air 

just above the surface of the mater, are given below. (Source; Ref. 

3OO-I3, Fig. 2, curve "BuOrd") 

Horizontal Distance from Peak Pressure 

Projected Zeropoint (yd) (psi cage) 

0 2000 
110 
87 

360 
400 

500 
600 

700 

53 

36 

25 

800 

900 
1000 

18 

13.5 
10.5 

1100 
1200 
I3OÜ 

8.7 

7.3 

6.2 

1400 
1500 
1600 

5.4 

4.8 
4.3 

1700 4.0 

3.7 

3.3 

1800 

1900 

2000 
25OO 

3.1 

2.3 
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According to Dr. W. G. Penney (Ref. 300-13), all best values 

(except those for distances less than 100 yd) have probable errors in 

the neighborhood of 5 percent. But according to JTF-1 Technical 

Historian, the data of Ref. 300-13 show that the best values ordi¬ 

narily have probable errors of 10 to 20 percent, and values for 

distances less than 500 yd may have probable errors of 30 percent or 

more. 

16.003 Peak Pressure Outside Mach Stem. 

Peak-pressures values obtained at positions outside the Mach 

Stem region are given below: (Source: Ref. 300-22) 

Altitude 

26,800 

26,800 

26,800 

Ry 1 Nov 46 no 

Slant Range 

_Ixki_ 

11,100 

11,800 

13,300 

Peak Pressure 
(psi gage) 

0.168 
0.178 

O.I5O 

estimate of probable error had been made. 

A peak pressure of 100 dynes/cm was measured at Kwajalein, 

approximately 218 nautical mi away. (Source: Ref. 300-19) 

16.004 Duration of Positive Pressure Pulse at a Fixed Point in Air. 

Duration of the positive pressure pulse at a fixed point in the 
Mach Stem region, just above the surface of the water, was as follows: 
(Source: Ref. 300-13) 

Horizontal Distance from 
Projected Zeropoint (yd) 

360 

500 
750 

1000 
2000 

Duration of the Positive 
Pressure Pulse (sec) 

O.42 
O.46 
0.59 

0.75 
1.0 

£y 1 Nov 46 no estimate of probable error had been made. 
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16.005 Shape of Pressure versus Time Curve (in Air). 

The shape of the pressure versus time curve (at a fixed ooint 

in air in Mach Stem region) at various radii (exceeding 750 yd) 
obeyed the following equation: (Source: Ref. 300-13) 

P(t) - P 

(Eq.l) 

Where P is the initial shock-wave pressure (psi) at the fixed ooint 

concerned, i is the time in seconds at which thi pressure ^)¾ 

“d Jo ie the duration of the positive pressure pulse, 

300¾^^ 4^e Precedlng section- The shape is pictured in Ref. 

. . Points less than 750 yd horizontal distance from the pro- 

th® equation ie of limited value, although it may 
still be applicable to the positive pressure pulse. 

16.006 Velocity of the Shock Wave In ¿ir. 

?° vflue" data were available in the office of the 

waveninaairÍreCt0r ^ 1 N0V ^ &S the veloc;Lty of the shock 

TT b_?Í'+k’ Ï't?17? 0f TaSk Unlt 1;5-2 Presenta (Kef. 5IO-I, Fig. 
II-B-1) the following preliminary (motion-pictura^ilm) data for 
the rate of propagation of the shock wave in air: 

(D (2) 

Horizontal distance 

from Projected Zero- 

point of intersection 
Time after of shock-wave-in-air 

Mike Hour with the surface of 

(sec) the water (ft)_ 

0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 

0 
1020 
1600 
2000 
2380 

2700 

3530 

¿350 

(3) 

Slant Range 

from Actual 

in-the-air 

Zeropoint to 

surface of 

waW (ft) 

(4) 

Slant-range- 

velocity, or 

rate of increase 

of the slant 

range as defined 
in Column (3) 

(ft/sec) 

0 
1260 
1740 

2110 
2480 
2790 

3595 
4400 

14,200 

3,000 

2,200 
2,000 
1,830 

1,750 

1,590 

1,470 
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By 1 Nov 46 no estimate of probable error had been made. JTF-1 

Technical Historian estimates the probable error to be in the neigh¬ 

borhood of 5 percent for data applicable to times more than 0o2 seconds 
after MIKE Hour. 

An equation relating peak pressura P and shock-wave velocity Ü is 

given below» It is applicable in the region where the peak pressure 

in air was less than 500 psi, that is, at horizontal distances from 
the projected Zeropoint greater than 300 yd. (Source: Ref. 300-13) 

(Eq.2) 

Here P0 is the ambient atmospheric pressure (1012.2 millibars at sea 

level at MIKE Hour) and a is the ambient velocity of sound (II40 
ft/sec at sea level at MIKE Hour). By 1 Nov 46 no estimate of probable 
error had been made. 

16.007 Time of Arrival of Shock Wave in Air. 

At distances greater than 5 mi the time of arrival of the shock 

wave in air was identical to that of an acoustical signal of lew 

intensity, starting from a point 1665 it nearer to the observer than 

is the actual detonation point. (Source: Ref 300-22) 

The shock wave reached the surface of the water 56 milliseconds 
after MIKE Hour. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 

16.008 Sound Produced. 

The sound of the detonation was heard as a rather faint low 

rumble by persons 20 mi away on surface vessels. 

16.009 Pressure within Target Vessels. 

Peak pressures of 2.5 to 5 psi gage were reached in the (pur 

posely-left-open) BRULE, situated 1005 yd from the projected Zero- 

point. Peak pressure in closed ships never exceeded 2.5 psi gage. 

(Source: Ref. 300-13) 
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Chapter 17 

Radiation and Radioactivity, Test A 

17.001 Introduction. 

This Chapter discusses only radiations and radioactivity in 

Test A. Their eli'ects are considered in other chapters. 

17.002 Optical Radiation. 

A. Total Eaiission. No meaningful value was obtained lor the total 

quantity of energy emitted by the detonation as optical radiation. A 

value was obtained but it was absurdly high, being equal to twice the 

total amount of energy actually emitted by the detonation. (Source: 

Ref. 300-18; 300-7) 

B. Spectral bistribution at Short Distance. No asta were avail¬ 

able by 1 Nov 4Ó as to the spectral distribution oí the optical radia¬ 

tion at a specified short distance from the detonation point. At an 

unspecified (short) distance, and in a short range above 6000 A and in 

a short range below 4000 A (but not in the range from 4000 to 6000 A) 

the time-integrated intensity was inversely proportional to the fourth 

power of the wavelength. (Source: Ref. 300-13) 

C. Flux at 18 Nautical Miles. At 18 nautical mi, on a surface 

vessel or on an airplane, the actually-received, time-integrated flux 

of optical radiation throughout the spectrum was 5 X 10^ ergs/cm*, 
(bounce: Ref. 300-18) By 1 Nov 46 no estimate of probable error had 

been made. 

D. Flux on Target Vessels, by 1 Nov 46 analysis of the auta 

was not sufficiently advanced to give the time-integrated flux of 

optical radiation on target vessels. 

E° Illumination at 12 Nautical Miles. At 12 nautical mi the 

peak illumination was approximately 100,000 it--cundles, which is 

roughiy 10 times greater tnan is produced by noon summer sun and 

skylight.. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 

F. Spectral Distribution at Long Range. At 18 nautical mi, no 

optical radiation of wavelength less than 3200 A was received. Tne 
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wavelength of greatest intensity was 7Ü00 A. The shorter the wave¬ 

length) the less was the intensity. This diminution in intensity was 

more pronounced than in the spectrum of the (noon) sun. Various atmos- 

pheriCjabsorption lines appeared in the apectrograms. (Source: Ref. 

G. Time Distribution. There were no data for which the distri- 
txition of optical radiation can be computed as a function of time. 

However, it is known that ty the end of the first millisecond 

after Mike Hour only 7 percent of the total cumulative amount, of 3ÓÜ0 A 

radiation to be received at 18 nautical mi had been received, and only 

?. percent of the total cumulative amount of 9400 A radiation to be 
received had been received. (Source: Ref. 300-18) 

Dr. R. M. Frye of Army Air Unit 1.5.2 reports that the total 
illuiflination at distant points passed through two maxima: principal 

maximum occurred at 0.1 milliseconds and the secondary maximum 

occurred at 120 milliseconds. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 

\ 

17.003 Fireball. 

The fireball was formed in the detonation itself. Its radius 
grew as follows: 

Time after 

Mike Hour 

(sec) 

Radius 

110 

40 

10 

260 

1 800 

• 10 870 

By Nov 46 no estimate of probable error had been made 

The fireball ceased to exist as such at approximately 10 sec 

after Mike Hour. What had been the fireball became the mushroom top. 
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During the early growth the radius roughly obeyed this relation¬ 
ship: 

R = 1678. T0,4 (Eq. 1) 

Growth of the fireball to a radius of about 40 ft was by radia¬ 
tive transfer process; thereafter, growth was by mechanical or 
hydrodynamical process r&tber than by radiative process. (Source: 
Ref. 300-22) 

The greatest surface tern; rature of the fireball was reached at 
150 microseconds after Mike Hour, and the temperature value was in 
the neighborhood of 200,000° K. (Source: Ref. 300-22, Fig. 2) By 
1 Nov 46 no estimate of the probable error had been made. 

To observers 12 nautical mi away, the illumination produced per 
cm2 of the fireball area was, at the instant of greatest brightness, 
several times that of the sun at noon; the color temperature of the 
fireball was considerably higher. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 

17.004 Gamma Radiation. 

A. Emission from the Detonating Bomb. No information is avail¬ 
able as to total quantity of gamma radiation produced in the detonation. 
Much of the radiation was absorbed by the bomb materials themselves 
during the detonation process: much was absorbed by the air before 
reaching the Lagoon surface or target vessels; much was emitted after 
the great bulk of the fission products had been carried to higher 
altitudes. 

The average energy emitted (per fission) as gamma radiation 
was 1.8 Mev. Approximately 40 percent of the energy represented by 
gamma radiation was (at the time the radiation was emitted) in the 
form of quanta of 5 Mev. (Source: Refs. 300-22, 300-20) 

B. Time Incidence on Taraet Vessels. Forty five percent of the 
gamma radiation reaching the target vessels reached them by one sec 
after Mike Hour; 80 percent had reached them by 3 sec after Mike Hour; 
99 percent had reached them by 10 sec after Mike Hour. 

* 

The great majority of the gamma radiation incident on target 
vessels came from the detonating bomb and from the fission products. 
It is estimated thpt less than 1 percent of the gamma radiation was 
from neutron capture in the non-fishant bomb materials. (Source: 
Ref. 300-22) 
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ä »rtSi Lr-- (Source: Ref » 300-22, Fig. 5) 8 68 

Horizontal Distance 
from Projected Zero- 
point. 

Cumulative 
Radiation as de¬ 
fined above. 
_ (roentgens)_ 

900 
1000 
1100 

9000 
6000 
4000 

2600 
1800 
1200 

1200 
1300 
U00 

770 
500 
330 

1500 
1600 
1800 

220 
150 
63 

2000 28 

The JTF-1 Technical Historian estimates th, 
error of these data is 15 percent. the probable 

These data conform to the following equation: 

No. of roentgens r .2.9 x 1010 X 10 -10545 

R2 (Eq. 2) 

«..r. E is th. (horitontu or Si«at) distance 1„ yd. (Source¡ Ref. m 

of ihh^T^lmoówT^ortl"'1- At tlle »f «“fosioo 
attenuation c^t ia^o .«“™ 
absorption alone tended to reduce th. r.awi ^4. / ’,lta0Bph,rle 
of its initial value 1„ travos ?lo ^ a40,17* (or 37 Poroent) 
(Source: Refs. 300-20 ^aÎÂ)340 mCtere °f aÍr at 668 ieVel* 
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E. Induced Gemma Radiation. Th« total amount of indftced gumma 
radiation in the Lagoon water, at 4 hr after Mike Hour was 0.5 
roentgens per 24 hr in e central area of approximately 1 mi2. This 
Induced radiation resulted almost entirely from the formation of 
sodium 24 (half-life 14.8 hr) by neutron capture» 

Induced gamma activity on target vessels which remained afloat 
was in general less than in the water. Materiale rendered particu¬ 
larly radioactive were soap, salt, glase (which contained sodium) and 
arsenicals, brass, and a few other special itema. (Source; Ref. 303) 

17.005 Neutron Radiation. 

The time-integrated flux of slow neutrons from the explosion 
varied with distance in approximate accordance with Eq°(3): 
(Source; Ref. 300-22) 

Mo. of slow neutrons * 2.24 X 10^ X 10“^^®^, 

cm2 (Eq. 3) 
where R is the slant range in meters. 

The time-integrated flux of fast neutrons from the explosion 
varied with distance as indicated ty the following table; (Source; 
Ref. 300-20) 

Slant Range 

m 

Time-Integrated Flux of 
fast neutron per unit 
area at the indicated 

slant range 0 
(neutrons per cm*“)_ 

400 IX 1011 
600 1.6 X 1010 

800 3.3 X 109 
1000 8 1 108 

The atmospheric attenuation constant of fast neutrons was (at 
slant range greater than 800 yd) 160 yd. That is, scattering by 
the atmosphere over & path length of 160 yd reduced the flux of fast 
neutrons to l/e (or 37 percent) of its initial value. At shorter 
ranges, the attenuation with distance was leas. (Source: Ref. 300-22) 

Neutrons reaching the water produced radioactive sodium 24, which 
has a half-life of 14.8 hr. Neutrons were absorbed also by hydrogen 
and chlorine in the water, by sodium, sine, and arsenic in target 
vessels, and of cource, by nitrogen in the air. (Source: Ref. 300-20) 
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17,006 Alpha Radiationo 

Very little alpha radiation was 
Lagoon: its effect was negligible, 

pressai at the surface of the 

rk007 Beta Radiation, 

considerable beta radiation was produced in the immediate 
neigborhood of the detonation, wety litUe such radiation was present 
at the surface of the Lagoon. Its effect was negligible. 

J^ytron-Radiation flpaa^ep in Target k 

Ceauna-radiation dosages on the nost exposed topside parte of 
tjljet vessels were, of course, subetantlallj as indicated in Sec. 
i»7 oOU^o 

Gemea-radiation dosages on topside regions shielded by super- 
etructures ano in interior compartoente were usually far lees, typi¬ 
cally ty & factor of 10 to 100. (Source* Hef. 300-20) 

(¡Péages on submerged submarines would presumably have been 
negligihi#. However, no eubnarines were submerged during Test A.) 

Neutron-radiation dosages on the most exposed topside parte of 
tnrget vessels were, of course, substantially as indicated in Sec, 
IToOOJ. Dosages in «shielded’ regions of the vessels were not greatly 
reduced, since neutrons are not greatly absorbed by steel or other 
■steri&ls common in vessels » 

IZgOO? .JfrsiduaÀ Radioactivity on yar^et V»™«! «. 

The residual radioactivity, l.e0, radioactivity present after 

0I1^Illir!líeífít*r Hour» °® target vessels was low. Residual 
radioactivity on á-D&y itself was not deterainod. One day after A-Day 
radioactivities greater than Od roentgens per 24 hr were found on 
only 13 vessels, (Source* Ref. 300-20) 

One day after A-Dsy the three most radioactive (not-imaediately- 
sunk) vessels were SKATE, ARKANSAS, and SAKAVA. (Source: Ref. 300Í20) 
The maxima radioactivity measured on any surviving ship was at that 
time approximately 8 roentgens per 24 hr. This value was found for a 
pool of water on the ARKANSAS. (Source* Ref. 303) 
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17a010 Residual Radioactivity la the Water» 

The residual radioactivity in the water after Mike Hour was 
negligible and of no physiological significance0 Thus at 4 hr after 
Mike Hour in an 0o8 ni2 area roughly centered at the projected Zero- 
point, the intensity was only 0o5 roentgens per 24 hr„ By 30 hr 
after Kike Hour the figure had decreased to Ool roentgens per 24 hr« 
(Sources Ref 300-20) 

Principal cause of the radioactivity in water was neutron- 
produced radioactive eodiiuB 24,, of 14 8~hr half-life. (Sources 
Ref g 300*20) This sodiun Isotope emits beta particles and epm,nc rays. 

17 g 01.1 Residual Radioactivity 1ft ^lr„ 

There was appreciable residual radioactivity in the air about 70 
mi to leeward 13 to 17 hr after Mike Hour, and detectable radio¬ 
activity in the air roughly 4000 ai away (Puget Sound Area) 150 hr 
after Mike Hour (Sources Ref. 300-20 and Refu 300-19) 

This radioactivity originated, of course, in the fission 
products dispersed In the elr« 
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Chapter 18 

Otjier Detailed Results of Test A 

Outline 

Section 

18o001 The Cloud 

18.002 Hater Haves 

18.003 Other Results 
A. Radioactivity at Great Distance 
B. Reflectivity and Conductivity Phenomena 
C. Sei sinological Phenomena 
D. Magnetic Phenomena 
E. Ionization Phenomena 
F. Remote Detection 
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QÜiaT-Belftllsá.RgflultM_of Teat a 

18.001 Thf> 

V, 57 20ueeC ***** Mike Hour the cloud *** asf^d its characteristic 
h^d re«r JÏaPe Wa,B 0nl mlle hleh' By 150 8ec "¿ter Mike Hour it 

US!4«“ altltude 5 "iS its maximum width wae 9000 ft, 
%îhinuf®P» Pr«^"ed by some to be an ice cap, had formed. By 400 

Hef.^l5Il)lk* H0Ur the Cl0Ud b*4 reached “ Atitude of 7 mi. (Source: 

rc__ fi88lon Pro<iuct8 produced in the detonation 
rose inOhe cloud; they were detected eeveral days later at great 
distance?, as explained in a following section. 

18.002 

if ^WÄter/T8 Produced ln the Test were of negligible significance 
M the projected Zeropoint the surface of the water was first depressed 

Z.T.Z T^6 i«‘'d for a .nt'1 
whlch the “rf“e retu™d tf — ^ 

18*Q.!33_Other He «ul t|Bn 

aLJlgALj^iaiaoas^ Badioactivity from the 
sSid8NaïarSMefinÎteiy dfttected at mftny rM,°te «ites. At the Puget 
oHL elrth thH cPunting rate near the surface 

souî #poroii"8tei3r ibo -11 Mik* 

refle?Myffv^g^3i:^Z~afd‘7SgBattgtÍlI^3LÍ>hgntf,Be0flj' No atmospheric 
ÎÎÎ1 i! ÍÍ7 r conductiTity Phenomena were detected at great distance, 
Even locally no noteworthy effects were found. «stance, 

. yhenompinfln No earth shock was detected at 
appreciable distance. 
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lo magnetic phenomena verm detected. 

X«—laaliation fhaapBena 
detected. 

lo significant ionisation phenomena were 

T. Seift».« gfltflfitiinni 
radioactivity in the air. 

Hemote detection was accomplished only by 
See the foregoing Paragraph A. 
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Outline 

Section 

19.001 Introduction 

19.002 Loss of Military Efficiency of Shipe 

19.003 Lobs of Militaiy Efficiency of Crewe 

19.00^ Loss of Cowbined Military Efficiency 

^005 0f L0“ ^ 

19.006 of IOBB of Mllitarj Effiel«,^ 

WoOO? Decreasing the Ranges of Loss of Combined Military 

19.008 
FKe°f °r Injury Action by Causât ire 

19.009 Technical Shortcoaings of the Test 

19.010 General Appraisal of the Taet 
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Chapter 19 

19.001 Introduction. 

,. ^Í£ ^apter contains, first, general correlations ami conclusions 
^egarding the outcome of Test A, and second, various cornent s'on the 

trative^pointer°view?^ Te6t fr°m * ““ technical-admlas- 
« 

the JTFeiCTlohÍÍÍÍ?nuwd ?onciusions are ior the most part those of the JTF-1 Technical Historian« Most of them have not been approved 
and it is expected that further study by experts will lead to^inor* 
hinges in the correlations and conclusions. The tentative findings 

herJ *fe (}) to give a rough over-aU picW of 
outcome of the Test, and (2) to serve as a basis of discussion. 

19.002 Loss of Military Efficiency of ships. 

IntrdUCwd°n;, A r°Ugh 131111 ôiraple definition of miiitaiy efficiency of a ship itself is included in Appendix III. 

JTF +°SS'- NFi5‘ 196h0WÍJ the rfcnee (estimated by the 
ï b?1! 1 Hi®toflftn) which specified extent of immediate (i.e 

first hour) loss of military efficiency of "typical" surface combatant ’ 
vessels themselves is probable (probabixity equal to 50 percent) Ranees 
are horizontal distances from the projected Zeropoint Lumate¡ ^ 
to U. S. surface combatant vessel of unspecified type. 

The pertinent data are: 

Range fer very serious immediate loss: 
Range for serious immediate loss: 
Range for moderate immediate loss: 
Range for slight immediate loss: 

% 

900 yd 
1000 yd 
1300 yd 
1500 yd 

, Tfrm L°ss¿ I1 is not possible to make useful estimates 
as to the long term loss of militeïy efficiency of ships themselves 
Mctedeii°hS i0SS °í mil^tiLry eificiency of a ship itself may be cor- 

hours or days in some cases, especially if the ship is very 
tie !hîn ître?î yaf ¿ yet even lose of “ifitaiy efficiency 7f the ship itself may take months to correct, if the damage is deep- 
seated and if the ship is far from base. 
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D. Weakest Link. At ranges greater than 700 yd the weakest links 

as regards loss of military efficiency of ships themselves are: stacks 

and boilers (most important), and antennas. Within 700 yd hulls and 
ordnance equipment become weak links also., 

19.003 Loss of Military Efficiency of Crews. 

A. Introduction. A rough but simple definition of efficiency 
of a crew per se is included in Appendix III. 

B. Immediate Loss. Fig. 19*1 shows the range (estimated by the 

JTF-1 Technical Historian) at which specified extent of immediate (i.e., 

first hour) loss of military efficiency of crews per se would be pro¬ 

bable (probability equal to 50 percent)o (Normal 1945 shielding is 

assumed; also "typical" type and orientation of ship.) The ranges of 
principal interest are: 

Range for very serious immediate loss of efficiency 700 yd 

Range for serious immediate loss of efficiency 800 yd 

Range for moderate immediate loss of efficiency 900 yd 

Range for slight immediate loss of efficiency 1000 yd 

C. Long Term Loss. Principal ranges for long tara loss (of 

indicated severity) of military efficiency of crews per se are: 

Range for very serious long term loss 800 yd 

Range for serious long terra loss 1100 yd 

Range for moderate long term loss I4OO yd 
Range for slight long term loss 1700 yd 

However, tne significance of these figures is questionable since 

it would often be possible to replace the crew within a few weeks. 

Ds_Weakest Link. It appears that, at virtually all horizontal 

ranges of interest, the type of injury producing greatest immediate 

loss of military efficiency to crews would be injury from air blast, 

including primary effects, secondary effects (injuiy from impact with 

flying debris, ship structures, etc.) and general confusion created. 

Next in importance would be bums, injury to lungs and eardrums, and 
injury to bone marrow and white blood corpuscles. 

19.004 Loss of Combined Military Efficiency. 

A. Introduction. For simplicity, the abbreviation CME is used 

below for "combined military efficiency." A rough but simple definition 

of combined military efficiency is included in Appendix III. The 

term refers, of course, to the efficiency of ship and ship»s crew con- 
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eidered in comtination. 

—iwwgdtatg Figure 19.1 shows the range (estimated hy 

the JTF-1 Techàical Historian) at which specified extent of immediate 

U.e., first hour) loss of combined military efficiency would be 

probable (probability equal to 50 percent). 

The most interesting ranges arel 

Range for very seriout immediate loss of CM! 900 yd 

Range for serious immediate loss of CMS 102O yd 
Range for moderate immediate loss of CMS 1300 yd 
Range for slight immediate loss of CMS 1500 yd 

¿t,. I»9Bg Ten fogfl. Por reasons indicated in the preceding 

sections, it is impossible to make any meaningful e*tlmate of long 

term losses of combined military efficiency. 

jL-...Weatoct jdaft. The weakest link, as regards immediate loss 

of combined military efficiency, is the ship itself, especially stacks, 

boilers, antennas and (within 700 yd) hulls and ordnance equipment. 

ia*QQ5 PftfirflSBlBfi thft Hnnges Of Lows of Militen Efficiency of th. 
Shins Themselv««. 

Considerable reduction in the ranges at which the ships themselves 

suffer specified losses of military efficiency could be achieved by 

improving the resistance of stacks and masts (masts supporting antennas* 

Such improvements might reduce the ranges of serious and very 

serious immediate loss of military efficiency by approximately 100 yd. 

19*006 PccreaBlng tint RflafieB of Loss Of Military Efflelennv of f.h. 
kiflWB ?gr ßo. 

Considerable reduction in the ranges at which the crews would 

suffer specified immediate losses of military efficiency could be 

achieved by placing all personnel inside ships or by providing top¬ 

side personnel with protection against the pressure wave in air. 

(Care would have to be taken to see that the screens themselves could 
not become missiles.) 

Providing steel screens to reduce the intensity of gamma radia¬ 

tion would not be of appreciable value as far as efficiency during the 

irst hour is concerned, except perhaps at short range; and even here 

the value would be small because the ships would ordinarily be out of 
the battle. 
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iâ.QQ? PecrfifiBlnf th« Pangea Pf Loee of Combined Military Sfflr.l^n^. 

Since, during the firet hour after an air buret, damage to «hin« 

is the all-important consideration as far as immediate military effi¬ 

ciency is concerned, reducing the ranges of ship vulnerability is the 
obvious immediate goal. (See Sec. 19.005.) 

19.QQ6 Rftngpn 9f PnTnnffg-Or In.lurv Produced bv Causative Fpetnr.. 

Ai—îfltrOd^Ctlÿlt.. No formal analysis has been made as to what 
causative factors are predominant at various specified ranges; how¬ 

ever, the following estimates by the JTF-1 Technical Historian may 
be of value: 

Si Sh&ffk in Air> Shock wave in air is the cause of greatest 
immediate loss of military efficiency of ships. 

A typical surface vessel will probably be sunk by a pressure wave 

in air having a peak pressure greater than 35 psi gage; it will pro¬ 

bably suffer very cerious immediate loss of military efficiency when 

subjected to a peak pressure greater than 25 psi gage; peak pressures 

°f, ul 1 and 10 ea^e w111 Protably produce serious, moderate, and 
slight immediate losses of military efficiency, respectively. 

Shock wave in air (including primary and secondary effects) is 

comparable to optical radiation as a cause of immediate loss of mili- 

tíITn0íÍÍfí«nCir 0f Crew* at ranë*8 greeter than 900 yd. Peak pressu» 
of 10 to 100 psi gag« might be required to produce death as a primary 

effect; peak pressures as low as 5 psi gage might cause death from 
secondary effects of iftpact with ship structures# 

¿â—ftamna RadiaUbHi. Gamma radiation would contribute very 

little to the impiedlatfi lose of combined military efficiency. It 

would be of slight importance at ranges less than 1000 yd, and of 
negligible importance at greater ranges. 

% Qamma radiation would probably be the greatest cause of long-tetm 

lose of military efficiency of crews on ships within 1500 yd, since 

luniike the shock wave in air) it would produce serious injury even to 

persons protected by thin and moderately thin layers of steel; that is, 

it would affect personnel below decks in addition to affecting topside 

personnel. Exposed persons at range of 1350 to 2000 yd might die from 

exposure to gamma radiation, but the probability would be less than 50 
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percent. Exposed persons within 1350 yd would probably die from ex¬ 
posure to gamma radiation. Best protected persons as close as 600 
yd might not lecsive lethal gamma radiation doses. 

A gamma radiation dose of 400 roentgens would probably be fatal 
to man. After exposure to such a dose, nausea sets in within 30 to 
60 min; weakness develops gradually after the first day, and morta¬ 
lity probably would result within one month. 

A gamma radiation dose of over 2000 roentgens would produce 
nausea within approximately 30 minutes and weakness might often 
develop within 60 min; death would occur within 36 hr. 

Gamma radiation intensity is reduced to 50 percent by a 2-cm 
thickness of steel, and to approximately 1 percent by 14 cm (5^ in.) 
of steel. Thus 2 cm. of steel would reduce the lethal radius from 
1350 yd to 1200 yd, and 14 cm of steel would reduce the lethal radius 
to less than 600 yd. (However, neutron radiation would become very 
serious at ranges of less than 650 yd, and would not be adequately 
stopped by 14 cm of steel, as explained below.) 

D. Meutron Radiation. Neutron radiation would contribute 
virtually nothing to the immediate loss of combined military effici¬ 
ency. 

Neutrpn radiation would contribute virtually nothing to the 
long-term loss of military efficiency of crews outside 700 yd. 

\ 

Neutron radiation would be the greatest cause of injury to 
personnel in "very well protected" regions on ships within the annu¬ 
lus extending from 550 to 650 yd. In this annulus even 15 cm of 
steel would afford little protection. 

Since it is probable that a surface combatant ship of unspeci¬ 
fied type situated within 550 yd sinks, it is probable that neutron 
radiation is of reduced military importance within that range. 

The neutrons which are present in the 550 to 650-yd annulus 
are slow neutrons; fast neutrons are almost non-existent beyond 550 yd. 

E. Other Causative Factors. Optical radiation (heat flash) would 
rival shock wave in air as principal cause of immediate loss of mili¬ 
tary efficiency of crews at ranges greater than 900 yd. It would pro¬ 
duce serious (second degree) burns on exposed skin at ranges as great 
as roughly 1700 yd. 

Beta radioactivity, alpha radioactivity, and induced radioacti¬ 
vity were not important. 
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Unfished fissionable materials were not present (i.e., at sea 

level) in significant quantities» 
\ 

Importance of psychological effects (as on persons who might know 

they would soon die from effects of gamma radiation) was not investigated. 

F. Comparison of the Effectiveness of the Various Caueative Factors. 

Air blast (including primary and secondary effects, and the general con¬ 
fusion created) would be the most important cause of immediate loss of 
combined military efficiency. This is true for all ranges» 

The same statement applies to immediate loss of military effi¬ 
ciency of ships. 

Within 650 yd, principal cause of immediate loss of military effi¬ 

ciency of crews would be neutron radiation; in the annulus from 650 to 

900 yd the principal cause would be gamma radiation; outside 900 yd 

shock wave in air and optical radiation would be collectively the prin¬ 

cipal cause. 

19.009 Technical Shortcomings of the Test. 

Although the Test was in the main almost completely successful, 

several shortcomings deserve mention. 

A. The Bomb Miss. The plan-view position of the bomb at the 

instant of detonation was 710 yd from the intended projected Zero- 

point — foremast of NEVADA — and at 281° True. The projected actual 

Zeropoint was 700 yd west and 136 yd north of the intended projected 

Zeropoint. (Note that the slant range was not between 1500 and 2000 ft, 

as originally announced, but was 2130 ft.) 

The cause of the miss had not been determined by 15 Now 46, and 
it is likely that the cause will never be discovered. Extensive 

studies have been made ty several groups, but neither separately nor 

collectively do the findings explain the miss. There is strong 

evidence that the bombing plane was at approximately the correct 

altitude, that the bombsight was in proper condition and adjustmentj, 

that the ballistic wind correction was appropriate, and that the bomb 

was released at the correct instant and started its descent in normal 

manner. (The time of fall was 48.lt 0.3 sec, which was 0.5 sec longer 

than predicted; such a deviation is suggestive of a slightly rough 

flight but is inconsistent with a bad wobble or a spiral flight.) There 

is also weighty evidence that the bomb itself was of very sound and 

strong aerodynamic design and should not have wobbled or drifted. Data 

available on 1 Nov 46 ascribe to the bombing plane a position and 
course (at. the instant of bomb release) such as to place the bomb 600 

ft to the left of the intended Zeropoint and at least 1000 ft over, 

which by no means corresponds with the actual detonation point. Since 

there is at present no tenable hypothesis as to why the miss occurred, 

the matter will not be discussed here. 
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It is wrLl known that th# mise prevented the optimum functioning 

oi many of the instruments, prevented conclusive demonstration as to 

whether an air burst can sink a t»ttle6hip, and had other deleterious 
consequences. 

—- Tiling-Signal Failure„ Two individual errors produced the 

iming-signal failure, as a result of which a considerable number of 

instruments were started late and thus failed to obtain the desired 

+ timing control operator made a premature decision 
that the expected tone break (in the signal transmitted from the 

bombing piane) had occurred; he then (prematurely) started the auto¬ 

matic timers controlling the timing signals; and when he found that 

the tone break had not occurred, he had to abandon the automatic timers. 

Second, after switching to manual keying, the timing control operator 

read the time from the wrong clock - one which was based on the minus- 

«.-min mark as given by the bombardier and not expected to be highly 
accurateo 

~—gl.mck-Box Failures o A small but appreciable fraction of 

the black-box" instrument-starting devices failed to operate 

successfully, with the result that the corresponding instruments 

tailed to obtain the desired data,. In some instances the black-box 

failures were merely the result of lack of time to carry out adequate 

tests; in some instances the boxes were affected by the high (radio) 

noise lewel in the target array area, the noise level being especially 

high just at Hoe Hour. In some instances the black-box failures were 

partly a result of administrative division of responsibility, one group 

being responsible for the boxes themselves and a different group being 

responsible for the apparatus into which the black-box signal was fed. 

&>. Bxeessive Density of Goggles. The goggles distributed among 

important technical and observer personnel were unnecessarily dense. 

19.010 General Appraisal of the Test, 

From the technical point of view as well as from the operational 
point of view the Test was very successful,, Graded damage was pro¬ 

duced in ships of many types; graded injury was produced in animals 

of several types; and the principal physical phenomena (causative 

factors) were evaluated with reasonably good accuracy. A firm basis 

was established for determining the vulnerability of ships and crews 

to air bursts of atomic bombs, and for improving future designs and 
tactics. 

Shortcomings there were, ait they were few in number, noncrucial 

in character, and, in view of the shortage of time and technical per¬ 

sonnel and the unique character of the problems presented, it is diffi¬ 
cult to see how they could have been avoided. 
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Chapter 20 

Execution of Test B 

20.001 Introduction» 

Whereas Bomb A was detonated in the air while falling freelv 
Bomb B was detonated while at rest beneath the surface of the water. 

20.002 Delivery of Bomb. 

The Bomb was delivered to LSM-Ó0 by aeons outside the scope of 

teÎeaSSio!" C P' 5 f°r a de3Crlp*10“ of ““ politioning 

20,003 Detonation of Bomb„ 

The bomb was detonated (by means described in Chap, 5) at 59 7 

i8Ü?yûSeï 83i0î í5 Bikini LoCAl Ti“®» This corresponded to 
1634:59.7 on 24 July (EST) and 2134:59.7 on 24 July (GCT). Final firing 
signals were sent out from the CUMBERLAND SOUND. * 

At the instant of detonation, the location of the bomb was as 
ioliowas 

Depth below Lagoon surfaces 90 ft, 

Utitudes 35® 05" N, 

Longitudes 165° 30° 3o" E. 

20.004 Status of Actual Array of Target Vessels, 

., Tabl® 2°°1 «hows the B-Day, Mike Hour positions and aspects of 
the target vessels!* 

Table 20,2 shows the conditions of target vessels within 1000 
of Zeropoint as regards fuel and ammunition loads. 

yd 
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a»ttX»aMp» A CrMj7tr, 

Arkansas, 
BB 33, 562* 

New ïork, 
„ BB 34, 573 
Nevada, 

BB 36, 583 
Pennsylvania, 

BB 38, 608 
Pensacola, 

CA 24, 586 
Salt lake City, 

CA 25, 586 
Nagato, 

JAP ÉB, 
Sakawa, 

JAP CL, 
Prinz Eugen, 

IX 300, 

Aircraft Carrer, 

Saratoga, 
CV 3, $10 

Independence, 
CVL 22, 61$ 

Destroyerg 

La oison, 
DD 367, 344 

Conyngham, 
DD 371, 344 

kugford, 
DD 38$, 341 

Talbot, 
DD 3$0, 341 

Uayrant, 
DD 402, 341 

Trippe, 
DD 403, 341 

Rhlnd, 
DD 404, 341 

Stack, 
DD 406, 341 

Wilson, 
DD 408, 341 

Hughes, 
DD 410, 348 

Anderson, 
DD 411, 348 

Uustin, 
DD 413, 348 

Walnwrlght, 
DD 419, 348 

âubaaiim 
Skipjack, 

SS 184, 299 
Searaven, 

S3 196, 310 
Tuna, 

SS 203, 299 
Skate, 

SS 305, 311' 6" 
Apogon, 

SS 308, 311> 6" 
Dentuda, 

SS 335, 311' 6" 
Parche, 

SS 384, 311' 6" 
Filotflsh, 

SS 386, 311' 6" 

LandInt Craft 

LSI 52, 

LSI 133, 
328 

Range foi 
Burst to 
Ba» Cïd) 

259 

1007 

1056 

1283 

640 

1256 

852 

True Beer 
Ing of Bo« 
fro« Burst 

¿U Eil: 

10 26 

109 

il 

174 

270 

61 

29 

54 

53 

4Í 

27 

57 

52 

Sunk during Test A 

1990 

446 

1436 

298 48 

208 03 

245 54 

Sunk during Test A 

3597 

2595 

1835 

813 

1320 

2240 

2OO3 

1766 

643 

295 

309 

249 

338 

333 

313 

317 

322 

81 

03 

04 

23 

33 

37 

41 

41 

29 

58 

Sunk during Test A 

78 45 

302 56 

328 

* Length of Ship in Feet. 

1280 

2952 

808 

1419 

1800 

886 

846 

1466 

1670 

363 

1546 

723 

179 30 

194 49 

213 03 

228 30 

207 31 

220 16 

229 

68 

00 

07 

8 09 

61 58 

Relative 
Bearing 
of Burst 

•fro» Bo» 

SIX lie 

107 16 

183 

94 

156 

356 

134 

122 

10 

16 

19 

41 

37 

0 

309 08 

124 10 

259 24 

308 

314 

263 

352 

345 

317 

322 

329 

97 

51 

30 

12 

18 

16 

09 

28 

29 

10 

86 18 

314 25 

273 30 

318 49 

340 24 

324 28 

303 

31 

210 

10 

52 

58 

186 25 

27 27 

152 16 

Coordinates of Vessel fro« 

Bow 

47 E 

943 E 

163 E 

117 E 

641 w 

1108 E 

424 E 

1744 W 

210 W 

1311 W 

3259 V» 

2015 W 

1719 w 

297 w 

587 W 

1619 W 

1350 w 

1075 W 

637 E 

1257 E 

2478 W 

362 « 

981 W 

670 W 

392 W 

947 W 

1260 W 

336 E 

220 E 

639 E 

255 N 138 W 

341 S 763 

1042 N 29 W 

1278 S 182 

5 N 836 W 

590 N 923 E 

739 N I 178 E 

959 N |l767 W 

395 SI 93 

587 S I136I w 

1523 N 3286 W 

1636 N 2028 W 

647 S 1746 W 

757 N 324 W 

1183 N 608 W 

1546 N 1625 W 

1483 N 136O W 

1400 N 1092 W 

90 N 607 E 

250 N 1239 E 

1605 N 25OI W 

808 S 90 W 

J370 3 446 W 

1509 S 1061 • 

584 S 775 * 

751 3 487 W 

1118 S ! 962 W 

1095 S 1229 W 

135 N 246 E 

1531 N 195 E 

340 N 525 E 

1640 N 

1752 N 

533 S 

870 N 

1300 N 

I663 N 

1595 a 

1517 N 

202 N 

365 N 

1719 N 

813 S 

1427 S 

1574 S 

594 s 

761 S 

1215 S 

994 S 

88 N 

I638 N 

339 N 

232 N 

288 3 

1057 N 

1085 S 

15 N 

650 N 

730 N 

1169 N 

360 S 

383 S 

Distance 
froa 
Burst to 
Nearest 
Part of 
VmsUm 

223 

820 

IO3O 

1104 

640 

1120 

745 

1990 

350 

1390 

3597 

2595 

1815 

813 

1320 

2240 

2003 

1766 

635 

1280 

2952 

800 

1419 

1800 

886 

846 

1466 

1580 

260 

1546 

630 

Direction 
of Burst 
froa Vessel 

Stbd. Bean 

Starn 

Stbd, Bfeaffl 

Stbd. qtr. 

Bo« 

Stbd. Qtr, 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Port Bo» 

Stbd. Bean 

Port Bean 

Port Bo» 

Port Bow 

Port Bean 

Bo» 

Bo» 

Port Bo» 

Port Bo» 

Port Bo» 

Stbd. Bean 

Stbd. Bean 

Port Bo* 

Port Baan 

Port Bo» 

Bo» 

Port Bo» 

Port Bo» 

Stbd. Bo» 

Port Qtr. 

Stern 

Stbd. Bo» 

Stbd. Qtr. 



ML 

2am 

Unilln£ Cnft (con't.) 

1ST 220, 
328* 

328 

328 

159 

159 

159 

.159 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

IST 5*5, 

'LSI 661, 

LCI 329, 

LOI 327, 

ICI 332, 

ICI 549, 

ICI 705, 

LOT 745, 

ICI 816, 

LOT 8l8, 

LOT 874, 

LOT 1013, 

LOT 1078, 

LOT 1112, 

LCT 1113, 

LOT 1114, 

LCT 1115, 

Merchant Cypft 

01111am, 
APA 57, 426 

Banner, 
APA 60, 426 

Barrow, 
APA 61, 426 

Bladen, 
APA ¿3, 426 

Bracken, 
. APA 64, 426 

Briscoe, 
APA 65, 426 

Brule, 
APA 66, 426 

Butte, 
APA 68, 426 

Carlisle, 
APA 69, 426 

Carteret, 
APA 70, 426 

Catron, 
APA 71, 426 

Cortland, . 
APA 75, 426 

Crittenden, 
APA 77, 426 

Dawson, 
APA 79, 426 

Fallon, 
APA él, 426 

Fillmore, 
APA 83, 426 

Gasconade, 
APA 85, 426 

Geneva, 
APA ¿6, 426 

Niagara, 
APA 87, 426 

£9BCf»t« Drvdocka A Bar... 

10-160, 
Ï0G 83. 
ARDO ij, 

• Length of Ship In Feet. 

Range fm 
Burst to 
ÿSJUim 

3466 

4143 

2653 

3266 

2433 

1873 

3933 

798 

1396 

2426 

2933 

3500 

4300 

483 

True Bear¬ 
ing of Dow 
from Burst 

deg min 

00 10 

358 15 

02 00 

74 

79 

86 

74 

35 

56 

34 

48 

47 

47 

49 

20 

40 

00 

13 

Sunk during Test A 

2499 

2054 

2623 

1560 

950 

867 

2785 

264 07 

268 08 

169 01 

156 55 

133 03 

295 51 

258 58 

Sunk during Test A 

3229 

1326 

3875 

1686 

1190 

466 

2150 

716 

2920 

3186 

543 
1090 
1276 

254 

146 

52 

18 

248 30 

273 33 

283 59 

59 

04 

51 

10 

I74 11 

302 

163 

152 

171 

105 30 
321 10 
27 25 

Relative 
Bearing 
of Burst 
from Bow 

deg min 

13 10 

341 45 

275 15 

72 

241 

28 03 

281 

279 

185 

164 

237 

310 

276 

277 13 

149 52 

276 45 

282 55 

299 09 

330 38 

172 02 

1«5 33 

196 56 

201 35 

190 30 
21 45 

114 45 

Coordinates of Vessel 'ron 
.Burst (Yd) 

Bow 
JL... X. 

Stern 
JS-x_ 

Incomplete Information 
I I I 

Incomplete Information 

1871 E 112 N 1881 E 

Distance 
from 
Burst to 
Nearest 
Part of 
Vessel (Id) 

59 N 

Incomplete Information 

4160 W 473 3 

37 

32 

1870 

Incomplete Information 

Incomplete Information 

667 E 

782 E 

»38 N 

1159 N 

660 E 

797 E 

478 N 

1121 N 

Incomplete Information 

4070 W 

798 

1370 

684 NI Incomplete Information 

Incomplete Infornatlon 

167 E 

3407 W 

2487 W 

2053 W 

498 E 

612 E 

695 E 

781 W 

2737 W 

3117 W 

737 E 

3622 W 

1684 w 

1155 W 

391 w 

627 E 

326 E 

446 E 

323 E 

453 N 

2336 S 

256 3 

66 3 

2567 3 

1436 3 

649 3 

378 N 

534 3 

160 E 493 N 483 

Incomplete Information 

2527 W 

2059 W 

458 E 

592 E 

556 E 

817 * 

2777 w 

843 3 

1104 S 

I392 3 

105 N 

288 N 

254 

2058 S 

637 S 

2880 3 

3170 S 

524 E 
684 w 
587 E 

145 s 
849 N 

II32 N 

3175 

727 

3683 

1707 

1194 

456 

603 

263 

386 

260 

118 3 

74 N 

2427 3 

1294 3 

684 S 

517 N 

397 3 

W 710 3 

963 3 

1266 3 

248 N 

428 N 

379 N 

1916 3 

498 3 

2743 3 

3042 3 

399 E 
795 W 
457 E 

132 3 
912 N 
805 N 

2490 

2049 

2480 

1420 

878 

867 

2780 

3218 

1210 

3870 

1686 

1190 

466 

2012 

580 

2780 

3060 

425 
1090 
1217 

Direction 
of Burst 
from Vessel 

Port Beam 

Stbd. Bow 

Port Çtr. 

Stbd, Bow 

Port Beam 

Port Beam 

Stern 

Stern 

Port Qtr. 

Port Bow 

Port Beam 

Port Beam 

Stbd. Qtr. 

Port Beam 

Port Beam 

Port Bow 

Port Bow 

Stern 

Stern 

Port Çtr. 

Port Qtr. 

Stern 
Stbd. Bon 
Stbd. Qtr. 

Í 
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TABLE 20n2 

— n f1161 Loads on Target Vessels Within mnn Yd 

viated tü percen^a^e normal load, abbrl 
capacity^ u °fd.inari^ me&ns approximately 95 percent of 

p’Äif !.^!eS “lnl““ i0ad’ aPProxl«.t.l, » 
Target Vessel 

Fuel Load 

(percent) 
Ammunition Load 

(percent) 

Battleships & Cruisers 

Arkansas 

Nagato 

New fork 

Pensacola 

Aircraft Carrière 

50 

15 
M 
15 

50 

H 
M 
67 

Saratoga 

Destroyers 

Hughes 

Mayrsnt 

Submarinea 

M 67 

15 
50 

67 
50 

Apogon 

Pilotfish 
Skate 

Skipjack 

Landing Craft 

LST 133 
LSII 60 

LOT 816 

LOT 1114 

Merchant Craft 

50 

N 

33 
50 

50 

N 

67 

50 

M 

* 

* 

M 

* 

* 

Briscoe 
Brule 

Fallon 

Gasconade 

M 
M 

N 

Diydocks & Barges 

M 

M 

N 

N 

T0 160 

Ho ammunition aboard; no information availaïfce in DSM office as 
to the actual amount of fuel aboard» S 
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20.005 Status of Actual Array of Other Targets. 

As_Airborne Targetso Four Army and three Navy drones were air¬ 
borne on B-Day at Mike Hour» They were located as followss 

Drone. Altitude 
(ft) 

Approx. Slant 
Distance from 

(nautical mi] 

Bearing from 
Zeropoint 

^Degrees True) 

B-17 Fox 6000 1 
B-17 George 3.6000 3 
B-17 How 7000 13 
B-17 Love 11000 19 
F6F Red Dog 14000 20 
F6F White Dog 9000 20 
F6F Blue Dog 50OO 20 

267 
267 
090 
090 
315 
315 
315 

B°_ Shore Targets. Eighteen landing craft were exposed on the 
beach at Bikini, between 5500 and 6OOQ yd from Zeropoint. These 
included: 

TYPE QUANTITY IDENTIFYING NUMBffB 

LST 
LOI 
LOT 
LCM 
LCVP 

1 125 
2 615, 620 
4 412, 812, 1187, 1237 
5 1, 2, 3, 4> 6 
6 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 

C°.. Other Targets^ Two PBÎY3 seaplanes were on the surface between 
25OO and 3500 yd from Zeropoint; bearing approximately 272° true. 

2O0QO6 Status of Air and Water. 

Ao. Air. The Equatorial Front was north of Bikini on B-Day 1 Mike 
Hour. There was a light (7 knots) southeasterly wind at the surface, 
shifting with altitude through dast to moderately strong northeasterlies 
above 35,000 ft. At low altitudes the cloud cover was approximately 
two-tenths (cumulus); there were no clouds at intermediate altitudes, 
and the cover above 30,000 ft was approximately one tenth (cirrus). 
Surface air temperature was 86°F., and relative humidity was 73 percent. 

jk. Water. Within the Lagoon a state ONE sea condition existed 
(waves less than 1 ft high), water temperature was 820F., and salinity 
was 34o - j g per kgo There was a wind-driven surface current running 
west northwesterly at a speed of 0.15 knot, and a subsurface (below 
40 ft) current running easterly at less than 0.1 knot. 
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20.007 Status of Personnel» 

Practically the entire complement of personnel in the Bikini area 
observed the explosion. Nearly all persons were aboard the non-target 
vessels, some were aboard planes. No persons were aboard target vessels. 

Nearest non-target vessels, (at 3 to 10 ml from Zeropoint) were: 

NT. MCKINLEY, CUMBERLAND SOUND, ALBEMARLE, HAVEN, WHARTON, 
KENNETH WHITING, AVERY ISLAND, BLUERIDGE, BEGOR, HENRICO, 
WALKE, LAFFEY, O'BRIEN, BARTON, PANAilINT. 

The nearest manned plane at Mike Hour was an F-13 (modified B-29) 
photographic plane, at an altitude of 30,000 ft and « slant range of 
approximately 6 nautical mi from Zeropoint. 

20.008 Re-entry. 

Re-entry into Bayu Channel was accomplished rapidly end without 
Incident. The radiologio&l reconnaissance PGM8 s were the first manned 
craft to re-enter the Lagoon. Following them (at 1015) came the ships 
of Task Unit 1.2.3, carrying the radiological safety patrol small craft. 
At 1230 FALL RIVER took station in Qqru Channel and vessel# of Task 
Unit 1.2.7 (Salvage Unit) entered the Lagoon. MT. MCKINLEY entered the 
channel at 1700. 

Within two hours after Mike Hour, drone boats had penetrated the 
target array area, and before dark, four individual forays had been 
made by drone boats. Water samples were collected, brought to 
ALBEMARLE, and taken by her to Kwajalein to be analyzed for radioactivity. 
Drone boat activities continued through 29 July. 

The technical non-target vessels re-entered the Lagoon on the after¬ 
noon of B-Day (25 July) and anchored in the lower anchorage near the 
Lagoon entrance. On 27 July, they moved to their permanent berths near 
the target array; but on 28 July they vere forced back down to the 
lower anchorage by an upswelling of radioactivity in the vicinity of the 
target array. On 30 and 31 July all vessels, including the non¬ 
technical vessels whxch had remained under way in the evacuation opera¬ 
ting areas outside the Lagoon since B-Day, returned to their permanent 
berths. Vessels in the northern part of the anchorage accumulated 
considerable radioactivity in their evaporators, and on 2 Aug were 
shifted to uncontaminated berths near the Lagoon entrance, where they 
remained until 7 Aug. 

The "Red Line" and "Blue Line," demarking respectively areas 
of severe (1 roentgen per day) and moderate (0.1 roentgen per day) 
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exposure were determined and plotted on charts? new charts were made 
every few hours, at first, and then at less frequent intervals. These 
thüer ®J“eti“es adv“ced, sometimes receded; and as the lines moved, 
he radiological safety teams, damage control teams, salvage teams, and 

key observers took advantage of whatever opportunities aróte to inspect 
and service the target vessels. inspect 

th. nlfhtfa.11 0n B I)iiy initiai boarding teams had boarded twelve of 
tarlet/eSSelf; five later» 35 vessels had been thus 

boarded; and by 5 Aug 46, each vessel had been thus boarded at least 

Drone planes had, of course, «re-entered" the target-array area 
immediately after the detonation. In fact, one such plane was^rithin 
a mile of Zeropoint at Mike Hour and received very strong shock, ill 

slmSle^tTL?011^*1 aÍr saaple8» NaTy ^01108 returning with their 
samples to Roi and Army drones returning to fcniwetok. Samples were 
transferred to Kwajalein for analysis. 

First manned planes to fly into the immediate vicinity of the 
target array after the detonation were two PBM»s, "CHARLIE" and DOG." 
which moved in from their 5~ai-distant orbiting positions to observe 
damage and measure radioactivity. PBM "CHARLIE* made its first reoort 

.inkljgs .bout 30 nln .iter «lie. Hour, ther Jt.r mST 

?ïuay mdls prlncipally for Photographing the demise of 
SARATOGA. (The sinking of NAGATO occurred at night and was not 
observed or photographed.) 

The inspection of vessels and instruments and the removal of 
animals were carried out rapidly after the vessels were reboarded. 
Recovery of animals was completed five days after B-Day. 

, ^«day after B-Day, HUGHES, which was low in the water, was 

LT** Ta+k üniî iflT* Uo days after B-Day* FALLON, which was low in the water and listing, was beachedo 

Decontaminetion processes were started promptly. For some of 
the most highiy contaminated vessels decontamination measures were 

intermittently for several months. In some cases decon¬ 
tamination activities are expected to continue into 1947. 

Instruments and animals were examined immediately after recovery; 

íil! *as processed «d analyzed; and voluminous techniSd 
reports were rapidly prepared. 
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20»009 Sinkingso 

Salient data on sinkings and times of sinkings are recorded 
below; (See a later chapter for details») 

LSM-60 was disintegrated at Mike Hour. Fragments were noticed 
to splàsh in several sectors of the array during the first minute 
after Mike Hour. 

ARKANSAS (BB-33) sank within a few seconds after Mike Hour, while 
still obscured by spray and steam. She was crushed as if by a 
tremendous hammer blow from below. 

YO-lbO (concrete oil barge) was seen in photographs taken imme¬ 
diately after Mike Hour and had disappeared when the ba^e surge nad 
passed. She was swamped by the outrushing wall of water. 

PILOTFISH (SS-386) (submerged at a keel depth of approximately 
56 ft) is believed to have sunk immediately after Mike Hour according 
to evidence obtained by divers and underwater photography. 

SKIPJACK (SS-184) (submerged at a keel depth of 75 ft) was 
found on the bottom after Mike Hour with her hull plating cracked 
and several compartments flooded. 

APOGON (SS-308) (submerged at a keel depth of 100 ft) was 
found on the bottom after Mike Hour, with holed bulkheads at several 
frames and with practically all compartments flooded. 

SARATOGA (CV-3) sank by the stern approximately 7½ hr after 
Mike Hour. The appearance of the shell at the turn of the bilge indi¬ 
cates that she probably suffered very severe damage along the bottom 
and along the starboard side. 

NAGÁT0 (EX-JAP BD) with her hull holed .V» numerous places, sank 
during the night of 29-30 July, four days after B-Day. 
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Chapter 21 

Summary of Results of Test B 

21.001 Introduction. 

Bomb B detonated 90 ft below the surface of Bikini Lagoon at 

59»7 sec (i 0.1 sec) after 0834, 25 July 46, Bikini Local Time. Seventy 

four target vessels were exposed to the explosion; their positions were 

as shown in Table 20..1 of Chap. 20. 

21.002 Energy Release. 

The amount of energy released was "normal" for an atomic bomb 

of the Nagasaki type; a total of 8.5 X 1020 ergs of energy was re¬ 
leased, which is equivalent to the total amount of energy released in 

the exploding of 20.3 kilotons of TNT. 

21.003 Damage to Vessels. 

A total of 9 vessels sank or capsized as a result of the explosion; 

they were situated in the range: 0 to 845-yd horizontal distance from 

the projected Zeropoint. (Distances are measured to nearest point of 

vessel.) Five (non-sunk) vessels were immobilized; they were situated 

at ranges from 465 yd to 640 yd. 

Three other vessels, at range§ of 815 to 1030 yd, suffered at 

least temporary serious loss of military efficiency. 

21.004 Other Damage. 

Moderate damage was inflicted on a B-17 drone flying 6000 ft 

directly above the Zeropoint. 

Special radio and radar equipment exposed on decks of surface 

vessels was severely damaged at ranges as great as 700 yd. Data are 

lacking as to damage between 700 and 2000 yd. No important damage 

was suffered by deck-loaded equipment at 2000 yd or by equipment 

ashore at 5700 yd. 
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21.Û05 Injury to Animals and Plkxits. 

Although the animale were all eituated in interior rooms on 
vessels located upwind from the Zeropoint, the great majority of 
them had died ty 1 Nov 46. In nearly all cases, cause of death was 
gamma radiation. Dosages received varied from 310 roentgens (BRACKEN, 
at I42O yd) to 2700 roentgens (GASCONADE, at 580 yd). 

Many of the fish in the northeast comer of the Lagoon «ere 
killed by the explosion. 

21.006 Pressure Data. 

Values of peak pressure in the water half-way between surface and 
bottom were 7000 , 4400, I4OO, and 330 psi gage at 835, 1084, 2060, and 
5000-ft, respectively, horizontal distance from the projected Zeropoint. 
At short ranges the pressure was somewhat less just beneath the surface 
than at greater depth. 

The underwater shock wave had a velocity not appreciably different 
from the normal acoustical velocity. 

Peak pressure in air was 4-8 psi gage at 1000-yd horizontal dis¬ 
tance, or about the same as would have resulted from an tir burst using 
4 kilotons of TNT. 

21.007 Radiation and Radioactivity. 

Optical radiation was negligible. 

Nuclear radiations, particularly gamma-radiation, were very im¬ 
portant. Between 10 and 50 percent of the radioactive material formed 
remained in the water or on target vessels. Total activity in the 
area corresponded (at one hour after Hike Hour) to roughly 5 X 10^ curies 
(5OOO megacuries), the approximate momentary equivalent of roughly 5000 
tons of radium. Total radioactivity diminished approximately according 
to a 1/t1*3 law. 

The area initially contaminated extended roughly 1800 yd upwind, 
2 mi to each side, and downwind for 2 to 5 mi. Near the ■ Zeropoint, the 
activity in the water decreased from about 400 roentgens per 24 hrs at 
one hour after Mike Hour to 0.1 roentgens per 24 hrs at five days after 
B-Day. Convection contributed, of course, to this decrease. 

All tut 9 of the target vessels were highly contaminated by the 
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radioactive "rain" and base surge. Total gamma radiation dosages top- 
slde on the contaminated vessels ranged from roughly 300 roentgens to 
°T+eM roentgens. Typically, 50 percent of the dosage was "delivered" 
within the first 5 or 10 minj lethal dosages (40O roentgens) were de¬ 
livered within 1 to 7 min in most cases • 

In most (but not all) contaminated vessels, radioactivity below 
decks was less tnan or even l/lO as intense as topside. 

Plutonium contamination of target vessels was sufficiently great 
to constitute a serious danger to persons boarding the target vessels 
days, weeics, or even months after B-Day (i.e., persons not already 
doomed by gamma filiation) 0 

decontamination efforts met with varying success. Earliest 
eixorts involving washing away loose materials) reduced the radio¬ 
activity by a factor of 2 to 5j tut subsequent efforts produced 
smaller improvements. 

Plutonium and radioactive fission products in the water were a 
danger to support vessels, since they tended to accumulate in eva¬ 
porators and elsewhere. 

21.008 Otner Results. 

The water directly above the bomb rose initially at a rate of 
11,000 ft/sec. The height of column and cauliflower was 4100 ft at 

O vlwvïî^7600 ? 6Ü eec‘ o£ the stem was 975 ft. Roughly 
2,000,000 tons of water was contained in the column and cauliflower- 
the potential energy involved was approximately 10 percent of the total 
energy released in the explosion. 

The condensation cloud reached its maximum radius (about one mile) 
at 4 sec alter Mike Hour. By 30 sec it was essentially nonexistent. 

The base surge formed approximately 10 sec after Mike Hour, and 
swept outward at 45 mi/hr, engulfing the majority of the target vessels 
in its radioactive mist. It attained a radius of approximately 8000 
it, and an altitude of approximately 2000 ft. 

mnn !¡?Ve?,hfa<? u‘ra,4ximu;n trough-to-crest height of 94 ft at a range of 
1000 It, (horizontal distance from Zeropoint), and 9 ft at 12 000 ft 
The 'irst wave travelled with a velocity of 45 knots. The waves repre- 
sentea less than one percent of the total energy released in the explo- 

Waves probably made significant contributions to damage on at least 
five target vessels. 
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The crater produced in the Lagoon bottom was 25 it deep; the net 

amount of bottom material moved was over 2,000,000 yd^. 

The explosion was detected at ^reut distances (e.g., Continental 

Ü. S.) by earth shock and by radioactivity in the air. 

21.009 Correlations. 

The following table presents estimates by the JTF-1 Technical 

Historian as to ranges at which specified loss of military efficiency 

during the first hour after Mike Hour is probable: 

Extent of Immediate 

Loss of Military 

Efficiency 

Typical 

Ship 

Itself 

_(yd)_ 

Typical Ship and Crew 

Crew in 

Per Se Combination 

Very Serious 

Serious 

Moderate 

Slight 

700 600 

900 800 

1000 1000 

1500 2000 

800 

950 

1300 

2000 

The corresponding ranges for long terra (i.e., first month) loss 

of military efficiency of crew per se are: 2500, 2800, 3200, and 4000 yd. 

Injury may be reduced by (1) fleeing* from the fall-out anu base 

surge, (2) getting below decks, (3) designing watertight and "quick- 

shedding," non-porous superstructures, (4) immediately stopping pumps 

taking water into the ship, (5) promptly washing off exposed areas, 

(6) detecting and preventing access to "hottest" areas, (7) providing 

disposable clothing, and (8) transferring crew to uncontaminated ship 

as soon as possible. 

Mechanical and electrical damage tc vessels was caused principally 

by the shock wave in water, and, to a lesser degree, water waves and 

shock wave in air. 
\ ■ 

Gamma radiation would have bepn the outstanding cause of short and 

long terra injury to crews. Topside personnel within 1700 yd would re¬ 

ceive lethal (400 roentgens) doses within 1 to 7 min. Considerable 

harm would result even to personnel on vessels at 4000 yd. Only moderate 

protection would be afforded personnel below decks on "typical" types 

of vessels. 

Alpha radiation from plutonium inhaled, ingested, etc., may prove 
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ffetfcl over a period of years. Fifty to 100 micrograms may be a fatal 

dose. Dangerous concentrations may exist on contaminated vessels for 
month3. 

21.010 Discussion. 

There were no technical or operational shortcomings of any signi¬ 

ficance; the Test was an entire success. The bomb was detonated at 

the correct time and position, and extensive graded damage was pro¬ 

duced as desired. The instrumentation program was completed very 

satisfactorily; damage inspection was completed as promptly as radio¬ 
logical clearance permitted. 

The very great importance of radioactive contamination by fission 

products was fully explored, and the insidious potentialities of plu¬ 

tonium contamination were brought to light. The Test was the world's • 

fifth test of the atomic bomb, but it was the first test in v/hich the 

radioactive "poisonous" material remained in the "biosphere," and thus 

presented a lingering and invisible menace to man ant other forms of 
life. 

A beginning vías made at developing methods of decontamination; 

radioactive vessels were made available for continuing research and 

training in radiological decontamination, a field now known to be of 
prime importance. 
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22.002 Total Energy Release 

22.003 Partial Energy Release 

22.004 Utilization of Energy 
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Cha-pter 22 

Jftíflaa.UoiL and Energy Release. TeBf-. B 

22«QC>1—General Aonoearanne. 

Only a brief account of the appearance of the detonation is 

given here. Later chapters discues in detail the column, cloud, etc. 

At 59,7 seconds (plus or minus 0.1 sec) after 0834 on 25 July, 

46, Bikini local time, Bomb B was detonated, and observers approxi¬ 

mately 10 mi away witnessed a giant and unprecedented spectacle. 

The column shot upward, with a small amount of orange-red light 

emerging for 0.2 sec. At 1 sec after Mike Hour — long before the 

column had achieved its full height — the condensation cloud began 
to form. 

As the column and cauliflower reached their fully-developed 

forms, the collapse (descent) began; the column spikes began to move 

uovnward; the cauliflower periohery began to curve outward and down¬ 

ward, shadowing a large area of the target array. 

The base surge formed as the column plunged back into the 

Lagoon; a wall of spray, foam, and fog swept outward at 45 mi/hr, 

engulfing several, of the larger target vessels. 

After gravity had drained moet of the water from the column and 

cauliflower, a mass of fog and murk lay over the area, obscuring the 

majority of the target vessels. 

The wind slowly carried this mass to the northwest, and for 

over an hour it could be followed readily by the eye, as a slightly- 

orange-tinted cloud. Within 2 hr the cloud could no longer be 

distinguished from the normal clouds dotting the horizon.' 

Within a few minutes of Mike Hour white lines (bomb-produced 

surf; on beaches and reefs were apparent to the naked eye of the 
observeis, 10 mi away. 

The target area appeared almost entirely clear of clouds and 
murk by 1 hr after Mike Hour. 
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22.002 Total Energy Release. 

The best value for the total amouht of enertrv +u 
«plosion is 8.5 X 10^0 rtlch thÍ Xtl't 

firar«r^ L 28“'1 f¡¡ the 'XploBion ot 20^ Pilotons of INT. The 
ligure is besed on the radiochemical method described in Cheo 5 
The probable error is, plus 2 percent, minus 3 percwt. P' 

22.003 Partial Energy Release,, 

Thay are1notr^d^arily0strictly1indlcatîvenof*thertotaieLnountWof 

“#iSs”Ä Æi! Cienmcanc' 18 ^8884 ^ 5 ^ also 

Parameter Meaayeri Type of Gage riseri 

Pressure in Watèr 
Pressure in Air 
Pressure in Air 
Pressure in Air 
Duration of Chain Bi 
action Gamma Timing 
Column radius 

Ball Crusher 
Foil 
Diaphragm Strain 
Airborne Condenser 

Camera 

Equivalent- 
TNT-Kllotone 

15 to 20 
4 

4 
12 

"normal* 

Source 
(RefcNo.) 

300-4 
300-4 

300-4 

300-4 

300-23 

300-27 

22.004 Otllization of Energy. 

No comprehensive information is available as to th« n+iu»«*« 
or apportioning of the energy transmutad L tes opû«î ^dLt on 
nuclear radiation, shock »ave, or existing as heat. r<Uil“ion> 
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Section 

23.001 Introduction 

23.002 Loss of Military Lfficiency 

23.003 Damage to Hulls 

23.OO4 Damage to Boilers and Stacks 

23.OO5 Damage to Miscellaneous Machinery 

23.OO6 Damage to Electrical Equipment 

23.OO7 Damage to Ordnance Equipment 

23.008 Damage to Electronic Equipment 

23.OO9 Relationship Between Ship Orientation and Damage 

Table 23.1 Greatest Range at Which Damage of Indicated 

Severity Was Produced in Test B„ 
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Damage to Vessels. Test B 

23.001 Introduction. 

This Chapter includes a brief discussion of the siirnmnnn+ 
suffered by the principal target vessels in ïest B (Fofa 
and comprehensive description of damage see Ref. 420-4.) d 1 11 d 

Distance figures included are in each case the horizontal dis 

IZl:1 th* Pr0jKt,<1 iro. th. „arLt“tt oX 

thav ^•n#r‘fJ-ZÄJionß as to range and damage severity are provisional- 

P r,Pr*"nUUT,S' tat "* n.c.88arily 

th. ^ Plo0dlrlg th,t ***sily hkv. b..n pr.v.nt«l by 

duc^lfr^l^i it“8? 'hi°P Prll“rlly to. rtsult of dMmg. pro- 

T.ot B, such d».*, tí L°Ä to 

y.88.^irn\rreU“:^t;:rctpt1rt(^:;-:rxg;.%.) 

i 

—Loss of Military Efficiency ln Test B. 

A. Very Serious Loss of Military 

carrier °l ^P8126?’ Nlne vessels (including the bomb 
carrier LSM-60) were sunk or capsized in Test B. The vessels were: 

Vessel Horizontal Distance 
from Zerouoint (yd) 

LSM-60 ( bomb carrier) 
ARKANSAS (BB-33) 
PILOTFISH (SS-386) 

0 
225 
260 
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Vessel (con’t) 
Horizontal Distance 

from Zeropolnt (yd) 

SARATOGA (CV-3) 

LCT-1114 
Ï0-160 

350 

485 

425 

MAGATO (ex-Jap-BB) 

SKIPJACK (SS-1S4) 

APOGON (SS-308) 

745 
800 

845 

2o__.Ships Immobilized, Other chips immobilized were; 

FALLON (APA-81) 

GASCONADE (APA-85) 
HUGHES (DD-410) 

PENSACOLA (CA-24) 

LST-133 

465 
580 
635 
640 

630 

jR—Serious Loss of Military Efficiency, Other ships suffering 
serious loss of military efficiency were; b 

Horizontal Distance 

from Zeropoint (yd) Vessel 

MAYRANT (DD-402) 

NEW YORK (BB-34) 

NEVADA (BB-36) 

815 
820 

1030 

Most ships within 900 yd suffered serious loss of military 

efficiency due to damage to electronic equipmentj most ships within 

800 yd suffered additions], loss of military efficiency due to daiaage 
to ordnance equipment. 

C_. Moderate Loss of Military Efficiency. In general, surface 

vessels at ranges of 900 to 1100 yd suffered moderate loss of mili¬ 

tary efficiency. The chief contributing cause of loss of military 

efficiency in this range was damage to ordnance and electronic 
equipment. 

——Slight Loss of Military Efficiency. In general, dao&ge to 

ordnance and electronic equipment caused slight loss of military 
efficiency out to approximately 1500 yd. 

Eo Range versus Loss of Military Efficiency. The ranges given 

below for various specified degrees of loss of military efficiency 

are such that, at the horizontal range given, it is probable (proba¬ 
bility greater than 50 percent) that a surface vessel of unspecified 
type and orientation will suffer (at least temporarily) the indicated 
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degree of lose of military efficiency. 

Extent of Short or Long Term 
Lose of Military Efficiency IzáL 

Range 

Very serious 
Serious 
Moderate 
Slight 

700 
900 
1000 
1500 

23.003 Damage to Hulls. 

A. Introduction. This Section discusses damage to hulls, here 
considered to include decks, sides, bottoms, and superstructures of 
vessels. 

B. Description of Damage. 

1. Battleships. ARKiMSAft (225 yd), battleship closest to the 
actual Zeropoint, received very extensive hull damage; large holes were 
made, and she flooded immediately and sank within one minute. Her 
sideshell plating gave at numerous points, rivets failing at seams and 
butts. Her bottom was badly indented (6 or more feet at some points). 
Her rudder and screw were lost. Her sides above the waterline showed 
little or no damage. NAGAT0 (745 yd) sank in 4$ days with a hole 2 ft in 
diameter above her port bilge keel and 7 other major leakage points. 
MEW Ï0RK (820 yd) suffered moderate hull damage; she had open seams in 
her underwater shell plating and in three of her tanks. There was minor 
flooding. Holding-down clips were fractured on three of her turrets. 
NEVADA (1030 yd) experienced minor dishing of her hull; the holding-down 
clips on one turret were sheared. The remaining battleship, PENNSYL¬ 
VANIA (1105 yd), received no significant hull damage. 

2. Cruisers. PENSACOLA (640 yd) received moderate hull damage. 
This damage was confined largely to areas where her hull structure had 
been weakened in Test A. She suffered dishing of shell plating and 
damage to holding down*clips, battery mounts, bulkheads, stanchions, and 
machinery foundations. SALT LAKE CITY (1120 yd) suffered only minor 
hull damage. PRINZ EUGEN (1990 yd) was undamaged. 

3. Destroyers, HUGHES (635 yd), destroyer nearest the actual 
Zeropoint, suffered major structural damage involving flooding due to 
ruptured piping and fractured sea connections. Her shell plating was 
slightly dished, rudder and skeg mere severely damaged, and the founda¬ 
tion supporting one end of the lov-pressure turbine was distorted. 
MAYRANT (815 yd) received damage to bulkheads, stanchions and weather 
doors. There was minor flooding oaused by broken lines. No other 
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destroyers suffered significant hull damage. 

. . áj Aircraft Carriers. 'SARATOGA (350 yd) aid not suffer severe 
structural distortion or hull ruptures, tut probably sank from pro¬ 

gressive flooding due to a fairly large number of Isakine riveted 

he^hSlf^2 (light"crul8er hull> 1390 yd) suffered minor dishing of 

—Submarines.:. PILCTFISH (.260 yd), submarine closest to the 
actual Zeropoint, sank; nearly all compartments flooded, tops of ballast 

JATKSi80oevH? l0nfer ^ the BUPerstructure was dished in. SKIP¬ 
JACK (800 yd) sank; she had a crack in her athwartship plating on top of 

torpedo room, tops of ballast tanks leaked, and forward battery and 

control rooms were flooded. AP0G0N (845 yd) sank with most of her com- 

partments flooded or partially flooded. There were openings in her 

tulkheads, hatch cover failed, and a tank top was ruptured. None of 
tne surviving submarines received significant hull damage. 

. , Attack Transports. FALLON (465 yd), APA closeit to the 

actúa! Zeropoint, survived. However, she was flooded to her waterline, 

suffering severe structural damage to the ship girder. There was 

buckling of her shell and decks and a permanent transverse-curvature 

twist in her hull. GASCONADE (580 yd) also suffered loss of longitu- 

d^ftl There WaS wrinklinÊ i" her shell and bottom, and con¬ 
siderable dishing of doors. In addition she experienced partial 

ntsHTw!L£r0í!í\br°ken iinee* Flooding could have been controlled.) 
BRULE (865 yd) also suffereo minor flooding from broken lines but there 

was no damage to her strength hull. There was some dishing of bulk- 

h^dS*AD??ISC0E (88° yd) experienced light dishing of her hull. No 
other APA's received hull damage. 

jrf - 0ti?er (630 yd) suffered minor hull damage 

nd-íl0°dj lg; her tw:ik6 "ere cracked. LST-52 (1545 yd) was 
unaiiectea* 

, . ^485 yd) capsized. LCT-816 (800 yd) experienced 
moderate dishing and flooding from undetermined cause (probable cause: 

0?rnÍ+g she11 6eams in engine spaces). LCT-818 (1370 yd) was un- 
ûi X 6Cu6CU 

YO-160 (425 yd) sank almost immediately. YOG-83 (1090 vd) 
suffered no hull damage. V y ; 

ARDC-I3 (1215 yd) s^nk due to hull damage experienced in 
T86t> A* 

C. Loss of Military Efficiency. 

——haiiieshlps.. ARKANSAS (225 yd) sank immediately after the 
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explosion.. NAGATO (745 yd) sank approximately days after the explo¬ 

sion. (It is possible that with ship's force available NAGATO could have 

been caved.) NEW YORK (820 yd) suffered some loss of watertightness and 

seaworthiness from minor flooding. (Other flooding affecting her electri¬ 

cal steering could have been controlled by her ship's force.) NEW YORK'S 

military efficiency was seriously impaired due to inoperability of three 

turrets resulting from failure of holding down clips» Likewise, the mili- 

taiy efficiency of NEVADA (1030 yd) was moderately reduced by turret 
damage. The military efficiency of PENNSYLVANIA (1105 yd) was not impaired 
by hull damage. 

—_Cruisers PIN SACOLA (64O yd) suffered moderate loss of seu- 
worthinecs due to significant structural damage to her hull. She differed 

serious loss of military efficiency as the result of damage to three of 

her turrets rendering them inoperable» The military efficiency of SALT 

LAKE CITY (1120 yd) was not appreciably impaired by hull damage. 

¿s_Destroyers. HUGHES (635 yd) suffered serious loss of military 
efficiency due to hull damage. Failures of piping, sea connections, and 

hull fittings caused some loss in buoyancy, stability, and watertightness. 

Her main machinery was made completely inoperable due to failure of support¬ 

ing foundations. MAYRANT (815 yd) experienced no serious loss of military 

efficiency. (She suffered damage to machinery and electrical equipment as 

the result of flooding which could have been controlled by the ship's 
force.) 

As—Aircraft Carriers » SARATOGA (350 yd) sank in 8 hr. The mili¬ 

tary efficiency of INDEPENDENCE (1390 yd) was not significantly impaired 
by hull damage. 

ib_Submarines. PILOTFISH (260 yd), SKIPJACK (800 yd), and 

APOGON (845 yd) sank due to hull damage. No other submarine suffered 
loss of military efficiency due to hull damage. 

6. Attack Transports. FALLON (465 yd) suffered serious loss of 
military efficiency as the result of serious hull damage. GASCONADE 

(580 yd) also suffered serious loss of military efficiency due to loss 

of longitudinal strength. Her seaworthiness was greatly affected. The 

military efficiency of BRULE (865 yd) was not affected by huxl damage. 

7_»_ Other Craft. LST-133 (630 yd) suffered moderate reduction 
in military efficiency due to damage to main deck and interior com¬ 

partments. LCT-III4 (485 yd) sank. LCT-816 (800 yd) suffered serious 
loss of military efficiency; her stability was adversely affected; 

flooding occurred requiring beaching. YO-I6O (425 yd) sank. 

D. Distance versus Damage Relationship. The Test-B distance versus 

hull-damage data are presented in Table 23.1. The distances given are 

(as elsewhere in this Chapter) horizontal distances in yards from the pro- 
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jected actual Zeropoint to the nearest part of the vessel. In most 

whlrh Hhe dlSt?nie,figUre Siven rePreeents the greatest radius* at 
which damage of indicated severity actually occurred to target vessels 
on B-D*y. In the "Negligible Damage" columns, however, the value given 
for each type of vessel is the range of that vessel (suffering negli¬ 
gible damage) which was nearest the Zeropoint. Similarly the "Nearest 
™„g Ship- column given for euch type of chip the íunge of Z 
(surviving) ship which was nearest the Zeropoint0 In using the Table 
^ ^ convenient "to tear this rule in mind: when comparing vulnerability 
01 ships of different type (with respect to damage of spöolnä ^ 7 

* °i Whe? coraPtrine vulnerability of different parts of a 
ship, higher numbers indicate greater vuinerF bility, 

E, Ship Type versus. Damage Relationship. Although no reliable 
conclusions had been reached by 1 Nov 46 as to the reUtive vulnera- 

ves6eis of different types, there is evidence 
that battleship hulls are least vulnerable and some suggestion that 
cruiser hulls are slightly more vulnerable than hulls of destroyers 
and attack transports,. Submerged submarines are relatively vulnerableu 

IP“" ma;ior hul1 dfam{,ëe lor a surface combatant 
^ W!S aPProximately 625 yd. Other than battle- 

ßhiP NACATO (745 yd), no ships suffered damage classified as moderate. 
The range of "probable" minor hull damage for a surface vessel of 
typical combatant type was approximately 950 yd. 

~—Engineering Consecuences of Damage. In most cases of hull 

?0dÍn? °CCiirred' causinÊ sinking or damage to machinery 
and electrical equipment,, Other consequences of hull damage were 

n< perability of machinery caused by damaged machinery foundations, 
inoperability of propulsion machinery, inoperability of turrets 
damage to electrical wiring and electrical equipment, and damage to 
ordnance equipment. 6 

Go. Mechanism__froducing Damage. Hull damage was caused by under¬ 
water shock, violent motion and impact caused by water waves and air blast. 

^ihe "Sî!î?Plf °~^P«~ted been greater, instances would 
for iZÍÍ f oc^frf/here even greater ranges could have been found 

, ^ °f sP®cified type. On the other hand, we may now have instan- 

«!!p^ere 8£ÍPS leESer raneeB dld n0t euffer d&maëe of the inaicated 
severitjr. Thus the ranges here presented are not intended to be ranges 
for which the probability value equals 50 percent or any other percent- 

nÄrVr? 7 ranges. On the other hano, they 
are probably fairly close, in many cases, to "probability-equals-50 per¬ 
cent" ranges given in other sections. * H ? P 

i 
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23.OO4 Damage to Boilers and Stacks. 

Aj—Introduction. Boiler damage in Teet B was limited princi¬ 
pally to,brickwork, boiler foundations, and casings. There was little 
stack damage. In all cases of boiler damage mentioned in this Section, 
there was loss of boiler power.. 

\ I. ‘ •' 

B. Description of Damage. 

—Battleships^ NEW YORK (820 yd) suffered very little damage 
to boilers other than to the boiler casings. Two of her boilers were 
made temporarily inoperable dua to blown out boiler casings. Minor 
boiler damage occurred on NEVJDA (1030 yd) and PENNSYLVANIA (1105 yd), 

_Cruisers. All boilers on PENSACOLA (64O yd) were severely 
damaged, both brickwork and casings being affected. SALT LAKE CITY 
(1120 yd) suffered only slight boiler damage. 

3. Destroyers. All boilers on HUGHES (635 yd) were seriously 
damaged. MAYRANT (815 yd) received only minor boiler damage. 

4. Aircraft Carriers. INDEPENDENCE (1390 yd) suffered no sig¬ 
nificant boiler damage. Her temporary stacks, constructed after Test A. 
were seriously distorted. 

5. Attack Transports. FALLON (465 yd) received severe boiler 
damage. Her boiler foundations were severely stressed and her air 
casings were ruptured. GASCONADE (580 yd) suffered damage to her boiler 
brickwork tut no damage to boiler casings. No other APA's received sig¬ 
nificant boiler damage. 

C. Loss of Military Efficiency, 

Ai—Introduction. In general, boiler damage resulted in loss 
of power accompanied by reduced speed and impaired operation of ship's 
machinery and ordnance, involving serious loss of military efficiency. 

2. Battleships. NEW YORK (820 yd) suffered serious loss of 
military efficiency due to partial loss of boiler power; ner speed would 
have been reduced to approximately 18 knots for a few hours. Boiler 
damage on PENNSYLVANIA (1105 yd) was not sufficient to prevent steaming. 
NEVADA (1030 yd) suffered no appreciable loss of military efficiency 
due to boiler damage. 

_Cruisers. PENSACOLA (64O yd) was immobilized due to boiler 
damage. Extensive repairs to casings Änd brickwork would have been re¬ 
quired before she could have steamed. SALT LAKE CITY (1120 yd) suffered 
no impairment of military efficiency as the result of boiler damage. 
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4» Destroyers» HUGHES (635 yd) suffered serious loss of mili¬ 
tary efficiency; she was immobilized due to boiler damage» Veiy ex¬ 

tensive repairs would have been required before she could have steamed. 

MAYRANT (815 yd) suffered no appreciable loss of military efficiency 
due to boiler damage» 

5. Aircraft Carriers. INDEPENDENCE (1390 yd) suffered no loss 
of militaiy efficiency due to boiler damage. 

6. Attack Transports. FALLON (465 yd) suffered serious loss of 
military efiiciency; she was immobilized due to boiler damage. Ex¬ 

tensive repair would have been required on these boilers before they 

could steam again and complete replacement of one of her boilers might 

have been required. GASCONADE (580 yd) also suffered serious loss of 

military efficiency; she was probably immobilized due to boiler damage. 

It is doubtful whether her boilers could have continued operating 

without replacement of the floor bricks. No other APA's suffered loss 
of military efficiency as a result of boiler damage. 

D. Distance versus Damage Relationship. Tiie distance versus 
boiler damage data are presented in Table 23.1. 

E. Ship Type versus Damage Relationsnlp. It is tentatively 

suggested that boiler vulnerability of different types of target 

ships increased in the folic 4ng orders attack transports (least 

vulnerable), destroyers and c.’iisers (about the same), battleships 

(most vulnerable). The range of "probable" major boiler damage 

for the above ship types was approximately 625 yd. 

F. Engineering Consequences of Damage. Boiler damage was 

accompanied by loss of power for propulsion and operation of 
ships' machinery and ordnance. 

G. Mechanism of Producing Damage. The boiler damage was 

caused by the underwater shock transmitted to the boilers through 

the ships' structures and by air pressure entering the boilers 

furnaces through the stacks and uptakes. The most serious boiler 
damage was caused by the underwater shock. 

23.005 Damage to Miscellaneous Machinery. 

A. Introduction. Damage to main propelling machinery and 

auxiliary machinery was extensive out to approximately 650 yd. 

Particularly vulnerable were propelling machinery, steering system, 
and diesel generators. 
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_Description of Damage,, 

1. Battleships. NEW YORK (820 yd) had her electric steering 

system, a diesel generator, and a fire pump rendered inoperative. 

NEVADA (1030 yd) suffered damage to her main steering unit and after 
diesel generator. This damage was due to flooding and would not have 

occurred had there been an uninjured crew aboard. PENNSYLVANIA (1105 yu) 

suffered only minor machinery damage. 

2, Cruisers. The main propelling and auxiliary machinery on 

PENSACOLA (640 yd) was seriously damaged. SALT LAKE CITY (1120 yd) 

suffered only minor machinery damage. 

3° Destroyers. The main machinery was inoperative on HUGHES 

(Ó35 yd), partly due to failure of supporting foundations. Main pro¬ 

pelling machinery on IvlAYRANT (8l5 yd)' was inoperative due to minor 

flooding. This flooding could have been controlled by an uninjured 

crew. MUSTIN (1280 yd) suffered no appreciable machinery damage. 

4° Aircraft Carriers. INDEPENDENCE (1390 yd) did not 

experience significant machinery damage. 

5. Submarines. SKATE (885 yd) suffered serious damage to her 

main propelling and auxiliary machinery. SEaRaVEN (1420 yd) did not. 

experience significant machinery damage. 

6. Attack Transports. The machinery plant on FALLON (4b5 yd) 

was rendered completely inoperable with serious damage to main pro¬ 

pelling and auxiliary machinery. Similar serious machinery damage 

occurred on GASCONADE (580 yd). BRULE (865 yd) experienced minor 

machinery damage. 

C. Loss of Military Efficiency. 

1. Introduction. In all cases of major machinery damage 

military efficiency was seriously impaired. In general, damage to 

propelling machinery completely immobilized the ship. 

2. Battleships. No battleships experienced serious loss 

of military efficiency due to machinery damage (other than boiler 

damage). 

3. Cruisers. The mij.itaiy efficiency of PENSACOLA was 

seriously impaired by machinery damage. She suffered complete loss 

of propulsion and ship control. SALT LAKE CITY (1120 yd) suffered 

negligible loss of fighting efficiency due to machinery damage. 

4° Destroyers. Military efficiency of HUGHES (635 yd) was 

seriously impaired due to machinery damage. Damage to main engines 
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left the ship completely inopemble. If one assumes that flooding on 

MAYRANT (815 yd) could htve been controlled, then she suffered no 

appreciable loss of military efficiency due to machinery damage. 

5. Aircraft Carrier. INDEPENDENCE (1390 yd) did not suffer im¬ 
pairment of military efficiency due to machiner^ damage, 

6. Submarines. No submarines suffered serious significant loss 
of military efficiency due to machinery damage. iowever, ¿¿KATE'S 

(885 yd) storage batteries were impaired. 

7. Attack Transports The military efficiency of FALLON (4o5 

yd) was seriously impaired by machinery damage GASCONADE (580 yd) 

also suffered serious impairment of military efficiercy due to serious 

damage to her main propelling and auxiliary machinery. BKDLE's 

(865 yd) military efficiency was not impaired by machinery damage. 

D. Distance versus Damage Relationship. The distance versus 
machinery damage data are presented in Table 23.1. 

E. Ship Type versus Damage Relationship. Submarines suffered 

at least minor machinery damage at greater range than any other ship 
type. 

F. Ifrigineering Consequences of Damage. In general, serious 

damage to main propelling and auxiliary machinery caused loss of pro¬ 
pulsion and control. 

G. Mechanism of Producing Damage. ¿lain propelling machinery 

and auxiliary machinery suffered from effects of shock and violent 

motion of the ship. Rapid accelerations in many cases caused shear¬ 
ing and parting of machinery supports. 

23.006 Damage to Electrical Equipment. 

A. Introduction. Extensive damage to electrical equipment 

occurred at ranges as great as approximately 600 yd. Especially 

vulnerable to damage were diesel generators and master gyroscopes. 

B. Description of Damage. 

1. Battleships. NEW YORK (820 yd) suffered damage (from 

flooding) to an emergency diesel generator and electric steering 

motors. Both of her gyro compasses were damaged. NEVADA (1030 yd) 

had her main steering unit and after diesel generator flooded. 

This flooding would not have occurred had an uninjured crew been 

aboard. PENNSYLVANIA (1105 yd) suffered damage to her master gyro 

and. loss of electrical steering gear. 
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_Cruisers. PENSACOLA (64O yd) suffered dunnage to a diesel 
generator and gyro compasses. SALT LAKE CITY (xl20 yd) experienced 

damage to gyrocompasses due to flooding which could have been con¬ 
trolled had her crew been aboard. 

3» Destroyers. HUGHES (635 yd) experienced damage to turbo¬ 

generators.MAYRANT(8I5 yd) sufiered damage to pump motors and gyro¬ 
compass. MUSTIN (1280 yd) did not receive significant electrical damage. 

4» Submarines. Failure of battery cell ventilation on SKATE 

(885 yd) constituted serious electrical damage, her master gyrocompass 

and its follow-up system were rendered inoperable. SEARáVEN (1420 yd) 

also experienced failure ol her master gyrocompass and its ioliow~up 
system. 

j. Attack Transports. FALLON (465 yd) suffered major damage 
to her generator and electrical propuxsion equipment. The turbo¬ 

generator and master gyrocompass on GASCONADE (580 yd) were rendered 

inoperative. The electrical equipment on BRULE (865 yd) was relati¬ 
vely undamaged. 

6. Other Craft. LST-133 (630 yd) suffered serious damage to 
her electrical plant due to damage to three diesel generator sets. 

Her gyrocompass was also inoperative. Electrical equipment on LCT-8I6 
(800 yd) was rendered inoperative by flooding. 

C. Loss of Military Efficiency. 

1. Introduction. The principal effects of electrical damage 

on military efficiency were: loss of fire control and gunnery due to 

loss of gyrocompasses; loss of power due to generator damage resulting 
in loss of electric steering anu other electric machinery. 

2. Battleships. The military efficiency of NEW YORK (820 yd) 

was seriously impaired ty electrical damage which affected fire control 

and gunnery. Electrical damage to NEVADA (IO3O yd) and PENNSYLVANIA 
(1105 yd) had only slight effect on military efficiency. 

3. Cruisers. PENBAGOLA (64O yd) suffered slight loss of mili¬ 
tary efficiency due to inoperability of diesel generator and gyrocompass. 

SALT LAKE CITY (1120 yd) experienced loss of after fire control and gyro¬ 

compasses due to flooding. This flooding could have been eliminated 
if an uninjured crew had been aboard. 

4. Destroyers. HUGHES (635 yd) suffered slight loss of mili- ' 
tary efficiency due to damage to turbogenerators. Damage to pump 

motors and master gyrocompass slightly impaired militaiy efficiency 

of MAYRANT (815 yd). No other destroyers suffered appreciable loss 
of military efficiency due to electrical damage. 
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3« Aircraft Carriers,, INDEPENDENCE (1390 yd) Buffered no loss 
of millttry efficiency due to electrical damage,. 

6. Subratrlneg. Electrical damage to SKATE (885 ya) in the form 

of battery cell damage eeriously impaired her military efficiency. Only 

fifty percent of her "submerged power" could be realized. Failure of 

SKATE'S gyroscope follow-up necessitated hand feeding of the course to 

the topside data computer. SEARAVEN (1420 yd) suffered slight loss of 

military efficiency due to failure of gyroscope follow-up system. 

7. Attack Transports. Electrical damage reduced the military 

efficiency of FALLON (465 yd) to zero; there was complete loss of pro¬ 

pulsion. GASCONADE (580 yd) experienced only slight loss of military 

efficiency from electrical damage. 

8. Other Craft. LST-133 (630 yd) suffered serious loss of 

militaiy efficiency due to loss of steering and generators. The mili¬ 

tary efficiency of LCT-816 (800 yd) was seriously impaired because of 

electrical damage which resulted from flooding. 

D. Distance versus Damage Relationship. The distance versus 

electrical damage data are presented in Table 23.1. 

E. Engineering Consequences of Damage,. Serious damage to genera¬ 

tors caused power failure accompanied by inoperability of all electrical 

equipment (electric propulsion equipment, electric steering system) 

lights, fire control system.; Damage to master gyrocompass affected 
ship control. 

F. Mechanism Producing Damage. Damage to electrical equipment 

was caused by flooding, shock, and violent motion of the ship. 

23.007 Damage to Ordnance Equipment. 

Serious damage to ordnance equipment occurred out to 800 yd. The 

heavy equipment generally received more damage than the light or 

medium weight equipment. Damage to holding-down clips seriously 

affecting turret operation occurred on PENSACOLA (640 yd), NEK YORK (820 yd), 

and NEVADA (1030 yd). No light weapons were made completely inoperable 

and the only damage to intermediate caliber guns was on the HUGHES (635 yd)« 

Fire control equipment received considerable damage on vessels within 

700 yd of the bomb. The equipment on HUGHES (635 yd) and PENSACOLA 
(640 yd) was made almost completely inoperative. 

Some gun directors on HUGHES, PENSACOLA, SALT LAKE CITY, and NEW 
YORK received serious damage, 
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In general, fire control radare more than I50Q yd from the deto¬ 
nation were undamaged while all those closer than 800 yd were 
rendered completely inoperable. 

A sharp line of deraarkation between serious and minor damage to 

ordnance equipment may be drawn between HUGHES (635 yd) and MAYRANT 

(815 yd); the former suffered very serious loss of military efficiency 

of ordnance equipment while the latter sustained only minor damage to 
ordnance equipment. 

23»008 Damage to Electronic Equipment. 

Electronic equipment suffered major damage on four ships, light 

to medium damage in approximately 15 ships, and no appreciable damage 

on approximately 45 ships., In general, heavy damage was confined to 

ranges less than 1200 yd. Medium to light damage occurred out to I5OO 

Shock and vibration accounted for the majority of the damage. The 

remaining damage was caused either by falling water from the column or 
by water used in decontaminationo 

_Relationship Between Ship Orientation and Damage. 

The relationship between ship orientation and damage has not 

yet been determined. However it is interesting to note the 

difference in the nature of damage to GASCONADE and HUGHES. The 

distances from the actual Zeropoint to the centers of these ships 

were approximately the same; yet GASCONADE (approximately stem-to 

the explosion) had her longitudinal strength seriously impaired 

while HUGHES (broadside) suffered little or no loss of longitudinal 

strength. A possible explanation of this difference is that GASCONADE 
suffered hogging and sagging from riding perpendicular to the waves 

while the HUGHES rode parallel to the waves and had her bottom supported 
t>y the water at all times. ^ 
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■ShaCLfrer 24 

other Darofige. Teat b 

2AmQQ1—Introduction. 

««f^S?eCia'\eq?ipme:lt/eXp08ed 0n deckB of tar6et veB8ele became radio- 
act ve^ contaminated (by wavee, column fall-out,.baee eurge, etc.) 
ae did the decke of the target veeaele on which the equipment was ex- 
poeed. The area affected and the extent of radioactivity have been 
described in the previous chapter. 

2íãQQ2 ffrmaeo to Airborne Aircraft. - 

Damage to airborne aircraft in Teet B was limited to the two 
Ü y dr0neB which were almost exactly above Zeropoint at Mike 
Hour. These planes carried out their missions and landed safely, but 
were damaged as followsî ^ 

Drone Altitude Slant Hange 
(Ft) (lautical Miles) Damage 

Fox 6000 i.O Bomb-bay doors blown in; 
rivets pulled through skin; 
front escape hatch bent; 
tail-cone window frame bent 
and window blown in; starter 
adapter plywood holder in 
radio room broken; small 
inspection doors on lower 
surface of wing blown open. 

eorge 16,000 2.9 Plywood door between bomb- 
bay and radio room broken; 
two wing inspection doors 
hanging open. 

According to slow-reading accelerometers possessing considerable 
lag, drone -ox received accelerations in the neighborhood of olus 12 
and minus 6 a. (The accelerometer indicator went off-scale.) Drone 
=e£rfie ^elVCd accelerations in the neighborhood of plus 8 and minus 
5 ». \The accelerometer indicator went off-scale.) 
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—Qther Damage,, 

duo./br'th.1^* t0 isck-JMä»» ■••di» and radar aquipm.nt va. prd- 
toce.tp ïo ?m ÿr ym ln 8lr o“4 ^ -0114 4-P«‘ =‘ di»- 

2000 Vd damaee Vû8 8U8taln*d *y deck-loaded equipment at 2000 yd or by equipment aehore at 5700 yd. • 

Ho itructural damage vaa euetainad by rafts of bridgin* at 1?00 
yd or by an amphibious truck at 5500 yd. ^ 

y 

Wrectâr1^0^^“/8.' fvalla'Jle ="> 1 Eot 46 in th. Offlca »f th. 
load®ri a U * aterial as to damage suffered by special deck- 

aded equipment at ranges between 700 and 20Ò0 yd. 
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Chapter 25 

Injury to Animals and Plants, Test B 

25.001_Introduction. 

A detailed account of injury to pigs and rats exposed in Test B 

is contaiited in Ref. 420-6. Details on injury to fisn, algae, etc., 

are contained in Ref. 300-15. 

25.002 Injury to Pigs and Rats. 

Injury to pigs and rats exposed in Test B is summarized briefly 

in the following table: (Source: Ref. 420-6j 300-12} also tentative 

information received orally on 13 Nov 46 from Dr. J. L. Tullis and 
Dr. P. Scoville.) 

Dist. from Approxi- 

Burst to imate Animals Animals 

Nearest Total Recov- Recov- 

Part of Exposure Animals ered ered 

Vessel Vessel (yd) (Roentgens) Exposed Alive Dead 

Animals Animals 

Alive Alive 

20 Aug. 1 Nov. 

GASCONADE 530* 

BRISCOE 878* 

CATRON 1210* 

BRACKEN 1420* 

2700 10 pigs 4 6 

50 rats 0 50 

1500 49 rats 47 3 

1500 10 pigs 10 0 

50 rats 49 1 

310 50 rats 26 24 

0 
0 

12 

0 
34 

23 

0 
0 

9 

0 

30 

17 

* upwind 

These animals were situated in the surgical operating rooms of 

‘•he APA's, outboard on the starboard side, two decks below the weather 

deck. 

As indicated in the Table nearly all these animals had died by 

1 Nov 4¿>. Deaths of pigs and rats on GASCONADE, BRISCOE, and CATRON 

were presumably caused by gamma radiation which passed through decks 

and bulkheads after emanating from contaminated material falling on 

the vessels} neutron radiation was negligible. Deaths of the rats on 
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BRACKEN were probably due to destruction of water supplies in some of 

the cages. 

When reached by reboarding teams the most seriously injured 

(mcribund) pigs were capable of little muscular activity; they were 

unable to stand and were feverish. Less heavily exposed animals were 

muscul.rly weak and had diarrhea, increased respiration rate, and 

hemorrh¿:gic patches on mucous membranes. 

These symptoms were mainly the result of destruction of white 

blood ^les ty the gamma radiation., 

25.003 Injury to Other Life. 

The majority of fish in the Lagoon survived. Many in the north¬ 

east corner of the Lagoon were killed; many were found which nau ap¬ 

parently been killed by the shock; and many others, dead and alive, 

were found to contain large quantities oí accumulated radioactive 

material. 

Concentration of radioactivity was found in corals, algae, shrimp, 

clams, plankton, and sea urchins. Some fish, clams, and sea urchins 

were believed to have died from overexposure; extensive damage was 

done to reef-building corals and calcareous algae by pollution by 

floating oil. 

Minor uamage to grasses and Tacca plants on the Lagoon side of 

Bikini Island occurred due to salt-water flooding by waves, (bource: 

300-7) 
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Chanter 26 

Preeeure Data. Teet B 

26.001 Introduction. 

Detailed accounts of pressure produced by Bomb B are contained 
in Ref. 300 (particularly Ref. 300-13). 

26.QOS Peak Pressure In Water. 

Peak underwater pressures produced are listed below: 
Ref. 300-13) 

(Source: 

Horizontal Distance 
from Projected Zeropoint 
-(ft) 

Peak Pressure just 
Beneath the Surface 

of the Water 
-(ssl gage ) 

Peak Pressure at 
Depth Half-way 
between Surface 
and Bottom 

—(p*i gage) 

836 4600 7000 
928 4200 5900 
996 3800 5200 

1084 3800 4400 
I278 3000 3200 
1664 2200 2300 

2060 
3040 
3700 

1400 1400 
800 800 
660 560 

5000 330 330 

3y 1 Eov 46 no estimate of the probable error of these data 
been male. It is well known, however, that the underwater pressure 
varied greatly depending on bottom reflections. . 

2£.QQg Pur<VtlQn Of Pressure Pulss in Water. 

The positive pressure pulse in water lasted one or two milli¬ 
seconds. (Source: Ref. 300-13; distances and depths not specified.) 
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26.004 Peak Underwater free eure Screening by Target. .VeMfila^. 

lew data were arailalbe ty 1 Nov 46 as to the "■creeningH or 
occultation produced in the underwater preseure wave by the hulls of 

target vessels. 

In one instance, underwater pressure on the remote side of the 

hull of a target vessel was only 40 percent as great as on the exposed 

side. (Source: Ref. 300-13; distance of vessel not specified.) 

26.005 Velocity of Underwater S.iock Wave^, 

Measured velocity of the underwater shock wave was not signifi¬ 

cantly different — even at ranges of only a few hundred feet from 

the Zeropoint — from the normal acoustical velocity. (Sources Ref. 

301) 

26.006 Peak Pressure in Air. 

Peak pressure in air (outside the column) was similar to what 

would have been produced by an air burst equivalent to 4000 tons of 

TNT. Actual values were given below: (Sources Ref. 300-13) 

Horizontal Distance 

from Projected Zeropoint 

_Lïii_:_ 

Peak Pressure 

in Air 

(PBl KM»)_ 

550 

650 

800 

16. 

9.6 

6.6 

1000 
1200 
1500 

4.8 

3.8 

2.8 

The probable error is 10 percent according to Dr. V. 0. Penney, 

and 25 percent according to JTT-l Technical Historian. 
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* 
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27 «001_Introduction» 

No detailed data are included as to the amount of optical radiar- 

tion emerging from the detonation area in Test 3, since the amount vaa 

negligible. It entirely escaped the notice of many observers» and is 

shown by highspeed photographs to have *-en of low intensity and 
short duration (of the order of 0.1 sac)/1 

On the other hand the radioactivity in the water and on target 

vessels was extremely important and ir discussed in the following 
sections. 

2Z..Q02 Nature of the Radioactive Material. 

The intense radioactivity in the water was due to (a) fission 

products, which emitted beta and gamma rays, (b) "unfished" material 

from the bomb, which emitted alpha rays, and (c) radioactive sodium 

24, which emitted beta and gamma rays. The induced radioactivity in 

the hydrogen and chlorine of sea water was of no practical importance. 

27«flQS—Total Amount of Radioactive Material. 

Between 10 and 50 percent of the total amount of radioactive 

material produced by the explosion remained in the water. Hie total 

beta activity in the water of the Lagoon at one hour after Mike Hour 

was between 1.5 X 10® and 5.0 X 10® curies. On the basis of an esti¬ 

mated 2 to 1 ratio between beta and gamma activityf total (beta plus 

gamma) activity in the Lagoon at one hour after Mike Hour was between 

2.3 X 10® and 7.5 X 10® curies, the approximate (momentary) equivalent 
of between 2500 and 8300 tons of radium. 

2Z«QQ4—Character of the Radiation. 

Alpha particles, beta particles, gamma rays, and neutrons were 
present in the water of the Lagoon at and after the instant of deto¬ 

nation. Their origins and chracteristics were as indicated below: 
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^—ftlpftfl Pftl'tlglCPa Alpha particles emanated from atoms of 
unfished fissionable material v/hich v/as widely dispersed by the 

detonation. They were of low energy and low penetrating power; few 

of them codld have penetrated ordinary clothing. They represented an 

insignificant fraction of the total ionizing radiation present at any 

particular time. However, alpha radiation from unfished material 
entering the human body was an important hazard. 

—Ss.ta fiarUclsBn Beta particles emanated from the various 
fission products of the bomb and from elements in the sea water in 

which artificial radioactivity was induced by neutron capture. Most 

of the beta particles had energies below approximately 2.3 Mev. They 

were not highly penetrating and were capable of inflicting little or 
no subcutaneous damage on personnel. 

.S» CtefflWa Bays. Gamma rays emanated from four distinct 
sources: (1) the bomb during the detonation process; (2) fission 

products; (3) atoms which were near the detonating bomb captured 

neutrons and at once emitted gamma rays; (4) atoms which were near 

the detonating bomb captured neutrons and emitted gamma rays for a ' 

long time afterwards. Gamma rays produced by processes (l), (2), and 
(3; were of high energy and very great penetrating power; gamma rays 

produced by process (4) and after the initial stages by process (2*) 

were of lower energy and lower penetrating power. Process (2) was 
the chief source of gamma radiation on the target vessels and in the 

water. Gamma rays penetrated air, water, and flesh comparatively 

readily, but were considerably attenuated by appreciable thicknesses 
of steel. 

JL—ämm.a, Neutrons were emitted from the detonating bomb. 
Steel had little shielding effect against them; water afforded con¬ 

siderable shielding. The neutron flux on the target vessels was 

negligible since nearly all the neutrons were slowed and absorbed by 
the sea water. 

27.005 Time-Hate Of Decay of the Totsl of Badioar.ti™ 
Material. 

At one hour after Mike Hour, the radioactivity near the surface 

of the water at Zeropoint was approximately 400 roentgens/24 hr. No 

single curve is available which describes accurately the time-rate of 

decay of the total quantity of radioactive materials. Two limiting 

curves exist. One, based on measurements of gamma radiation aboard 

target vessels, gives a rate proportional to l/Tl«3. The other is 

predicted on a mixture of 20 percent radioactive sodium 24 with a 

half-life of 14.Ü hr and 80 percent fission products decaying at a 

rate proportional to 1/T. (Percentages are computed with respect to 
radioactivity.) 
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Arbitrary 
Starting Tlm? 

4 hr after Mike Hour 

10 hr after Mike Hour 

1 day after Mike Hour 

4 dayn after Mike Hour 

10 daye after Mike Hour 

30 days after Mike Hour 

Subsequent Period Required for 
¿adlofrctivlty to Diminish bv Ho^-P 

2.5 hr 

7.0 hr 

18.0 hr 

2.5 days 

6.5 days 

20.0 days 

î'all out from the cloud caused a h__j_n .. 
to fall in an area eT*en/H«i, „x * 1 of radlo»ctive material 
*lm,t ?, Il ïo é^h êidf ^ H^ }T/d ’O*1”4 f"" Zepopolnt, 

»11... A negliglu. Loii,t of rtóWMrtiPfrh*P* 3 ^ 8> 
the Lagoon. raaioactivity existed in water outside 

£L007 Concentration fr , Junction nt 

"rain"; little, if any, radioactive m»t!h? by the radioactive 
near the tattoo. Vertical * lal wa' Pr'»en* initially 
«lone, hovever? do^I^o“"'1:»”“' ^ certain rl 
tlvely rapid virtlcêi nlr"^ Produced rela- 

active^materlal^l^an^lnflnlte of radia¬ 
nt the depth ™.clf“d «í vaS ehe'6 of "at«r on. cn thick 

Hour. tC eliminating th^raaoactlve^ecay^factor? 4 ^ **“" 

Day Sample 
was Taken 

Area Watgrn 

«-VÄa-rs;„rÄ—•s:,-« .r 
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the eurface of the Lagoon near the Zeropoint fall from about 400 
roentgen.^ hr at one hour after Mike Hour to about 66 roentgen./24 

flvi'airf *°4 *° 1*" th“ °-1 rMnt«“*/S4 hr hi 

D?®r*Mejl1? concentration wae due to: (a) radioactive decay, (b) 
diffusion, and (c) convection caused by wind and subsurface currents. 

27,009 Radioactivity on the Bottom. 

w*. i r^îu0*7" ***** radi0»ctivity in the Lagoon-bottom materials 
was less than one percent of the total radioactivity in the water. 

Bottom samples from collections begun on the 6th day after B-Day. 
showed extremely high radioactivity in a layer of newly deposited 

îr+hf* ^ 4*!° 8 ín* thlck n*ar Z®roPoint* “d appreciable amounts 
on the bottom throughout the Lagoon. There was no evidence of activi¬ 
ty in the bottom material underneath the new deposit. 

27,910 Migfictlvlty on Target Ye^s.,. 

All but 9 of the target vessels were highly contaminated by the 
radioactive "rain" which resulted from the underwater detonation. This 

ÍrnÜÍUíüd Wlthln al50ut 1800 yd ^vind, 3000 yd crosswind, and 
“ rí/'bf^í000 yd d0wnwind- T°tal time-integrated dosages on vessels 
within 1000 yd were over 8000 roentgens. 

(Ar\f\ Top8íd® P®r*onnel within 700 yd-would heve received lethal dosages 
(400 roentgens) within 30 sec to 1 min and would have received roughly 
20 times the lethal dosage (8000 roentgens) within the first hour? peï- 

yd/Would received lethal doses within 7 min! and 
doses within Cr°88Wlnd 0P downwind) would have received lethal 

The major part of the contaminating materials deposited on the target 
material«8« ^°^17 depo*lted from the base surge; thus the arrivé, of the 

Î* ! e?l 8114 the nuclear radiation dosages effected in the 
first few minutes after arrival probably were of outstanding importance. 

.. . Ex^rapolation of a decay curve based on later measurements indicates 
Padl0ÄCJJVfty oaJ5Je BRACKiai (1760 yd upwind) at one hour after Mike 

our was as high as 2500 roentgens/24 hr. % 10 days after B-Day 36 
^*"*1*$* topiide readings greater than 1 roentgen/24 hr; 

roentgeïï/^hr***” t0p8Íd* inten8lt* on BRACKBB was still 1.2 

In general, the most exposed locations or. a gifren vessel were th« 
»o.t highly eontanlnatsd. Hlgh..t r^lng. wer. XînH on 

',Xp0'”i4eck:«- In Moy ln.tar.cep, «jell region, oí 
especially intense radioactivity were found. 

c“1™* “d other porous articles were much more heavily 
contaminated than metallic surfaces in the same locations. 
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Wooden deck* appeared to absorb greeter quantitiee of radio¬ 

active material than metal ones, but the material was found to be 
confined to a comparatively thin surface layer. 

A number of vessels were covered with contaminated coral sand 

which had been scoured from the bottom of the Lagoon by the explosion. 

Little radioactive material penetrated into the interiors of the 

targe' vessels, since, in most cases, hatches and ventilators hpd 

been closed. Hadioactivity below decks varied from l/2 to leBB than 

1/10 that observed topside. This radioactivity was orimarily caused 

by material deposited on the outside and consequently decreased 

toward the centerline and toward the lower decks. On certain vessels, 

however, leakage of radioactive material did occur into the interiors 

through incompletely secured hatches or ports, or as a result of 

damage incurred in Test A. On SALT LAJCR CITYS certain areas below 

decks gave readings as high as 20 roentgens/24 hr as late as 13 days 

after B-Day. Similar conditions existed on a number of other vessels. 

The radioactive material accumulated on the hulls of the sub¬ 

merged submarino* was less than that on surface vessels, since these 

submarines were not exposed to the radioactive "rain." However, the 

bitumastic on the submarine hulls showed a particular affinity for 

the fission products, and decontamination was extremely difficult. 

¿ZâQll_¡kcflntamination Results. 

Earliest decontamination efforts succeeded in reducing the radio¬ 

activity by a factor of 2 to 5, in most cases. Loose material was 
relatively easily washed off. 

Later decontamination efforts, made after the loose material had 
already been eliminated, produced much less effect. These later 

efforts involved scrubbing with lye, foemite, and acid, and in some 

small areas blasting with sand and soft grits. (Sources Ref. 300-20 
Fig. 1, of Appendix VII; also Ref. 420) 

22iQ12—Contamination of Support Vesselh. 

Support vessels entering contaminated areas of the Lagoon during 

a period of several weeks after Mike Hour collected appreciable 

amounts of fission products and "unfished" material. These materials 

were concentrated in evaporators, salt water lines, and in the organic 

material on the vessels1'hulls. The removal of these materials, which 

were sufficiently concentrated to present an important hazard to 
personnel, constituted a serious problem. 
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Chufar 

Qteer getfliled Heeulte of Test B 

2B.QQ1 ColuMn and Cauliflower. 
I 

—Sstght Of Dome. Column and Cauliflovar. V&ter roee ran idly 
at first -- initially at a. rate of 11,000 ft/sec. (Source? Hef. 303.) 
The increase in height continued as indicated "below; 

Time after Start of Height of Column 
Growth of Column and Cauliflower 

-tlgfi) - -(ft) 

0 0 

1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 

aoo 
2900 
3400 
3700 

5.0 
10.0 
30.0 
60.0 

3800 
4100 
5700 
7600 

—Radius of Column r The radius of the base or stem of the 
column increased rapidly, and then remained nearly constant at approxi¬ 
mately 975 ft. (Source? Ref. 510-1) 

The radius of the cauliflower (crown) was 2400 ft at 5 sec, and 
4300 ft at 60 sec. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 

C. Weight of Column. The amount of Lagoon water, spray, and 
▼apor comprising the column and cauliflower was approximately 2 , 000 , 000 
tons. This value may have a probable error corresponding to a factor 
of 2. (Source! Ref. 302) 

This weight of water corresponds roughly to 6 X 10? ft3 or to tte 
amount of water in a cylinder 1000 ft in radius and 20 ft in height. 
It corresponds also to a hollow cylinder 1000 ft in radius, 5000 ft in 
height, aud 2 ft in wall thickness. The column contained of the order 
of 150 times as much water as is contained in saturated (80° F.) air 
occupying a volume equal to that of the column and cauliflower. 

The column contained of the order of 4 ft3 of water per 1000 ft3 
of column. (Source: Ref. 302) 
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D. Energy in Column. If qq« arbitrarily aeeumee that 2,000.000 

tone of water was raised 1000 ft, the potential energy of the water 

wae roughly 6 X 1019 ergs or roughly 10 percent of the energy released 
by the bomb. (Source: Ref. 302) 

1<—Radioactivity. Between 50 and 90 percent of the fission 

products remained in the cloud and surrounding air, and were carried 

away from the Bikini area. Ten to 90 percent of the fission products 
remained in the Lagoon area. (Source: Ref. 300-7) 

Mo data were available in the Office of the Technical Director 

by 1 Nov 46 as to the intensity of radioactivity in the column or 
cauliflower. 

Li—Demise. The cloud remaining, after the column and cauli¬ 

flower stage was terminated, drifted with the wind towards the north¬ 

west, and for over an hour the cloud could be followed readily by eye. 

The cloud was tinted orange. Within 2 hr after Mike Hour it could no 

longer be distinguished from the normal clouds dotting the horizon. 

28.002 Condensation Cloud. 

The condensation cloud had started forming by one second after 

Mike Hour; by 2.5 sec after Mike Hour it had reached the "birthday 

cake on a platter" stage; and by 4 sec after Mike Hour it had reached 
its maximum size (radius of roughly one mile). 

By 18 sec after Mike Hour it had become ring-formed, then strati¬ 

fied and broken up into small fragments; and by 30 sec after Mike 

Hour it was essentially non-existent. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 

28.003 Base Surge. 

At about 10 sec after Mike Hour, ae the column water began to 

plunge back into the Lagoon, the base surge, or toroidal region of 

spray, foam, and air formed about the base of the column. It swept 

and billowed outward at 45 mi/hr, engulfing the majority of the 

target vessels. It attained a thickness (altitude) of approximately 

2000 ft, and an outer radius of approximately 8000 ft. Presumably, 
it was highly radioactive. (Source: Ref. 510-1) 
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2.6.1904 Vater Wave«. 

Ai. Height Majcimum height (trough to crest) of wavee was as 
indicated below: (Source: Ref. 300-16) 

Horizontal Distance 
from Zeropoint 
_(ft) 

1000 
2000 
4000 
6000 

8000 
10,000 
12,000 

Maximum 
Height 

.- (ft) 

94 
47 
24 
16 

13 
11 

9 

Si ArrlYfll TlBfii Arrival times of the firct wave at various 
distances were as follows: 

Horizontal Distance 
from Zeropoint 
_(ft) 

1000 
2000 
4000 
6000 

8000 
10,000 
12,000 

Arrival Time 
(Sec after 

—Mike Hour) 

7 
20.5 
47.5 
75 

102 
129 
156 

fii—At distances of 1000 to 12,000 ft from the Zero- 
point the first wave travelled with a velocity of roughly 45 knots, 
the velocity expected for a long wave in water 170 ft deep. Velocities 
of subsequent waves were less. Velocities decreased as the waves 
entered shallow water. 

—SíabUity, Hear the Zeropoint, the first (highest) wave wae 
unstable, i.e., breaking; farther out, it wae stable. On reaching 
s allow water as at Bikini beach, it became shorter and higher, and thus 
again became unstable and broke. 

£j. Flrat Vare verBUB tatgr Vavar. The first wave proceeded 
essentially as a solitary wave; at ranges greater than 700 ft its 

mîhîï anmer!edrifueryely Wlth dÍ8tance from the Projected Zeropoint. 
Within 8000 ft of the Zeropoint this wave wae higher than any other 
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wave in that area. 

Just outside the 8000-ft range the second wave was higher than 
the first; at somewhat greater range, the third wave was the highest; 
and so on for succeeding waves, in accordance with the usual phase- 
velocity versus group-velocity relationship. 

Heights of these later waves did not decrease as rapidly with 
distance as did the height of the first wave. 

y« Hflflffe Greatest Height. Greatest height of wave probably 
occurred at approximately 700 ft from the Zeropoint. 

• 

—Nwtòerj, Near the Zeropoint there were only three waves of 
appreciable height; there were 6 at a range of 12,000 ft and 14 or 
more at a range of 22,000 ft. 

gj—„Symmetry. Waves were not perfectly symmetric about the Zero- 
point. Lack of symmetry was presumably due to asymmetry in under¬ 
water coral heads and shoals. 

—Wavee en Jikinl Bflach. As they entered the shallow water off 
üikini beach (approximately 18,500 ft from the Zeropoint) the waves 
travelled slower and became steeper and higher. Maximum breaker 
height was 15 ft. 

it—£.1)1)11 <?f Hangft, Waves were not detected except at Bikini Atoll. 

K.—firlfllh,. The first wave was produced by the initial outward 
thrust of the water. Subsequent waves existing near the Zeropoint 
were probably caused by the collapse of the water cavity and the sub¬ 
sequent formation of a mound of water at the center. The fact that 
there were so few measurable waves near the Zeropoint shows that the 
amplitude of oscillations (if any) of the central region diminished 
rapidly with time. 

Ílj—Sasrey,, liées than 1 percent of the energy released in the 
detonation went into generation of water waves. 

Mj—PrPflttfiftcL Waves probably made significant contri¬ 
butions to the damage produced on FALLON, GASCONADE, HUGHES, PENSA¬ 
COLA, and SARATOGA. Some beach erosion and island flooding resulted 
from waves reaching Bikini Island. 

&—ÎEflflflPQrt fry VaYfiB.i Inner target vessels were displaced lat¬ 
erally by waves through distances of the order of 100 to 200 ft. 

No radioactive materials were transported to beaches by the waves. 
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Debris vae carried inland, as Car as 200 ft in eoae cases. 

_Bottom Phenomena. 

A bottom crater of máximum depth 25 ft was created by the ex¬ 

plosion. The crater had a maximum diameter of 1100 yd and a minimum 

dismeter of 600 yd. The area over which the crater depth was more 

than 20 ft had a maximum diameter of'700 yd and a minimum diameter 

of 250 yd. This area was centered at a point more than 100 yd south¬ 

west from the Zeropoint. Variour minor "craters" of 5 to 10-ft 

depths were produced inside the main crater. (Source: Ref. 300-16) 

Net amount of material removed from (and not returned to) the 

bottom crater region was 2, 200, 000 yd3. Perhaps 500,000 yd3 of 

material was removed and fell back into the crater. 

A layer of sand and mud several feet thick was deposited on the 
bottom in the neighborhood of the Zeropoint. 

An appreciable amount of material remained in suspension in the 
water for two weeks after the explosion. 

—Other Resulte,, 

A*—ífltrPdactlbn. Many various results other than those die- 
cussed previously in this History were obtained in the Test. Some of 
the more interesting ones are presented very briefly below: 

Si i i Attempts to measure the average temperature 
rise produced in the Lagoon water in the center of the target array 
were unsuccessful. 

—Sg.lj?°)ologlCfll fhençmflflftjL Harth waves were picked up at 
many stations in the Pacific area and in Continental U, S. Ampli¬ 

tudes of the I wave as measured in Continental U. S. were of magnitule 
5f, on the earthquake scale and for an earthquake at similar range. 
(Source: Ref. 300l.19) 

Seismic vibrations had an amplitude of two millimeters and a 

period of 0.3 sec at Amen Island, 8 mi from the Zeropoint. The total 

energy in the seismic vibrations at thie distance was between 1015 
and 10iO ergs. (Source: Ref. 300-16) 

£i—Waves and Tsunami a. No tsunamis or abnormal tides were 
produced. 
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1j—Ma^nçtlc PhcQgmcnftâ. No magnetic phenomena were detected. 

^ Í,ílnlte 'Tlde',M “■ « 

Ph^nom^n, No atmoenheric re- 
*1 activity or conductivity phenomena were detected at great dietLH. 
Even locally no noteworth effects were found. distances. 

was Bfldioactivity in the air 

“:c:£:T£ÆiÂt'r “ ^ 

r^zzïiTc zi* 

.«« Är.Tif itiiirziTi; \iszrzi::^ ^ 
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Correlation and Di«r.u,„n r.n B 

¿9.001_Introduction. 

This Chapter container first,, general correlations and con¬ 
clusions regarding the outcome of Test B, and second, various 

t^î8i°n/?e4aîe£,UfCy and fiUCCe8B 0f the TeBt frora 1 technical and 
technical-administrative point of view. 

th. JOTeiC?rr!1ftÍ?n«4and conclU8ion8 for the most part those of 
ÍTl1 Technicf Historian. Most of them have not teen approved, 

d it is expected that further study by experts will lead to minor 

ÎVhe COrrelatl°nB ^ conclusions. The tefctativa findings 
presented here are intended (l) to give a rough over-all picture of 

. ® outcoine of the Testo and (2) to serve as a basis of discussion. 

ffkQQg ¿OBS Of Military TEff j^pcy of Shlna. 

á>~.. intrgdmîtibnn a rough but simple definition of military 
efficiency of a ship itself is included in Appendix III. * 

JUT j198?* \Fie° 2901 8hows the ran«e (estimated by the 
h I1 Tîfh Î f1 H^Btorian^ at which specified extent of immediate 

?0Ur) 1088 of milUary efficiency of ships themselves is 
“i (Jroba^lity to 50 percent). Hanges are horizontal 
distances from the projected Zeropoint. Estimates apply to a U. S 
surface combatant vessel of unspecified type. 

The following data are tentatively proposed; 

Range for very serious immediate loss 

Range for serious Immediate loss 

Range for moderate immediate loss 

Range for slight immediate loss 

700 yd 

900 yd 

1000 yd 

1500 yd 

as ^gBB' ^ 18 n0t P088itle t0 “»ake useful estimates 
as to the long term loss of military efficiency of shins themselves 

“ militarv ^f“eJhanical and «l®ctrical damage. Even' serious loss 
mill .ary efficiency from such cause may be corrected in hours or 

days in some cases, especially if the ship is very close to a repair 

yard; yet even small loss of military efficiency of the ship itself 

may take months to correct, if the damage is deepseated and^f the 
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■hip la far from base. 

Considering "contamination" damage (including contamination by 

plutonium) as well as mechanical and electrical damageD it is clear 

that ships at ranges ae great as roughly 1500 yd (in an unspecified 

direction with respect to wind direction) may be uninhabitable for 

months, unless some very effective decontamination measures ar» taken. 

D. Weakest Link. There is perhaps no outstanding "weakest 

link" as regards immediate loss of military efficiency from mechani¬ 

cal and electrical damage; hullst turrets, miscellaneous machireryc 

and electrical equipment were of comparable vulnerability. 

29âQQ3 Lagfl 9f..Military Efficiency of-ScgMjL 

A. Introduction. A rough but simple definition of efficiency 

of a crew per se is included in Appendix III. 

B. Immediate Loss. Fig. 29.1 shows the range (estimated by the 

JTF-1 Technical Historian) at which specified extent of immediate 

(i.e., first hour) loss of military efficiency of crews per se would 
be probable (probability equal to 50 percent). (Normal 1945 shield¬ 

ing is assumed; also "typical" type and orientation of ship.) The 

tentatively proposed ranges of interest ares 

Hange for very serious immediate loss of efficiency 600 yd 

Bange for serious immediate lose of efficiency 800 yd 

Hange for moderate immediate loss of efficiency 1000 yd 

Hange for slight immediate loss of efficiency 2000 yd 

0. Long Term Loss. Tentative proposals as to ranges for long 

term loss (of indicated severity) of military efficiency of crews per 

se are: 

Hange for very serious long term loss 2500 yd 

Bange for serious long term loss 2800 yd 

Hange for moderate long term loss 3200 yd 

Hange for slight long term loss 4000 yd 

However, the tactical significance of these figures is question¬ 
able since it would often be possible to replace the crew within a 
few weeks. 
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29tOQ4 fona Of Combined Military Efficlenrtv. 

IfttrQfacttftn, For simplicitye the abbreviation CJŒ is used 
below for "combined military efficiency." A rough but simple defi¬ 

nition of combined military efficiency is included in Appendix III. 

■me term refers, of course, to the efficiency of ship and ship's 
considered in combination. 

,½ ' itofilU Fig. 29.1 shows the range (estimated by the 
JTT-1 Technical Historian) at which specified extent of immediate 

Vi.e., first hour) loss of combined military efficiency would be 
probable (probability equal to 50 percent). 

The tentatively proposed ranges of interest ares 

Hange for very serious immediate loss of CUB 800 yd 

Hange for serious immediate loss of CMC 950 yd 

Hange for moderate immediate loss of CM1 1300 yd 

Range for slight immediate loss of CMX 2OOO yd 

—fegflg ^rn Eobb. Long term loss of combined military effi- 
ciency would be very serious for typical combatant surface vessels 

which are located at ranges as great as roughly 1500 yd (in an un¬ 

specified direction with respect to wind direction); unless ef¬ 

fective decontamination measures were taken, the loss of efficiency 
might last for months. 

¿2*005 PfigreaBlng thfi Rangea of Loss of Military Efficiency of Ship,. 

lo simple method suggests itself for appreciably decreasing the 

ranges of immediate loss of military efficiency of vessels suffering 

mechanical or electrical damage. Presumably thoroughgoing redesign 

would be required; probably any major strengthening of the vessels 
would entail increased weight and decreased speed. 

22*006 Pecrfiflalng the fonpiin of Lnnj» ttf Military Efficiency of 

In the search for means of decreasing the ranges or extents of 

immediate loss of military efficiency of crews per se the following 

procedures may deserve study? (l) quitting the area at full speed 

upwind or crosswind; (2J keeping or at least immediately bringing 
personnel below decks (preferably behind considerable thicknesses of 

steely 13; designing superstructures so that little or no water can 

enter and so that practically all the water falling onto the vessel 

runs off immediately (i.e., eliminating undrained corners, open 
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lifetoate, crevices, and porous materials such as rope, canvaso wood); 
(4) immediately stopping pumps taking water into the ship; (5) pro¬ 
viding prompt means of washing off all exposed surfaces; (6) pro¬ 
viding Qeiger counters for determining what areas are "hot," and pre¬ 
venting access to such areas; (?) providing disposable shoes, gloves, 
coveralls, etc., for personnel vdio must work in "hot" areas. 
Measures to strengthen morale might be required also. 

Of course, personnel should be taken off "hot" vessels as soon 
as feasible and given appropriate medical care. 

Pearfcftglag the. Rangee_aÍLLüBfl^cf Combined Military Efficiency. 

Perhaps the only relatively simple methods for appreciably re¬ 
ducing the ranges or extents of loss of combined military efficiency 
are the methods described in the previous sections. 

¿9J2Q8 -Rgflggfi oQanflge 9r-l£iar.y_.PrQductipn_te Causative Factors. 

A. Introduction. No final analyses have been made as to rela¬ 
tive importance of the various causative factors. However, the 
following tentative analysis may be of value as a basis for dis¬ 
cussion. 

JL_Shock Wave in Water. Shock wave in water probably accountc 
for the major part of the mechanical damage produced in vessels them¬ 
selves. The shock wave in water is likely to be lethal to ships 
within 600 yd (at which radius the peak underwater pressure is 1700 
psi gage). 

_Vater Waves. Water waves probably produce a small but sig¬ 
nificant fraction of the mechanical damage to surface vessels within 
700 yd, at which radius the wave height from trough to crest is 45 ft. 

IL—Shock Wave in Air. The shock wave in air probably causes 
appreciable damage to vessels (and would probably cause, including 
primary and secondary effects, extensive injury to personnel) situ¬ 
ated within 600 yd, at which radius the peak pressure in air is 6.6 
psi gage. 

IL_Qamma Radiation. Gamma radiation would be the principal 
cause of short term and long term injury to personnel aboard target 
vessels within 4000 yd at Mike Hour. Topside personnel within 700 yd 
would receive lethal dosages (400 roentgens) within 30 sec to 1 min 
and would receive roughly 20 times the lethal dosage (8000 roentgens) 
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^“ri TIT11*1 1700 yd W0llld r««1'’« lethtí. 
«»üd reeelTe ^ (crt,""llld or d-vn.lnd) 

only l/rîni.;1S'î/ÏÔ1tLdl0k’ °n «»Uld 

by a 14-cm thick..«, of ,11,1.) ' ^ ^"»»at.ly 1 p.rc.t 

elderably grMt«r o”":;.1:” ”* 

of - -t^t^r- 

silttT-F iss's^- 
neí ln ÎÏ r8t h0Ur after Mike HüUIp even telow decks peLon- 

of militJy^ficie^^Even^t^oS^d6 to lnmediate loes 
receive conelderebly more than the lethal doBage'anr'oS^thu'^i 
eom, military efficiency even within the fireTho“? ” 

--«“S bhe^-rSScVLJ1:^ ^nSirV 
base surge moves outward at the ini+ -101 <• j-ation. (The 
knots.) initial rate of approximately 45 

19.006!™'’'°"' °f 1°JUr5' frOB ga“a ■■“i1»*1»“ ara diecueeed in Sec. 

conr.!rlek1P<i ',°“rC* °f the ee“a radiation on target veeoele le of 
course, the fission products^ gamma radiation is also emitid + ° f 

(SeêrS* irôos') X radloa°,tl'^, Produced by neutron capture! 

H."U - almoet'entlrely UMlT^ T 
«d«« thu. of little coneequence. ‘h' I'ag00n "ater 

ed In^Sec^'g'.OOs! °f d*Cair °f aaterlale 1, dlecu.^ 

target^efsels^blrP1 ^ radioeRtivity U very intense on 
arger vessels, but is of only minor importance in view of if- w- 4. 

î^\ 0nlV far ^ alr “d dte extremely ehort r2, 
(fraction of a millimeter) in solids It worn* L! * ^ 
principally only to the exposed skin°of topside ÎI ^ Î 
radioactivity 1. produced mainly by the fu.lon proSucîê!' 
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Alphft ftflfliflftCtiYlty. Alpha radiation from plutonium inhaled) 
ingested, etc., might prove fatal over a period of years. The 

harmfulness of the plutonium is aggravated by its tendency to accumu¬ 

late in certain crucial regions of the body. Fifty to 100 micrograms 

may perhaps be fatal under such circumstances. Local but very 

dangerous concentrations of plutonium may exist on target vessels for 

months. Thus, inspection personnel entering target vessels long 

after the gamma radiation has ceased to be a menace may eventually be 

affected by plutonium "poisoning" unless proper precautions were 
taken. 

üt—Sg^trVRB« Neutrons emitted from the detonating bomb iw»e 
slowed down and absorbed before penetrating more than 25 or 50 ft of 

Lagoon water. They are of little significance except for the radio¬ 
active isotopes they produce. (See Paragraph E above.) 

¿a«.QQ9 Tfifihnlnm Short cominas of the TW.. 

While there were no technical shortcomings of any relative im¬ 

portance, these minor imperfections deserve mentions (l) the temper- 

ature rise in the Lagoon water was not raeasureds (2) values of gamma 

radiation intensity on some of the more important vessels were "off- 

scale" with the result that only lower limits (8000 roentgens) were 

established; (3) information is meager as to the rate of decay oi the 

radioactivity during the first few hours and days, making a number of 

interesting "backward extrapolations" relatively inaccurate; U) no 

accurate information was obtained as to the greatest distance at 

which downwind vessels would be seriously contaminated; (5) a few of 
til© black boxac** failed to operate correctly* 

¿a^ílQ General Armrai.aT Test. 

The Test was an entire success from the technical as well as the 

operational point of view. The bomb was detonated at the correct 

time and position; the target vessels were in (or very close to) 

their specified positions and they received graded damage as desired. 

The instrumentation program was very successful, and damage in¬ 

spection was completed as promptly as radiological clearance per- 

The very great importance of radioactive contamination by fission 

products was fully explored, and the insidious potentialities of 

plutonium contamination were brought to light. The Test was the 

8 of the atomic bomb, but it was the first test in 
which the radioactive "poisonous" material remained in the 
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rrnútr:,-“:?1"a iingerine *nd 

tMini.,« 1„ rtólological d.conwLtl'n Í «ïld 
prime Importance. a rield now known to be of 
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Chapter 30 

Oowparleon of T»,t. 

30.001 Introduction. 

re*te v;er®w°i very different type, and ar 
difficult to compare. Furthermore no final or approve 
have yet been made. * 

therefore 

compartsons 

the J&T&arrî'V*1” î*” ln B0‘* fcM" »»de hy ZÁVr * “d *" lnte“4ea «• 

Z2-iOQ2 Compart bork. 

Aspect Compared Test A Test B Remarks 

Altitude or depth 518 ft above 90 ft be- 

surface low surface 

Energy release 

Number of vessels 
wholly or partly 

within 1000 yd 

19.1 kllotons 20.3 kilo- 

TNT tone TNT 
Remarkably alike; 

essentially the same 

as the values for Tri¬ 
nity and Nagasaki. 

Energy release at Hiro¬ 

shima was appreciably 
less. 

18 (4 of 19 (6 of 

these were these were 

within 500 within 500 

yd) yd) 

Number of vessels 6 
sunk 

Number of non-sunk 6 

vessels immobilized 

by mechanical or 

electric«! damage. 

This comparison is al¬ 

most irrelevant as the 

target arrays were dis¬ 
similar. 

Same comment as above. 

Injury to animals 
No meaningful comparison 
possible. 
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vcon't.; 
Aapftflt ¿Dinpflrpili Teat a 

?”?•“« *" «ir at 10.5 p»i 
1000 yd 

Optical Hadiation 

Period of intenae 

gamma radiation 

▼ery intense 
(See Sec. 

17.002) 

99 percent of 
doeage was de¬ 

livered within 

the firet 10 esc¬ 

onde (45 percent 

within the first 
second) 

4.8 pei 

gß£e 

negligible 

the greater part 

within the firet 

5 minutee but 

significant 

amounts for many 
days 

Ramarlrfl 

A* regards pressure 
in air, Test B was 

equivalent to an air 

burst of 4 kilotons 
TUT. 

Region emitting 

intense gamma 

radiation 

Maximum time- 

integrated gamma- 

radiation dosage 

topside on target 
vessel at 1000 yd 

Iffect of alpha 

radiation 

Iffect of neutron 
radiation 

fireball and 

mushroom 

1800 roentgens 

negligible at 
all times 

fatal within 

450 yd even 

to belov-deck 
personnel. 

column, cloud, 

find base surge; 

later, contami¬ 

nated vessels 

and Lagoon water 

Approximately 

10,000 roentgens 

would be fatal 

Test-B value depen¬ 

ded greatly on wind 

direction. 

even to persona 

reboarding con¬ 

taminated target 

vessels months after 

the explosion, (fata.- 

lities might reault 

from ingestion, inha¬ 
ling, etc., of very 

email quantities of 

plutonium, which is 

alpha-radioactive. 

negligible (except 

indirectly through 

formation of radio- 
sodium) 
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Aspect Compared Test A Test B 

Disposition of 

fission products 

Disposition of 

plutonium 

carried away 

in the mush¬ 

room and 

cloud 

10 to 50 

percent re¬ 

main in the 

target area 

water and 

vessels 

same as same as 

above above 

Horizontal range at 

which probability is 

50 percent that a 

surface combatant 

vessel itself will 

suffer immediate (i.e., 

first hour) loss of 

military efficiency: 

Very serious loss 

Serious loss iqoq 
Moderate loss 1300 

Slight loss 1500 

Same, but for crews 
per se 

Very serious loss 700 

Serious loss 800 

Moderate loss 900 

Slight loss 1000 

Same, but for vessels 

and crews in combina¬ 
tion 

Very serious loss 

Serious loss 

Moderate loss 

Slight loss 

900 

1020 
1300 

1500 

700 

900 
1000 
1500 

600 
800 

1000 
2000 

800 

950 

1300 
2000 

Remarks 

The very narmful 

gamma radioactivity 

decrei'ses according 
to 1/t1*3 law. 

The harmful and 

insidious alpha- 

radioactivity 

diwi.iishe* very 

littlo over 

periods of months 
or years. 

In each case the 

greater value (Test 

A versus Test B) is 

underlined. 
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Aspect Compared 

Same, tut for long 

term effect on crews 

per se 

Very serious loss 

Serious loss 

Moderate loss 

Slight loss 

Phenomena detectable 

at distances of 

thousands of miles 

Principal cause of 

immediate loss of 

military efficiency 

of vessels them- 

selves. 

Same but re crews 

per se. 

Same but re long 

term effects on 

crews per se. 

Principal source of 

danger to persons 

boarding target 

vessels one month 

after Mike Hour. 

Test A Test B 

800 

1100 
1400 
1700 

radioactivity 

in the air 

shock wave in 

air 

within 550 yd, 

neutron radia¬ 

tion or drown¬ 

ing; within the 

annulus from 

550 to 900 yd, 

gamma radia¬ 

tion; outside 

900 yd, optical 

radiation and 

shock wave in 

air. 

same as above, 

except that 

gamma radiation 

is important 

even beyond 

900 yd. 

fission pro¬ 

ducts 

2500 

2800 

3200 

4000 

earth shock 

and perhaps 

radioactivi¬ 

ty in the air 

shock wEve in 

water 

gamma radia¬ 

tion (at all 

ranges) 

same as above 

fission pro¬ 

ducts and 

plutonium 

Results 
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Aspect Compared Test A Test B Remarks 

Period in which Less than one 

Lagoon was hour, 

dangerously 

contaminated 

one to two Lagoon water 

weeks "changes" in 

1 or 2 months. 

Period in which Less than one 

target vessels day, ordinarily weeks of 

were appreciably months 

contaminated 

In Test B, the 

period can be 

very greatly 

shortened 

by decontamina¬ 

tion measures. 
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Termination of 

fiatllBC 

-Section 
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31.002 Disposition of Target Vessels 

31.003 Disposition of Non-Target Vessels 

31.004 Other Final Activities 

A. Hadlological Safety School 

B. Joint Crossroads Committee 

C. Radiological Clearance of Target 

and Non-Target Vessels 

31.005 Status of Bikini Atoll 

31.006 Preparation of Reports 

Group Reports 

Operational Report 
Technical Report 

Pictorial History 

Official Report for the Public 

Motion-Picture Films 

••• 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 
F. 
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Cha-nf.i»^ p¡i 

.Terminaf4on of Or.«^f|^nr| 

—IntrQdii/.^frn| 
0 

f«rrlftg f-" Ait» eon 
*"* 46 from the MI MCKISLIT end d»r’fh! ï*“1"1 d0VI> Me flag on IB 
Co^ond of Joto. W foToe Sí í*^í:f b5,,alr f0r »«■Mn.ífn? D? C 
to Rear Adm. Fahr ion, who had the mi ^¡L“ ï® PaClflc now Paeeed 

and Commander Advance Echeloí JTF i a^®r NaTal Taak ^oup. 
-thi.tn.tton of m-i «tinttÄ,^-^“^ « ^ t- 

pon^t’of'ft.fc/Vrw tóT0'““4 ‘h* thdoflnlte po.t- 

terminated as icon aa practicable. ^ Operatlon croeeroad8 be 

JolntteÄ^"'««". «» Jhiht Chi.,, o, staff 

ÄiT“!" °í report» hhd^eUBmarititlon^f^t^h i®’ T° COTp^‘« 
* Cr0"r°“d' 0»"”ttte, wa. «t.bî}.W“t thlt'fí:?1 4a‘a’ a 

ZUM ^»Tmnltmn of T»... onnnr1|| 

two .tMÎo*b™h enploeionfl1"..*« ** a 41reot -•«■«It of t 
brought to th. turf ace on SS^pt^e. ** ^ wm 

HUGHES &nH f uA t at t ait 

Sîoîf1 "W«c‘t»«lr) nt ^u irt^a^t'4 (“ ^/«ty 46 «4 27 
... Who4 at Enyu on 28 Sy « fr0B ,1,ürt“«- 

4sy£,^Ä4oo“T-^44-r ^““"»-^«"«h 

lSf-125 Mt i,l,u,rl)r lua'iê- ^ «h-^1™ on 10 Aug 
not tjrget „...1,, J.,™,,14 “* «¡ 1f < 1132 and 1415, althoïfh 

rfx^fïr“•«“»»«•ïhpww46 “'-«o-««i«« 
Bií;»?1?’ 6' ne7' 1237, and loîflPSR (”?*"*«* ’'«■«I WI’., 
Bikini lego on wer, ™k byd.aom^^g.“; *“ T*',al)’ in 

Since dangerous radioactivity nerei.t.H v 
y persisted aboard the most heavllj 
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contaminated target vessels and impeded salvage, movement, and assess¬ 

ment of damage, the decision was made that these ships be decom - 

missioned at Kwajalein. ComNavTaskOroups was ordered on 16 Aug 46 to 

shift base to Kwajalein and proceed with the decommissioning of speci¬ 

fied ships. This movement to Kwajalein was completed early in Sep¬ 
tember. 

The COHYNGHAM, TUBA, DENTUDA, PARCHE, STS ARA VEN, and SKATE pro¬ 

ceeded from Kwajalein to Pearl Harbor, arriving there on 6 Sept 46; 

the SKIPJACK was towed to Pearl Harbor, arriving there on 22 Sept 46. 

These ships were then moved to the San Francisco area for decom¬ 

missioning and for radiological study. 

The remainder of the target vessels were anchored at Kwajalein. 
Included were: 3 battleships, 2 U. S. cruisers, 1 ex-German heavy 

cruiser, 1 carrier, 10 destroyers, 12 merchant type ships, 5 LST's. 
2 LCI's, 8 LCT's, and 1 YOG. 

Plans were made to tow GASCONADE, INDEPENDENCE, FALLON, and 

CRITTENDEN to San Francisco, to tow HUGHES, PENSACOLA, and SALT t.aCT! 

CITY to Bremerton, and NEW YORK and NEVADA to Pearl Harbor_for 

detailed structural and radiological examination. 

31«0Q3 Diffoosition of Non-Target Vessels. 

The Drone Carrier Unit, Press and Observers Unit, ALBEMARLE, 

FURSE, BOUNTIFUL, and CUMBERLAND SOUND had sailed from Bikini by 1 
Aug 46. 

Photographic Carrier Unit, Surface Patrol Group, Drone Boat Unit, 

BURLESON with all surviving test animals, four PGM's, BAYFIELD, 

APPLING, two LST's with Army equipment and personnel from Kwajalein 

and Eniwetok, OTTAWA and ST CROIX with SeeBee equipment, BOTTINEAU 

and the Army Group had sailed by 10 Aug 46. 

Remaining after 10 Aug 46 were. Target Group, Service Group, 

Seaplane Unit, part of the Transport Unit, HAVEN, and WHARTON. 

By 26 Sept 46 all vessels had left Bikini. 

The majority of the non-target vessels were transferred from 
Commander JTT-1 to their prior commands. 
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31.QQ4 Other rimn ^*^71 tilrn! 

reque^d^th^lTlh?] ygtY.Sntl0911 0n 5 Au« 46 Commander JTP-1 
la* prosrJ ^ tí “ «>«re.ncjr r«llologlcal «aftty train- 

îî ? P f the Pr°erem was later enlarged to train 
within thth f1VeB capable of f(™ing radiological safety groupe 
to a»lít iHín •'"T10?*- 0m l"P«tont object of the progrï wa. 
to assist in the decontamination and radiological clearance of 
target vessels contaminated in Test B. Another object was to 
n e decontamination research program proposed by BuShips. " 

Gaptain 0. M. Lyon, (Navy) the JTF-l Safety Adviser was r. 
quested by Commander JTF-l to *. / ÄlvlB®r* w®* re¬ 
act as Director of draining ÎL 2, Í ^ PT°eram ^ to in OViD>.CT- r\f 4.V. raining, ine Safety Adviser appointed an Officer 

Wleer n.f0,01' a Tralnl,le 0fn°”- on Aeeletant Sell ing urricer. First plans were drafted on 8 Aug 46- later «i 
were outlined in great detail. ^ ’ theM plani 

organizationUff4fhíhÍVTP ^riVed ln Kington, D. C. and began 

ClaM b8g“ 9 ^ 46 at^a 

New S*ud*nts lncluded officers from the Army Air and Ground Forces 
Navy, Marine Corps, and U. S. Public Health Service TheWnîn! 

and^threincludad a four-week academic course in Washington, D. 
«d th^. «onth. of practical 1».,ruction In radlol.gíL ¡afity In 

ssïïr.£EH5rrii - “;t“n 

-r‘-0--"-l,ifth- 

Sccrctaryí* H' Bl,k'1°-k! °*P‘- H' R- 

C^t.^Äri: C*P‘- F- ^ i,hvo-'*h 

n S°lentlflc Consulting Board consists of: Dr R A Sawer 

«ioõ*:s*r*%r*:J“hn™»• « wAT’ 
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The Divisions of the Committee are as follows; Executive Secre¬ 
tary s Division, headed hy Capt. H„ R„ Carson (Kavy); Technical 

Director»s Division, headed by Dr. I. S. Oilfillan; Director of Ship 

Material Division, headed by Rear Adm. T. A. Solberg; Radiological 

Safety Division, headed by Col. A. A. deLorimier; and Crossroads 
Documents Division, headed by Dr. W. A. Shurcliff. 

of Target and to-Iaret VgflpftU. On 
24 Sept 46 BuShips and BuMandS assumed responsibility for giving final 

radiological clearance to vessels and prescribed detailed decontami¬ 

nation and clearance procedures for vessels destined to join»the 

active fleet. For ships destined for inactivation or disposal, ad¬ 
ditional procedures were established. 

31.QQ5 Status of BlVini Atoll. 

After Test B, and to the extent that radiological conditions per¬ 

mitted, the Survey Unit (Task Oroup 1.8.5) made further hydrographic 

surveys, installed navigational aids, and conducted Jand surveys, all 

in anticipation of Test C. The Construction Unit continued prepara¬ 

tions (begun earlier in the operation) of moorings for the Test-C 

target vessels; it began construction for instrument towers, blasted 

out coral heads, and prepared landings at the western islands. 

However, following the Presidential announcement that Test C was 

indefinitely postponed, all survey and construction activities at 

Bikini Atoll were brought to a close; the Atoll was completely evacu¬ 
ated on 26 Sept 46. 

Chief of Bavai Operations ordered that surveillance of this area 
be continued to restrict entry of foreign, merchant, or private ship¬ 
ping which had not been duly authorized. 

31*006 Preparation of Report». 

Among the various kinds of reports prepared on the results of 

the Operation, were these; (a) group reports, by individual groups 

within the Task Force, (b) Operational Report on the Operation as a 

military activity, (e) Top Secret Technical Report covering all 

phases of the Operation but stressing the technical activities and 

d 0fflcial Pictorial History of Operation Crossroads, and 
(e; Official Report for the public. These are considered separately 
below: ' 

Â*—forciiP ftopgrtfl. By Oroup Reports is meant all individual 
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within JTF-i, Some of thlîe reoon^ ( Chnical nontechnical) 
authority; othere were prepared on by °rder of hi^«r 
Some were prepared ae more or lee8 uniouP moatÍVe l* thö er°Up 
prised regular weekly ,r monthly ^noêraphe; othere corn- 
group leaders themeelyee- others WerÍ S°me Wer® prePared the 
nated group historians group * 8PeClally ^ 

ed in ÄuoXS'tL“: **' ^ 

Operatiof*UrSrroIdsnal Opftrational Report of 
B. Leggett under the dir^U™ oTthTc^ ^ A* 
which does not attempt to cover th» * 7 Staff. This Report, 
was completed in mid-November 1946 Brá nical 13haeft8 of the Operation, 

em oer iy46, er à contains over 1000 pages. 

Operation^CroeJ7 T? Secret Technical Report on 
Adm. V. S. Parsons, Deputy Task Forced ^ feneral Suldance of R. 
rection. P y aek iorce Commander for Technical Di¬ 

report by^Commander JTF-1^ 8UJTimarÍ2Í^ technical 
Chiefs of Staff, by the ¿¿alult 1 f°r & 8tud^ ^ th® Joint 
groups. y Board„ and by other authorised 

Dr. W. A. Shurcliff Wap the lramedia.t 

Z„ Beckler ^uty HUto^T f 7"1* Hp 
eietant Historian), Mrs/ViLinia Sh^i Mr;/ere^rine White (As- 
others. Virginia Shaoley, Editor-in-Chief, and by 

decided that^^'îctoiiïï"hSry^hould'bí 46 ^ Comm&nd*r JTT-1 
al value to the public and partly as Í VBTtly for ß«ner- 
helped in the carrying out of the Operati f°r thft men vrho 
nont.chnieaX, and „„to ‘ n , Ws t0 »• 

phi,,‘ of ^ ‘M "°rk- 

hi.toiy va6 glvan^o the'.;TF-i°Hletorlan- Pu*papln<? thl> Plctbrlal 
KUtorian, va, ñamad „ kÎÎ“; Mr' p‘nerlna «Ut., 

Hl.tMy OrÔ’îrSLi.1-^ TT* "'’íf101'11 ^»«lal 
H. Wise and Co. and has a sale prir! bJing publiBhed by the William 
Stores and $2.00 at commarcial ^-66 Sh“* 

I 
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Official Report for the Public. The decision was made on 

29 Jan 46 hy Commander JTF-1 that considerable effort should be made 

to prepare a textual report for the public on the outcome of the 

tests. The report was to contain all appreciable technical results 

which in the light of security regulations established by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff -- might be released. 

Dr. W. A. Shurcliff, JTF-1 Historians was given the reeponsi- 
bility for preparing this Report. 

The manuscript is expected to be practically completed by 1 

Jan 47, and the book is expected to be placed on public sale by the 
Spring of 1947. 

£->—Motion Picture F|lfflfln A number of motion pictures have 
been made or are being made for showing to technical and nontechnical 

groups. Some of these films have already been circulated. 
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32.003 Indefinite Poetponenent 
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Chapter 32 

Test-C Prospects 

32.. 001 Introduit Ion. 

Although Test C, the deep underwater explosion was indefinitely 
postponed by President Truman on 7 Sept 46, the various pros and const 
of eventually holding such a test are still of considerable interest. 

The arguments favoring eventually holding a deep-underwater test 
are these: 

A. Although we now have good information as to what happens 
when an atomic bomb goes off in air or slightly beneath the surface 
of the water, we have no clear idea as to what the results would be of 
detonating an atomic bomb at great depth beneath the surface of the 
ocean. We have no means of estimating the effects with high accuracy. 
Conceivably the effects might be significantly greater than expected 
and might provide data of great military and scientific value. 

B» According to some sections of the public, the underwater 
test would "obviously" be the one which would be most damaging to 
naval vessels; it would "obviously" be the crucial test, re survival 
of navies; that test is the one the Navy "obviously fears." 

C. The underwater test would show how well the atomic bomb 
would serve to intercept a hostile fleet approaching our country. 

D. Only after we have studied a deep-underwater explosion 
will we be able to interpolate accurately, as in predicting the effects 
of an explosion at any arbitrary intermediate depth. 

Eo Some advance preparations have already been made for Test C 

The arguments against holding such a test are these: 

Ao There is no firm reason for believing that a deep under¬ 
water explosion would do more damage than a surface explosion or an 
explosion at or immediately below the surface; shock effects might 
not prove to be as overwhelming as some persons expect, and many 
important atomic-bomb effects would be almost entirely eliminated — 
that is, optical radiation, neutron and gamma-ray radiation, would be 
almost entirely absent. 

B. Concentrations of naval vessels are usually to be found in 
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harbors; hit harbors are ordinarily relatively shallow; therefore the 

deep-underwater test would be irrelevant to principal naval targets 

(i*«*» to the coBuonest concentrations of naval vessels)* 

C. Even laany important ocean areas are very shallow, e.g., 

the North Sea and the Atlantic Shelf area. 

D. Even though in the past there have been .many naval vessel 

concentrations in open (deep) ocean, it would be an obvious and simple 

matter for future fleet commanders to space their ships very widely -- 

as widely as would be required so that not more than one or two vessels 

would be f»it out of commission ty one atomic bomb. 

Eq It would presumably be possible for an enemy in advance of 

outbreak of war to plant atomic bombs in narbors; and it is conceivable 

that he would be able to pre-train, say, his V-2 type atomic bomb 

carriers on our harbors; tut no such advance preparations or automatic 

bull's-eyes would be possible for a deep underwater bomb - i.e., a bomb 

to be used against a fleet moving in open ocean. 

F* Even if an enemy could make bombs usable at great depth he 

might find it difficult to dispatch the bombs quickly to the particular, 

deep—underwater spot selected. Entirely new techniques and operational 

procedures would be needed. (If delivery were not made quickly, the 

target fleet would have time to change course and disperse. If delivery 

were made by airplane, it is very possible that the airplane would be 

intercepted and shot down. If delivery were made by submarine, it is 

quite possible that the submarine would be intercepted and sunk.) 

G. An atomic bomb designed for use at great depths would proba¬ 

bly be a special-purpose weapon tactically usable only in deep ocean 

waters. On the other hand an air—burst bomb would be usable the world 

0V9T —— i.e., over cities, armies, harbors, or fleets at sea, and a heavy- 
impact atomic bomb for delivexy by aircraft for unuorground or under¬ 

water detonation would have broad application, particularly for attacking 

military or industrial concentrations immediately adjacent to bodies of 

water. 

H. Funds and personnel may continue to be scarce. 

32.002 Status of Specifications of Test. 

Opinion among principal technical personnel of JTF-1 is to the 

effect that if a Test C is eventually held, it should conform to these 

principal specifications: 
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Depth of bomb: 1000 to 2000 ft.* 

Depth of bottom: At least 2.5 times the depth of 
bomb. 

Number of target ressels: Few (or none). By obtaining com¬ 
plete data on pressure, the damage 
which vessels would suffer could 
be computed with fair accuracy 
merely from the damage data obtained 
in Test B. 

Number of instruments: Relatively few; emphasis should 
be placed on a few well proven 
instruments very carefully placed, 
rather than on a great many 
instruments of uncertain performance 
placed informally. 

(Source: Ref. 300-5} 300-25} 300-26) 

33.003 _ Indefinite Postponement. 

*CUng "îth advic* of the Joint Chiefs of 
ment was affolÍowíT*11 P08tp°ne<i tha Te8t iod*f*nttely. His stat8_ 

•In view of the successful completion of the first two 
atomic bomb tests of Operation Crossroads and the in¬ 
formation derived therefrom, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
have concluded that the third explosion, Test C, should 
not be conducted in the near future... 

"The additional information of value expected to result 
from Test C is such that the Joint Chiefs of Staff do 

istjustifi!¡dt«COfflpletl0n 0f thiB te8t 1X1 near futur# 

* 3y using a depth in the neighborhood of 2000 ft., 
radioactive plume and cloud would be avoided. 

the troublesome 
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APPENDIX I 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

1. Introduction. 

A full chronology of "atomic energy" events prior to 1946 is 

contained in "Report No. 1211 to Accompany Bill 1717, 79th Congress. 
2nd Session." 

A complete chronology of Queen Day, A-Day, William Day, and 

B-Day is contained in "Operational Report of JTF-1" by Captain A B 
Leggett (Navy). 

The chronology presented below is brief, listing only events of 
maj or interest. 

All dates and times are local at places concerned unless speci¬ 
fied otherwise. 

2. Brief Chronology. 

Date Month Year 

Jan 1939 

Dec 

13 Aug 

Dec 

16 July 

The discovery by German scientists of fission of 
uranium was announced. 

41 Decision was made by Dr. Vannevar Bush, Director 

of the Office of Scientific Research and Develop¬ 

ment, to undertake an "all-out" effort for the 

development of atomic bombs for use in World War 
XX« 

42 Manhattan Engineer District was established to 
develop atomic bombs. 

42 First self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction was 
achieved at Chicago. 

1944 Manhattan Engineer District considered using 

atomic bomb against Japanese fleet at Truk Island. 

45 First atomic bomb was detonated, at Alamogordo, New 

Mexico. Exact time of detonation was as follows; 
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Date Month Year 

5 Aug 45 

(GCT) 

9 Aug 45 

(GCT) 

25 Aug 45 

28 Sept 45 

16 Oct 45 

10 Dec 45 

11 Jan 46 

21 Jan 46 

7 Mar 46 

22 Mar 46 

(con't) 

Place Time of Detonation 

Alamogordo, N. M. (MWT) 

Washington, D. C. (EWT) 

Greenwich, England (GCT) 

16 July 0530 

16 July 0730 

16 July 1130 

Second atomic bomb was detonated, at Hiroshima, 

Japan» Exact time of detonation was as follows: 

Etea Time of Detonation 

Hiroshima, Japan 

Washington, D. C» (EWT) 

Greenwich, England (GOT) 

6 August 0815 

5 August 1915 
5 August 2315 

Third atomic bomb was detonated, at Nagasaki, 

Japan. Exact time of detonation was as follows: 

Place Time of Detonation 

Nagasaki, Japan 

Washington, D. C. (EWT) 

Greenwich, England (GCT) 

9 August 1058 

8 August 2158 
9 August OI58 

Senator Brien McMahon recommended testing atomic 

bombs on captured Japanese warships. 

General H. H. Arnold recommended to the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff the atomic bombing of captured 

Japanese naval vessels. 

Admiral E. J. King recommended inclusion of a 

few U. S. Naval vessels of modem design in the 

target array. 

Plans for the atomic bombing of naval vessels 
were announced formally. 

JTF-1 was created and Vice Admiral W. H. P. 

Blandy was designated Commander. 

Bikini Atoll was selected as site. 

Natives were evacuated from Bikini. 

President Truman directed postponement of the 

Tests for approximately six weeks. 
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Date Month Year 

23 Mar 46 

30 Mar 46 

IS May 46 

14 June 46 

24 June 46 

1 July 46 

0555 

0603 

0850 

0900 
(Approx.) 

0901 
(Approx.) 

I43O 

¿356 

2 July 46 

19 July 46 

25 July 46 

( con11) 

Evaluation Board membership was announced. 

Presidents Evaluation Commission membership was 
announced. 

Commander Joint Task Force ONE hoisted flag on 
MT. MCKINLEY. 

Revised House Joint Resolution 307, authorizing 
use of certain naval vessels as targets, was 
signed by the President. 

QUEEN Day (Rehearsal for A-Day) 

A-Day. 

Bomb carrying plane became airborne. 

Evacuation of Lagoon was completed. 

Bomb-carrying plane started final run. 

Bomb was released. 

Bomb was detonated. Exact detonation time (MIKE 
Hour) was as follows:' i 

Place 
Time of Detonation 

Bikini 1 July 

Washington, D.C. 30 June(EST) 

Greenwich, England 30 June(GCT) 

34 aec ( ±5 sec) 
after 0900 
34 sec ( ±5 sec) 

after 1700 

34 sec ( ±5 sec) 
after 2200 

Lagoon declared safe for re-entry of all ships. 

Commander JTF-1 announced the sinking of CARLISLE, 
GILLIAM, LAMS0N, and ANDERSON. 

SAKAWA sank. 

WILLIAM DAY (Rehearsal for B-Day). 

B-Day. 
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Date Month Year (con't) 

0435 Evacuation of target vessels was completed. 

O62O Evacuation of Lagoon was completed. 

0835 Bomb was aetonated. Exact detonation time (MIKE 
Hour) was as follows: 

2311 

26 July 

29-30 July 

10 Aug 

Place Time of Detonation 

Bikini 25 July 59.7 sec (±.l sec) 
after 0834 

Washington, D.C. 24 July (EST) 59.7 sec (±.1 sec) 
after 1634 

Greenwich, England 24 July (GCT) 59*7 sec (±,1 sec) 
after 2134 

Commander JTF-1 announced the sinking of LSM-6O, 
SARATOGA, ARKANSAS, YO-I6O, and LCT-1114. 
(LCT-III4 was later found capsized and adrift.) 

46 PILOTFISH, SKIPJACK, and AP0G0N were believed to 
have sunk, and later these submarines were so 
listed. 

46 NAGATO sank during the night. 

46 Commander JTF-1 departed Bikini aboard MT. 
MCKINLEY. 

19 Aug 46 Commander JTF-1 hauled down his flag on MT. 
MCKINLEY at Pearl Harbor and departed for 
Washington, D. C. 

1 Nov 46 /oint Task Force ONE officially dissolved and 
Czoeeroads Board established. 

f 
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¿action Tj—Introriii^7ni 

^flce a l^t of informatio^deeired^ ^ HiBtori“°« 
■Ired coneietfi merely of ? f the information de- 

typee of information delired consister,rrUltB °f the TeBt«» ^e, 
in the technical literature and of nr* already availah] 

pari eon or general references othL t™«* ft8 baBe8 of com- 
more in the nature of predictions ertíL* ^nformßti°n desired are 
zations which — at this timp «f aP0iations,, and generali- 
«u...... thl“ »* can la Uule bett„ 

•impie imtarooHLtton^tîaUIitirÔr^ obJtctSv'ilJ' meneured dat 

« “»“-»äs s ~~ 

«tlM.1 ‘f «üüw.'ÎÏÏiïi^1^®;; í«»niu 
“d >>• handled by „pírate ÏLiîrt. é,BCÜpe °f thU H‘>‘°ry, 
Moa Board or Cher., to re'ccgnleed í«ÍÒrítu”C"d ^ 

balo», together with comme«« £ tí Í "’f*10" »• ore.ented 
«y B» found. nt’ " t0 ‘’B"6 ‘I» information ln oue.tion 

1. 
For each test, one accurate 

chart showing the outlines 
of the ships to scale at 

their best-estimated loca¬ 
tions relative to the bomb 
burst. 

■îgSts in 

*iuprm*U?n nesired, 

See Charts of Chap.. 10 and 20 

2. A table of critical radio¬ 

logical dosages for humans 

and species of animal, used 

persons, the lethal 
dosages ares 

Oamma ray.s 400 roentgen. 
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in the teetj showing varia¬ 

tion with the character of 
the raye. 

3. A summary of data obtained 

from observations of ani- 

nalsi including location, 

shielding effects, and vari¬ 

ations from theoretical pre¬ 
dictions. 

geet A 

Slow neutrons? 5 X 10** 

neutrons per cm2 

Fast neutrons! 1 X 10^1 

neutrons per cm2 

No full analysis available in 

the office of the Director of 
Ship Material on 1 Nov 46. 

See, however, Chap. 15, 19, 

25, and 29 for fragmentary 
comments. I 

Re Blast! 

4. Composite curves (from all 

types of data) of blast press¬ 

ure, impulse, etc., versus 

distance from the burst. 

See Table of Sec. 16.002. 

5» Best estimate of ranges at 

which radar gear and criti¬ 

cal radio gear of present 

design would be nut out of 
action. 

See Secs. 13.009, 13.011, 
and 14.003. 

6. Sltta on boiler casings 
(with steam up). 

7* Ditto on any other damage 

which would hanvoer one ra¬ 
tion of ships. 

8. Composite curves of repair 

time required on various 

types of ships versus dis¬ 
tance from the burst. 

See Sec. 13.006 and Table 
13.1. 

See Chaps. 13 and 19. 

No curves were available in 

the office of Director of 

Ship Material on 1 Nov 46. 

9. Best estimate of maximum 

ranges at which various 

types of ships would be 
sunk. 

10. Selected curves of pres¬ 

sure versus tine at sig¬ 

nificant distances. 

See Chap. 13 for fragmen¬ 

tary answer. No battleships, 

aircraft carriers, submarines 

or U. S. cruisers were sunk. 

See Sec. 16.005. 
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11* Beet estimate of ranges 

at which unprotected 

personnel would he killed 

or incapacitated hy blast. 

Rfl.Heat and Light; 

12« Best estimate of ranges at 

which exposed flesh would 
he burned. 

13. Ditto for flesh protected 

by ointment. 

14. Curves of maximum surface 

temperature versus dis¬ 

tance from burst, for vari¬ 
ous surfaces. 

15. Curve of heat-ray inten¬ 

sity versus distance. 

16. Curve of ultraj-violet 

intensity versus distance. 

1?. Spectrum of the fireball 

and the intensity distri¬ 
bution therein. 

Be Initial Flash Of tfamma 

18. Curves of intensity versus 

distance from burst. 

19. Absorption of steel, wood, 

air, water, brick, con¬ 

crete, earth, etc. in con¬ 

venient form to apply to 

intensity curve. 

20. Bange at which direct exposure 

is lethal to humans. 

See Chap. 19. 

No animals died from flash- 

burns. Second degree burns 

occurred on expoged skin at 

650 yd, and a few first de¬ 

gree burns as far out as 
3000 yd. 

Such protection was excel¬ 
lent beyond 600 yd. 

Values depend on surface 

thickness, orientation, re¬ 

flectivity, conductivity, 

specific heat, and evapora- 

bility. No useful data 

available. See Chap. 14. 

No analysis had been made by 

the office of the Technical 
Director by 1 Nov 46. 

No data. 

Only limited data available. 

See Sec. 17.002. Paragraphs 
B and P, and Sec. 17.003. 

■flntL-Nentronss. 

See Sec. 17.004, 17.005. 

No data included in this 
Beport. 

1350 yd (for gamma radia¬ 
tion) 

450 yd (for neutrons) 
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21. Curvee showing thldcneesee 

of steeli woodp water, 

brick, etc. necessary to 

shield humans at various 

élstances. 

Rfi-_Ecitdual Kfldlofitòtlvitys 

22. Chart of Lagoon showing 

distribution on ships and 
in water. 

Uo comprehensive data in¬ 

cluded in this Report. 

See, however, Sec. 29.008, 

Paragraph E re shielding by 
steel. 

Radioactivity was negligible. 

See Sec. 17.009 and 17.010. 

laaLJ 

Rg Underwater Shores 

23. Composite curve (from all 

data) of peak pressure, 

impulse, etc., versus dis¬ 
tance from the burst. If 

significantly different, 

estimated curves for differ¬ 
ent water depths. 

34. Best estimate of ranges 

at which various types of 

ship or submarine hulls 

would be ruptured. 

25. Ditto for internal shock 

damage to put ships out 
of action. 

26. Composite of curves of 

repair time required on 

various types of ships 

versus time at signifi¬ 

cant distances. 

27. Data on air-blast as for 
Test ▲. 

Re Surface W«vpp; 

28. Height, length, and maxi¬ 

mum slope of waves versus 

distance from the burst. 

See Sec. 26.002. 

See Table 23.1 and Sec. 
29.002.. 

Same as above. 

Ko data were available in 

the office of the Director 

of Ship Material on 1 Nov 46. 

See Sec. 26.006. 

See Sec. 2t.00|. 
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29. Beet «estimate of rangea at 

which various types of ships 

at various relative headings 

would be swamped or capsized. 

30. Curves of maximum roll or 

pitch for various types of 

ships at various relative 

headings, versus distance. 

31. Beet estimates of volumes 

of water descending from 

the water column or cloud 

at various distances from 

the burst. (In pounds of 

water per square foot.) 

Ko data. See, however. Sec. 

28.004, Paragraph M. 

Pew data available. LCT-1114 

at 483 yd caosizedj the burst 

was off her starboard bow. 

BRISCOE, at 878 yd, rolled 14 

degrees. Other non~sunk shipi 

rolled less than 10 degrees. 

$ee Sec. 28.001, Paragraph C„ 

Sfl. Sftdioactlvitv and Plutonium fantaminations 

32. (a) Best estimate of 

quantity of plutonium 

remaining in water, and 

(b) the volume of water 

this will contaminate 

at maximum lethal dilu¬ 
tion. 

33. Beet estimate of radio¬ 

active intensity distri¬ 

bution in the water imme¬ 

diately after the burst, and 

rsulloactive decay curve ^ 

34. Curve of maximum volume 

of contaminated water 

versus time after ex¬ 
plosion. 

Re (a). Absolute value is 

"Manhattan Secret;" relative 

value iss 10 to 50 uercent 

of all plutonium existing 

after the detonation. 

Re (b)s Lethality depends on 

amount taken into bodyji 50 

to 100 micrograms might 

eventually cause death. 

Amount in bodyo not concen¬ 

tration in Lagoon water, is 

the crucial parameter. 

See Sec. 27.005 and 27.006, 

Keglecting the very slight 

contamination downwind out¬ 

side the Lagoon, the volume 

of water contaminated was! 

B-Day 0.05 mi3 
1 Day after B-Day 0.8 mi3 

5 Days after B-Day 4,7 mi3 

(Notes Total volume of water 

in Lagoon is roughly 6 mi3.) 
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Critical erpoaure times 

(to get lethal radio¬ 

logical dosage) versus 

distance from burst. 

Influence of wind» waves« 

and water current in dis¬ 

persing contaminated 
water. 

Selected radioactive de¬ 

cay curves on various 
target ships. 

Selected curves showing 

intensity of emanations 

versus distance from con¬ 

taminated ships. 

Selected curves of beta- 

ray intensity versus dis¬ 

tance from contaminated 
deck. 

Values range from 30 sec to 

3 hr for topside personnel 

on vessels engulfed by the 

base surge. See Sec. 29.008, 
Paragraph B. 

Radioactivity in the water 

became general throughout 

the Lagoon within a week. 

The Lagoon water ‘‘half- 

changes" in 25 days. 

See Sec. 27.005. 

A small boat roughly 100 yd 

from a "hot" ship received 

only negligible gamma radia¬ 
tion from that ship. 

The beta radiation had a 

range of 1 or 2 meters in 
air. 

Selected beta-ray decay 

curves. 
During the first two days, the 

beta radiation decay rate was 

greater than the gamma radia¬ 

tion decay rate; in the follow¬ 

ing days and weeks the decay 

rates became nearly identical 

and approached the l/T**® pate 

discussed in Sec. 27.005. 
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APPENDIX III 

BASIS OF CÛàtPUTING LOSS OF COMBINED MILITARY EFFICIENCY 

1. Introduction. 

In the following discussion regarding a definition of combined 

military efficiency (CME), the following more basic definitions are 

employed: The military efficiency of a(damaged ship is the reciprocal 

of the number of identically-damaged ships equal in a&itexy efliciency 

to one sound ship. The military efficiency of a ship's (injured) crew 

is the reciprocal of the number of identically-injured crews equal in 
military efficiency to one sound crew. 

The basis presented below for computing the loss of combined mili¬ 

tary efficiencyy called "Loss of CME", rests on these assumptions: 

1. The loss of military efficiency of the ship is known. (This 

efficiency may be called *£".) 

2. The loss of military efficiency of the crew is known. (This 

efficiency ioay be called "Y".) 

3. Each "unit" of military efficiency of the ship depends 

equally on presence of effective men. 

4« It is "half true" that any given man can be transferred 

to doing any other man's Job in an emergency. 

5. The fact that there are (prior to Mike Hour) surplus men 

is just counterbalanced by delays and unbalance in re¬ 

allocating survivers among the buttle stations. 

2. Basis. 

The computing of the loss of CME is based on these arbitrary rules 

1. If X exceeds Y (i.e., if crew shortage is most critical), 

the loss of CUE is the average of (l-XY) and (1-Y). 

2. If Y exceeds X (i.e., if the most serious loss of military 

efiicienpy is to the ship), the loss of CME is the average 
of (l-XY) and (1-X). 

TheM two rules reduce to this one: 

Loss of CME = 'LjzJls. LS 
» where S is the smaller of the two 2 
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quantities, X and Y, 

Examplesi 

The loes of C5ÍE 
follows: 

L (percent) 

100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 

100 
100 
100 
100 
10O 

80 
80 
80 

60 
6Q 

40 

wid L is the larger. 

ior various assumed values of ¿ and L are as 

_S (percent) Loss of CUE (percent) 

100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 

0 

28 
52 
72 
88 

100 

80 
60 
40 
20 
0 

20 
40 
60 
80 

100 

60 46 
40 64 
20 82 

40 68 
20 84 
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APPENDIX IV 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

L._Introduction. 

Thle Section liste reports, books, etc,, of Interest to persons 

studying Operation Crossroads. Particular emphasis has been given to 
technical recorte. 

s 

References are listed numerically, according to the arbitrarily 
assigned reference numbers. 

numbers are grouped in these series: 

100 Series.Not used. 

200 Series.JTF-l General. 

300 Series.Reports by 013, i.e., by the 

Technical Director and persons 
responsible to him. 

400 Series..Reports by 014, i.e., by the 

Director of Ship Material and 

persons responsible to hi#. 
500 Series.Other Crossroads reports 

600 Series.Other reports 

Within each series the references are arranged more or less 

according to importance, the more important references being listed 
first. 

2m—References of the 200 S*ri««. 

Below are listed references by — or auplicable to — JTF-l in 
general. 

Raf« Mq, Date Group Author Hilft 
201 15 April 46 JTF-l Chief of Staff Operation Plan 

No. 1-46 

210 

220 

JTF-l Leggett, Capt. 

A. B. (Navy) 

18 Nov 46 JTF-l Shurcliff, Dr. 

. W. A. 

Operational Report 

on Operation Cross¬ 

roads 

Technical Report on 

Operation Crossroads 
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^ ReferenfiP« r>f ^ ^qq SwrlA,. 

rectof im^reftUîted refer®nceB ^ th« 0f«ce of the Technical Di¬ 
rector 1013;, or hy groupe resooneihle to him: 

Sef. lio. Data 

300 none 

300-1 « 

300-2 " 

300-3 " 

300-4 « 

300-5 " 

.300-6 « 

300-7 » 

300-8 « 

300-11 « 

300—12 18 Oct 46 

300—13 27 Sept 46 

ftroup Author 

013 Sawyer, Dr. 
R..A. 

» 

h 

h 

a 

h 

ii 

H 

" Sawyer, Dr. 
R. A. 

" Oilfilian, Dr. 
R« S., Jr. 

Debenham, J. K. 
and Archer, 
H. M. 

Archer, H. M. 

Penney, Dr. 
W. 0. 

lUlB 

Technical Director's 
Final Report. 

List of Fnclosuree. 

Introduction. 

Highlights of Coordi- 
aator's Reports 
(later withdrawn, 
See 300-7). 

Equivalent Energy 
Tonnage. 

Teat C. 

Conclusion. 

Survey of Results. 

Untitled paper on 
probable effects of 
A-Day nuclear radi¬ 
ations on crews. 

Report of Determi¬ 
nation of Burst 
Height, Test A. 
Enel. A. 

Determination of Ship 
and Burst Locations 
for Teat A and B. 

Air Blast and Water 
Shock in Tests A 
and B. 
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Ref. No. Date 

300-14 31 July 46 

300-15 7 Sept 46 

300-16 7 Aug 46 

300-17 

300-18 30 Sept 46 

300-19 27 Sept 46 

300-20 25 Sept 46 

300-23 1 Sept 46 

300-23 30 Sept 46 

Stoup Author 

013 Oerlach, Comdr. 
C. H. 

Penney, Dr, 
W. 0. 

Revelle, Comdr, 
Roger 

Thatcher, Dr. 
E. W. 

Hulburt, Dr. 
E. 0. 

Vaux, Comdr. 

Oeorge 

I Warren, Col. 

S. L. 

Hirechfelder, 
J. 0. and 

Magee, J. L. 

Holloway, Dr. 
M.#0. 

HUA 

Report on Ships 

Instrumentation Other 
than Air Blast and 

Underneath Pressure; 
Enel. 0, Part 2. 

Reasons for Expect¬ 

ing Peak Pressure to 
Pall Off with the 

Radius Paster than 

R"1; Enel. D. 

Coordinator's Report 

on Oceanographic 
Work at Bikini and 

Surrounding Areas; 
Enel. E. 

Summary Report on 

Electromagnetic Pro¬ 
pagation; Enel. P. 

Summary of Radio- 

metry Measurements 

of Atomic Bomb Tests 

at Bikini in July 

46; Enel. 0. 

Preliminary Evalu¬ 

ations of Remote 

Measurements of 
Tests A and B. 

Nuclear Radiation 

Effects in Tests A 

and B, Preliminary 
Report of. 

A critical Summary 

of Some A-Shot 
Measurements. 

Summary of Project 

Y Crossroads Ac¬ 
tivities 
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Ref. No. Date 

300-24 

'4 

300-25 

300-26 15 Oct 46 

300-27 (Same ae 300-16) 

Sroup Author 

013 Oilfillan, Dr. 

R. S., Jr. 

Penney, Dr. 
W. 0. 

Von Neumann, Dr 

John 

mis 

Time Interval Between 

Arrival of Primary 

and Reflected Shock 

Wave (Mllliaeconds). 
(one page chart.) 

Depth for Test C. 

Commente concerning 

Dr. W. 0. Penney1e 

Memorandum, "Depth 
for Test C." 

301 

302 

303 

310 

M 

30 Oct 46 013B 

23 July 46 013E 

13 Nov 46 0131 

Wyckoff, C. W. 

|4«and 
■Shafton, Comdr. K 

Combined Projects, 
Test B, II-li,. IJU16, 
Parts I and II. 

Revelle, Comdr. 

Roger 

Warren, Col. 
S. L. 

Scoville, Dr. 
H. P. 

Some Rough Calcula^ 

tions Concerning the 

Amount of Water in 
the Column. JTF-l/ 

OlSB/ms; Serial 65 
(013B). 

Results of Radioac¬ 

tivity Measurements 

of Test, Preliminaiy 
Report. 

Memorandum entitled 

"Time of Onset of the 

Effects from Radiation 
Exposure." 

1«- References of th. aqq Serie.. 

Below are listed references by the Director of 
by groups responsible to him. # 

Ship Material, or 
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Ref Mo. 

410 

410-1 

410-2 

410-3 

410-4 

410-5 

410-6 

410-7 

Sate, group Author 

4 Aug 46 014 Sol berg. Rear 

Adm. T. A. 

30 July 46 014B-H 

28 July 46 014J 

29 July 46 014K 

30 July 46 014L 

28 July 46 014M 

28 July 46 014H 

26 July 46 014S 

Frederick, Col. 

g. D. 

Lonnquent, Capt. 

T. 0. (Savy) 

Forest, Cant. 

F. X. (Havy) 

Mott, Capt. 

E. B. (Navy) 

Draeger, Capt. 
R. H. (Navy) 

Engleman, Caut. 

C. L. (Navy) 

Fraser, Comdr. 

0. W. 

Title 

DSM Interim Report 

for Test A, DSM 

Serial 00441. 

Army Ground Group 

T. G. 1.4, Interim 

Report for Test A. 

Enel. B to DSM 

Serial 00441. 

DSM Bureau of Aero¬ 

nautics Group. Inte l'¬ 

ira Report for Test 

A. Enel. C. DSM 

Serial 00441. 

DSM Bureau of Ships 

Group. Interim Re¬ 

port for Test A. 

Enel. A. DSM Seri¬ 

al 00441. 

DSM Bureau of Ord¬ 

nance Group. Inter¬ 

im Report for Test A. 

Enel. D. DSM Seri¬ 

al 00441. 

DSM Bureau of Medi¬ 

cine and Surgery 

Research Group. 

Enel. E. DSM Seri¬ 

al 00441. 

DSM Electronics 

Coordinating Officer. 

Interim Report for 

Test A. Enel. F. 

DSM Serial 00441. 

DSM Bureau of Sup¬ 

plies and Accounts 

Group. Interim Re¬ 

port for Test A. 

Enel. H. DSM Seri¬ 

al 00441. - 
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410-8 26 July 46 0141 

420 27 Aug 46 014 

420-1 27 Aug 46 014 

420-3 2Q Aug 46 014J 

420-4 27 Aug 46 014K 

420-5 26 Aug 46 0141 

420-6 6 Sept 46 014M 

420-7 22 Aug 46 014N 

Author Titia 

Lamoreaur, Oomdr 
R. 

Solberg, Rear 
Adm. T. A. 

Solberg, Rear 
Adm. T. A. 

Dodaon, Capt. 
J• R. (Navy) 

Forest, Capt. 
F. X. (Navy) 

Mott, Capt. 

ï* B. (Navy) 

Draeger, Capt. 
R. H. (Navy) 

Rice, Comdr. 
J. I. 

. DSM Bureau of Yards 
and Docks Group. 
Interim Report. End. 
G. DSM Serial 00441. 

DSM Report on Decon¬ 
tamination of Target 
Vessels. Interim Re¬ 
port for Test B. End. 
F. DSM Serial 00447. 

DSM Interim Report 
Test B. DSM Seri¬ 
al 00447. 

DSM Bureau of Aero¬ 

nautics Grout). Inter¬ 
im Report for Test B. 
Bncl. B. DSM Seri¬ 
al 00447. 

DSM Bureau of Ships 
Group. Interim Re¬ 
port Test B. End. 
A. DSM Serial 00447. 

DSM Bureau of Ord¬ 
nance Group. Enel. 
G« Interim Reuort 
Test B. DSM Seri¬ 
al 00447. 

DSM Bureau of Medi¬ 
cine and Surgery Re¬ 
search Group. Inter¬ 
im Report Test B. 
Fncl. E. DSM Seri¬ 
al 00447. 

DSM Electronics 

Coordinating Officer. 
Interim Reoort Test 
B. Enel. E. DSM 
Serial 00447. 
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Mo. Date 

420-8 15 Aug 46 

Sfcqa Author 

014Y Dlherto, Lt. 

S. T. (Navy) 

421 27 Aug 46 

430 6 July 46 

440 5 Aug 46 

450 19 Dec 46 

014B-H Frederick, Col. 

J. D. 

014 Solberg, Bear 
Adjn. T. A. 

014 Solberg, Bear 

Adm. T. A. 

014 Solberg, Bear 

Adm. T. A. 

Title 

DSM Bureau of Yards 

and Docks Croup. 

Interim Report for 

Teet B. Enel. D. 

DSM Serial 00447. 

Army Ground Group. 

Final Heoort of 

Atomic Bomb Teste. 
T. G. 1.4. 

Groes Damage Beport 

Test A. DSM Seri¬ 
al 00174. 

Groes Damage Beuort 
Test B, DSM Seri¬ 

al 00443. 

Final Beport on 

Tests A and B by 

BuShips Group. 

^ Reference« of the ROO Serie«. 

Below are listed references by other persons and grouos within 
Operation Crossroads. 

fief» MO» Date Grout) Author 

500 

510-1 v 9 Sept 46 1.5.2 Cullen, Col. 
P. T. 

Title 

Crossroads Handbook, 
LA 550. 

Descriptions of v 
Bursts. 

510-2 10,Sept 46 1.5.2 Cullen, Col. 

P. T. 
Aircraft Orbit 

Positions. 

510-3 30 Sept 46 1.5.2 Cullen, Col. 

P. T. 
Photo Installations 
in Aircraft. 
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Reference« of ».h» 

Below are lieted 

Operation Crossroads. 

ikUL* ^Q- flate 

601 11 July 46 

602 27 July 46 

60S 7 July 46 

604 27 July 46 

£00 Sari«a. 

references by groups an 

5roun 

Evaluation Board 

Evaluation Board 

President's Evaluation 
Commission 

President's Evaluation 
Commission 

individuals not in 

Title 

Preliminary Report 
on Test A. 

Preliminary Renort 
on Test B. 

Preliminary Report 
on Test A. 

Preliminary Report 
on Test B. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS 



TEST BAKER 

THIS SEQUENCE SHOWS THE B-DAY 
EXPLOSION. NOS. 1, 2, AND 3 
ARE SUCESSIVE FRAMES; NO. 4 
IS NOT CONSECUTIVE. NOTE THE 
MINIMUM OF OPTICAL RADIATION 
IN NO. 2. 

/ *'] 

REF: 16 MM ROLL 
#1428 E. 
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THE FOLLOWING PHOTOGRAPHS FROM TEST B ILLUSTRATE: 

1 Test-B fireball breaking through surface 
of the Lagoon. 

£ Same an instant later, showing embryo 

shock wave forming on each side of the 

column. Note sudden bend in shock wave 
close to the column. 

3 Same an instant later. Shock wave now 
appears nearly spherical. 

4 

5 

Aerial view of Test B prior to forma¬ 

tion of condensation cloud. Shock 

wave has engulfed SARATOGA (left) and 
ARKANSAS (right). 

Start of formation of condensation 
cloud. 

Aerial view of condensation cloud in 

early stage. Streaks to left of cen¬ 

ter, top of column, presumably show 

paths of fragments from LSM-6G. 

Base surge produced by descending 
column. 

o PENSACOLA: ruptured 16 in. X 3/8 in. 

stanchion extending from boiler 

foundation to second deck. 

(Stanchion was perhaps weakened in 
Test A) 

9 PENSACOLA: Gun turret #2 lifted off 
the base ring. 

10 PENSACOLA: Forward engine room; cracks 

in Eastern turbine foundation casting. 
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